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A
abandonment
(shipping/insurance) (a) The act of refusing delivery of a shipment
so badly damaged in transit that it is worthless. (b) Damage to a
vessel that is so severe that it is considered a constructive total
loss. See constructive total loss.

abbrochment
(law) The purchase at wholesale of all merchandise that is intended
to be sold in a particular retail market for the purpose of controlling
that market.

absolute advantage
(economics) An advantage of one nation or area over another in
the costs of manufacturing an item in terms of used resources.

absorption
(economics) Investment and consumption purchases by
households, businesses and governments, both domestic and
imported. When absorption exceeds production, the excess is
the country’s current account deficit. See current account.
(shipping) The assumption by one carrier of the special charges
of another carrier generally without increasing charges to the
shipper.

about
(banking) In connection with letters of credit, about means a
tolerance of plus/minus 10% regarding the letter of credit value,
unit price or the quantity of the goods, depending on the context
in which the tolerance is mentioned.

accelerated tarif f elimination
(customs) The gradual reduction of import duties over time.
Accelerated tariff elimination is often a feature of free trade
agreements. The North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) is art example of a trade agreement with accelerated
tariff elimination.

acceptance
(law) (a) An unconditional assent to an offer. (b) An assent to an
offer conditioned on only minor changes that do not affect any
material terms of the offer. See counteroffer; offer.
(shipping) Receipt by the consignee of a shipment thus terminating
the common carrier liability.
(banking) A time draft (bill of exchange) on the face of which the
drawee has written “accepted” over his signature. The date and
place payable are also indicated. The person accepting the draft
is known as the acceptor. Note: The drawee’s signature alone is
a valid acceptance and is usually made across the left margin of
the bill of exchange. See bill of exchange; bank acceptance.

acceptance letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which, in addition to other required
documents, requires presentation of a term draft drawn on the
bank nominated as the accepting bank under the letter of credit-
See acceptance; bank acceptance; letter of credit.

accepted draft
(banking) A bill of exchange accepted by the drawee (acceptor)
by putting his signature (acceptance) on its face. In doing so, he

commits himself to pay the bill upon presentation at maturity.
See acceptance; bank acceptance; bill of exchange_

accepting bank
(banking) A bank who by signing a time draft accepts responsibility
to pay when the draft becomes due. In this case the bank is the
drawee (party asked to pay the draft), but only becomes the
acceptor (party accepting responsibility to pay) upon acceptance
(signing the draft). See acceptance; bill of exchange.

acceptor
(banking) Thee party that signs a draft or obligation, thereby
agreeing to pay the stated sum at maturity. See acceptance; bill
of exchange.

accession
The process by which a country becomes a member of an
international agreement, such as the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) or the European Community (EC). Accession
to the GATT involves negotiations to determine the specific
obligations a nonmember country must undertake before it will
be entitled to full GATT membership benefits. See also accessions.

accessions
(law) (a) Goods that are affixed to and become part of other
goods. Examples include semiconductors that are inserted into
computers, parts that are added onto vehicles, and dials that are
used in watches. (b) A nation’s acceptance of a treaty already
made between other countries. See also accession.

accessorial charges
(shipping) Charges made for additional, special, or supplemental
services, normally over and above the line haul services.

accessorial services
(shipping) Services performed by a shipping line or airline in
addition to the normal transportation service. Common accessorial
services include advancement of charges, pickup, delivery, C.O.D.
service, signature service and storage,

accommodation
(law) An action by one individual or legal entity (the
accommodation party) that is taken as a favor, without any
consideration, for another individual or legal entity (the
accommodated party). An accommodation note or paper is a
commercial instrument of debt that is issued by or for an
accommodated party (who is expected to pay the debt) and that
contains the name of the accommodation party. A person may
make an accommodation, for example, to help another party raise
money or obtain credit. An accommodation party is usually treated
like a surety, who is responsible for the performance of the
accommodated party. The distinction between an accommodation
and a surety is that an accommodation is made without
consideration, that is, it is freely given. See surety.

accord and satisfaction
(law) A means of discharging a contract or cause of action by
which the parties agree (the accord) to alter their obligations and
then perform (the satisfaction) the new obligations. A seller who
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cannot, for example, obtain red fabric dye according to contract
specifications and threatens to breach the contract may enter into
an accord and satisfaction with the buyer to provide blue dyed
fabric for a slightly lower price.

account number
(shipping) An identifying number issued by a carrier’s accounting
office to identify a shipper and/or consignee. The number helps
ensure accurate invoicing procedures and customer traffic activity,

account party
(banking) The party that instructs a bank (issuing bank) to open
a letter of credit. The account party is usually the buyer or importer
See letter of credit.

accounts payable
(accounting) A current liability representing the amount owed by
an individual or a business to a creditor(s) for merchandise or
services purchased
on an open account or short-term credit. See also accounts
receivable.

accounts receivable
(accounting) Money owed a business enterprise for merchandise
or services bought on open account. See also accounts payable.

accrual of obligation
(law) The time at which an obligation matures or vests, requiring
the obligor to perform. In a contract between a buyer and seller,
for example, the seller’s obligation to deliver goods may accrue
when the buyer tenders payment in full. Alternatively, if the
contract specifies a date for delivery of the goods, the seller’s
obligation accrues at that date, even if the buyer tenders payment
before or after that date.

acquisition
The purchase of complete or majority ownership in a business
enterprise, usually by another business enterprise.

Act of God
An act of nature beyond man’s control such as lightning, flood,
earthquake or hurricane. Many shipping and other performance
contracts include a “force majeure” clause which excuses a party,
who breaches the contract due to acts of God. See force majeure.

action ex contractu
(law) A legal action for breach of a promise stated in an express
or implied contract.

action ex delicto
(law) (a) A legal action for a breach of a duty that is not stated in
a contract but arises from the contract. A seller of goods, for
example, who represents that the goods can be used for a certain
purpose has a duty to furnish goods that can be so used, even if
that duty is not stated in the contract. If the seller fails to provide
such goods, the seller breaches that duty and the buyer has an
action ex delicto based On die seller’s fraudulent representation.
(b) A legal action that arises from a  wrongful act, such as fraud.

added-value tax
See value-added tax.

address of record

(law) The official or primary location for an individual, company,
or other organization.

adhesion contract
(law) Contract with standard, often printed, terms for sale of goods
and services offered to consumers who usually cannot negotiate
any of the terms and  cannot acquire the product unless they agree
to the terms.

adjustment
(general) The refund or replacement of lost or damaged goods by
either the seller or by an insurance carrier.
(insurance) The settlement of an insurance claim.
(U-S- government) The negative impact of increased import
competition to U.S. businesses. See adjustment assistance.

adjustment assistance
(U.S.) Financial, training and reemployment technical assistance
to workers, and technical assistance to firms and industries, to
help them cope with adjustment difficulties arising from increased
import competition. Thee objective of the assistance is usually to
help an industry to become more competitive in the same line of
production, or to move into other economic activities. The aid to
workers can Lake the form of training (to qualify the affected
individuals for employment in new or expanding industries),
relocation allowances (to help them move from areas characterized
by high unemployment to areas where employment may be
available) or unemployment compensation (to tide them over while
they are searching for new jobs). The aid to firms can take the
form of technical assistance through Trade Adjustment Assistance
Centers located throughout the United States. Industry wide
technical assistance also is available through the Trade Adjustment
Assistance program. The benefits of increased trade to an
importing country generally exceed the costs of adjustment, but
the benefits are widely shared and the adjustment costs are
sometimes  narrowly-and some would say unfairly concentrated
on a few domestic producers and communities. Adjustment
assistance can also be designed to facilitate structural shifts of
resources from less productive to more productive industries,
contributing further to greater economic efficiency and improved
standards of living. See Trade Adjustment Assistance Centers.

Administrative Exception Notes (AEN)
A listing of strategic commodities that member nations of the
Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom) may approve for export on their own, but must notify
CoCom after the fact. CoCom is an informal organization of 17
nations that cooperatively restrict strategic exports to controlled
countries. CoCom controls exports at three levels, depending, on
the item and the proposed destination- At the lowest level.
“national discretion” (also called “administrative exception”), a
member nation may approve the export on its own, but CoCom
must be notified after the fact. Administrative exception notes are
appended to list categories describing commodities that can be
approved solely at national discretion.
See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls

administrative notes
See Administrative Exception Notes.

Administrative Protective Order (APO)
(U.S. law) Art Administrative Protective Order, APO, is used to
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protect proprietary data that is obtained during an administrative
proceeding. Within the U.S. Department of Commerce, APO is
most frequently used in connection with antidumping and
countervailing duty investigations, to prohibit opposing counsel
from releasing data. The term is also applied in connection with
civil enforcement of export control laws to protect against the
disclosure of information provided by companies being
investigated for violations. See dumping; countervailing duties.

admiralty
(law/shipping) Any civil or criminal issue having to do with
maritime law.

admiralty court
(law/shipping) A court of law that has jurisdiction over maritime
legal issues. These generally include ocean shipping, collisions of
vessels, charters, contracts and damage to cargo.

admission temporaire
(customs) The free entry of goods normally dutiable. See ATA
Carnet

Admission Temporaire/Temporary Admission Carnet
See ATA Carnet.

ad valorem
Literally: according to value.
(general) Any charge, tax, or duty that is applied as a percentage
of value.
(taxation) A tax calculated on the value of the property subject
to the tax.
(shipping) A freight rate set at a certain percentage of the declared
value of an article.
(U-S. Customs) Ad valorem duty. A duty assessed as a percentage
rate or value of the imported merchandise. For example 5% ad
valorem. See specific rate of duty: compound rate of duty; tariff.

advance against collection
(banking) A short term loan or credit extended to the seller
(usually the exporter) by the seller’s bank ; a draft has been
accepted by the buyer (generally the importer) of the seller’s
goods. Once the buyer pays, the loan is paid off. If the buyer
does not pay the draft the seller must still make good on the loan.
See bill of exchange.

advance arrangements
(shipping) The shipment of certain classes of
commodities-examples: gold, precious gems, furs, live animals,
human remains and oversized shipments---require arrangements
in advance with carriers

Advanced Technology Products (ATP)
(U.S.) About 500 of some 22,000 commodity classification codes
used in reporting U.S. merchandise trade are identified as
“advanced technology” codes and they meet the following criteria:
(1) The code contains products whose technology is from a
recognized high technology held (e.g.. biotechnology); (2) These
products represent leading edge technology in that field; and (3)
Such products constitute a significant part of all items covered in
the selected classification code.

advancement of charges

(shipping) A service under which a shipping line or airline, in
some instances, pays incidental charges arising before or after a
shipment or airhaul. Examples include cartage and warehousing
costs- These charges can be in advance for the convenience of
either the shipper or the receiver.

advice
(banking) The term “advice” connotes several types of forms used
on the banking field. Generally speaking, an advice is a form of
letter that relates or acknowledges a certain activity or result with
regard to a customer’s relations with a bank. Examples include
credit advice, debit advice. Advice of payment and advice of
execution. In commercial transactions, information on a business
transaction such as shipment of goods.
(banking/letters of credit) The forwarding of a letter of credit, or
an amendment to a letter of credit to the seller. or beneficiary of
the credit, by the advising bank (seller’s bank).
See issuance; letter of credit; amendment.

advice of fate
(banking) A bank’s notification of the status of a collection which
is still outstanding.

advised credit
(banking) A letter of credit whose terms and conditions have been
confirmed by a bank. See letter of credit; confirmed letter of credit.

advising bank
(banking) The bank (also referred to as the seller’s or exporter’s
bank) which receives a letter of credit or amendment to a letter of
credit from the issuing bank (the buyer’s bank) and forwards it to
the beneficiary (seller/exporter) of the credit. See letter of credit;
confirming bank: issuing bank.

Advisory Committee on Export Policy
(U.S. government) The ACEP is an interagency dispute resolution
body that operates at the Assistant Secretary level. ACEP is
chaired by the U.S. Department of Commerce; membership
includes the Departments of Defense, Energy and State, the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, and the intelligence
community- Disputes not resolved by the ACEP must be addressed
by the cabinet-level Export Administration Review Board within
specific time frames set forth under National Security Directive
#53. See National Security Directive #53; Export Administration
Review Board.

Advisory Committee on Trade Policy and Negotiations
(U.S. government) The ACTPN is a group (membership of 45;
two-year terms) appointed by the President to provide advice on
matters of trade policy and related issues, including trade
agreements. The 1974 Trade Act requires the ACTPN’s
establishment and broad representation of key economic sectors
affected by trade. Below the ACTPN are seven policy committees:
SPAC (Services Policy Advisory Committee), INPAC (Investment
Policy Advisory Committee), IGPAC (Intergovernmental Policy
Advisory Committee), IPAC (Industry Policy Advisory
Committee), APAC (Agriculture Policy Advisory Committee),
LPAC (Labor Policy Advisory Committee) and DPAC (Defense
Policy Advisory Committee). Below the policy committees are
sectorial, technical and functional advisory committees.
See Industry Consultations Program.

advisory notes
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See Administrative Exception Notes.

affiliate
A business enterprise located in one country which is directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by a person of another country.
(U.S.) A business enterprise located in one country which is
directly or indirectly owned or controlled by a person of another
country to the extent of 10 percent or more of its voting securities
for an incorporated business enterprise, or an equivalent interest
for an unincorporated business enterprise, including a branch.
For outward investment, the affiliate is referred to as a “foreign
affiliate”; for inward investment, it is referred to as a “U.S.
affiliate.” See direct (foreign) investment; foreign direct investment
in the United States; affiliated foreign -group.

affiliated foreign group
(U.S.) An affiliated foreign group means (a) the foreign parent,
(b) any foreign person, proceeding up the foreign parent’s
ownership chain, which owns more than 50 percent of the person
below it up to and including that person which is not owned
more than 50 percent by another foreign person and (c) any foreign
person, proceeding down the ownership chain(s) of each of these
members, which is owned more than 50 percent by the person
above it. See direct (foreign) investment; foreign direct investment
in the United States; affiliate; foreign owned affiliate in the U.S.

affreightment
(shipping) The hiring or chartering of all or part of a vessel for
the transport of goods.

affreightment contract
(shipping/law) A contract with a shipowner to hire all or part of
a ship for transporting goods.

afghani
The currency of Afghanistan. I Af = 100 puls.

afloat
(shipping) Refers to a shipment of cargo which is currently
onboard a vessel between ports (as opposed to on land).

African, Caribbean and Pacific Countries (ACP)
Developing countries which are designated beneficiaries under
the Lome Convention. See Lome Convention.

African Development Bank (AMB)
The AfDB, established in 1963, provides financing through direct
loans to African member states to cover the foreign exchange
costs incurred in Bank approved development projects in those
countries. Fifty-one African countries are members and ordinarily
receive loans. The Republic of South Africa is currently the only
African country not a member. Address: African Development
Bank, Rue Joseph Anoma, 01 BP 1387, Abidjan 01, Cote d’lvoire;
Tel: [225]20-44-44; Telex: 23717; Fax: [225] 2040-06; http://
www.adf.org.

African Development Foundation
An independent, nonprofit U.S. government corporation
established to provide financial assistance to grass-roots
organizations in Africa. ADF became operational in 1984.
Address: African Development Foundation, 1400 Eye Street NW,
10th Floor, Washington, DC 20005; Tel: (202) 673-3916; http:/
/www.adf.org.

aft
(shipping) Direction toward the stern of the vessel (ship or
aircraft).

after date
(banking) A notation used on financial instruments (such as drafts
or bills of exchange) to fix the maturity date as a fixed number of
days past the date of drawing of the draft. For example, if a draft
stipulates “60 days after date,” it means that the draft is due
(payable) 60 days after the date it was drawn. This has the effect
of fixing the date of maturity of the draft, independent of the date
of acceptance of the draft. See acceptance; drawee; bill of
exchange.

after sight
(banking) A notation on a draft that indicates that payment is due
a fixed number of days after the draft has been presented to the
drawee. For example, “30 days after sight” means that the drawee
has 30 days from the date of presentation of the draft to make
payment. See acceptance; drawee; bill of exchange

agency
(law) A relationship between one individual or legal entity (the
agent) who represents, acts on behalf of, and binds another
individual or legal entity (the principal) in accordance with the
principal’s request or instruction. In some countries, agency is
more narrowly defined as a relationship created only by a written
agreement or a power of attorney, entered into by a principal and
a person who is designated to act for the principal within the
limits of the written document creating the agency. See agent;
principal; power  of attorney.
(a) An express agency is established by a written or oral
agreement between the parties. An express agency is created, for
example, when a seller orally contracts with a sales representative
to sell products or when a company makes a written power of
attorney to authorize a person to act on its behalf. (b) An implied
agency arises as a result of the conduct of the parties. If a seller’s
assistant. For example, sometimes deals with customers, a court
may determine from that conduct that an implied agency exists
between the seller and the assistant. (c) An agency by estoppel
is imposed by law when an agent acts without authority, but the
principal leads a third person to conclude reasonably that the
agent had authority and to rely on that conclusion. If a seller, for
example, informs a buyer that the seller’s representative is
authorized to negotiate any contract terms for the seller, a court
may decide that an agency by estoppel existed, that the contract
should be enforced, and that the seller cannot avoid performing
the contract by claiming that the representative in fact had no
authority. (d) An agency del credere arises when a principal
entrusts goods, documents, or securities to an agent who has
broad authority to collect from a buyer and who may be liable for
ensuring that the buyer is solvent- A sales representative, for
example, who is given goods and who is authorized to receive
payment from buyers is an agent del credere. (e) An exclusive
agency is an arrangement with an agent under which the principal
agrees not to sell property to a purchaser found by another agent.
If a seller of green and red shoes, for example, gives a sales
representative an exclusive agency to sell the green shoes in a
particular country, the seller is not permitted to sell those shoes
through any other representative in the same country. The seller
may, however, authorize other agents to sell red shoes in that
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country. (f) A universal agency authorizes the agent to do every
transaction that a principal can legally delegate. A principal who
will be traveling for some time may, for example, give an agent
authority to deal with all business and personal transactions for
the principal during that absence. (g) A general agency
authorizes an agent to do all acts related to the principal’s
business, which may include negotiating contracts,  establishing
credit, advertising, arranging for shipping and setting up overseas
offices and outlets. (h) A special agency gives an agent limited
powers to conduct one transaction or a specific series of
transactions. A contract with a representative to secure the sale
of certain components to a particular factory creates a special
agency See agent; principle power of attorney.

agency by estoppel
See agency.

agency del credere
See agency.

Agency for International Development
(U.S. government) A unit of the United States International
Development Cooperation Agency. AID
administers U.S. foreign economic and humanitarian assistance
programs in the developing world, Central and Eastern Europe,
and the Commonwealth of Independent States. Among the
economic programs are those that foster employment growth,
and that promote use of clean and efficient energy and
environmental technologies. Maintains economic, social and
demographic statistics for many developing countries. AID has
field missions and representatives in approximately 70 developing
countries in Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean and the Near
East. Address: Agency for International Development, Ronald
Reagan Building, 1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW; Washington
D.C. 20523; Tel: (202) 712-0000: www.info.usaid.gov. See
Center for Trade and Investment Service International
Development Cooperation Agency.

agent
(law) An individual or legal entity authorized to act on behalf of
another individual or legal entity (the principal). An agent’s
authorized actions will bind the principal. A sales representative,
for example, is an agent of the seller. See agency; principal; power
of attorney.

agent ad litem
(shipping/law) An agent who acts on behalf of a principal in
prosecuting or defending a lawsuit.

agent bank
(banking) (a) Bank acting for a foreign bank. (b) Bank handling
administration of a loan in a syndicated credit.

Agent/Distributor Service (ADS)
(U.S. government) An International Trade Administration (ITA)
fee-based service which locates foreign import agents and
distributors for U.S. exporters. ADS provides a custom search
overseas for interested and qualified foreign representatives on
behalf of a U.S. exporter. Officers abroad conduct the search and
prepare a report identifying up to six foreign prospects that have
examined the U.S. firm’s product literature and have expressed
interest in representing the U.S. firm’s products. Contact the

nearest Department of Commerce District Office or call (800)
USA-TRADE. See United States Department of Commerce.

aggregated shipments
(shipping) Numerous shipments from different shippers to one
consignee that are consolidated and treated as a single
consignment.

agreed valuation
(shipping) The value of a shipment agreed upon by the shipper
and carrier to secure a specific rate and/ or liability.

agriculture export connections
(U.S. government) The U.S. Foreign Agriculture Service through
AgExport Connections (formerly Agriculture Information and
Marketing Services) provides services designed to help U.S.
exporters of agricultural products make direct contact with
foreign buyers. Services include: Trade Leads compiled by
overseas offices and retrievable from the Economic Bulletin
Board; Buyer Alert publication for U.S. exporters to advertise
their products; and Foreign Buyer Lists. Contact: Trade
Assistance and Promotions Office, USDA, Foreign Agriculture
Service, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW Stop 1052, Washington
D.C. 20250-1052 USA: Tel: (202) 720-7420; Fax: (202) 720-
9728;
http://www.fas.usda.gov.

airbill
See air waybill.

air cargo
(shipping) Any property (freight, mail, express) carried or to be
carried in an aircraft. Does not include passenger baggage.

aircraft  pallet
(shipping) The use of a platform or pallet (in air freight usually
from 3/4" to 2" thick) upon which a unitized shipment rests or
on which goods are assembled and secured before being loaded
as a unit onto an aircraft. Most carriers offer container discounts
for palletized loads.
Palletization results in more efficient use of space aboard freighter
aircraft and better cargo handling, particularly when used as part
of mechanized systems employing such other advances as pallet
loaders and pallet transporters. The pallet loader is a device
employing one or more vertical lift platforms for the mechanical
loading or unloading of palletized freight at planeside.

The pallet transporter is a vehicle for the movement
of loaded pallets between the aircraft and the freight terminal or
truck dock. Sometimes the functions of both the pallet loader
and pallet transporter are combined into a single vehicle, See
also pallet.

air express
(shipping) A term used to describe expedited handling of air
freight service. See priority air freight; air freight.

air freight
(shipping) A service providing for the air transport of goods.
The volume of air freight has been increasing significantly due
to: (1) decreased shipping time, (2) greater inventory control for
just-in-time manufacturing and stocking, (3) generally superior
condition of goods upon arrival, and (4) for certain commodities,
lower shipping costs.
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air freight forwarder
(shipping) A freight forwarder for shipments by air. Air freight
forwarders serve a dual role. The air freight forwarders are, to
the shipper, an indirect carrier because they receive freight from
various shippers under one tariff, usually consolidating the goods
into a larger unit, which is then tendered to an airline. To the
airlines, the air freight forwarder is a shipper. An air freight
forwarder is ordinarily classed as an indirect air carrier; however,
many air freight forwarders operate their own aircraft. See freight
forwarder.

air mail
(shipping) The term “airmail” as a class of mail, is used only in
international postal service. Within the United States, the U.S.
Postal Service moves all first class mail, priority mail, and express
mail by air where doing so will expedite delivery.

air parcel post
(shipping) A term commonly used for priority mail which consists
of first class mail weighing more than 13 ounces. Priority mail is
another economical and expedited service for the shipping of
parcels by air.

Airport Mail Facility (AMF)
(shipping) A U.S. Postal Service facility located on or adjacent
to an airport. AMFs are primarily engaged in the dispatch, receipt,
and transfer of mail directly with air carriers.

air waybill (airbill)
(shipping) A shipping document used by the airlines for air freight.
It is a contract for carriage that includes carrier conditions of
carriage including such items as limits of liability and claims
procedures. The air waybill also contains shipping instructions to
airlines, a description of the commodity and applicable
transportation charges. Air waybills are used by many truckers
as through documents for coordinated air/truck service.
Air waybills are not negotiable. The airline industry has adopted
a standard formatted air waybill that accommodates both domestic
and international traffic. The standard document was designed to
enhance the application of modem computerized systems to air
freight processing for both the carrier and the shipper See bill of
lading; negotiable.

airworthiness certification
(shipping) Documentation to show that an aircraft or components
comply with all the airworthiness requirements related to its use
as laid down by the regulatory authorities for the country in which
the aircraft is registered.

Aksjeselskap (A/S)
(Norway) Designation for a joint stock company with limited
personal liability to shareholders. See Business Entities Appendix.

Aktiebolag (AB)
(Finland, Sweden) Designation for a joint stock company with
limited personal liability to shareholders. See Business Entities
Appendix.

Aktiengesellschaft (AG)
(Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein) Designation for
a joint stock company with limited personal liability to

shareholders. See Business Entities Appendix.

Aktieselskab (A/S)
(Denmark) Designation for a joint stock company with limited
personal liability to shareholders.

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) See Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms.

alienable
(law) The capacity to be transferred or conveyed. Interests in
real or personal property, for example, are alienable.

aliquot
(law) A fractional share. A court, for example, may award
damages aliquot against several parties who breached a contract,
meaning that each must pay a proportionate share of the damages.
Aliquot liability differs from joint and several liability, in that the
latter refers to whether the breaching parties may be sued and
held liable together or individually. See joint and several liability.

all-cargo aircraft
(shipping) An aircraft for the carriage of cargo only, rather than
the combination of passengers and cargo. The all-cargo aircraft
will carry cargo in bulk or container in the main deck as well as in
the lower deck of the aircraft. It may include a scheduled and/ or
nonscheduled service.

all risk
(insurance) Extensive insurance coverage of cargo, including
coverage due to external causes such as fire, collision, pilferage
etc. but usually excluding “special” risks such as those resulting
from acts of war, labor strikes and the perishing of goods, and
from internal damage due to faulty packaging, decay or loss of
market.
All risk insurance covers only physical  loss or damage from
external cause(s) and specifically affirms the exclusion of war
risks and strikes and not unless covered by endorsement. These
losses are excluded, either by expressed exclusions, conditions
or warranties written into the policy or by implied conditions or
warranties that are read into every marine policy by legal
interpretation.
An “all risks” policy may expressly exclude certain types of
damage such as marring and scratching of unboxed automobiles
or bending and twisting entirely or unless amounting to a specified
percentage or amount.
Also, certain perils such as war and, strikes, riots and civil
commotions are commonly excluded, but these perils can be and
usually are reinstated, at least in part, by special endorsement or
by a separate policy.
The “all risk” clause is a logical extension of the broader forms of
“with average” coverage. The all risk clause generally reads:
“To cover against all risks of physical loss or damage from any
external cause irrespective of percentage, but excluding,
nevertheless, the risk of war, strikes, riots, seizure, detention and
other risks excluded by the F.C.&S. (Free of Capture and Seizure)
Warranty and the S.R.&C.C. (Strikes, Riots and Civil Commotion)
Warranty in this policy, excepting to the extent that such risk are
specifically covered by endorsement.”
(air shipments) All risk insurance of air shipments usually excludes
loss due to cold or changes in atmospheric pressure. See average;
with average;  free of particular average; inherent vice, war risk;
strikes, riots and civil commotion.
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allowance
An amount paid or credited by a seller as a refund or
reimbursement due to any one of a number of causes including:
faulty packaging,  shipment of goods which do not meet buyer’s
specifications, a late shipment, etc.

alongside
(shipping) A phrase referring to the side of a ship. (a) Goods to
be delivered “alongside” are to be placed on the dock or lighter
within reach of the transport ship’s tackle so that they can be
loaded aboard the ship. (b) Goods delivered to the port of
embarkation, but without loading fees.

alternative tarif f
(shipping) A tariff containing two or more rates from and to the
same points, on the same goods, with authority to use the one
which produces the lowest charge

amendment
(law/general) An addition, deletion, or change in a legal document.
(banking/letters of credit) A change in the terms and conditions
of a letter of credit (e.,g. extension of the letter of credit’s validity
period, shipping deadline, etc.), usually to meet the needs of the
seller. The seller requests an amendment of the buyer who, if he
agrees, instructs his bank (the issuing bank) to issue the
amendment. The issuing bank informs the seller’s bank (the
advising bank) who then notifies the seller of the amendment. In
the case of irrevocable letters of credit, amendments may only be
made with the agreement of all parties to the transaction. See
letter of credit.

American Arbitration Association
A private not-for-profit organization formed in 1926 to encourage
the use of arbitration in the settlement of disputes. Address:
American Arbitration Association, 1633 Broadway, New York
NY 1001 9; Tel: (212) 944-2230; Fax: (212) 382-2606; http://
www.adr.com.. See arbitration.

American Association of Exporters and Importers
(U.S.) A trade association which advises members of legislation
regarding importing and exporting, and fights against
protectionism. Also hosts seminars and conferences for importers
and exporters. Address: American Association of Exporters and
Importers, 11 W. 42nd St., 30th Floor, New York, NY 10036:
Tel: (212)944-2230; Fax: (212)382-2606; http://www.aaei.org.

American Institute in Taiwan
A non-profit  corporation that represents U.S interests in Taiwan
in lieu of an embassy. In 1979, the United States terminated formal
diplomatic relations with Taiwan when it recognized the People’s
Republic of China as the sole legal government of China. The
AIT was authorized to continue commercial, cultural and other
relations between the U.S. and Taiwan. Address: American
Institute in Taiwan, 7, Lane 134, Section 3, Hsin Yi Road, Taipei.
106, Taiwan; Tel: (2) 709-2000; Telex: 78523890 USTRADE:
Fax: (2) 701-4216;
http://ait.org.tw/.

American National Standards
A set of product standards established by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI). See American National Standards
Institute. See also International Standards Organization.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
An organization that develops and publishes a set of voluntary
product standards called the American National Standards. In
addition to product standards, ANSI publishes a guide to unit-load
and transportation package sizes for containers. ANSI is also an
influential member of the ISO (International Standards
Organization). Address: American National Standards Institute,
11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036; Tel: (212) 6424900.
See also International Standards Organization;
http:// web.ansi.org/default_js.htm.

American option
(banking/foreign exchange) A foreign exchange option containing
a provision to the effect that it can be exercised at any time between
the date of writing and the expiration date. See also European
option.

American Traders Index (ATI)
A compilation of individual U.S. & Foreign Commercial Service
(US&FCS) domestic client files, for use by overseas posts to
generate mailing lists. See United States and Foreign Commercial
Service.

amidships
(shipping) At or in the middle of a vessel. Because a ship’s
movement is less in the middle of the vessel, shippers will
sometimes specify that fragile freight be placed amidships.

amortization
(banking) (a) The gradual extinguishment of any amount over a
period of time (e.g, the retirement of a debt). (b)A reduction of
the book value of a fixed asset

analysis certificate See certificate of analysis.

ancillary equipment
(shipping) Equipment used to build up a palletized load or to
convey a unit load device outside an aircraft See aircraft pallet.

Andean Group
An alliance of Latin American countries formed in 1969 to
promote regional economic integration among medium-sized
countries. Members include Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru
and Venezuela. Address: Andean Group. Avenida Pasco de la
Republica 3895, Casilla Postal 18-1177, Lima 18, Peru; Tel: (14)
41-4212: Telex: 20104 PE; Fax: (14) 42-0911.

Andean Trade Initiative (ATI)
(U.S.) A U.S. government initiative providing for assistance for
alternative economic development to the drug producing countries
of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. The (U.S.) Andean Trade
Preference Act of 1991 proposes the designation of ten years of
duty-free treatment for most goods produced in one or a
combination of these four countries. Currently, none of the four
ATI countries has received formal designation as a beneficiary.

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)
(U.S. government) A U.S. government agency attached to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture which has the responsibility of
inspecting and certifying animals, plants and related products for
import to or export from the United States. APHIS is also
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responsible for the inspection of animal and plant product
processing facilities both in the United States and in countries
that export to the United States. Address: Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, Federal Building, 6505 Belcrest Road,
Hyattsville, MD 20782; Tel: (301) 436-7885. See also
phytosanitary inspection certificate.

animal containers
(shipping) The use of air freight as a means of transporting
household pets led to the development of special containers
designed to provide adequate protection and air circulation. Such
containers may be purchased or rented from many air carriers.

annual basis
(accounting) Statistical shifting of data that are for a period less
than 12 months in order to estimate the full results for an entire
year. To be accurate the processing should consider the effect of
the seasonal vacation.

antidumping
(customs) Antidumping,  as a reference to the system of laws to
remedy dumping, is defined as the converse of dumping. See
dumping; antidumping duties; General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade; Antidumping Act of 1974.

Antidumping Act of 1974
(U.S. law) Legislation designed to prevent the sales of goods at
a lower price than exists in the goods’ country or origin. The
U.S. Treasury Department determines whether imported products
are being sold at a “less than fair value” in the United States.
Should it be determined that the domestic industry is banned by
the imports, extra duties can be imposed. See countervailing
duties: dumping.

AntidumpinglCountervailing Duty System
(U.S. Customs) A part of the U.S. Customs’Automated
Commercial System, containing a case reference database and a
statistical reporting system to capture data for International Trade
Commission reports on antidumping and countervailing duties
assessed and paid. See dumping: countervailing duties.

antidumping duties
(customs) Duties assessed on imported merchandise of a class or
kind that is sold at a price less than the fair market value. Fair
market value of merchandise is defined as the price at which it is
normally sold in the manufacturer’s home market. See dumping;
countervailing duties.

antidumping petition
(customs) A claim filed on behalf of a U.S. industry alleging that
imported merchandise is being sold in the United States at “less
than fair value,” and that sales of such merchandise is causing or
threatening injury to, or retarding the establishment of a U.S.
industry. See dumping; countervailing duties.

any quantity
(shipping) A cargo rating that applies to an article regardless of
weight (i.e. in any quantity).

apparent good order and condition
(shipping) A statement, on a bill of lading or other shipping
document indicating that the shipment is available for shipment
or delivery with no apparent damage.

appraiser, customs
(U.S. Customs) An individual authorized by the U.S. Customs
Service (Department of Treasury) to examine and determine the
value of imported merchandise.

appreciation
(foreign exchange) An increase in the value of the currency of
one nation in relation to the currency of another nation.

approval basis
(banking/letters of credit) If documents containing discrepancies
are presented to the nominated bank under a letter of credit, the
bank can forward the documents to the issuing bank for approval,
with the beneficiary’s agreement. Because of the risk of loss in
transit and delays resulting in interest loss, however, it is
recommended that the beneficiary first try to correct the
documents; but, if that is not possible, the beneficiary asks the
nominated bank to contact the issuing bank for authorization to
accept the discrepancies

approximately
See about.

appurtenance
(law) An accessory that is connected to primary property, and
that is adapted to be used with that property, and that generally is
intended to be permanently affixed to that property.
Appurtenances to a ship, for example, may include cranes attached
to the ship for loading and unloading cargo. An easement for
access to land is considered an appurtenance to that land.
Industrial machinery that is affixed to a factory facility is an
appurtenance to the building.

apron
(shipping) The area of an airport where aircraft are parked for
loading and unloading of cargo or passengers.

Arab League
A regional alliance established in March 1945 which aims to
improve relations among Arab nations. Headquarters are located
in Cairo, Egypt. Members include: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti,
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania,
Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria,
Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen. Address: Arab League,
Arab League Building, Tahrir Square, Cairo, Egypt; Tel: [20] (2)
575-0511; Telex: 92111; Fax: [20] (2) 577-5626.

Arab Maghreb Union (AMU)
A regional alliance established in February 1989 with the goal of
joining the Gulf Cooperation Council and other states in a common
market. AMU members include: Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya
and Mauritama- Address: Union do Maghreb Arabe, c/o Office
du President, Tunis, Tunisia.

arbiter
See arbitration.

arbitrage
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The simultaneous buying and
selling (or borrowing and lending) of identical securities,
currencies, or commodities in two or more markets in order to
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take advantage of price differentials. See also hedging.

arbitrage, space
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The simultaneous buying and
selling (or borrowing and lending) of identical  securities,
currencies, or commodities in two or more locations in order to
take advantage of price differentials.

arbitrage, time
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The simultaneous buying and
selling (or borrowing and lending) of identical securities,
currencies, or options at different maturity dates in order to take
advantage of price differentials.
arbitrageur
(finance) A person systematically engaged in  arbitrage dealing.

arbitration
(law) The resolution of a dispute between two parties through a
voluntary or contractually required hearing and determination by
an impartial third party. The impartial third party is called the
arbiter or arbitrator and is chosen by a higher or disinterested
body, or by the two parties in dispute. In the United States, the
main arbitration body is the American Arbitration Association.
140 West 51st Street, New York, NY 10020: Tel: (212) 484-4000.
Internationally, the main arbitration body is the International
Chamber of Commerce’(ICC), 38 Cours Albert 1ER, 75008 Paris,
France; Tel: (1) 4953-28-28; Fax: (1) 49-53- 29-42. For the U.S.
representative of the ICC, contact: U.S. Council for International
Business, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036;
Tel: (212) 354-4480. See arbitration clause; American Arbitration
Association; International Chamber of Commerce.

arbitration clause
(law) A contract clause included in many international contracts
stating for example:
“Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this
contract, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in
accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association, and judgment upon the award
rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.” See arbitration; American Arbitration
Association; International Chamber of Commerce.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(U.S:) An independent agency within the U.S State Department
which reviews dual-use license applications from a
non-proliferation perspective, anything that could impact on the
proliferation of missiles, chemical and biological weapons, and
nuclear weapons. The agency was created in 196 1, has about
200-to-250 staff and has a fairly substantial and growing
technology transfer and export control function. The Director is
the principal arms control adviser to the Secretary of State, the
President and the (NSC) on: conventional arms transfer;
commercial sales of munitions; nuclear, missile, chemical and
biological warfare; East-West military munitions issues;
Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom); and negotiating Memorandums of Understanding
(MOUs) with the third world on strategic trade. See United States
Department of State.

arrival notice
(shipping) A notice furnished to consignee and shipping broker

alerting them to the projected arrival of freight and availability of
freight for pickup.

arrivals
(customs) Imported goods which have been placed in a bonded
warehouse for which duty has not been paid.

articles of extraordinary value (AEV)
(shipping) Commodities identified as high value items, requiring
special care in shipping.

Asian Development Bank (ADB)
The ADB was formed in 1966 to foster economic growth and
cooperation in Asia and to help accelerate economic development
of members. Address: Asian Development Bank, PO Box 789,
Manila Central Post Office, 0980 Manila, Philippines; Tel: [63]
(2) 632-4444; Fax: [63](2) 636-2444; http:// www.adb.org.

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
An informal grouping of Asia Pacific countries that provides a
forum for ministerial level discussion of a broad range of economic
issues. APEC includes the six ASEAN countries (Brunei,
Indonesia, Malaysia. Philippines, Singapore and Thailand), plus:
Australia, Canada, China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and the United States. The Secretariat is located in
Singapore. Address: 438 Alexandra Road, #14-00, Alexandra
Point, Singapore 119958; Tel: [651276-1880; Fax: [65]2761775;
http://wwwl.apecsec.org.sg/.

as is
(law) A term indicating that goods offered for sale are without
warranty or guarantee. The purchaser has no recourse to the
vendor for quality of the goods.

ask(ed) price; market price
(finance) The price at which a security or commodity is quoted
or offered for sale.

assailing thieves
(insurance) A reference to an insurance policy clause covering
the forcible taking rather than the clandestine theft or mere
pilferage of goods.

assembly service
(shipping) A service under which an airline assembles shipments
from many shippers and transports them as one shipment to one
receiver

assessment
(customs) The imposition of antidumping duties on imported
merchandise. See dumping; antidumping dories; countervailing
duties.

assign
(law) To transfer or make over to another party.

assignee
(law) One to whom a right or property is transferred. See also
assignor; assignment.

assignment
(law/shipping/banking) The transfer of rights, title, interest and
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benefits of a contract or financial instrument to a third party.
(banking/letters of credit) The beneficiary of a letter of credit is
entitled to assign his/her claims to any of the proceeds that he/
she may be entitled to, or portions thereof, to a third party. Usually
the beneficiary informs the issuing or advising bank that his/her
claims or particle claims under the letter of credit were assigned
and asks the bank to advise the assignee (third party) that it has
acknowledged the assignment. The validity of the assignment is
not dependent on bank approval. In contrast, the transfer requires
the agreement of the nominated bank. An assignment is possible
regardless of whether the letter of credit is transferable. See letter
of credit

assignment of proceeds
See assignment.

assignor
(law) One by whom a right or property is transferred. See also
assignee; assignment

assist
(U.S. Customs) Any of a number of items that an importer
provides directly or indirectly, free of charge, or at a reduced
cost, for use in the production or sale of merchandise for export
to the United States.
Assists are computed as part of the transaction value upon which
duty is charged, when the duty rate is a percentage of the value
of the merchandise. Examples of assists are: materials,
components, parts and similar items incorporated in the imported
merchandise; tools, dies, molds and similar items used in producing
the imported merchandise; engineering, development, artwork,
design work and plans and sketches that are undertaken outside
the United States. Engineering is not treated as an assist if the
service or work is: (1) performed by a person domiciled within
the United States, (2) performed while that person is acting as an
employee or agent of the buyer of the imported merchandise,
and (3) incidental to other engineering, development, artwork,
design work, or plans or sketches undertaken within the United
States. See valuation; transaction value; deductive value;
computed value.

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
ASEAN was established in 1967 to promote political, economic
and social cooperation among its six member countries: Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Brunei. Address:
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Jalan Sisingamangaraja,
PO Box 2072, Jakarta, Indonesia; Tel: [62] (21) 712-272.

assumpsit
(law) An assumption or undertaking by one person (the promisor)
to perform an act for, or to pay a sum to, another person (the
promisee), often without express agreement from the promisee
to perform an act or remit consideration in return. An assumpsit
is created, for example, when one person employs another without
any written agreement as to compensation- In such an
arrangement, the law will imply a duty to pay reasonable wages.
An assumpsit also arises when one person receives money that
belongs to another, in which event the law implies a duty to remit
the sum to the owner.
(a) An express assumpsit is one in which the promisor states the
assumption in distinct and definite language. A person who agrees
to work for another on certain tasks for a specified time has made
an express assumpsit.

(b) An implied assumpsit is one in which a promise is inferred
by law from the conduct of a party or the circumstances of the
case. If, without any express statement a person begins working
for another who knows and does not object to that work, a court
may find that an implied assumpsit has arisen
(c) An action in assumpsit is a court action to recover damages
for breach of an oral or other informal contract. A seller who
delivers goods to a buyer based on an oral contract and who
does not receive payment may recover the proceeds in an action
in assumpsit.
assurance
(insurance) British term for insurance.

assurance of performance
(law) A declaration intended to induce one contracting party to
have full confidence in the other’s performance. Pledges and
sureties are forms of assurances.

assured
(insurance) The individual, company or entity which is insured.

astern
(shipping) (a) Behind a ship or aircraft; (b) Towards the back of
a ship or aircraft, (c) Backwards, as in the movement of a ship.

ATA Carnet
(customs) ATA stands for the combined French and English words
“Admission Temporair/Temporary Admission.” An ATA Carnet
is an international customs document which may be used for the
temporary duty-free admission of certain goods into a country in
lieu of the usual customs documents required. The Carnet serves
as a guarantee against the payment of customs duties which may
become due on goods temporarily imported and not re-exported.
Quota compliance may be required on certain types of
merchandise. ATA textile carnets are subject to quota and visa
requirements.
The ATA Convention of 1961 authorized the ATA Carnet to
replace the ECS (“Echantillons Commerciaux/Commercial
Samples”) Carrier that was created by a 1956 convention
sponsored by the Customs Cooperation Council.
ATA Carnets are issued by National Chambers of Commerce
affiliated with the Paris-based International Chamber of Commerce
(ICC). These associations guarantee the payment of duties to
local customs authorities should goods imported under cover of
a foreign-issued Carnet not be re-exported. The issuing and
guaranteeing organization in the United States is: U.S. Council,
International Chamber of Commerce, 1212 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10036; Tel: (212) 354-4480.
Additional information can be obtained from The Roanoke
Companies, agents for the U.S. Council for International Business.
Address: The Roanoke Companies, 1930 Thoreau Drive, Suite
101, Schaumburg, IL 60173; Tel: (800) ROANOKE, (847)
490-5940.
See also International Chamber of Commerce: carnet
athwartships
(shipping) Across a vessel from side to side.

at sight
(banking) Terms of a financial instrument which is payable upon
presentation or demand. A bill of exchange may be made payable,
for example, at sight or after sight, which (respectively) means it
is pay able upon presentation or demand, or within a particular
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period after demand is made. See bill of exchange.

attachment
(law) Legal process for seizing property before a judgment to
secure the payment of damages if awarded. A party who sues for
damages for breach of contract may request, for example, that
the court issue an order freezing all transfers of specific property
owned by the breaching party pending resolution of the dispute.

attendant accompanying shipments
(shipping) Sometimes attendants accompany cargo shipments as
when grooms or veterinarians accompany race horses or other
live animals. This service requires advance arrangements with a
shipping company or airline.

at-the-money
(foreign exchange/finance) A call or put option is at-the-money
when the price of the underlying instrument is equivalent or very
near to the strike price. See option; call option; put option.

attorn
(law) To agree to turn over or transfer money or goods to an
individual or legal entity other than the party who was to originally
receive them. A company that has bought out another legal entity
may seek an attornment from a supplier who had an outstanding
contract with the former entity, and if the supplier attorns, the
company can obtain goods on the same terms as were agreed to
with the former entity.

attorney-in-fact
(law) A person authorized to transact business generally or to
perform a designated task of a nonlegal nature on behalf of another
individual or legal entity. An attorney-in-fact is a type of agent.
In many countries, this authority must be conferred by a written
power of attorney. If a company buys goods from a foreign firm,
for example, and agrees to place sufficient funds for the purchase
in an escrow account, the buyer may authorize an attorney-in-
fact in that foreign country to disburse the escrow funds on
receiving verification from the buyer that the goods are
satisfactory. A business enterprise may also authorize an
attorney-in-fact to testify to facts on the company’s behalf in
arbitration or legal proceedings held in a foreign country. See
agent; agency; power of attorney.

Australia Group (AG)
An informal forum through which 20 industrialized nations
cooperate to curb proliferation of chemical and biological weapons
through a supply approach. The AG’s first meeting, held at the
Australian Embassy in Paris in June 1986, was attended by
Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the United States, and
the ten member nations of the European Community. Membership
has expanded to include Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
Austria, and representatives of the European Commission, the
European Community’s executive arm.

austral
The currency of Argentina. JA=100 centavos.

audit
(general) A formal examination of records or documents-usually
financial documents.
(shipping) The formal examination of freight bills to determine

their accuracy.

authentication
(law) The act of certifying that a written document is genuine,
credible, and reliable. An authentication is performed by an
authorized person who attests that the document is in proper
legal form and is executed by a person identified as having
authority to do so. In many countries, persons authorized to
authenticate documents include consulate officials, notaries
public, and judicial officers.

Automated Broker Interface (ABI)
(U.S. Customs) ABI, a part of U.S. Customs’ Automated
Commercial System, permits transmission of data pertaining to
merchandise being imported into the U.S. directly to U.S.
Customs. Qualified participants include customs brokers,
importers, carriers, port authorities and independent data
processing companies referred to as service centers. To use ABI,
send a letter of intent to the District Director of Customs or to
your nearest district Custom’s Office. See Automated Commercial
System.

Automated Clearinghouse (ACH)
(U.S. Customs) ACH is a feature of the Automated Broker
Interface which is a part of Customs’  Automated Commercial
System. The ACH combines elements of bank lock box
arrangements with electronic funds transfer services to replace
cash or check for payment of estimated duties, taxes, and fees on
imported merchandise. See Automated Commercial System.

Automated Commercial System
(U.S. Customs) The ACS is a joint public-private sector
computerized data processing and telecommunications system
linking customhouses, members of the import trade community,
and other government agencies with the Customs computer.
Trade users file import data electronically, receive needed
information on cargo status, and query Customs files to prepare
submissions. Duties, taxes,
and fees may be paid by electronic statement, through
a Treasury-approved clearinghouse bank. ACS contains the
import data used by Census to prepare U.S foreign trade statistics.
ACS began operating in
February 1984 and includes: (1) the Automated  Broker Interface,
(2) the Census Interface System, (3)
the Automated Manifest Systems, (4) the Bond System,  (5) the
In-Bond System, (6) the Cargo Selectivity System, (7) the Line
Release System, (8) the Collections System, (9) the Security
System, (10) the Quota System, (11) the Entry Summary
Selectivity
System, (12) the Entry Summary System, (13) the Automated
Information Exchange, (14) the Antidumping/Countervailing
Duty System, (15) the Firms system, (16) the Liquidation System,
(17) the
Drawback System, (18) the Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures
System, and (19) the Protest System.
See United States Customs Service.

Automated Information Exchange
(U.S. Customs) AIES, a part of Customs’  Automated
Commercial System, allows for exchange of classification and
value information between field units and headquarters. See
Automated Commercial System.
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B
Background Notes
A series of publications by the U.S. State Department providing
an overview of a country’s history, people, political conditions,
economy, and foreign relations. Also includes map of country
and travel notes. Available from: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402: P.O.
Box 371954, Pittsburgh PA 15250-7954; http://
www.access.gpo.gov/su_does; to receive catalog, contact U.S.
Fax Watch: (202) 512-1716.

back haul
(shipping) To haul a  shipment back over part of a route which it
has traveled.

back order
That portion of an order that cannot be delivered at the scheduled
time, but will be delivered at a later date when available. Also, to
restock requested out-of-stock items.

back-to-back borrowing
(banking) The process whereby a bank brings together a borrower
and a lender so that they agree on a loan contract.

back-to-back letter of credit
(banking) A new letter of credit opened in favor of another

beneficiary on the basis of an already existing, non-transferable
letter of credit. For example, a British merchant agrees to buy
cotton in Egypt for sale to a Belgian shirtmaker. The Belgian
establishes a non-transferable letter of credit for payment to the
British merchant who then uses the strength of the letter of credit
as a security with his bank for opening a letter of credit to finance
payment to the Egyptian. See letter of credit.

back-to-back loan
(banking) Operations whereby a loan is made in one currency in
one country against a loan in another currency in another country
(e.g., a U-S. dollar loan in the U.S. against a pounds sterling loan
in the U.K.).

bad faith
(law) The intent to mislead or deceive (mala fides). It does not
include misleading by an honest, inadvertent or uncalled-for
misstatement.

bagged cargo
(shipping) Goods shipped in sacks.

baht
The currency of Thailand. 1B=100 satangs.

Automated Manifest Systems (AMS)
(U-S. Customs) AMS, a part of Customs’  Automated
Commercial System (ACS), controls imported merchandise from
the time a carrier’s cargo manifest is electronically transmitted to
Customs until control is relinquished to another segment of the
ACS. See Automated Commercial System.

Auto Parts Advisory Committee
(U.S.) Established by an amendment to the Trade Act to set up
an advisory committee to the U-S. Department of Commerce for
dealing with U.S. Japan trade issues involving the auto parts
industry. Address: Auto Parts Advisory Committee, Chairman,
Robert Cole, V.P. of Governmental Affairs. Kaifer Chemical
Corporation, 655 l5th Street, NW Suite 200, Washington D.C.
2005; Tel: (202) 638-2020

availability
(banking/letters of credit) In letters of credit, refers to the
availability of documents in exchange for payment of the amount
stated in the letter of credit. Availability options are:
(1) By sight payment: payment on receipt of the documents by
the issuing bank or the bank nominated in the letter of credit.
(2) By deferred payment: payment after a period specified in
the letter of credit, often calculated as number of days after the
date of presentation of the documents or after the shipping date.
(3) By acceptance: acceptance of a draft (to be presented together
with other documents) by the issuing bank or by the bank
nominated in the letter of credit; and the payment thereof at
maturity.
(4) By negotiation: meaning the giving of value by the nominated
bank to the beneficiary for the documents presented, subject to
receipt of cover from the issuing bank. See letter of credit; bill of
exchange; negotiation.

aval
(banking) Payment of a bill of exchange, which is the responsibility
of the drawee, can be either completely or partially guaranteed
via an aval (joint and several guarantee), where the guarantor
places his/her signature on the draft either alone or with
corresponding explanation “per aval” or “as guarantor.” If other
information is lacking, the guarantor commits him/ herself on
behalf of the issuer. See bill of exchange.

average
(insurance) A loss to a shipment of goods that is less
than a total loss. It comes from the French word  avarie, which
means “damage to ship or cargo, “ (and ultimately from the Arabic
word awarijah, which means “merchandise damaged by sea
water”).
(a) A particular  average is an insurance loss that affects specific
interests only.
(b) A general average is an insurance loss that affects all cargo
interests on board the vessel as well as the ship herself. See also
particular average; general average; with average; free of particular
average; deductible average.

avoidance of contract
(law) The legal cancellation of a contract because an event occurs
that makes performance of the contract terms impossible or
inequitable and that releases the parties from their obligations.
See commercial frustration; commercial impracticability; force
majeure.

avoirdupois
(measure) (a) French for “having weight.”  (b) A system of weight
measurement based on the pound of 16 ounces and the ounce of
16 drams.
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bailment
(law) A delivery of goods or personal property by one person
(the bailor) to another (the bailee) on an express or implied
contract and for a particular purpose related to the goods while
in possession of the bailee, who has a duty to redeliver them to
the bailor or otherwise dispose of them in accordance with the
bailor’s instructions once the purpose has been accomplished. A
bailment arises, for example, when a seller delivers goods to a
shipping company with instructions to transport them to a buyer
at a certain destination.
(a) A bailment for hire is a bailment contract in which the bailor
agrees to compensate the bailee. A shipping contract is usually a
bailment for hire because the shipper transports the goods for a
fee. (b) A special bailment is one in which the law imposes greater
duties and liabilities on the bailee than are ordinarily imposed on
other bailees. Common carriers, for example, are special bailees.
Because the law imposes extra dudes of due care with regard to
the property and persons transported than are required of private
carriers. See carrier.

balanced economy
(economics) A condition of national finances in which imports
and exports are equal.

balance of payments
(economics) A statement identifying all the economic and financial
transactions between companies, banks, private households and
public authorities of one nation with those of other nations of the
world over a specific time period. A transaction is defined as the
transfer of ownership of something that has an economic value
measurable in monetary terms from residents of one country to
residents of another.
The transfer may involve: (1) goods, which consist of tangible
and visible commodities or products; (2) services, which consist
of intangible economic outputs~ which usually must be produced,
transferred, and consumed at the same time and in the same place;
(3) income on investments; and (4) financial claims on, and
liabilities to, the rest of the world, including changes in a country’s
reserve assets held by the central monetary authorities. A
transaction may also involve a gift, which is the provision by one
party of something of economic value to another party without
something of economic value being received in return.
International transactions are recorded in the balance of payments
on the basis of the doubling principle used in business accounting,
in which each transaction gives rise to two offsetting entries of
equal value so that, in principle, the resulting credit and debit
entries always balance. Transactions are generally valued at market
prices and are, to the extent possible, recorded when a change of
ownership occurs.
These transactions are divided into two broad groups: current
account and capital account. The curr ent account includes
exports and imports of goods, services (including investment
income) and unilateral transfers. The capital account includes
financial flows related to international direct investment.
Investment in government and private securities, international
bank transactions and changes in official gold holdings and foreign
exchange reserves.
(IMF) The International Monetary Fund (IMF), which strives
for international comparability, defines the balance of payments
as “a statistical statement for a given period showing (1)
transactions in goods, services and income between an economy
and the rest of the world, (2) changes of ownership and other
changes in that economy’s monetary gold, special drawing rights

(SDRs) and claims on and liabilities to the rest of the world, and
(3) unrequited transfers and counterpart entries that are needed
to balance, in the accounting sense, any entries for the foregoing
transactions and changes which are not mutually offsetting. “
(U.S.) The six balances that are currently published quarterly
concerning the U.S. balance of payments are:
(1) The balance on merchandise trade, which measures the net
transfer of merchandise exports and imports (which differs in some
ways from the trade balance published monthly by the Bureau of
the Census);
(2) The balance on services, which measures the net transfer of
services, such as travel, other transportation, and business
professional, and other technical services (this balance was
redefined in 1990 to exclude investment income);
(3) The balance on investment income, which measures the
net transfer income on direct and portfolio investments;
(4) The balance on goods, services and income, which measures
the net transfer of merchandise plus services and income on direct
and portfolio investment (this balance is equivalent to the pre1990
balance on goods and services; it is also conceptually comparable
to net exports of goods and services included in GNP);
(5) The balance on unilateral transfers (net), which measures
the net value of gifts, contributions, government grants to foreign
countries and other unrequited transfers;
(6) The balance on current account (widely used for analysis
and forecasting) which measures transactions in goods, services,
income and unilateral transfers between residents and
nonresidents.

balance of trade
(economics) The difference between a country’s imports and
exports over a set period. (a) balance of trade deficit is when a
country imports more than it exports. (b) A balance of trade
surplus is when a country exports more than it imports.

balance on ...
See balance of payments

balboa
The currency of Panama. 1B=100 centesimos.

bale
(shipping) A large bundle of compressed, bound and usually
wrapped goods, such as cotton.

bale cargo
(shipping) Bulky cargo shipped in bales, usually of burlap.

ballast
(shipping) Heavy material strategically placed on a ship to improve
its trim or stability. In most vessels water is used as ballast.

bank acceptance
(banking) A bill of exchange drawn on or accepted by a bank to
pay specific bills for one of its customers when the bill become
due. Depending on the bank’s creditworthiness, the acceptance
becomes a financial instrument which can be discounted for
immediate payment. See bill of exchange.

bank affiliate export trading company
(U.S.) An export trading company partially or wholly owned by
a banking institution as provided under the U.S. Export Trading
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Company Act. See export trading company; Export Trading
Company Act.

bank draft
(banking) A check drawn by one bank against funds deposited to
its account in another bank.

banker’s bank
(banking) A bank that is established by mutual consent by
independent and unaffiliated banks to provide a clearinghouse
for financial transactions.

banker’s draft
(banking) A draft payable on demand and drawn by, or on behalf
of, a bank upon itself. A banker’s draft is considered cash and
cannot be returned unpaid.

Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
(banking) Established in 1930, this organization was designed to
faster cooperation among world central banks, to seek
opportunities for development of financial activity among
governments and to serve as an agent involving the transfer of
payments. Address: Bank for International Settlements, Central
bahnplatz 2, CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland; Tel: [41] (61) 2808080;
Fax: [41] (61) 280-9100; http://www.bis.org.

bank guarantee
(banking) Unilateral contract between a bank as guarantor and a
beneficiary as warrantee in which the bank commits itself to pay
a certain sum if a third party fails to perform or if any other
specified event resulting in a default fails to take place. See letter
of credit.

bank holding company
(banking) Any company which directly or indirectly owns or
controls, with power to vote, more than five percent of voting
shares of each of one or more other banks.

bank holiday
(banking) A day on which banks are closed.
bank note
(banking) Paper issued by the central bank, redeemable as money
and considered to be full legal tender.

bank note rate
(banking/foreign exchange) Exchange rate used in bank note
dealing.

bank release
(banking)  A document issued by a bank, after it has been paid or
given an acceptance, giving authority to a person to take delivery
of goods.

bankruptcy
(law) (a) The status of an individual or legal entity who does not
have the financial resources needed to pay debts as they come
due; (b) The legal proceedings for declaring bankruptcy and
discharging or restructuring debts. Laws related to these
proceedings vary greatly among different countries. In the United
States, bankruptcy proceedings are brought before bankruptcy
courts. In some countries, a bankruptcy is dealt with through
administrative agencies and a bankrupt person must first attempt
to make a composition with creditors. See composition with

creditors.

Bank Wire Service
(banking) A private wire service linking over 250 banks through
the facilities of Western Union. This service serves as a message
system for transfer of funds and information for the member banks.

banque d’affaires
(banking) A French bank involved in long-term financing and in
the ownership of companies, usually industrial firms. Synonymous
with merchant bank.

bareboat charter
(shipping) A charter of a vessel where the charter party has the
right to use his own master and crew on the vessel.

barge
(shipping) A flat bottomed inland cargo vessel with or without
propulsion usually used on rivers and canals

barratry
(shipping) The willful misconduct of ship’s master or crew
including theft, intentional casting away of vessel, or any breach
of trust with dishonest intent

barter
The direct exchange of goods for other goods without the use of
money as a medium of exchange and without the involvement of
a third party. See also countertrade.

Basel Convention
The Basel Convention restricts trade in hazardous waste, some
non-hazardous wastes, solid wastes and incinerator ash. It was
adopted in 1989 by a United Nations-sponsored conference of
116 nations in Basel, Switzerland. Twenty nations must ratify the
treaty before it goes into effect.

basing point
(shipping) A point (location) which is used in constructing through
rates between other points.

basing rate
(shipping) A rate used only for the purpose of constructing other
rates.

basket of currencies
(banking/foreign exchange) A means of establishing value for a
composite unit consisting of the currencies of designated nations.
Each currency is represented in proportion to its value in relation
to the total. The European Currency Unit, for example, is a
weighted average of the currencies of the European Community
member nations, used as a unit of value in transactions among
businesses in the member countries. See European Currency Unit.

battens
(shipping) The protruding fixtures of the inside walls of a vessel’s
hold which keep cargo away from the walls of the vessel, or to
fasten the cargo to the walls of the vessel.

bearer
(general) The person in possession.
(banking/finance/law/shipping) A person who possesses a bearer
document and who is entitled to payment of funds or transfer of
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title to property on presentation of the document to the payee or
transferor. A buyer, for example, who presents bearer documents
of title (such as a bill of lading) to a shipper that transported the
goods is entitled to receive the shipment. A seller who presents
to a bank a negotiable instrument, such as a check, that is payable
to the bearer is entitled to payment of the funds. See bearer
document; endorsement.

bearer document
(banking/finance/law/shipping) A negotiable instrument,
commercial paper, document of title, or security that is issued
payable or transferable on demand to the individual who holds
the instrument, or one that is endorsed in blank. A bearer document
authorizes the payment of funds or the transfer of property to the
bearer when the bearer presents the document to the person, such
as a bank or a shipper, that is holding the funds or property. See
bearer~ endorsement.

bearer instrument
See bearer document

Beggar-Thy-Neighbor Policy
,economics) A course of action through which a country tries to
reduce unemployment and increase domestic output by raising
tariffs and instituting non-tariff barriers that impede imports, or
by accomplishing the same objective through competitive
devaluation. Countries that pursued such policies in the early
1930’s found that other countries retaliated by raising their own
barriers against imports, which, by reducing export markets,
tended to worsen the economic difficulties that precipitated the
initial protectionist action. The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930
is often cited as a conspicuous example of this approach.

Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg Economic Union
(BENELUX)
A cooperative organization formed by Belgium, The Netherlands
and Luxembourg to encourage economic activity among the three
nations. It has eight committees addressing such areas as economic
relations, agriculture, commerce, industry, customs and social
affairs. Address: BENELUX, 39 rue de la Rogence, 1000 Brussels,
Belgium; Tel: [32](2) 519-38-11; Fax: [32] (2) 513-42-06.

belly pits or holds
(shipping) Compartments located beneath the cabin of an aircraft
and used for the carriage of cargo and passenger baggage.

beneficiary
(banking/letter of credit) The individual or company in whose
favor a letter of credit is opened.
(insurance) The person or legal entity named to receive the
proceeds or benefits of an insurance policy.

BENELUX
See Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg Economic Union.

Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
Works
Formal name: The International Union for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works. Also called the Berne Union. A part
of the World Intellectual Property Organization. An international
agreement that was concluded in Berne, Switzerland, by
representatives of participating countries which provides
copyright, patent, trademark and other intellectual property

protection to countries that are smatories to the convention. See
World Intellectual Property Organization; copyright: patent;
trademark; service mark.

berth
(shipping) The place beside a wharf, pier or quay where a vessel
is secured and can be loaded or unloaded of its cargo.

Besloten Vennootschap met Beperkte Aansprakelijkheid
(B.V.B.A.)
(Belgium/Netherlands) Designation for a private limited liability
corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

bid bond
Guarantee established in connection with international tenders.
Guarantees fulfillment of the offer, i.e. that the contract will be
signed if awarded. See bond; tender.

bilateral investment treaty (BIT)
(foreign investment) A treaty between two countries with the
goals of ensuring investments abroad of national or most favored
nation treatment; prohibiting the imposition of performance
requirements; and allowing the investor to engage top
management in a foreign country without regard to nationality.
BITs ensure the right to make investment-related transfers and
guarantee that expropriation takes place only in accordance with
accepted international law. BITs also guarantee access by an
investing party to impartial and binding international arbitration
for dispute settlement.

bilateral steel agreements
(trade agreement) Agreements between governments to reduce
or eliminate state intervention that is, domestic subsidies and
market barriers, in the production and sale of steel. The U.S. has
negotiated ten BSAs with major steel trading partners.

bilateral trade
(economics) The commerce between two countries.
bilateral trade agreement
A formal or informal agreement involving commerce between
two countries. Such agreements sometimes list the quantities of
specific goods that may be exchanged between participating
countries within a given period.

bill
(law) (a) A written statement of contract terms. (b) A listing of
items in a transaction or demand. (c) A promissory obligation for
the payment of money. (d) An account for goods sold, services,
rendered, or work completed. See bill of ... ; bill of lading.

billed  weight
(shipping) The weight shown in a waybill or freight bill.

billing third party
(shipping) The invoicing of transportation charges to other than
shipper or consignee.

bill of adventure
(law) A written certificate used if goods are shipped under the
name of a merchant, shipmaster, or shipowner. It certifies that
the property and risk in the goods belong to a person other than
the shipper and that the shipper is accountable to that other person
for only the proceeds.
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bill of credit
(law) A written statement, commonly used by business travelers,
given by one individual or legal entity to another, to authorize the
recipient to receive or collect money from a foreign correspondent,
such as a bank in the recipient’s country. See also letter of credit.

bill of exchange
(banking) An unconditional order in writing, signed by a person
(drawer) such as a buyer, and addressed to another person
(drawee), typically a bank ordering the drawee to pay a stated
sum of money to yet another person (payee), often a seller, on
demand or at a fixed or determinable future time.
The most common versions of a bill of exchange are:
(a) A draft, wherein the drawer instructs the drawee to pay a
certain amount to a third person, usually in payment for the transfer
of goods or services. Sight drafts are payable when presented.
Time drafts (also called usance drafts) are payable at a future
fixed (specific) date or determinable (30, 60, 90 days etc.) date.
Time drafts are used as a financing tool (as with Documents against
Acceptance, D/A terms) to give the buyer time to pay for his
purchase.
(b) A promissory note, wherein the issuer promises to pay a
certain amount

bill of health
(general) A certificate issued by port or customs authorities
attesting to the health of the crew and passengers of a vessel or
airplane upon arrival or departure from the port.
(a) A clean bill of health is issued by authorities when no
contagious disease(s) has been found,
(b) A suspected bill of health is issued when no contagious
disease(s) has been found, but authorities fear that one may
develop, and
(c) A foul bill of health is issued when a contagious disease has
been found
In the cases of issuance of a suspected bill of health or a foul bill
of health, the vessel, airplane, or its passengers must enter a
quarantine. See quarantine.

bill of lading
(shipping) A document issued by a carrier to a shipper, signed by
the captain, agent, or owner of a vessel, furnishing written evidence
regarding receipt of the goods (cargo), the conditions on which
transportation is made (contract of carriage), and the engagement
to deliver goods at the prescribed port of destination to the lawful
holder of the bill of lading.
A bill of lading is, therefore, both a receipt for merchandise and a
contract to deliver it as freight. There are a number of  different
types of bills of lading.
(a) A straight bill of lading indicates that the shipper will deliver
the goods to the consignee. The document itself does not give
title to the goods (non-negotiable). The consignee need only
identify himself to claim the goods. A straight bill of lading is
often used when payment for the goods has been made in advance.
(b) A shipper’s order bill of lading is a title document to the
goods, issued “to the order of’ a party, usually the shipper, whose
endorsement is required to effect its negotiation. Because it is
negotiable, a shipper’s order bill of lading can be bought, sold, or
traded while goods are in transit and is commonly used for
letter-of-credit transactions. The buyer usually needs the original
or a copy as proof of ownership to take possession of the goods.
(c) An air waybill is a form of bill of lading used for the air

transport of goods and is not negotiable, See air waybill for a
fuller explanation.
(d) A clean bill of lading is a bill of lading where the carrier has
noted that the merchandise has been received in apparent good
condition (no apparent damage, loss. etc.) and which does not
bear such notations as “Shipper’s Load and Count,” etc.
(e) A claused bill of lading is a bill of lading which contains
notations which specify deficient condition(s) of the goods and/
or packaging.

bill of parcels
(law) A statement that lists the descriptions and prices of goods
in a parcel and that is sent to the buyer with the goods. This bill
is often referred to as a packing slip.

bill of sale
(law) A written document by which an individual or legal  entity
assigns or transfers title to goods to another.

bill of sight
(U.S. Customs) A document used by U.S. Customs that permits
a consignee of goods to see them before paying duties.

bill-to party
(shipping) Refers to the party designated on a bill of lading as
the one responsible for payment of the freight charges; this can
be the shipper, freight forwarder, consignee, or another person.

binder
(insurance) A document certifying temporary insurance coverage.
A binder is issued by an insurance company or its agent pending
the issuance of an insurance policy.

binding decisions
(U.S. Customs) A binding tariff classification ruling (decision),
which can be relied upon for placing or accepting orders or for
making other business determinations. May be obtained by writing
to a local Customs district director or to the Area Director of
Customs, New York Seaport, 6 World Trade Center, New York,
NY 10048. The rulings will be binding at all ports of entry unless
revoked by the Customs Service’s Office of Regulations and
Rulings. Note that while the port and district offices of Customs
are, for many purposes, your best sources of information, informal
information obtained on tariff classification is not binding.

biological agents
A biologically active material. Several classes of biological agents
have been identified according to their degree of pathogenic
hazard, and are unilaterally controlled by various governments.
In the United States applications to export certain biological
agents are referred to the Department of State and the intelligence
community on a case-by-case basis.

biomedical materials
(shipping) Items that can cause human disease (infectious/
etiological agent). (UN CLASS 6) Examples are live virus
vaccines and etiologic agents. Hazards/precautions are: may be
ignited if carrier is flammable; contact may cause infection/disease;
and damage to outer container may not affect inner container.

birr
The currency of Ethiopia. lBr (or IE$)=100 cents.
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black market
Buying or selling of products and commodities, or engaging in
exchange of foreign currencies in violation of govemment
restrictions.

blank endorsement
(law/banking/shipping) The signature or endorsement of a person
or firm on any negotiable instrument (such as a check, draft or
bill of lading), usually on the reverse of the document, without
designating another person to whom the endorsement is made.
The document therefore becomes bearer paper. In shipping, for
example, the holder of a blank endorsed bill of lading can take
possession of the merchandise. See endorsement; bearer
document.

blanket rate
(shipping) (a) A rate applicable from and/or to a group of points;
(b) A special single rate applicable to different articles in a single
shipment.

blockade
The act of preventing commercial exchange with a country or
port, usually during wartime, by physically preventing carriers
from entering a specific port or nation. See also embargo.

blocking or bracing
(shipping) Wood or metal supports to keep shipments in place in
or on containers.

board foot (fbm, BF, bd ft)
(measurement) A unit of measurement used for lumber. One board
foot is 12 inches by 12 inches by 1 inch, or one square foot of
lumber one inch thick.

bolivar
The currency of Venezuela. I B= 100 centimos.

boliviano
The currency of Bolivia. 1$b=100 centavos.

bona fide
(law) In or with good faith, honesty and sincerity. A bona fide
purchaser, for example, is one who buys goods for value and
without knowledge of fraud or unfair dealing in the transaction.
Knowledge of fraud or unfair dealing may be implied if the facts
are such that the purchaser should have reasonably known that
the transaction involved deceit, such as when goods that are
susceptible to copyright piracy are provided without product
documentation as to their origin.

bond
(general) An interest-bearing certificate of debt, usually issued in
series;  by which the issuer obligates itself to pay the principal
amount at a specified time and to pay interest periodically.
(banking) An instrument used as proof of a debt.
(finance) The obligation to answer for the debt of another person.
(insurance) A contract between a principal and a surety (insurance
company or their agent) which is obtained to insure performance
of an obligation (often imposed by law or regulation)
(U.S. Customs) A bond required by the federal government in
connection with the payment of duties or to produce
documentation. U.S. Customs entries must be accompanied by

evidence that a surety bond is posted with Customs to cover any
potential duties, taxes and penalties which may accrue. Bonds
may be secured through a resident U.S. surety company, but may
also be posted in the form of United States money or certain
United States government obligations. In the event that a customs
broker is employed for the purpose of making entry, the broker
may permit the use of his or her bond to provide the required
coverage- See bond system; surety; in bond.

bonded
(U.S. Customs) Goods stored under supervision of customs until
the import duties are paid or the goods are exported.

bonded exchange
(foreign exchange) Foreign exchange which cannot be freely
converted into other currencies. See foreign exchange.

bonded stores
(customs) A place (usually a secured storeroom) on a vessel or
airplane where non-customs entered goods are placed under seal
until the vessel leaves the port or country.

bonded terminal
(customs) An airline terminal approved by the US. Treasury
Department for storage of goods until Customs duties are paid
or the goods are otherwise properly released.

bonded warehouse
(U.S. Customs) A warehouse owned by persons approved by the
Treasury Department, and under bond or guarantee for the strict
observance of the revenue laws of the United States; utilized for
storing goods until duties are paid or goods are otherwise properly
released. Payment of customs duties is deferred until the goods
enter the Customs Territory of the United States. The goods are
not subject to duties if reshipped to foreign points. See bond; in
bond.

bond of indemnity
(shipping) An agreement made with a carrier relieving it from
liability for any action on its part for which it would otherwise be
liable

bond system
(U.S. Customs) A part of the U.S. Customs’  Automated
Commercial System, provides information on bond coverage. A
Customs bond is a contract between a principal, usually an
importer, and a surety which is obtained to insure performance
of an obligation imposed by law or regulation. The bond covers
potential loss of duties, taxes, and penalties for specific types of
transactions. Customs is the contract beneficiary. See Automated
Commercial System.

booking
(shipping) The act of recording arrangements for the movement
of goods by vessel.

bordereau
(insurance) (a) A method of reporting shipments to an insurance
company under an open insurance policy. (b) An insurance form,
similar to a declaration, which provides for insurance coverage
of multiple shipments within a prescribed reporting period, usually
a month.
This form calls for the name of the vessel and sailing date, points
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of shipment and destination, nature of commodity, the amount of
insurance desired, and the number of the open policy under which
the shipment is made. The borderea.u form is prepared by the
assured and is forwarded within a prescribed reporting period,
usually monthly. The forms are forwarded to the insurance agent
or broker for transmission to the insurance company. The premium
is billed monthly in accordance with the schedule of rates provided
by the policy.
The bordereau is generally not used in cases where evidence of
insurance must be supplied to a customer, to banks or to other
third parties in order to permit collection of claims abroad. This
calls for a special marine policy, occasionally referred to as a
certificate. The bordereau, therefore, is mainly used for import
shipments, not export shipments.
See special marine policy See also declaration.

bounties or grants
Payments by governments to producers of goods, often to
strengthen their competitive position.

bow
(shipping) The front of a vessel.

box
(shipping) Colloquial term referring to a trailer, semi-trailer or
container.

box car
(shipping) A closed freight car.

boycott
A refusal to deal commercially or otherwise with a person, firm or
country.

breakage
(a) A monetary allowance or credit that a manufacturer agrees to
give a buyer to compensate for damage caused to goods during
transit or storage. (b) A fractional amount due as part of a payment
to a party, such as pennies that result from a computation of interest
on a loan or deposit.

breakbulk
(shipping) To unload and distribute a portion or all of the contents
of a consolidated shipment for delivery or reconsignment.

breakbulk cargo
(shipping) Cargo which is shipped as a unit but which is not
containerized. Examples are any unitized cargo placed on pallets,
or in boxes.

breakbulk vessel
(shipping) A general cargo vessel designed to efficiently handle
breakbulk loads. Breakbulk cargo vessels are usually self-sustaining
in that they have their own loading and unloading machinery

break-even point
(banking/foreign exchange) The price of a financial instrument at
which the option buyer recovers the premium, meaning that he
makes neither a loss nor a gain. In the case of a call option, the
break-even point is the exercise price plus the premium, and in the
case of a put option, the exercise price minus the premium See
option; call option; put option.

Bretton-Woods Agreement of 1944
(banking/foreign exchange) Articles of agreement adopted by the
international monetary conference of 44 nations which met at
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. The International Monetary
Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development were created as a result of this agreement. The
Fund’s major responsibility is to maintain orderly currency
practices in international trade, while the Bank’s function is to
facilitate extension of long-term investments for productive
purposes. Periodic meetings are held at Bretton Woods to amend
the original agreement.
See Bretton-Woods System; International Monetary Fund;
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Bretton-Woods System
(banking/foreign exchange) A system of fixed exchange rates with
fluctuation grids, in which every member of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) sets a specific parity for its currency relative
to gold or the dollar, and undertaking to keep fluctuations within
+/-1% of parity by central bank market interventions.
See Bretton-Woods Agreement of 1944: International Monetary
Fund; International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

bribe
A payment resulting in the payer’s receiving some right, benefit,
or preference to which he has no legal right and which he would
not have obtained except with the payment of the money. A bribe
is a criminal offense. See Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

British High Commission (BHC)
(diplomacy) The term British High Commission (BHC, or High
Commission, HC, or Her Majesty’s High Commission. HMHC)
is used in lieu of “embassy” in Commonwealth countries

broken cross rates, triangular arbitrage
(banking/foreign exchange) A forward foreign exchange
arrangement which is not for a standard maturity period. Standard
periods are: 1 week; 2 weeks; 1, 2, 3, 6 and 12 months.
(banking/foreign exchange) In foreign exchange, disparity among
three or more rates; e.g. if DM 1=30 cents and FF 1.5 while FF
1=22 cents, a Deutschmark will bring 30 cents if converted directly
but 33 cents if converted first into francs and then into dollars.

broker
An individual or firm that acts as an intermediary, often between
a buyer and seller, usually for a commission. Often an agent.
(a) Customs broker-An individual or firm licensed to enter and
clear goods through Customs for another individual or firm. See
customs broker.

(b) Insurance broker-An individual or firm which acts as an
intermediary between an insurance company and the insured. See
insurance broker.

brokerage license, domestic
(U.S.) Authority granted by the U.S. Interstate Commerce
Commission to persons to engage in the business of arranging,
for transportation of persons or property in interstate commerce

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature
(customs) A once widely used international tariff classification
system which preceded the Customs Cooperation Council
Nomenclature (CCCN) and the Harmonized System
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Nomenclature (HS). See Harmonized Tariff Schedule; Customs
Cooperation Council Nomenclature.

bulk cargo
(shipping) Cargo that consists entirely of one commodity and is
usually shipped without packaging. Examples of bulk cargo are
grain, ore and oil.

bulk carrier
(shipping) A vessel specifically designed to transport bulk cargo.
There are two types of bulk carriers: those designed to transport
dry bulk cargo such as grain or ore, and those designed to
transport liquid bulk cargo such as oil.

bulk freight
(shipping) Freight not in packages or containers. For example:
grain, ore, timber.

bulkhead
(shipping) (a) A partition separating one part of a ship between
decks from another. b) A structure to resist the pressure of earth
or water.

bulk liquids
(shipping) Liquid cargo shipped in intermodal tank containers.

bulk sale or transfer
(law) A transfer of substantially all of the inventory or property
of an enterprise to one individual or legal entity in a single
transaction not in the ordinary course of the business of the
enterprise. In some countries, bulk sales and transfers are
regulated by law in an effort to reduce the potential for defrauding
creditors through this type of transaction.

bulk solids
(shipping) Dry cargo shipped loose in containers.

Bundesbank
(banking) Established in 1875, the central bank of Germany,
located in Frankfurt.

bunker
(shipping) A compartment on a ship for storage of fuel.

bunker adjustment factor (BAF)
(shipping) An adjustment in shipping charges to offset price
fluctuations in the cost of bunker fuel.

bunker charge
See bunker adjustment factor.

bunker fuel
(shipping) The fuel used to power a ship.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF)

(U.S. government) An agency of the U.S. Department of Treasury,
the ATF regulates the alcohol, firearms and explosives industry,
ensures the collection of federal taxes imposed on alcohol and
tobacco, investigates violations of federal firearms, explosives
and tobacco laws. Address: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, Department of the Treasury, 650 Massachusetts Ave.
NW, Washington, DC 20226; Tel: (202) 927-7777; http://
www.atf.treas.gov.
Bureau of Customs
See United States Customs Service.

Bureau of Export Administration
(U.S. government) Responsible for control of exports for reasons
of national security, foreign policy and short supply. Licenses on
controlled exports are issued and seminars on U.S. export
regulations are held domestically and overseas. Address: Bureau
of Export Administration, Office of Public Affairs, Room 3897,
14th Street and Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20226;
Tel: (202) 482-2721;
http://www.bxa.doc.gov.

Bureau of International Expositions
An international organization established by the Paris Convention
of 1928 to regulate the conduct and scheduling of international
expositions in which foreign nations are officially invited to
participate. The BIE divides international expositions into different
categories and types and requires each member nation to observe
specified minimum time intervals in scheduling each of these
categories and types of operations. Under BIE rules, member
nations may not ordinarily participate in an international exposition
unless the exposition has been approved by the BIE. The U.S.
became a member of the BIE in April 1968. Federal participation
in a recognized international exposition requires specific
authorization by the Congress, based on the President’s bridling
that participation is in the national interest.

Business Executive Enforcement Team
(U.S. government) A channel for private sector U.S. business
executives to discuss export control enforcement matters with
the Bureau of Export Administration. See Bureau of Export
Administration

Buy American acts
U.S. federal and state government statutes that give a preference
to U.S. produced goods in government contracts. These statutes
are designed to protect domestic industry and labor, but tend to
increase the price paid for goods and services government agencies
buy. See also nontariff barriers or measures: trade barriers.

buyback
(economics) A form of countertrade that involves the exportation
of technological knowhow, specialized machinery and the
construction of an entire factory in exchange for a set percentage
of the factory’s production over a five to twenty-five year period.
Buyback is also known as compensation trading. See countertrade.

C
cabotage
(shipping) Coast-wide water transportation, navigation or trade
between ports of a nation. Many nations, like the U.S., have
cabotage laws which require domestic owned vessels to perform

domestic interport water transportation service.

Cairns Group
An informal association of agricultural exporting countries
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established in August 1986. Members include: Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada. Chile, Colombia, Hungary, Indonesia,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Thailand and Uraeuav.
Address: Cairns Group, c/o Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Bag 8, Queen Victoria Terrace, Canberra, ACT 2600,
Australia.

call
(banking) A demand of payment on a loan, often as a result of
non-compliance on the part of the borrower to the terms and
conditions of the loan.

call in a contract
(law) (a) Demanding payment on a contract. A seller, for example,
may be entitled under the contract terms to demand payment at
the time the goods are ready to ship. (b) Submitting a formal,
usually written, notice to collect payment on a contract A seller
who has not received payment, for example, may send a written
letter to the buyer demanding remittance of the funds owed-that
is calling in the contract.

call money
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) Currency lent by banks on a
very short-term basis, which can be called the same day, at one
day’s notice or at two days’ notice. Called overnight money in
Great Britain and Federal funds in the United States.

call option
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The right (but not the
obligation) to buy a fixed amount of a commodity, security or
currency from the option writer (option seller) at a predetermined
rate and/or exercise price within a specified time limit See option;
put option; American Option; European Option.

Calvo Doctrine
(foreign investment) The Calvo Doctrine (or principle) holds that
jurisdiction in international investment disputes lies with the
country in which the investment is located; thus, the investor has
no recourse but to use the local courts. The principle, named
after an Argentinian jurist, has been applied throughout Latin
America and other areas of the world.

Canadian Commercial Corporation
(Canada) The prime contractor in governmental government sales
transactions, facilitating exports of a wide range of goods and
services from Canadian sources. In response to requests from
foreign governments and international agencies for individual
products or services, CCC identifies Canadian firms capable of
meeting the customer’s requirement executes prime as well as
back-to-back contracts, and follows through with contract
management, inspection, acceptance, and payment. Address:
Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC), Metropolitan Centre,
11th Floor, 50 O’Connor St., Ottawa, ON K1A 0S6, Canada;
Tel: [1] (613) 996-0034; Fax: [1] (613) 9952121;
http://www.com/viatec/ccc.htm

cap
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) On borrowed funds with an
interest rate which is tied to the market rate, an upside limit or
cap can be agreed upon, i.e. against payment of a premium, an
upper interest rate limit is agreed upon, which will not be exceeded
even if the market rate rises above the stated level

capacity to contract
(law) Legal competency to make a contract. A party has capacity
to contract if he or she has attained the age required by law and
has the mental ability to understand the nature of contract
obligations.

capital account
(economics) Juxtaposition of the long and short term capital
imports and exports of a country. See balance of payments.

capital flight
(economics) The transfer of money or other financial resources
from one country to another as a hedge against inflation or poor
economic or political conditions.

capital goods
(economics) Manufactured goods that are for productive
industrial use. For example: machine tools. See also consumer
goods.

capital market
(finance) The market for buying and selling long-term loanable
funds, in the form of bonds, mortgages and the like. Unlike the
money market, where short-term funds are traded, the capital
market tends to center on well-organized institutions such as the
stock exchange. However, there is no clear-cut distinction between
the two other than that capital market loans are generally used by
businesses, financial institutions and governments to buy capital
goods whereas money-market loans generally fill a temporary
need for working capital.

capital movements
(economics) (a) The international payments of a nation. (b) A
nation’s short and long-term claims and liabilities, which are
entered into vis-a-vis foreign countries, including repayment of
foreign debt, direct investments, portfolio investments and
purchase of private real estate.

captain’s protest
(shipping) A document prepared by the captain of a vessel on
arrival at port, showing unusual conditions encountered during
voyage. Generally, a captain’s protest is prepared to relieve the
ship owner of any liability for any loss to cargo, thus requiring
cargo owners to look to insurance companies for reimbursement.

cargo
(shipping) Merchandise hauled by transportation lines.

cargo agent
(shipping) An agent appointed by an airline or shipping line to
solicit and process international air and ocean freight for
shipments. Cargo agents are paid commissions by the airline or
shipping line.

cargo aircraft
See all-cargo aircraft.

cargo manifest
(shipping) A list of a ship’s cargo or passengers, but without a
listing of charges.

cargo, N.O.S.
(shipping) Articles not otherwise specifically provided for. In
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determining the freight rate, a general category of articles for
shipment.

cargo selectivity system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, specifies the type of examination (intensive or general)
to be conducted for imported merchandise. The type of
examination is based on database selectivity criteria such as
assessments of risk by filer, consignee, tariff number, country of
origin, and manufacturer/shipper. A first time consignee is always
selected for an intensive examination. An alert is also generated
in cargo selectivity the first time a consignee files an entry in a
port with a particular tariff number, country of origin, or
manufacturer/shipper See Automated Commercial System.

cargo tonnage
(shipping) The weight of a shipment or of a ship’s total cargo
expressed in tons.

Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA)
(U.S.) The CBERA affords non-reciprocal tariff preferences by
the United States to developing countries in the Caribbean Basin
area to aid their economic development and to diversify and
expand their production and exports. The CBERA applies to
merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption, on or after January 1, 1984. This tariff preference
program has no expiration date. See Caribbean Basin Initiative.

Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI)
(U.S.) A program providing for the duty-free entry into the United
States of merchandise from designated beneficiary countries or
territories in the Caribbean Basin.
This program was enacted by the United States as the Caribbean
Basin Economic Recovery Act and became effective January 1,
1984.
The purpose of the program is to increase economic aid and trade
preferences for twenty-eight states of the Caribbean region. The
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act provided for twelve
years of duty-free treatment of most goods produced in the
Caribbean region. The Initiative was extended permanently (CBI
II), by the Customs and Trade Act of August 1990. The 23
countries include Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas, Barbados,
Belize, the British Virgin Islands, Costa Rica, Dominica, the
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada. Guatemala. Guyana,
Honduras, Jamaica, Montserrat, the Netherlands Antilles,
Nicaragua, Panama, St. Christopher-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago. The following countries
may be eligible for CBI benefits but have not formally requested
designation: Anguilla, Cayman Islands, Suriname, and the Turks
and Caicos Islands.

Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM)
A regional trade alliance composed of 13 English speaking
Caribbean nations. Its purpose is to further economic development
and increase social and cultural cooperation among member
nations. Members include Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas,
Barbados. Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica,
Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago). Address: Caribbean
Common Market, Bank of Guyana Building, PO Box 10827,
Georgetown, Guyana; Tel: [592] (2) 69-281; Telex: 2263; Fax:
[5]921 (2) 66-091.

carriet
(customs) A customs document permitting the holder to carry or
send merchandise temporarily into certain foreign countries (for
display, demonstration, or similar purposes) without paying, duties
or posting bonds. See ATA Camet.

carriage and insurance paid to ... (named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Carriage and insurance paid to (CIP) means that the
seller has the same obligations as under CPT (carriage paid to),
but with the addition that the seller has to procure cargo insurance
against the buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during
the carriage. The seller contracts for insurance and pays the
insurance premium. The buyer should note that under the CIP
term the seller is only required to obtain insurance on minimum
coverage. The CIP term requires the seller to clear the goods for
export. This term may be used for any mode of transport including
multimodal transport.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990; insurable
interest.

Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936
(shipping) A U.S. law which, among other provisions, establishes
statutory responsibility for the carrier’s liability for certain types
of damage. Where the COGSA applies, general speaking, the
vessel or carrier is responsible for damage resulting from
negligence in the loading, stowing and discharge of cargo. It is
not responsible for damage resulting from errors of navigation or
management of the ship, from unseaworthiness of the vessel
(unless caused by lack of due diligence to make it seaworthy), or
from perils of the sea, fire, and a number of other listed causes.
The burden of proof in establishing fault will rest at times upon
the shipper and at times upon the carrier.
The degree to which a steamship company can be held responsible
for damage sustained by a specific shipment is frequently difficult
to determine. COGSA applies to import and export shipments
and, by agreement, to much U.S. coastwise and intercoastal
business a well.

carriage paid to ...
(named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Carriage paid to(CPT) means that the seller pays the
freight for the carriage of the goods to the named destination.
The risk of loss of or damage to the goods, as well as any additional
costs due to events occurring after the time the goods have been
delivered to the carrier, is transferred from the seller to the buyer
when the good share been delivered into the custody of the carrier.
“Carrier” means any person who, in contract of carriage,
undertakes to perform or to procure the performance of carriage,
by rail, road, sea, air, inland waterway or by a combination of
such modes.
If subsequent carriers are used for the carriage to the agreed
destination, the risk passes when the goods have been delivered
to the first carrier.
The CPT term requires the seller to clear the goods for export.
This term may be used for any mode of transport including
multimodal transport. See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen
Incoterms 1990.

carrier
(law/shipping) An individual or legal entity that is in the business
of transporting passengers or goods for hire. Shipping lines,
airlines, trucking companies and railroad companies are all carriers.
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(a) A common carrier is one that by law must convey passengers
or goods without refusal, provided the party requesting
conveyance has paid the charge for transport.
(b) A private or contract carrier  is one that transports only
those persons or goods that it selects.
(U.S. shipping) By U.S. government regulation a common carrier
publishes stated rates for carriage and must accept any passengers
or goods for transport so long as space is available and the
published rate is paid.

carrier’s certificate
(U.S. Customs) A document issued by a shipping company,
addressed to a District Director of Customs, which certifies that
a named individual is the owner or consignee of the articles listed
in the certificate. This document is often the “evidence of right to
make entry” required by U.S. Customs for an individual to clear
goods through Customs. See also evidence of right to make entry.

cartage agent
(shipping) A ground service operator who provides pickup and
delivery of freight in areas not served directly by an air or ocean
carrier.

cartage/drayage
(shipping) The local transport of goods. Also the charge(s) made
for hauling freight on carts, drays or trucks.

cartel
An organization of independent producers formed to regulate
the production, pricing, or marketing practices of its members in
order to limit competition and maximize their market power.

casco
(insurance) Marine insurance coverage on the hull of a ship.

casus major
(law/shipping) A major casualty that is usually accidental, such
as a flood or shipwreck.

catalog & video; catalog exhibitions
(U.S.) A U.S. International Trade Administration program
promoting low-cost exhibits of U.S. firms’ catalogs and videos,
offering small, less-experienced companies an opportunity to test
overseas markets for their products without travel. The
International Trade Administration promotes exhibitions, provides
staff fluent in the local language to answer questions, and forwards
all trade leads to participating firms. Contact: Trade Fairs and
Exhibitions; tel: 1(800) USA-TRADE. See also International
Trade Administration.

category groups
Groupings of controlled products. See export control classification
number.

cause of action
(law) Facts that give a party a right to seek a judicial remedy
against another individual or legal entity.
caveat emptor
(law) Latin for “Let the buyer beware.” The purchaser buys at
his own risk.

cedi
The currency of Ghana- 1cent= 100 pesewas.

cell
(shipping) The on board stowage space for one shipping container
on a ship

cells
(shipping) The modular construction system on board a cellular
shipping vessel designed to allow containers to be stowed securely
one on top of another with vertical bracing at the four corners.

cellular vessel
(shipping) A special use shipping vessel designed for the efficient
stowage of ocean containers one on top of the other with vertical
bracing at the four corners.

Census Interface System
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, which includes edits and validations provided by the
Bureau of the Census to allow for the accurate and timely
collection and submission of entry summary data, Census Interface
is accomplished through Automated Broker Interface entry
summary transmissions. See Automated Commercial System.

Center for Trade and Investment Services
(U.S.) CTIS is the focal point in the Agency for International
Development (AID) for the collection and dissemination of
information on the agency’s programs and activities that support
international private enterprise in the developing countries where
AID operates. CTIS is a full service, comprehensive
“one-stop-shop” for information about AID’ s trade and
investment programs and business opportunities in countries
served by AID. The center’s objective is to further economic
development abroad by facilitating increased business activity
between the private sectors of AID-assisted countries and the
U.S. Address: Agency for International Development, G/EGAD/
BD-Global Technology Network, 1300 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington D.C. 20523: Tel: 1-800-USAID4U; Fax:
(202)216-3526; general AID information: http://
www.info.usaid.gov. Global Network Technology: http://
www.usgtn.org.

Central American Common Market
A regional trade alliance established in July 1991 comprised of
Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
The common market covers all products traded within the region
as of 1992. A second step toward regional integration will be the
establishment of a common external tariff. Panama is becoming
progressively more involved in the regional integration
discussions. Address: Central American Common Market, 4A
Avda 10-25, Zona 14, Apdo Postal 1237, 01901, Guatemala City,
Guatemala; Tel: [502] (2) 68215 1; Telex: 5676; Fax: [502] (2)
681-07 1.

central bank
(banking) The only institution which has the right to issue bank
notes and which constitutes the monetary and credit policy
authority of a currency zone. Apart from this, it supplies the
economy with money and credit, regulates domestic and foreign
payments transactions and maintains internal and external
monetary stability.

certificate of analysis
A document issued by a recognized organization or governmental
authority confirming the quality and composition of pods listed
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in the certificate. Certificates of analysis are often required by
authorities in importing countries for animal and plant products
for consumption and for pharmaceuticals. See certificate of
inspection; phytosanitary inspection certificate.

certificate of inspection
A document certifying that merchandise (such as perishable goods)
was in good condition at the time of inspection, usually
immediately prior to shipment. Pre-shipment inspection is a
requirement for importation of goods into many developing
countries. Often used interchangeably with certificate of analysis.
See phytosanatary inspection certificate; certificate of analysis.

certificate of insurance
See insurance certificate.

certificate of manufacture
A document (often notarized) in which a producer of goods
certifies that the manufacturing has been completed and the goods
are now at the disposal of the buyer.
certificate of origin
(customs) A document attesting to the country of origin of goods.
A certificate of origin is often required by the customs authorities
of a country as part of the entry process. Such certificates are
usually obtained through an official or quasi official organization
in the country of origin such as a consular office or local chamber
of commerce. A certificate of origin may be required even though
the commercial invoice contains the information.

Certificate of Origin Form A.
A document required by customs in the United States and other
developed countries to prove eligibility of merchandise under
duty-free import programs such as the Generalized System of
Preferences and the Caribbean Basin Initiative.

certificate of weight
(shipping) A document stating the weight of a shipment.

certification; legalization
Official certification of the authenticity of signatures or documents
in connection with letter of credits, such as certificates or origin,
commercial invoices, etc. by chambers of commerce, consulates
and similar recognized government authorities.

Certified Trade Fair Program
(trade event) The U.S. Department of Commerce Certified Trade
Fair Program is designed to encourage private organizations to
recruit new-to-market and new-to-export U.S. firms to exhibit in
trade fairs overseas. To receive certification, the organization must
demonstrate: (1) the fair is a leading international trade event for
an industry and (2) the fair organizer is capable of recruiting U.S.
exhibitors and assisting them with freight forwarding, customs
clearance, exhibit design and setup, public relations, and overall
show promotion. The show organizer must agree to assist
new-to-export exhibitors as well as small businesses interested in
exporting. .
In addition to the services the organizer provides, the Department
of Commerce will:
(1) Assign a Washington coordinator.
(2) Operate a business information office, which provides meeting
space, translators, hospitality, and assistance from U.S. exhibitors
and foreign customers.
(3) Help contact buyers, agents, distributors, and other business

leads and provide marketing assistance.
(4) Provide a press release on certification.
Contact the U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th St., 8
Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202)
482-2000.
See new-to-market; new-to-export.

Certified Trade Missions Program
(U.S.) (Former name: state/industry organized, government
approved (S/IOGA). The U.S. Department of Commerce,
through its Certified Trade Missions Program, offers guidance
and assistance to federal, state and local development agencies,
chambers of commerce, industry trade associations, and other
export-oriented groups that are interested in becoming more
actively involved in export promotion. Certified Trade Missions
open doors to government and business leaders in promising
export markets around the world.
Once the sponsoring organization has selected the countries to
be considered, proposed an itinerary, and outlined its mission
goals and objectives, the Department of Commerce coordinates
the mission itinerary with its commercial staff at U.S. embassies
and consulates overseas. These posts help to arrange the mission’s
activities to make the most productive use of each member’s
time at each stop on the itinerary. Some missions also include
informational or technical seminars specifically designed to exhibit
and promote sales of sophisticated products, technology, or
services in targeted markets. Address: Certified Trade Missions.
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th St. and Constitution Ave.
NW, Room H2116, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-4908;
Fax: (202) 482-0115.

cession of goods
(law) A surrender of goods. A relinquishment of a debtor’s
property to creditors when the debtor cannot pay his or her debts.

C&F
See cost and freight; Incoterms.

chaebol
(Korea) Korean conglomerates which are characterized by strong
family control, authoritarian management, and centralized
decision making. Chaebol dominate the Korean economy,
growing out of the takeover of the Japanese monopoly of the
Korean economy following World War II. Korean government
tax breaks and financial incentives emphasizing industrial
reconstruction and exports provided continuing support to the
growth of  Chaebols during the 1970s and 1980s. In 1988, the
output of the 30 largest chaebol represented almost 95% of
Korea’s gross national product.

chargeable weight
(shipping) The weight of a shipment used in determining air or
ocean freight charges. The chargeable weight may be the
dimensional weight or on container shipments the gross weight
of the shipment less the tare weight of the container.

charge d’affaires
(diplomacy) A subordinate diplomat who takes charge in the
absence of the ambassador.

charges advanced
See advancement of charges.
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charges collect
(shipping) The total transportation charges which may include
pickup and/or delivery charges which are entered on the ocean
or air waybill to be collected from the consignee. Equivalent terms
are “freight collect” or “charges forward.”

charter
(law) (a) An instrument issued by a government to the governed
people, a specific part of the people, a corporation, a colony, or a
dependency confirming or conferring described rights, liberties,
or powers. (b) A legislative act that creates a business corporation
or that creates and defines a corporate franchise.
(shipping) (a) A charter party or charter agreement is a lease
or agreement to hire an airplane, vessel, or other means of
conveyance to transport s on a designated voyage to one or more
locations. (b) A gross charter is a charter agreement by which
the shipowner furnishes personnel and equipment and incurs other
expenses, such as port costs. (c) A bareboat charter is a charter
agreement under which an individual or legal entity charters a
vessel without a crew, assumes full possession and control of the
vessel, and is generally invested with temporary ownership
powers.

chartered bank
(Canada) Financial institution licensed by the Canadian Parliament
under the Bank Act to operate as a bank.

chartered ship
(shipping) A ship leased by its owner or agent for a stated time,
voyage or voyages.

charter party bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading issued by a charter party. Charter party
bills of lading are not acceptable by banks under letters of credit
unless they are specifically authorized in the credit. See bill of
lading.

charter party contract
(shipping) Contract according to which the precisely designated
freight room of a ship or the whole ship is leased  by the owner to
a charterer for a specific period, specific voyage or voyages. If a
ship is chartered without crew this is a bare boat charter. The
freight documents issued by the current charterer or his authorized
party are called charter party bills of lading.

charter service
(shipping) The temporary hiring of an aircraft, usually on a trip
basis, for the movement of cargo or passengers.

chassis
(shipping) A special trailer or undercarriage on which containers
are moved over the road. Chassis comes in skeletal types, parallel
frame, perimeter frame and goose neck types, among others.

chattel
(law) An item of personal property.

chattel lien
(law) A lien on chattel in favor of a person who has expended
labor, skill, or materials on the chattel or has furnished storage
for it at the request of the owner, an agent, or a party who legally
possesses it.

chattel paper
(law) A writing or a group of writings that constitute a security
interest in, or a lease of, specific goods for a monetary obligation.

check digit number
(shipping) A single digit of an air waybill number used to insure
that the air waybill number is correctly entered into a computer
system.

chemical/biological weapons
(U.S.) The Department of Commerce maintains foreign policy
export controls on certain chemical precursors useful in chemical
warfare. Through the Australia Group (AG), the United States
cooperates with other nations in controlling chemical weapons
proliferation. The AG has developed a Core List of nine chemicals
(not to be confused with the Coordinating Committee on
Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) “Core List’) considered
essential to the development of chemical weapons. The AG also
developed a Warning List which identifies 41 precursors which
are useful for chemical weapons development. The AG also
provides the forum in which the member countries share
information concerning the activities of non-member countries
where the proliferation of these weapons is of concern, including
entities that are seeking chemical precursors and related items.
The United States controls all 50 chemical precursors designated
by the AG as useful in chemical weapons production. The nine
core list chemicals are controlled worldwide, except to the
members of the AG and NATO. The remaining 41 chemicals are
controlled to selected countries.
The U.S. also maintains unilateral controls on certain biological
organisms and requires an individual validated license to all
destinations except Canada. U.S. Department of Commerce
regulations are designed in the form of a “negative” list. The list
identifies those organisms that have been determined to be of no
or minimal level of hazard. Any organism that is not included on
the list is controlled. The U.S. Department of Commerce requires
individual validated licenses for the export of Class 2, 3, and 4
organisms to all destinations except Canada. (The higher the class,
the greater the toxicity.) License applications are referred to the
U.S. State Department for review and recommendation. Approval
or denial is determined by analysis of the application and
intelligence input.
See Australia Group.

chill a sale
(law) Combining or conspiring (of buyers or bidders) to suppress
competition at a sale, in order to acquire property at less than fair
value.

chose in action
See thing in action.

China green line
The China green line describes the level of technology below
which a Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom) member country can unilaterally approve an export
license application requiring only notification to CoCom in Paris.
This level of technology is individually defined in notes to the
Core List. The China green line is a substantially higher level of
technology than the CoCom AEN level. See Coordinating
Committee on Multilateral Export Controls; core list.
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CIF
See cost, insurance, freight; Incoterms.

CIFCI
See cost, insurance, freight, commission and interest; Incoterms.

CIM
(shipping) An internationally standardized freight document issued
in rail transport. CIM stands for “Convention  Internationale
concemant le transport des Marchandises par chemin de fer.”
The agreement has been in force since January 1, 1965, and
constitutes the legal basis for the conclusion of freight contracts
in international rail goods transport using one freight document.

city bank
(Japan) A major Japanese commercial bank, located in a city,
dealing with corporations and major accounts (as compared to a
local bank).

city terminal service
(shipping) A service provided by some airlines to accept shipments
at the terminals of their cartage agents or other designated intown
terminals or to deliver shipments to these terminals at lower rates
than those charged for the door-to-door pickup and delivery
service.

Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)
(U.S.) A U.S. Federal agency created by Congress in 1938 to
promote the development of the U.S. air transport system, to
award air routes, and to regulate passenger fares and cargo rates.
Legislation passed by the U.S. Congress in 1978 terminated the
CAB, effective January 1. 1985. Many of the CAB functions such
as certificates, air carrier fitness, consumer protection,
international rates and services were transferred to the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT). See U.S. Department of
Transportation

civil law
(law) A body of law created by statutes and other enactments of
legislatures and by rules and regulations adopted to give effect to
those statutes and enactments. See also common law.

claim
(shipping) A demand made upon a transportation line for payment
on account of a loss sustained through its negligence.
(insurance) A demand made upon an insurance company for
payment on account of an insured loss.

claim tracer
(shipping) A request for an advice concerning the status of a
claim.

classification
(general) The categorization of merchandise.
(shipping) The assignment of a category to a specific cargo for
the purpose of applying class rates, together with governing rules
and regulations.
(U.S. Customs) The categorization of merchandise according to
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS or
HTSUS). Classification affects the duty status of imported
merchandise.
Classification and valuation of imported merchandise must be
provided by commercial importers when an entry is filed. In

addition, classification order the statistical suffixes of the tariff
schedules must also be furnished even though this information is
not pertinent to duitable status. Accordingly, classification is
initially the responsibility of an importer, customs broker or other
person preparing the entry papers. See Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States. See also valuation.

class or kind (of merchandise)
(customs) A term used in defining the scope of an antidumping
investigation. Included in the “class or kind” of merchandize is
merchandise sold in the home market which is “such or similar”
to the petitioned product. “Such or similar” merchandise is that
merchandise which is identical to or like the petitioned product
in physical characteristics. See dumping.

claused bill of lading
(shipping) Notations on bills of lading which specify deficient
condition(s) of the goods and/or the packaging. See bill of lading.

clean bill of exchange
(banking) A bill of exchange having no other documents, such as
a bill of lading affixed to it.

clean bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading receipted by the carrier for goods
received in “apparent good order and condition,” without damages
or other irregularities, and without the notation “Shippers Load
and Count.”

clean collection
(banking) A collection in which the demand for payment (such as
a draft) is presented without additional documents. See bill of
exchange.
clean draft
(banking) A sight or time draft which has no other documents
attached to it. This is to be distinguished from documentary draft.
See bill of exchange.

clean letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit against which the beneficiary of the
credit may draw a bill of exchange without presentation
documents. See letter of credit.

clean on board bill of lading
(shipping) A document evidencing cargo laden aboard a vessel
with no exceptions as to cargo condition or quantity.

clearance
(customs) The completion of customs entry formalities resulting
in the release of goods from customs custody to the importer.

close corporation
See closely held corporation.

closed conference
(shipping) A shipping conference that reserves the right to refuse
membership to applying carriers. See conference. See also carrier.

closed-end transaction
(finance) A credit transaction that has a fixed amount and time
for repayment.
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closely held corporation
(law) A corporation with a small number of shareholders, who
usually directly operate the corporation and have limited liability.
A maximum number of shareholders is usually fixed by law. The
minimum capitalization for a closely held corporation is less than
that for a public corporation, and fewer formalities are required
for managing it. The requirements for closely held corporations
vary among jurisdictions. See corporation

coastal trade
(shipping) Trade between ports of one nation.

CoCom
See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls.

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
(U.S. law) A compilation of the administrative rules adopted and
followed by departments and agencies of the United States federal
government. Copies of the CFR are available at major public
libraries in the United States and for purchase from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954; http://
www.access.gpo.gov/ su_docs; to receive catalog, contact U.S.
FAX Watch: (202) 512-1716.

codes of conduct
International instruments that indicate standards of behavior by
nation states or multi-national corporations deemed desirable by
the international community. Several codes of conduct were
negotiated during the Tokyo Round of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that liberalized and harmonized
domestic measures that might impede trade, and these are
considered legally binding for the countries that choose to adhere
to them. Each of these codes is monitored by a special committee
that meets under the auspices of GATT and encourages
consultations and the settlement of disputes arising under the
code. Countries that are not Contracting Parties to GATT may
adhere to these codes. GATT Articles III through XXIII also
contain commercial policy provisions that have been described
as GATT’s code of good conduct in trade matters. The United
Nations has also encouraged the negotiation of several “voluntary”
codes of conduct, including one that seeks to specify the rights
and obligations of transnational corporations and of governments.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

coin silver
Coin or “German” silver is an alloy of silver that is 800/1000
pure. An article of coin or German silver is often marked “800.”

collar
(banking) An agreement to put upper and lower (cap and floor)
limits on an interest rate which will be adhered to even if the
market rate lies outside this range.

collect  charges
(shipping) The transportation practice under which the receiver
of the goods pays charges.

collecting  bank
(banking) The bank that acts as agent for the seller and seller’s
bank in collecting payment or a time draft from the buyer to be
forwarded to the remitting bank (usually the seller’s bank).

collection
(general) The presentation for payment of an obligation and the
payment thereof.
(banking) The receipt of money for presentation of a draft or
check for payment at the bank on which it was drawn, or
presentation of any item for deposit at the place at which it is
payable.

collection endorsement
See endorsement.

collection papers
(banking) All documents (invoices, bills of lading, etc.) submitted
to a buyer for the purpose of receiving payment for a shipment.
See documents against payment; documents against acceptance.

collections system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, controls and accounts for the billions of dollars in
payments collected by Customs each year and the millions in
refunds processed each year. Daily statements are prepared for
the automated brokers who select this service. The Collections
System permits electronic payments of the related duties and taxes
through the Automated Clearinghouse capability. Automated
collections also meets the needs of the importing community
through acceptance of electronic funds transfers for deferred tax
bills and receipt of electronic payments from lockbox Operations
for Customs bills and fees. See Automated Commercial System.

collective mark
(law) A trademark or service mark that a cooperative, association,
or other collective group uses in commerce. A mark used to
indicate membership in a union, association, or other organization.

collect on delivery (COD)
(shipping) A transportation service under which the purchase price
of goods is collected by the carrier from the receiver at the time
of delivery, and subsequently, payment is transmitted by the carrier
to the shipper. Carriers charge a nominal fee for this service. As
the term COD implies payment is due upon delivery. There are
no credit provisions in COD service. Also called Cash On Delivery.

colon
The currency of:
Costa Rica, 1 cent= 100 centimos;
El Salvadore, 1 cent= 100 centavos.

colorable imitation
(law) A mark that is so similar to another registered trademark
or service mark that it may be considered as calculated to deceive
an ordinary person.

colorable transaction
(law) A transaction that in appearance does not correspond to
the actual transaction and that is usually intended to conceal or
deceive.

column 1 rates
(U.S. Customs) The Harmonized Tariff Schedules of the United
States (HTS) is an organized listing of goods and their import
duty rates which is used as the basis of classifying products for
entry to the United States. Column 1 duty rates in the HTS are
low and apply to imports from countries that have achieved Most
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Favored Nation (MFN) trading status with the United States.
See Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States; column 2
rates.

column 2 rates
(U.S. Customs) The Harmonized Tariff Schedules of the United
States (HTS) is an organized listings of goods and their import
duty rates which is used as the basis of classifying products for
entry to the United States. Column 2 duty rates in the HTS apply
to imports from countries that do not have Most Favored Nation
(MFN) trading status with the United States. See Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States; column 1 rates.

combi aircraft
See combination aircraft.

combination aircraft
(shipping) An aircraft capable of transporting both passengers
and cargo on the same flight. Such a plane will generally carry
unitized cargo loads on the upper deck of the aircraft forward of
the passenger compartment. Some cargo is carried on virtually
all scheduled passenger flights in the belly pits below the passenger
cabin.

combination in restraint of trade
(law) An understanding or agreement between two or more
individuals or legal entities to do the following: (1) restrict
competition; (2) monopolize trade: (3) control production,
distribution, and price; and (4) otherwise interfere with freedom
of trade.

combined bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading covering a shipment of goods by more
than one mode of transportation. See bill of lading.

combined transport
(shipping) Consignment sent by means of various modes of
transport, such as by rail and by ocean.

combined transport bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading covering a shipment of goods by more
than one mode of transportation. See bill of lading.

comity
(law) Courtesy, respect, and good will. Government agencies or
courts in one jurisdiction, for example, may agree out of comity
to give effect to court judgments or arbitration awards of other
jurisdictions.

command economy
(economics) An economic system where resources and decisions
about production are controlled by a central government authority.

Commanditaire Vennootschap (C.V.)
(Netherlands) Designation for a limited partnership in which at
least one of the partners has general personal liability and at least
one of the other partners has limited liability.

Commerce Business Daily
(publication) A daily newspaper published by the U.S. Department
of Commerce which lists government procurement invitations
and contract awards, including foreign business opportunities and
foreign government procurements. Available from: U.S.

Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202)
482-0633.

Commerce Control List (CCL)
(U.S.) A list of all items commodities, software, and technical
data, subject to U.S. Bureau of Export Administration export
controls. Incorporates not only the national security controlled
items agreed to by the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral
Export Controls (CoCom) (the “core” list), but also items
controlled for foreign policy and other reasons. The list adopts a
totally new method of categorizing commodities and is divided
into 10 general categories: (1) materials, (2) materials processing,
(3) electronics, (4) computers. (5) telecommunications and
cryptography, (6) sensors, (7) avionics and navigation, (8) marine
technology, (9) propulsion systems and transportation equipment,
and (10) miscellaneous. Replaced the former Commodity Control
List as of September 1, 1991. Address: Bureau of Export
Administration, Office of Public Affairs, Room 3897, l4th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20226; Tel: (202)
482-2721; http://www.bxa.doe.gov; see also export control
classification number.

Commercial Activity Report (CAR)
(U.S.) An assessment of a country’s political, economic, and
business activities, and its market potential and strategies, with
an eye to increasing U.S. sales. The CAR is prepared annually by
the economic and commercial sections of U.S. embassies, covering
over 100 countries where the Department of Commerce is not
represented. Available as individual reports from the Department
of Commerce. l4th St. &  Constitution Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-2867; or on the National Trade Data
Bank, U.S. Department of Commerce. Office of Business
Analysis, HCHB Room 4885, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202)
482-1986;
http:/ /www.stat-usa.,gov; For individual reports, call your district
Department of Commerce office.

commercial bank
(banking) A bank that specializes in accepting demand deposits
(deposits that can be withdrawn on demand by the depositor)
and granting loans.

commercial bill of exchange
See bill  of exchange.

commercial credit
(banking) A letter of credit used to facilitate a sale of goods by
insuring that the seller will be paid once the seller has complied
with the terms of credit that the buyer obtains. A letter of credit
is usually issued by a bank (the issuer) on the request of its client
(the buyer) to assure the seller that the buyer will pay for the
goods sold. See letter of credit.

commercial frustration
(law) A legal theory that implies a condition or term into a
contract, if no express provision was made, to excuse the parties
when performance becomes impossible because an event occurs
that the contracting parties could not have reasonably foreseen
or controlled. Commercial frustration may arise, for example, if
a seller’s shipment is lost in a shipwreck or if a manufacturer
cannot obtain raw materials because war has broken out in the
country supplying them. See force majeure.
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commercial impracticability
(law) A legal theory that implies a condition or term into a
contract, if no express provision was made, to excuse either party
when performance becomes impossible in practice because of
the occurrence of a conungency, the nonoccurrence of which was
a basic assumption for making the contract. A manufacturer, for
example, who contracts to sell goods at a specific price in reliance
on a subcontractor’s bid to provide certain components at a low
price may claim commercial impracticability if the subcontractor
defaults and the manufacturer can only procure comparable
components at a much higher price.

Commercial Information Management System (CIMS)
(U.S.) CIMS is a trade-related application using National Trade
Data Bank CD-ROMs to disseminate market research and
international economic data to U.S. & Foreign Commercial
Service (US&FCS) domestic offices and overseas posts. The
system includes data on American and foreign traders and supports
local collection and update of information on business contacts.
Not available to the public.

commercial invoice
(general) A document identifying the seller and buyer of goods
or services, identifying numbers such as invoice number, date,
shipping date, mode of transport, delivery and payment terms,
and a complete listing and description of the goods or services
being sold including prices, discounts and quantities.
(customs) A commercial invoice is often used by governments to
determine the true (transaction) value of goods for the assessment
of customs duties and also to prepare consular documentation.
Governments using the commercial invoice to control imports
often specify its form, content, number of copies, language to be
used, and other characteristics.
(U.S. Customs) U.S. Customs requires that a commercial invoice
provide the following information: (1) The port of entry, (2) If
merchandise is sold or agreed to be sold, the time, place and
names of buyer and seller; if consigned, the time and origin of
shipment, and names of shipper and receiver, (3) Detailed
description of the merchandise, including the name by which each
item is known, the grade or quality, and the marks, numbers, and
symbols under which sold by the seller or manufacturer to the
trade in the country of exportation, together with the marks and
numbers of the packages in which the merchandise is packed, (4)
The quantities in weights and measures, (5) If sold or agreed to
be sold, the purchase price of each item in the currency of the
sale, (6) If consigned, the value for each item, in the currency in
which the transactions are usually made or, in the absence of
such value, the price in such currency that the manufacturer, seller,
shipper, or owner would have received, or was willing to receive,
for such merchandise if sold in the ordinary course of trade and
in the usual wholesale quantities in the country of exportation,
(7) The kind of currency, (8) All charges upon the merchandise,
itemized by name and amount including freight, insurance,
commission, cases, containers, coverings, and cost of packing;
and, if not included above, all charges, costs, and expenses
incurred in bringing the merchandise from alongside the carrier
at the first U.S. port of entry. The cost of packing, cases,
containers, and inland freight to the port of exportation need not
be itemized by amount if included in the invoice price and so
identified. Where the required information does not appear on
the invoice as originally prepared, it shall be shown on an
attachment to the invoice, (9) All rebates, drawbacks, and
bounties, separately itemized, allowed upon the exportation of

the merchandise, (10) The country of origin, and (11) All goods
or services furnished for the production of the merchandise not
included in the invoice price. The invoice and all attachments
must be in the English language.

commercial letter of credit
(banking) An instrument by which a bank lends its credit to a
customer to enable him to finance the purchase of goods.
Addressed to the seller, it authorizes him to draw drafts on the
bank under the terms stated in the letter See letter of credit.

Commercial News USA (CNUSA)
(publication) A U.S. & Foreign Commercial Service fee-based
magazine, published 10 times per year. CNUSA provides exposure
for U.S. products and services through an illustrated catalog and
electronic bulletin boards. The catalog is distributed through U.S.
embassies and consulates to business readers in 140 countries.
Copies are provided to international visitors at trade events around
the world. The CNUSA program covers about 30 industry
categories and focuses on products that have been on the U.S.
market for no longer than three years. To be eligible, products
must be at least 51 percent U.S. parts and 51 percent U.S. labor.
The service helps U.S. firms identify potential export markets
and make contacts leading to representation, distributorships, joint
venture or licensing agreements, or direct sales. To order
Commercial News USA, contact: Associated Business Publishers
International, 317 Madison Avenue, New York NY, 10017-5391;
Tel: (212) 490-3999; Fax: (212) 986-7864; http://
www.cnewsusa.com.

commercial officers
(diplomacy) Embassy officials who assist businesses through
arranging appointments with local business and government
officials, providing counsel on local trade regulations, laws, and
customs; identifying importers, buyers, agents, distributors, and
joint venture partners; and other business assistance. See economic
officers.

commercial paper
(banking/law) Negotiable instruments used in commerce.
Examples of commercial paper are bills of exchange, promissory
notes, and bank checks. See negotiable instrument: bill of
exchange

commercial  set
(law) The primary documents for a shipment of goods. A
commercial set usually includes, for example, an invoice, bill of
lading, bill of exchange, and certificate of insurance.

commercial treaty
An agreement between two or more countries setting forth the
conditions under which business between the countries may be
transacted. May outline tariff privileges, terms on which property
may be owned, the manner in which claims may be settled, etc.

commingling
(U.S. Customs) The packing or mingling of various articles subject
to different rates of duty in such a way that the quantity or value
of each class of articles cannot readily be ascertained by Customs
without the physical segregation of the shipment or the contents
of any package thereof. Commingled articles are subject to the
highest rate of duty applicable to any part of the commingled
unless the consignee or his agent segregates the articles under
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Customs supervision.

commission
(general) The amount paid to an agent, which may be an individual,
a broker, or a financial institution, for consummating a transaction
involving sale or purchase of assets or services.
(banking) Agents and brokers are usually compensated by being
allowed to retain a certain percentage of the premiums they
produce, known as a commission.

Committee on Foreign investment in the United States (CFIUS)
(U.S) Created in 1975 to provide guidance on arrangements with
foreign governments for advance consultations on prospective
major foreign governmental investments in the United States, and
to consider proposals for new legislation or regulation relating
to foreign investment.
The authority of the Committee was amended by Section 5021
(the Exon-Florio provision) of the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988 (Section 721 of the Defense
Production Act), which gives the President authority to review
mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers of U.S. companies by foreign
interests and to prohibit, suspend, or seek divesture in the courts
of investments that may lead to actions that threaten to impair
the national security.
By Executive Order in December 1988, the U.S. Treasury has
authority to implement the Exon-Flono provision. CFIUS has
eight members: Treasury (the chair), State, Defense, Commerce,
the Council of Economic Advisors, the U.S. Trade Representative,
the Attorney General, and the Office of Management and Budget.
The Assistant Secretary for Trade Development serves as
Commerce’s representative to CFIUS. The Commerce working
group includes the Bureau of Export Administration, the
Economics and Statistics Administration, the Technology
Administration, and the Office of the General Counsel. Address:
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, 1440
New York Avenue NW, Room 4209, Washington D.C.. 20220;
Tel: (202) 622-1860.

commodity
Broadly defined, any article exchanged in trade, but most
commonly used to refer to raw materials, including such minerals
as tin, copper and manganese, and bulk-produced agricultural
products such as coffee, tea and rubber.

commodity code
(shipping) A system for identifying a given commodity by a
number in order to establish its commodity rate in freight transport.
See Harmonized System.

commodity control list
See Commerce Control List

Commodity Credit Corporation
(U.S.) A U.S. government corporation controlled by the
Department of Agriculture which provides financing and stability
to the marketing and exporting of agricultural commodities.
Address: Commodity Credit Corporation, USDA, 1400
Independence Avenue SW Stop 058 1, Washington D.C.
20250-058 1; Tel: (703) 305-1386.

commodity rate
(shipping) The rate (charges) applicable to shipping a specific
commodity between certain specified points.

common agricultural policy (CAP)
(EC) A set of regulations by which members states of the European
Community (EC) seek to merge their individual agricultural
programs into a unified effort to promote regional agricultural
development, raise standards of living for the farm population,
stabilize agricultural markets, increase agricultural productivity,
and establish methods of dealing with food supply security. Two
of the principal elements of the CAP are the variable levy (an
import duty amounting to the difference between EC target farm
prices and the lowest available market prices of imported
agricultural commodities) and export restitutions, or subsidies,
to promote exports of farm goods that cannot be sold within the
EC at the target prices.

common carrier
See carrier.

common external tarif f (CXT)
(customs) A uniform tariff rate adopted by a customs union or
common market such as the European Community, to imports
from countries outside the union. For example, the European
Common Market is based on the principle of a free internal trade
area with a common external tariff (sometimes referred to in
French as the Tariff Exterieur Commun-TEC) applied to products
imported from non-member countries. “Free trade areas” do not
necessarily have common external tariffs.

common law
(law) The body of law derived from usages, customs, and judicial
decisions, as distinguished from statutes. See civil law; state
decisis.

common market
(economics) A common market (as opposed to a free trade area)
has a common external tariff and may allow for labor mobility
and common economic policies among the participating nations.
The European Community is the most notable example of a
common market.

Common Monetary Agreement
A regional economic alliance of South Africa, Lesotho, and
Swaziland under which member states apply uniform exchange
control regulations to ensure monetary order in the region. Funds
are freely transferable among the three countries, and Lesotho
and Swaziland have free access to South African capital markets.
Lesotho also uses the South African currency, the rand. The CMA
was formed in 1986 as a result of the renegotiation of the Rand
Monetary Agreement (RMA) which was originally formed in 1974
by the same member countries.

common  point
(shipping) A point (location) serviced  by two or more
transportation lines.

common standard level of effective protection
The minimum shared standards between the U.S. and Coordinating
Committee on Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) members
for requiring export licenses. See Coordinating Committee on
Multilateral Export Controls.

common tarif f
(shipping) A tariff published by or for the account of two or more
transportation lines as issuing carriers. See tariff.
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commonwealth
A free association of sovereign independent states that has no
charter, treaty, or constitution. The association promotes
cooperation, consultation, and mutual assistance among members.
The British Commonwealth, the most notable example, included
50 states at the beginning of 1991.

Commonwealth  of  Independent States (CIS)
An association of 11 republics of the former Soviet Union
established in December 1991. The members include: Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus (formerly Byelorussia), Moldova (formerly
Moldavia), Armenia, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan.
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kirgizstan (formerly Kirghiziya).
Georgia is presently an “observer”; the Baltic states did not join.

Communications Satellite Corporation
(U.S.) COMSAT was established in 1963 under provision of the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962. The legislation  directed
that COMSAT establish the world’s first commercial international
satellite communications system. The Act also stipulated that the
company operate as a share-holder-owned “for-profit”
corporation. COMSAT represents the U.S. in the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organization. Address: COMSAT,
6560 Rock Spring Drive, Bethesda, MD 20817; Tel: (301)
214-3000; Fax: (301) 214-7100; http://www.comsat.com.

Compagnie (Cie.)
(France, Luxembourg) General designation for a business
organization.

Company (Co.)
(South Africa, United States) General designation for a business
organization.

comparative advantage
(economics) A central concept in international trade theory which
holds that a country or a region should specialize in the production
and export of those goods and services that it can produce
relatively more efficiently than other goods and services, and
import those goods and services in which it has a comparative
disadvantage. This theory was first propounded by David Ricardo
in 1817 as a basis for increasing the economic welfare of a
population through international trade. The comparative
advantage theory normally favors specialized production in a
country based on intensive utilization of those factors of
production in which the country is relatively well endowed (such
as raw materials, fertile land or skilled labor); and perhaps also
the accumulation of physical capital and the pace of research.

compensatory trade
(economics) A form of countertrade where any combination of
goods and services are bartered. See countertrade.

competitive rate
(shipping) Rate established by a transportation line to meet
competition of another transportation line.

complementary imports
(economics) Imports of raw materials or products which a country
itself does not possess or produce.

composite theoretical performance
(U.S.) Computer hardware export license requirements are

evaluated according to composite theoretical performance (CTP),
which replaced the former processing data rate (PDR) parameter.
CTP is measured in million theoretical operations per second
(MTOPS). CTP was developed by the U.S. as a new parameter,
and was adopted by the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral
Export Controls (CoCom) during the Core List negotiations,
because PDR was not applicable to certain modern computer
architectures such as vector processors, massively parallel
processors, and array processors. CTP is designed to measure
all of these architectures, as well as signal processing equipment.
See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls.

composition with creditors
(law) An agreement between an insolvent debtor and one or more
creditors under which the creditors consent to accept less than
the total amount of their claims in order to secure immediate
payment. Creditors will usually prefer a composition if a debtor
threatens to declare bankruptcy, because otherwise the creditors
are likely to incur costs in making a legal claim against the debtor
in a bankruptcy proceeding, payment of debts will be delayed
during the proceeding, and the amount paid to each creditor will
depend on the judicial decision in that proceeding.

compound rate of duty
(customs) A combination of both a specific rate of duty and an
ad valorem rate of duty. For example: 0.7 cents per pound plus
10 per cent ad valorem. See also duty; ad valorem; specific rate
of duty.

compradore
An intermediary, agent or advisor in a foreign country employed
by a domestic individual or company to facilitate transactions
with local individuals or businesses in the foreign country.

compressed gases
(shipping) Items requiring storage and handling under pressure
in compressed gas cylinders. (UN CLASS 2.) Examples are
acetylene and chlorine. Hazards/precautions are: container may
explode in heat or fire; contact with liquid may cause frostbite;
may be flammable, poisonous, explosive, irritating, corrosive or
suffocating; may be EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS.

COMPRO
(information system) An on-line trade data retrieval system
maintained by the International Trade Administration within the
U.S. Department of Commerce. The system is exclusively for
use within the federal government trade community (ITA, USTR,
ITC, and other executive branch agencies). COMPRO includes:
(1) U.S. foreign trade data (detailed U.S. merchandise trade
statistics compiled by Census);
(2) UN trade data (trade statistics of 170 counties;
(3) International Monetary Fund and World Bank databases
(international finance, direction of trade, and developing country
debt). COMPRO also maintains gateways to LABSTAT, a
product of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

computed value
(U.S. Customs) Generally, the Customs value of all merchandise
exported to the United States is the transaction value for the
goods. If the transaction value cannot be used, then certain
secondary bases are considered. The secondary bases of value,
listed in order of precedence for use, are:
(1) Transaction value of identical merchandise, (2) Transaction
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value of similar merchandise, (3) Deductive value, and (4)
Computed value. The order of precedence of the last two values
can be reversed if the importer so requests.
Computed value consists of the sum of the following items:
(1) Materials, fabrication, and other processing used in producing
the imported merchandise, (2) Profit and general expenses, (3)
Any assist, if not included in items 1 and 2, (4) Packaging costs.
See valuation; transaction value; identical merchandise; similar
merchandise; assist; deductive value

concealed damage
(shipping) Damage to the contents of a package which is in good
order externally. See also inherent vice.

concealed loss
(shipping) Loss from a package bearing concealed damage. See
also inherent vice.

concord
(law) An agreement between two parties that states the terms of
a settlement of a right of action for a breach or wrong-doing that
one of the parties has against the other. A buyer who has paid for
goods but has not received them, for example, may agree to forgo
the right to sue the seller for breach if the seller agrees to return
the money paid. See accord and satisfaction.

conditional endorsement
See endorsement.

conditions of carriage
See contract of carriage.

conference
(shipping) A group of ocean freight carriers handing together,
voluntarily, for the purpose of limiting and relating competition
among themselves. It may establish uniform tariff freight charges
and terms and conditions of service. Conference establishment in
the United States requires Federal Maritime Commission
approval. Conferences in the United States are exempt from
anti-trust regulation. See open conference; closed conference.

conference line
(shipping) Ocean shipping companies whose ships travel
according to firmly established schedules along fixed routes.
Uniform transport rates are established between the shipping lines.
Such agreements are usually called conferences. The conference
lines are therefore the shipping routes agreed by the conferences.
See conference; open conference; closed conference.

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
An economic and defense alliance whose members include all
recognized countries of Europe, Canada, the USA, and the former
republics of the USSR, Included are: Albania, Armenia, Austria,
Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelarus, Canada, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
the Holy See, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Moldova, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, San Marino, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, the
United Kingdom, the United States, Uzbekistan and Yugoslavia.
Note: The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia & Montenegro)
was suspended in July 1992. Address: Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe, Thunovska 12, Mald Strana, 110 00
Prague 1, Czech Republic; Tel: [420] (2) 311-9793; Fax: [420]
(2) 311 6215.

conference rate
(shipping) Rates arrived at by conference of carriers applicable
to transportation, generally water transportation. See conference.

confirmation
(law) A contract or written memorandum that ratifies, renders
valid, and makes binding an agreement that was difficult to prove,
invalid, or otherwise unenforceable. Parties who orally agree to
a sale of goods, for example, may formalize that agreement by
signing a written confirmation that contains all of the oral terms.
See contract.

confirmed letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which contains a guarantee on the
part of both the issuing, and advising banks of payment to the
seller so long as the seller’s documentation is in order and the
terms of the letter of credit are met.
Confirmation is only added to irrevocable letters of credit, usually
available with the advising bank. If confirmation of the letter of
credit is desired, the applicant must state this expressly in his/her
letter of credit application. The confirming bank assumes the credit
risk of the issuing bank as well as the political and transfer risks
of the purchaser’s country.
If a letter of credit does not contain a confirmation request by the
issuing bank, in certain circumstances the possibility exists of
confirming the letter of credit “by silent confirmation;” i.e. without
the issuing bank’s knowledge. Without confirmation of the letter
of credit, the advising bank will forward the letter of credit to the
beneficiary without taking on its own commitment. See letter of
credit

confirming
A financial service in which an independent company confirms
an export order in the seller’s country and makes payment for the
goods in the currency of that country. Among the items eligible
for confirmation are the goods; inland, air, and ocean
transportation costs; forwarding fees; custom brokerage fees; and
duties. Confirming permits the entire export transaction from plant
to end user to be fully coordinated and paid for.

confirming bank
(banking) In letter of credit transactions, the bank that assumes
responsibility to the seller (usually exporter) for payment from
the issuing bank (buyer’s bank) so long as the terms and conditions
of the letter of credit have been met by the seller/exporter. See
letter of credit.

conflict of laws
(law) Differences between the laws of different countries or other
jurisdictions that become significant in determining which law
will apply when individuals or legal entities have acquired rights,
incurred obligations, suffered injuries or damages, or made
contracts in two or more jurisdictions. The rules that courts apply
to resolve conflicts of laws vary among countries. In addition,
different rules apply depending on the subject matter of a
controversy, that is, whether a controversy involves property or
personal rights. See governing law clause; lex loci actus; lex loci
solutionis.
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connecting carrier
(shipping) A carrier which has a direct physical connection with
another carrier or forms a connecting link between two or more
carriers.

consideration
(law) The price or other motivation that induces a party to make
a contract. A buyer may agree, for example, to pay a sum of
money or to furnish certain products as consideration for receiving
the seller’s goods. A contracting party may also promise to forgo
a legal right, such as a right to sue for breach of contract, as
consideration for the other parties promise to pay damages that
resulted from the breach.

consignee
(shipping) The person or firm named in a freight contract to whom
goods have been shipped or turned over for care. See also
consignor.

consignee marks
(shipping) A symbol placed on packages for export, primarily
consisting of a square, triangle, diamond, circle, cross, etc., with
designed letters and/or numbers for the purpose of identification.

consignment
(shipping) Shipment of one or more pieces of property, accepted
by a carrier for one shipper at one time, receipted for in one lot,
and moving on one bill of lading.
(commerce) Delivery of merchandise from an exporter (the
consignor) to an agent (the consignee) under agreement that the
agent sell the merchandise for the account of the exporter. The
consignor retains title to the goods until sold. The consignee sells
the goods for commission and remits the net proceeds to the
consignor.

consignment contract
(law) An agreement by a seller (consignor) to deliver goods to
an individual or legal entity (consignee) who will pay the seller
for any goods sold, less a commission, and will return goods not
sold. See consignment.

consignor
(shipping) The individual, company or entity that ships goods, or
gives goods to another for care. The consignor is usually the
exporter or his agent. See also consignee; consignment

consolidated container
(shipping) A shipping container containing cargo from a number
of shippers for delivery to a number of different consignees.

consolidation
(shipping) The combining of less than truckload (LTL) shipments
of cargo from a number of shippers at a centrally located point of
origin by a freight consolidator, and transporting them as a single
shipment to a destination point. Consolidation of cargo often
results in reduced shipping rates.

consolidator
(shipping) A company that provides consolidation services.
Freight forwarders perform the functions of a consolidator. See
consolidation.

consolidator’s bill of lading

(shipping) A bill of lading issued by a consolidating freight
forwarder to a shipper See also bill  of lading; house air waybill.

constructed value
(U.S. Customs) In customs valuation, a means of determining
fair or foreign market value when sales of such or similar
merchandise do not exist or, for various reasons, cannot be used
for comparison purposes. The “constructed  value” consists of
the cost of materials and fabrication or other processing employed
in producing the merchandise, general expenses of not less than
10 percent of material and fabrication costs, and profit of not less
than 8 percent of the sum of the production costs and general
expenses. To this amount is added the cost of packing for
exportation. See valuation; transaction value.

constructive total loss
(insurance) An insurance loss where the expense of recovering
or repairing the insured goods would exceed their value after this
expenditure had been incurred.
In the adjustment of constructive total losses, the value of any
remaining salvage abandoned to underwriters may, by agreement,
be taken into consideration, with payment to the assured upon a
net basis. Otherwise, underwriters pay full insured value and may
then dispose of the salvage for their own account, provided they
have elected to accept abandonment.
If the loss was due to sea peril, a “master’s protest” (also called
“captain’s protest) will usually be required. This certifies the fact
that unusually heavy weather or other exceptional circumstance
was encountered during the voyage and is extended to confirm
the loss of the shipment in question. In claims for total loss, it is
especially necessary that a full set of insurance certificates and
bills of lading be submitted to the insurance company
representative. See abandonment; captain’s protest

consular declaration
A formal statement made in a country of export by the consul of
an importing country, describing goods to be shipped to the
importing country. See consular invoice.

consular  invoice
(customs) An invoice covering a shipment of goods certified
(usually in triplicate) by the consul of the country, for which the
merchandise is destined. This invoice is used by customs officials
of the country of entry to verify the value, quantity, and nature of
the merchandise imported. See also commercial invoice.

consular  officers
(diplomacy) Embassy officials of a country who extend to its
citizens and their property abroad the protection of their home
government. They maintain lists of local attorneys, act as liaison
with police and other officials and have the authority to notarize
documents.

consular  visa
(travel/customs) Any one of several official endorsements by a
consul of a country. A consular visa can be issued for travel,
consular invoices, certificates of origin, shipping documents and
other legal documents.

consulate
(diplomacy) The offices representing the commercial interests of
the citizens of one country in another country.
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consumer goods
(economics) Any goods produced to satisfy the needs of
individuals rather than those produced for the manufacturing or
production of other goods. Examples of consumer goods are food,
clothing and entertainment products. See also capital goods.

consumption  entry
(U.S. Customs) (a) A U.S. Customs entry where the importer
pays applicable duty and merchandise is released from customs
custody at a U.S. port, foreign trade zone or from a customs
bonded warehouse. (b) The formal U.S. Customs process for
entering commercial shipments of goods into the Customs
territory of the United States. A “formal entry.”
The entry of goods is a two-part process consisting of (1) filing
the documents necessary to determine whether merchandise may
be released from Customs custody, and (2) filing the documents
which contain information for duty assessment and statistical
purposes. In certain instances, such as the entry of merchandise
subject to quotas, all documents must be filed and accepted by
Customs prior to the release of goods. See entry.

container
(shipping) A single rigid, sealed, reusable metal “box” in which
merchandise is shipped by vessel, truck, or rail. All containers
will have construction fittings, or fastenings able to withstand,
without permanent distortion, all stresses that may be applied in
normal service use of continuous transportation.
Standard lengths include 10, 20, 30, and 40 feet (40 foot lengths
are generally able to hold about 40,000 pounds). Containers of
45 and 48 feet are also used, as well as containers for shipment
by air. Container types include: standard, high cube, hardtop, open
top, flat, platform, ventilated, insulated, refrigerated, bulk.

container freight charge
(shipping) Charge made for the packing or unpacking of cargo
into or from ocean freight containers.

container freight station
(shipping) A facility used by ocean carriers to load/ unload cargo
to and from containers. Most less than container load lots of
cargo are either packed into or devanned at a container freight
station.

containerization
(shipping) The practice or  technique of using a boxlike device
(container) in which a number of packages are stored, protected,
and handled as a single unit in transit. Advantages of
containerization include: less handling of cargo, more protection
against pilferage, less exposure to the elements, and reduced cost
of shipping.
(air freight) Container descriptions have been broadened to include
a unitized load on a carrier owned pallet, loaded by shippers, and
unloaded by receivers at places other than on airline premises,
and restrained and contoured so as to permit proper positioning
and tiedown aboard the aircraft.

container load
(shipping) A shipment of cargo that in either volume or weight is
sufficient to fill any one of many standard containers.

container  on flatcar
(shipping) A container without wheels put on railcars for

transport.

container  part load
(shipping) A shipment of cargo that in either volume or weight is
not sufficient to fill any one of many standard containers.

container number
(shipping) An up to seven-digit number (six plus a check digit)
used to identify the size and type of container; usually preceded
by a four-letter alpha (letter) code prefix designating container
ownership.

container vessel
(shipping) An ocean going vessel designed specifically to easily
handle the loading, stowage and off loading of ocean freight
containers. Containers may be stowed either below deck or on
deck.

container yard
(shipping) The area adjacent to the vessel berth where containers
are delivered to and received from the vessel, and delivered to
and received from inland carriers.

contango
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The amount (generally a
percentage) a buyer pays a seller to delay transfer of a stock,
security or foreign exchange to the next or any future day. The
opposite of backwardation.

contingency insurance
(insurance) Also called difference in conditions insurance.
Insurance which protects the interests of the insured in the event
another party’s insurance fails or falls short. Commonly used in
both import and export situations:

Example 1: Exporting
There are several countries whose laws require that marine
insurance on shipments to those countries be placed with local
insurance companies. This has the effect of requiring the importer
to furnish the insurance. The quality and extent of coverage of
this insurance, however, may be in question. If the exporter feels
that he has insurable interest he can still protect himself by the
purchase of contingency or difference in conditions insurance
which protects his own interests in the event the importer’s
insurance fails or falls short. While the cost of this is naturally
less than the cost of primary insurance, it must be borne by the
exporter.

Example 2: Importing
A domestic buyer on C.I.F. (Cost, Insurance, Freight,) terms must
rely upon foreign underwriters, since the insurance will have been
placed by the seller in the country of origin. Once again, the quality
and extent of coverage of this insurance may be in question. If
the importer feels that he has insurable interest he can still protect
himself by the purchase of 1, “contingency” or  “difference in
conditions” insurance which protects his own interests in the event
the exporter’s insurance fails or falls short. Note: By purchasing
on FOB, C & F or similar terms, the domestic importer can control
his own insurance. He will then be able to deal with his own
underwriters in case of loss or in case of demand for general
average security. See insurable interest.
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Contra; contra account
(banking) An account with an offsetting credit or debit entry. In
accounting, a contra account is generally the right-hand or credit
side of a balance sheet in which the liabilities appear.

contraband
(customs) Any product which a nation has deemed to be unsuitable
to produce, possess or transport. Any product that a country has
deemed to be unsuitable for entry into that country. Contraband
is subject to interdiction, possible forfeiture and possible
destruction by customs authorities. Examples of contraband are,
narcotic drugs (most countries), alcohol (certain Islamic
countries), seditious literature (many countries), sexually oriented
goods and literature (many countries).

contract
(law) An agreement made between two or more parties who
promise to perform or not to perform specified acts, which
agreement creates for each party a legal duty and the right to
seek a remedy for breach of that duty.
(a) A constructive or implied contract is an agreement that is
implied by law from the circumstances of a business dealing and
in accordance with the common understanding between
reasonable persons in order to carry out the intent of the parties
and do justice between them. (b) An express contract is an oral
or written agreement the terms of which are explicitly declared
when the contract is made. (c) An executory contract is one that
has not been performed.

contract carrier
(shipping) Any person not a common carrier who under special
and individual contracts or agreements, transports passengers or
property or compensation.  See also carrier.

contracting  parties
(law) Two or more individuals, companies or groups who are
signatories to an agreement or contract.
(GATT) The signatory countries to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT). These countries have accepted the
specified obligations and privileges of the GATT agreement. See
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; multilateral trade
negotiations.

contract manufacturing
(a) An agreement whereby a company agrees to manufacture a
product to the specifications of another company or individual.
This can be on an exclusive or non-exclusive sales basis. (b) An
agreement by two companies to manufacture separate components
of a product and jointly manufacture and sell the finished product
in their respective markets.

contract of carriage
(shipping) The contract between the shipper (consignor) and
carrier (shipping firm) for the transport of freight, including the
terms and conditions of carriage and costs to the shipper. These
conditions are printed on the bill of lading or air waybill and include
such items as limits of liability, claims limitations, indemnity and
dimensional weight rules. See bill of lading.

conventional arms transfer
The transfer of non-nuclear weapons, aircraft, equipment, and
military services from supplier states to recipient states.
(U.S.) U.S. arms are transferred by grants as in the U.S. Military

Assistance Program (MAP); by private commercial sales; and by
government-to-government sales under Foreign Military Sales
(FMS). MAP provides defense articles and defense services to
eligible foreign governments on a grant basis.
EMS provides credits and loan repayment guarantees to enable
eligible foreign governments to purchase defense articles and
defense services.

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
(law) A United Nations convention which establishes uniform
legal rules governing formation of international sales contracts
and the rights and obligations of the buyer and seller. The CISG
applies automatically to all contracts for the sale of goods between
travelers from two different countries’s that have both ratified
the CISG, unless the parties to the contract expressly exclude all
or part of the CISG or expressly stipulate a law other than the
CISG. The CISG became the law of the United States in January
1988.

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
An international convention that controls and/or prohibits trade
in endangered and threatened species of fauna and flora. Over
100 nations participate in the treaty that took effect in May 1977.
The United States is a signatory to the treaty

convertibility
(banking/foreign exchange) Ease of exchanging one currency for
that of another nation or for gold.

convertible currency
(foreign exchange) Currency that can be easily exchanged, bought
and sold for other currencies.

coordinated movement
(shipping) The extending of freight transportation systems to
intermediate and smaller size communities through the use of
interline agreements and the use of combined services of truck/
air, helicopters, regional, and commuter airlines. In many cases
such traffic moves under a joint freight rate. The success of such
combined service hinges on preplanning on the part of the carriers,
and often on the part of shippers, with regard to production and
distribution schedules.

Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
An informal organization established in 1951 by NATO member
countries that cooperatively restricts strategic exports (products
and technical data) to controlled countries. To date, CoCom
consists of NATO countries plus Japan, minus Iceland. CoCom
controls three lists: (1) the international industrial list (synonymous
with the “dual-use” or “core” list). (2) the international munitions
list, and (3) the atomic energy list. The 17 CoCom members are:
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.
CoCom controls exports at three levels, depending on the item
and the proposed destination. (1) At the highest or “general
exception” level, unanimous approval by CoCom members is
necessary. (2) At the next level, “favorable consideration,” there
is a presumption of approval; the export may be made if no CoCom
members objects within 30 days of submission to CoCom. (3) At
the lowest level, “national discretion” (also called “administrative
exception”), a member nation may approve the export on its own,
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but CoCom must be notified after the fact. See core list

copyright
(law) An intangible right granted by law to the creator of a literary,
musical, or artistic production to prevent any other person from
copying, publishing, and selling those works. A copyright owner
holds the sole and exclusive privilege to copy, publish, and sell
the copyrighted work for the period specified by law. In general,
copyright protection is available only after the work is fixed in a
tangible medium, such as on paper, tape, canvas, or other materials,
from which the work can be seen, reproduced, or otherwise
communicated. It is not available to protect an idea, concept,
procedure, process, system, operation method, principle, or
discovery, but only the work as presented in a tangible medium.
The works that can be copyrighted, the requirements for claiming
a copyright, the extent of enforcement, and the time during which
a copyright is effective varies from country to country. In the
United States, for example, a copyright remains effective until 50
years after the death of the creator. In an effort to standardize
copyright protection worldwide, many countries have become
members of several international conventions on copyrights,
including the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works, the Universal Copyright Convention, the
UNESCO Treaty, the Convention for Protection of Producers of
Phonograms against Unauthorized Duplication of Their
Phonograms, and the International Convention for the Protection
of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting
Organizations. See Beme Convention for the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works; Universal Copyright Convention.

cordoba
The currency of Nicaragua- IC$=100 centavos.

core inflation
(economics) The basic level of inflation over a period of time
(e.g., a decade) as opposed to temporary fluctuations in the rate.

core list
A categorization and listing of export controlled strategic products
by the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom). East-West controls are based largely on CoCom’s core
list, which replaced the old industrial list effective September 1991.
The core list includes items in ten categories: (1) materials, (2)
materials processing, (3) electronics, (4) computers, (5)
telecommunications and cryptography, (6) sensors, (7) avionics
and navigation, (8) marine technology, (9) propulsion systems
and transportation equipment, and (10) miscellaneous. See
Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls.

corporate dumping
The practice of exporting banned or out-of-date products from a
domestic market to another national market where they are not
banned or where regulations are more lax than in the domestic
market. Out-of-date pharmaceuticals for example, might be
shipped from the U.S. to an Asian country that does not impose
the same restrictions on the product.

corporation
(law) An  association or entity created by persons under the
authority of the laws of a particular jurisdiction. A corporation is
treated as distinct from the persons (referred to as shareholders)
who created it, and therefore the shareholders  enjoy limited
liability and the corporation has certain legal rights, such as the

right to own property, enter  contracts, and bring suit, similar to
those given to individuals. See person.

correspondent bank
(banking) A bank that acts as a depository, for another bank,
accepting deposits and collecting items (such as drafts) on a
reciprocal basis. Correspondent banks are often in different
countries.

corrosives
(shipping) Items include materials that cause destruction to human
tissue and corrode metal (i.e. steel) upon contact. (UN CLASS
8.) Examples are sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, alkaline
liquid. Hazards/precautions are: contact causes burns to skin and
eyes: may be harmful if breathed; fire may produce poisonous
fumes; may react violently with water; may ignite combustibles;
and explosive gases may accumulate.

cost and freight ...(named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Cost and Freight” (CFR) means that the seller must
pay the costs and freight necessary to bring the goods to the
named port of destination but the risk of loss of or damage to the
goods, as well as any additional costs due to events occurring
after the time the goods have been delivered on board the vessel,
is transferred from the seller to the buyer when the goods pass
the ship’s rail in the port of shipment. The CFR (Cost and Freight)
term requires the seller to clear the goods for export.
This term can only by used for sea and inland waterway transport.
When the ship’s rail serves no practical purpose, such as in the
case of roll-on/roll-off or container traffic, the CPT (Carriage
Paid To) term is more appropriate to use.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

cost, insurance, freight, commission, and interest (cifci)
(trade term) The same as cif (cost, insurance and freight), plus
commission and interest.

cost, insurance and freight... (named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Cost, Insurance and Freight (CIF) means that the
seller has the same obligations as under cost and freight (CFR)
but with the addition that he has to procure marine insurance
against the buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during
the carriage. The seller contracts for insurance and pays the
insurance premium.
The buyer should note that under the CIF term the seller is only
required to obtain insurance on minimum coverage. The CIF term
requires the seller to clear the goods for export.
This term can only be used for sea and inland waterway transport.
When the ship’s rail serves no practical purpose such as in the
case of roll-on/roll-off or container traffic, the carriage and
insurance paid to (CIP) term is more appropriate to use. See
Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

cost of goods sold
(economics/accounting) The purchase price of goods sold  during
a specified period, including transportation  costs.

cost of production
(economics) The sum of the cost of materials, fabrication and/or
other processing employed in producing the merchandise sold in
a home market or to another country together with appropriate
allocations of general administrative and selling expenses. COP
is based on the producer’s actual experience and does not include
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any mandatory minimum general expense or profit as in
“constructed value.” See valuation: constructed value.

cost  plus
A pricing method whereby the purchaser agrees to pay the vendor
an amount determined by the costs incurred by the vendor to
produce the goods or services purchased, plus a fixed percentage
of that cost for profit.

costs of manufacture (COM)
(U.S. Customs) In the context of dumping investigations, the
costs of manufacture, COM, is equal to the sum of the materials,
labor and both direct and indirect factory overhead expenses
required to produce the merchandise under investigation. See
dumping.

cottage industry
(economics) An industry dependent upon a labor force that works
out of their own homes and often with their own equipment.

Council of Economic Advisers
(U.S. government) A three-member executive office of the
president which analyzes the U.S. economy, advises the president
on economic developments, appraises programs and policies, and
recommends policies for economic growth to the president.
Address: Council of Economic Advisors, Old Executive Office
Building, 17th St. & Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington, DC
20502; Tel: (202) 395-5084; http://www.whitehouse.vog/WH/
EOP/CEA/html/CEA.html, (case sensitive).

Council of Europe
A regional alliance established in May 1949 to encourage unity
and social and economic growth among members, which currently
include: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, and the United Kingdom. Address: The Council of
Europe, Point 1, F67075 Strasbourg Cedex, FranceTel: [33] (3)
88-41-20-00; Fax: [33] (3) 88-41-27-81; http://www.coe.fr/
index.asp.

Council on Security and Cooperation in Europe
See Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.

counteroffer
(law) A reply to an offer that adds to, limits, or modifies materially
the terms of the offer. A seller, for example, who accepts a buyer’s
offer, but informs the buyer that the goods will be of a different
color has made a counteroffer. See acceptance; offer

counterpurchase
See countertrade

countertrade
An umbrella term for several sorts of trade in which the seller is
required to accept goods or other instruments or trade, in partial
or whole payment for its products.
Countertrade transactions include barter, buy-back or
compensation, counterpurchase, offset requirements, swap,
switch, or triangular trade, evidence or clearing accounts.
The main types are:
(a) Counterpurchase (one of the most common forms of

countertrade), where an exporter agrees to purchase a quantity
of unrelated goods or services from a country in exchange for
and in approximate value to the goods he has sold.
(b) Offset, where the exporter agrees to use goods and services
from the buyer’s country in the product being sold. Offsets may
be direct or indirect, depending on whether the goods and services
are integral parts of the product. In a dir ect offset, a U.S.
manufacturer selling a product in a country uses a component
that is made in the purchasing country. In an indir ect offset, the
exporter would buy products made in the purchasing country
that are peripheral to the manufacture of its product.
(c) Compensation or buy-back, where exporters of heavy
equipment, technology, or even entire facilities agree to purchase
a certain percentage of the output of the new facility once it is in
production.
(d) Barter, which is a simple swap of one good for another. Two
parties directly exchange goods deemed to be of approximately
equivalent value without any flow of money taking place.
(e) Switch trading, is a more complicated form of barter, that
involves a chain of buyers and sellers in different markets. A switch
arrangement permits the sale of unpaid balances in a clearing
account to be sold to a third party, usually at a discount, that
may be used for producing goods in the country holding the
balance.
(f) Swap, where products from different locations are traded to
save transportation costs. For example, Russian oil may be
“swapped” for oil from a Latin American producer, so the Russian
oil can be shipped to a country in South Asia, while the Latin
American oil is shipped to Cuba.
(g) Reverse countertrade where an importer (a U.S. buyer of
machine tools from Poland, for example) is required to export
goods equivalent in value to a specified percentage of the value
of the imported goods-an obligation that can be sold to an exporter
in a third country.
(h) Clearing agreements between two countries, which is an
agreement to purchase specific amounts of each other’s products
over a specified period of time, using a designated “clearing
currency” in the transactions.

countervailing duties
(customs) Special duties imposed on imports to offset the benefits
of subsidies to producers or exporters in the exporting country.
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. (GATT)
Article VI permits the use of such duties if the importing country
can prove that the subsidy would cause injury to domestic industry.
(U.S.) The Executive Branch of the U.S. government has been
legally empowered since the 1890s to impose countervailing duties
in amounts equal to any “bounties” or “grants” reflected in
products imported into the United States. Under U.S. law and
the Tokyo Round Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Duties (of the GATT), a wide range of practices are recognized
as constituting subsidies that may be offset through the imposition
of countervailing duties. The Trade Agreements Act of 1979,
through amendments to the Tariff Act of 1930 (both U.S. laws)
established rigorous procedures and deadlines for determining
the existence of subsidies in response to petitions filed by interested
parties such as domestic producers of competitive products and
their workers. In all cases involving subsidized products from
countries recognized by the United States as signatories to the
Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties, or countries
which have assumed obligations substantially equivalent to those
under the Agreement, U.S. law requires that countervailing duties
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may be imposed only after the U.S. International Trade
Commission has determined that the imports are causing or
threatening to cause material injury to an industry in the United
States.
Countervailing duties in the U.S. can only be imposed after the
International Trade Commission has determined that the imports
are causing or threatening to cause material injury to a U.S.
industry.
See dumping; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade;
International Trade Commission.

country desk officers
(U.S. government) Country-specific export trade specialists
working at the U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington,
DC. Country desk officers provide assistance to U.S. exporters
on a country specific, rather than commodity specific basis. Their
responsibility is to remain current on any issues that would affect
U.S. exporters and travelers in the specific country. For
information call the United States Department of Commerce, Tel:
(202) 482-2000, or the Trade Information Center, Tel: (800)
USATRADE. See U.S. Department of Commerce.

country groups
(U.S. export control) The U.S. Bureau of Export Administration
of the U.S. Commerce Department separates countries into seven
country groups designated by the symbols: Q, S, T, V, W, Y, Z.
See export control classification number; Bureau of Export
Administration.

country marketing plan
(U.S.) An analysis of a country’s business and economic climate,
giving emphasis to marketing and
trade issues. Usually prepared by the U.S. embassy in the subject
country and published by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
International Trade Administration. Also available on CD-ROM
in the National Trade Data Bank, and available from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution Ave.,
Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-2000.

country of departure
(shipping) The country from which a ship or shipment has or is
scheduled to depart.

country of destination
(shipping) The country that is the ultimate destination for a ship
or shipment of goods.

country of dispatch
(shipping) The country from which cargo was shipped.

country of exportation
(shipping) Usually, but not necessarily, the country in which
merchandise was manufactured or produced and from which it
was first exported. For example, merchandise made in Switzerland
and shipped to the United States through Frankfurt, Germany,
has as the country of exportation Switzerland.

country of export destination
The country where the goods are to be consumed, further
processed, or manufactured, as known to the shipper at the time
of exportation. If the shipper does not know the country of
ultimate destination, the shipment is credited for statistical
purposes to the last country to which the shipper knows that the

merchandise will be shipped in the same form as when exported.

country of origin
The country where merchandise was gown, mined, or
manufactured.
(U.S. Customs) In instances where the country of origin cannot
be determined, transactions are credited to the country of
shipment. Certain foreign trade reports show country subcodes
to indicate special tariff treatment afforded some imported articles.
See certificate of origin.

country risk
(economics) The financial risks of a transaction which relate to
the political, economic or social instability of a country.

courier
(shipping) Attendant who accompanies shipment(s). Also, some
courier companies provide a full transportation function, without
accompanying attendants, offering door-to-door air service for
time-sensitive documents or small packages on a same-day or
next-day basis. Examples are DHL, Federal Express and TNT.

courtage
(banking) A European term for brokerage fee.

cover, coverage
See insurance coverage.

cover note
(insurance) Often also called “broker’s cover note.” Document
issued by insurance companies or insurance brokers in lieu of
insurance policies or insurance certificates which serves as proof
of usual insurance notification and represents cover approval.
Cover notes may be accepted under letters of credit only when
they are expressly permitted.

credit arrangements
A series of programs under which service providers (such as ocean
and air carriers, trucking companies, customs brokers and freight
forwarders) extend credit to shippers and consignees for the
payment of charges.

creditor nation
(economics) A nation that is owed more foreign currency
obligations that it owes other nations. See also debtor nation.

credit risk insurance
(insurance) Insurance designed to cover risks of nonpayment for
delivered goods.

critical circumstances
(U.S. Customs) A determination made by the Assistant Secretary
for Import Administration as to whether there is a reasonable
basis to believe or suspect that there is a history of dumping in
the United States or elsewhere of the merchandise under
consideration, or that the importer knew or should have known
that the exporter was selling this merchandise at less than fair
value, and there have been massive imports of this merchandise
over a relatively short period. This determination is made if an
allegation of critical circumstances is received from the petitioner.
See dumping.

cross-currency exchange risk
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(banking/foreign exchange) The exchange risk inherent in carrying
out foreign exchange transactions in two or more currencies.

crossed check
(banking) A check that bears on its face two parallel transverse
lines and that cannot be presented for cash. A bank that accepts
the check may pay the proceeds only to another bank, which will
credit the money to the account of the payee of the check. A
crossed check may also include the words “and company.” A
specially crossed check contains in the crossing lines the name of
the bank that will honor the check

cross rate
(foreign exchange) Exchange rate parities which are not quoted
against the dollar.

cruzeiro real
The currency of Brazil. 1Cr$= 100 centavos.

CTS
Certified Trade Specialist-The qualifications required for this
designation: at least one full year of experience, being currently
active in the International Trade area.

cubic capacity
(shipping) The carrying capacity of a container according to
measurement in cubic feet, cubic centimeters or cubic meters.

cubic foot
(measurement) A unit of volume measurement equal to 1,728
cubic inches.

currency
(banking/foreign exchange) Name given to the material form of
a country’s payment medium, for example, “Swiss francs, divided
up into 100 centimes.”

currency adjustment factor
(shipping) A surcharge on freight charges by a carrier to offset
foreign currency fluctuations.

currency area
See currency zone.

currency basket
(banking/finance exchange) A means of establishing value for a
composite unit consisting of the currencies of designated nations.
Each currency is represented in proportion to its value in relation
to the total. The European Currency Unit, for example, is a
weighted average of the currencies of the European Community
member nations, used as a unit of value in transactions among
businesses in the member countries. See European Currency Unit.

currency snake
See snake system.

currency swap
(banking/foreign exchange) System whereby an institution with
funds in one currency converts them into another and enters into
a forward exchange contract to recover the currency borrowed.

currency (term) of insurance

(insurance) A statement of insurance Coverage expressed either
in time, or for transit from two physical points. For example: one
year commencing on a specific date and time, or, from point a to
point b.Formerly, the marine insurance policy covered only from
the time goods were actually loaded on board an ocean vessel at
the port of shipment until they were “discharged and safely landed”
at the port of destination. This was later extended by adding the
words “including transit by craft, raft and/or lighter to and from
the vessel.”
More recently, insurance coverage has included risks to a shipment
of goods from the time the goods leave the warehouse for
commencement of transit and continue during ordinary course of
transit until delivered to final warehouse (warehouse-
to-warehouse coverage) at destination, or until the expiration of
15 days (30 if destination is outside the limits of the port),
whichever shall first occur. In the case of delay in excess of the
time limit specified, if it arises from circumstances beyond his
control, the assured is “held covered” if he gives prompt notice
and pays additional premium See also all risk; Marine Extension
Clause 1943 & 1952.

currency translation
(accounting/foreign exchange) The recording in accounts of assets
(or liabilities) in once currency when they are actually in another.
No actual change of funds takes place. The World Bank, for
example, translates all their assets and liabilities into U.S. dollar
amounts, regardless of the currency in which they are
denominated.

currency zone
(banking/foreign exchange) Area of validity in spatial terms of a
currency; normally coincides with the national frontiers of a
country because it is defined by the monetary order. A
supranational currency zone arises when different currencies
are connected either through convertibility or fixed exchange rates.
Examples are the Franc zone and the Sterling zone.

current account
(economics) That portion of a country’s balance of payments
that records current (as opposed to capital) transactions, including
visible trade (exports and imports). Invisible trade (income and
expenditures for services), profits earned from foreign operations,
interest and transfer payments. See balance of payments.

current balance
(economics) The value of all exports (goods plus services) less
all imports of a country over a specific period of time, equal to
the sum of the trade (visible) and invisible balances plus net
receipts of interest, profits and dividends from abroad- See balance
of payments.
custody bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading issued by American warehouses as a
receipt for goods stored. See bill of lading.

customer automation
(shipping) The use of carrier automation equipment on the
customer’s premises that aids in the processing of shipments, i.e.,
airbill preparations, invoicing, weighing, and tracing.

custom house
(customs) The government office where duties, tolls, or taxes
placed on imports or exports are paid and vessels entered or
cleared.
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customized sales survey
(U.S.) A fee-based International Trade Administration service
that provides firms with key marketing, pricing, and foreign
representation information about their specific products. Overseas
staff conduct on-site interviews to provide data in nine marketing
areas about the product, such as sales potential in the market,
comparable products, distribution channels, going price,
competitive factors, and qualified purchasers. Address: Product
Manager. Customized Sales Survey, 14th and Constitution
Avenue. Room 1517, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-
3334; Fax: (202) 482-0973.

customs
(a) A government authority designated to regulate flow of goods
to/from a country and to collect duties levied by a country on
imports and exports. The term also applies to the procedures
involved in such collection. (b) The United States Customs
Service. See United States Customs Service. (c) Taxes imposed
by a government on the import or export of items. See also tariff.

customs bond
See bond, surety.

customs bonded warehouse
(customs) A federal warehouse where goods remain until duty
has been collected from the importer.  Goods under bond are
also kept here. See surety; bond; in bond: bonded warehouse.

customs broker
(U.S. Customs) An individual or firm licensed by the U.S. Customs
Service to act for importers in handling the sequence of custom
formalities and other details critical to the legal and speedy
exporting and importing of goods.

customs classification
(customs) The particular category in a tariff nomenclature in which
a product is classified for tariff purposes; or, the procedure for
determining the appropriate tariff category in a country’s
nomenclature system used for the classification, coding and
description of internationally traded goods. See Harmonized
System; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

Customs Cooperation Council (CCC)
An intergovernmental organization created in 1953 and
headquartered in Brussels, through which customs officials of
participating countries seek to simplify, standardize, and conciliate
customs procedures. Council has sponsored a standardized
product classification, a set of definitions of commodities for
customs purposes, a standardized definition of value and a number
of recommendations designed to facilitate customs procedures.
See Harmonized System.

Customs Cooperation Council Nomenclature
A customs tariff system formerly used by many countries,
including most European nations but not the United States. It
has been superseded by the Harmonized System Nomenclature
to which most major trading nations, including the U.S., adhere.
See Harmonized System; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States

customs court
(U.S. Customs) A U.S. Customs Service court based in New

York, NY, consisting of three 3 party divisions to which importers
may appeal or protest classification and valuation decisions and
certain other actions taken by the U.S. Customs Service.

customs declaration
(U.S. Customs) An oral or written statement attesting to the
correctness of description, quantity, value, etc., of merchandise
offered for  importation into the United States. See entry.

customs duty
(customs) A tax levied and collected by custom officials in
discharging the tariff relations on  imports. See also tariff.

customs harmonization
(customs) International efforts to increase the uniformity of
customs nomenclatures and procedures in cooperating countries.
The Customs Cooperation Council has developed an up-to-date
and internationally accepted “Harmonized Commodity Coding
and Description System” for classifying  goods for customs,
statistical, and other purposes. See Customs Cooperation Council;
Harmonized System; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States.

customshouse broker
See customs broker.

customs import value
(U.S. Customs) U.S. Customs Service appraisal value of
merchandise. Methodologically, the Customs value is similar to
Free Alongside Ship (FAS) value since it is based on the value of
the product in the foreign country of origin, and excludes charges
incurred in bringing the merchandise to the United States (import
duties, ocean freight, insurance, and so forth); but it differs in
that the U.S. Customs Service, not the importer or exporter, has
the final authority to determine the value of the good. See
valuation.

Customs Information Exchange
A clearing house of information for U.S. Customs Service officers.
See United States Customs Service.

customs invoice
(customs) An invoice made out on a special form prescribed by
the customs authorities of the importing country. Used only in a
few countries. See also commercial invoice.

customs tarif f
(customs) A schedule of charges assessed by government on
imported or exported goods. See Harmonized System;
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

customs territory
(U.S. Customs) The customs territory of the United States consists
of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Foreign
trade zones are not considered customs territory of the United
States. See United States Customs Service: foreign trade zone.

customs union
(customs) An agreement by two or more trading countries to
dissolve trade restrictions such as tariffs and quotas among
themselves, and to develop a common external policy or trade
(e.g, trade agreement).
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D
D/A
See documents against acceptance.

dalasi
The currency of Gambia. ID--100 butut.

damages
(law) (a) A loss or harm to a person or his or her property. (b) An
award given to a person (usually as a result of a court action) as
compensation for a loss.

dangerous goods
(air transport) Articles or substances which are capable of posing
a significant risk to health, safety, or property when transported
by air and which are classified according to the most current
editions of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods
by Air and the IATA (International Air Transport Association)
Dangerous Goods Regulations. Dangerous goods may be
transported domestically and internationally by air. See hazardous
materials.

dangerous when wet
(shipping) These items include flammable solids that are reactive
with water, (UN CLASS 4.) Examples are: magnesium; aluminum
phosphide; lithium hydride; calcium carbide. Hazards are: may
ignite in presence of moisture; contact with water produces
flammable gas; may re-ignite after fire is extinguished; contact
may cause burns to skin and eyes; skin  contact may be poisonous;
inhalation or vapors may be harmful. Precautions are: prohibit
flames or smoking in area.

date draft
(banking) A draft which matures a specified number of days after
the date it is issued, without regard to the date of acceptance.
See acceptance; bill of exchange.

dating
The practice of granting extended credit terms by the seller to
induce buyers to receive goods in advance of required delivery
dates.

deadweight
(shipping) The maximum carrying capacity of a ship, expressed
in tons, of cargo, stores, provisions and bunker fuel. Deadweight
is used interchangeably with deadweight tonnage and deadweight
carrying capacity. A vessel’s capacity for cargo is less than its
total deadweight tonnage.

deadweight cargo
(shipping) Cargo of such weight and volume that a long ton (2,240
pounds) is stowed in an area of less than 70 cubic feet.

dealer
An individual or firm who acts as a principal in the sale of
merchandise.

debt-for-export swap; debt-for-products swap
(banking/trade) Swap whereby a bank arranges to export a variety
of domestic products and commodities to offset part of its
outstanding claims in the country.

debt-for-nature swap
(banking/trade) Swap arranged by private conservation group to
use the proceeds of debt conversions to finance conservation
projects relating to park land or tropical forests.

debtor nation
(economics) A nation that is owed less foreign currency
obligations that it owes other nations. See also creditor nation.

deck cargo
(shipping) Cargo shipped on the deck of a vessel rather than in
holds below deck. Cargo shipped on deck is more likely to be
adversely affected by heat, cold, rain, seawater and movement of
the ship. Some shippers require that their cargo not be shipped
on deck. On the other hand, certain dangerous cargo, such as
explosives are required to be shipped on deck.

declaration
(insurance) A method of reporting shipments to an insurance
company under an open insurance policy. This “short form” calls
for the name of the vessel and sailing date, points of shipment
and destination, nature of commodity, description of units
comprising the shipment, the amount of insurance desired and
the number of the open policy under which the declaration is
made. The declaration forms are prepared by the assured and are
forwarded daily, weekly, or as shipments are made. The forms
are forwarded to the insurance agent or broker for transmission
to the insurance company. When full information is not available
at the time a declaration is made, a provisional report may be
sent in. The “provisional” is closed when value is finally known.
The premium is billed monthly in accordance with the schedule
of rates provided by the policy. The declaration is generally not
used in cases where evidence of insurance must be supplied to a
customer, to banks or to other third parties in order to permit
collection of claims abroad. This calls for a special marine policy,
occasionally referred to as a certificate. Declarations, therefore,
are usually used for import shipments, not export shipments. See
open policy; special marine policy; bordereau.

declared value for carriage
(shipping/insurance) The value of goods declared to the carrier
by the shipper for the purposes of determining charges, or of
establishing the limit of the carrier’s liability for loss, damage, or
delay. See valuation changes

declared value for customs
(U.S. Customs) The selling price of a shipment or the replacement
cost if the shipment is not for resale. The amount must be equal
to or greater than the declared value. See valuation.

deductible average
(insurance) The deductible amount that is subtracted from each
covered average loss whereby the assured always bears part of
the loss. See also average; particular average; general average;
with average; free of particular average.

deductive value
(U.S. Customs) In valuation of merchandise for customs purposes,
deductive value is the resale price of imported merchandise in
the United States with deductions for certain items. Generally,
the deductive value is calculated by starting with a unit price and
making certain additions to and deductions from that price.
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Unit Price: One of three prices constitutes the unit price in
deductive value. The price used depends on when and in what
condition the merchandise concerned is sold in the United States.
(1) Time and Condition: The merchandise is sold in the condition
as imported at or about the date of importation of the merchandise
being appraised. Price: The price used is the unit price at which
the greatest aggregate quantity of the merchandise concerned is
sold at or about the date of importation.
(2) Time and Condition: The merchandise concerned is sold in
the condition as imported but not sold at or about the date of
importation of the merchandise being appraised. Price: The price
used is the unit price at which the greatest aggregate quantity of
the merchandise concerned is sold after the date of importation
of the merchandise being appraised, but before the close of the
90th day after the date of importation.
(3) Time and Condition: The merchandise concerned is not sold
in the condition as imported and not sold before the close of the
90th day after the date of importation of the merchandise being
appraised. Price: The price used is the unit price at which the
greatest aggregate quantity of the merchandise being appraised,
after further processing, is sold before the 180th day after the
date of the importation.
The third price is also known as the “further  processing price”
or “superdeductive.”
Additions: Packing costs for the merchandise concerned are
added to the price used for deductive value, provided these costs
have not otherwise been included. These costs are added
regardless of whether the importer or the buyer incurs the cost.
Deductions: Certain items are not part of the deductive value
and must be deducted from the unit price. These items include:
(1) Commissions or profits and general expense, (2)
Transportation and insurance costs, (3) Customs duties and federal
taxes, (4) Value of further processing.
If an assist is involved in a sale, that sale cannot be used in
determining deductive value.
See valuation; transaction value: identical merchandise; similar
merchandise; computed value.

defense memoranda of understanding (MOU)
(U.S.) Defense cooperation agreements between the U.S. and
allied nations. MOUs are signed by the U.S. Department of
Defense (DOD) with allied nations and are related to research,
development, or production of defense equipment or reciprocal
procurement of defense items.

Defense Technology Security Administration (DTSA)
(U.S. government) DTSA is the Department of Defense (DOD)
organization which reviews applications for the export of items
that are subject to the dual-use license controls of the U.S.
Commerce Department. DTSA has about 130-to-140 staff, is
located in the Office of the Secretary, and administers DOD
technology security policy so that the U.S. is not technologically
surprised on the battlefield.
DTSA looks at dual-use, foreign policy, proliferation, and
munitions controls and reviews applications to export dual-use
commodities and munitions. Items subject to proliferation controls
are reviewed by the Deputy for Non-Proliferation Policy,
International Security Affairs (ISA), Defense. Address: Defense
Threat Reduction Agency, 45045 Aviation Drive. Dulles VA,
201667517: Tel: (703) 8 1 G-4326;
http://www.dtra.mil.

Defense Trade Controls (DTC)
(U.S.) DTC (formerly the Office of Munitions Control, OMC) at
the U.S. Department of State administers licenses for the export

of items that are exclusively, or primarily, of munitions
significance. These items are listed in the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR) and the U.S. Munitions List. In
circumstances in which an item may be considered either dual-use
or subject to the ITAR, the State Department has the option to
assert jurisdiction. In some cases, decisions about jurisdiction
are made after an item has been subject to a dual-use license
application sent to the Commerce Department. Commerce is never
involved in State’s process, unless there are matters involving
dual-use or issues involving jurisdiction. Address: Defense Trade
Controls, Room 228 SA/6., Department of State, Washington
DC 20522-0602; Tel: (703) 875-6644

Defense Trade Working Group
(U.S.) A committee of officials from the U.S. Departments of
Commerce, Defense, State and the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) was established in 1990 to coordinate
agency policies and resources in areas concerned with defense
expenditures. The group works with industry to identify ways to
target industry needs and increase the success of industry export
efforts by minimizing government impediments, streamlining
procedures, and improving the availability of market information.
The DTWG includes three subgroups: (1) The Defense Export
Market Oppor tunity Subgroup, chaired by the U.S. Department
of Commerce, which helps implement Administration Defense
export policy and enhances U.S. government support for U.S.
defense exporters; (2) The European Defense Cooperation
Subgroup, chaired by the U.S. Department of State, which
coordinates interagency input to U.S. NATO International Staff
for the NATO Council on National Armaments Directors (CNAD)
study on defense trade; and (3) The Technology Transfer/Third
Country Reexport Subgroup, chaired by the U.S. Department
of Defense, which works with industry to define a more proactive
technology transfer regime that could be implemented within the
limits of U.S. national security and industrial competitiveness
interests.

deferred air freight
(shipping) Air freight of a less time sensitive nature, with delivery
provided over a period of days.

deferred payment letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which enables the buyer to take
possession of the title documents and the goods by agreeing to
pay the issuing bank at a fixed time in the future. See letter of
credit.

delay clause
(insurance) An insurance policy clause which excludes claims for
loss of market and for loss, damage or deterioration arising from
delay. This exclusion appears in almost every marine cargo
insurance policy.
Insurance underwriters are exceedingly reluctant to assume any
liability for loss of market, which is generally considered a “trade
loss” and uninsurable. A market loss, furthermore, is an indirect
or consequential damage. It is not a “physical loss or damage.”
See special marine policy.

del credere risk
(law) Risk that a counterparty is either unable or unwilling to
fulfill his payment obligations

delivered at frontier... (named place)
(Incoterm) “Delivered at Frontier” (DAF) means that the seller
fulfils his obligation to deliver when the goods have been made
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available, cleared for export, at the named point and place at the
frontier, but before the customs border of the adjoining country.
The term “frontier” may be used for any frontier including that of
the country of export. Therefore, it is of vital importance that the
frontier in question be defined precisely by always naming the
point and place in the term. The term is primarily intended to be
used when goods are to be carried by rail or road, but it may be
used for my mode of transport. See Incoterms for a list of the
thirteen Incoterms 1990.

delivered duty paid...
(named place of destination)
(Incoterm) “Delivered duty paid” (DDP) means that the seller
fulfils his obligation to deliver when the goods have been made
available at the named place in the country of importation. The
seller has to bear the risks and costs, including duties, taxes and
other charges of delivering the goods thereto, cleared for
importation. While the EXW (ex works) term represents the
minimum obligation for the seller, DDP represents the maximum
obligation.
This term should not be used if the seller is unable directly or
indirectly to obtain the import licence. If the parties wish the buyer
to clear the goods for importation and to pay the duty, the term
DDU (delivered duty unpaid) should be used.
If the parties wish to exclude from the seller’s obligations some
of the costs payable upon importation of the goods (such as value
added tax (VAT)), this should be made clear by adding words to
this effect: “Delivered duty paid, VAT unpaid ... (named place or
destination).”
This term may be used irrespective of the mode of transport. See
Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

delivered duty unpaid...
(named place of destination)
(Incoterm) “Delivered duty unpaid” (DDU) means that the seller
fulfils his obligation to deliver when the goods have been made
available at the named place in the country of importation. The
seller has to bear the costs and risks involved in bringing the goods
thereto (excluding duties, taxes and other official charges payable
upon importation as well as the costs and risks of carrying out
customs formalities). The buyer has to pay any additional costs
and to bear any risks caused by this failure to clear the goods for
import in time.
If the parties wish the seller to carry out customs formalities and
bear the costs and risks resulting therefrom, this has to be made
clear by adding words to this effect.
If the parties wish to include in the seller’s obligations some of
the costs payable upon importation of the goods (such as value
added tax (VAT)), this should be made clear by adding words to
this effect: “Delivered duty unpaid, VAT paid ... (named place or
destination).” This term may be used irrespective of the mode of
transport. See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

delivered ex quay (duty paid) ...
(named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Delivered Ex Quay (duty paid)” (DEQ) means that
the seller fulfils his obligation to deliver when he has made the
goods available to the buyer on the quay (wharf) at the named
port of destination, cleared for importation. The seller has to bear
all risks and costs including duties, taxes and other charges of
delivering the goods thereto.
This term should not be used if the seller is unable directly or
indirectly to obtain the import licence.
If the parties wish the buyer to clear the goods for importation
and pay the duty the words “duty unpaid” should be used instead

of “duty paid.”
If the parties wish to exclude from the seller’s obligations some
of the costs payable upon importation of the goods (such as value
added tax (VAT)), this should be made clear by adding words to
this effect: “Delivered ex quay, VAT unpaid ... (named port of
destination).”
This term can only be used for sea or inland waterway transport.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

delivered ex ship ...
(named port of destination)
(Incoterm) “Delivered Ex Ship” (DES) means that the seller fulfils
his obligation to deliver when the goods have been made available
to the buyer on board the ship uncleared for import at the named
port of destination. The seller has to bear all the costs and risks
involved in bringing the goods to the named port of destination.
This term can only be used for sea or inland waterway transport.
See Incoterins for a list of the thirteen Icoterms 1990.

delivery
(shipping/law) The act of transferring physical possession, such
as the transfer of property from consignor to carrier, one carrier
to another, or carrier to consignee.

delivery carrier
(shipping) The carrier (transport company) whose responsibility
is to place a shipment at the disposal of the consignee at the
address stated on the bill of lading. See carrier; bill of lading.

delivery instructions
(shipping) Specific delivery instructions for the freight forwarder
or carrier (transport company) stating exactly where the goods
are to be delivered, the deadline, and the name, address, and
telephone number of the person to contact if delivery problems
are encountered. See also delivery order.

delivery order
(shipping) (a) A document from the consignee, shipper, or owner
of freight ordering a terminal operator, carrier, or warehouseman
to deliver freight to another party. (b) An order from a steamship
company to the terminal superintendent for the release of goods
to a consignee following payment of freight charges(c) Order to
deliver specified packages out of a combined consignment covered
by one single bill of lading.

delta
(general/statistics) An increment of a variable.
(finance/foreign exchange) Measure of the relationship between
an option price and the underlying futures contract or stock price.
The delta ratio indicates by how many units the premium on an
option changes for a one unit change in the value of the underlying
instrument. An at-the-money option has a delta of about 0.5.
The deeper the option is in-the-money, the closer the delta gets
to 1 and the deeper the option is out of-the-money, the more the
delta approaches 0.

delta hedging
(banking/foreign exchange) A method used by options writers to
hedge risk exposure of written options by purchase or sale of the
underlying instrument in proportion to the delta. Example: the
writer of a call option with a delta of 0.5 would have to buy half
the amount of the instrument underlying the option (e.g.  US$),
which he might eventually be forced to deliver upon expiry of the
option.
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demand
(banking/law) (a) A request for the payment of a debt or other
amount due. (b) A demand clause is a term in a note by which the
note holder can compel full payment if the maker of the note fails
to meet an installment.

demise
(law) A lease of property. A demise charter is a bareboat charter.
See bareboat charter.

demurrage
(shipping) (a) The detention of a freight car or ship by the shipper
beyond time permitted (grace period) for loading or unloading,
(b) The extra charges a shipper pays for detaining a freight car or
ship beyond time permitted for loading or unloading. Used
interchangeably with detention. Detention applies to equipment.
Demurrage applies to cargo. See detention.

denar
The currency of Macedonia. 1 denar--100 deni.

density
(shipping) (a) The weight of an article or container per cubic
foot. (b) The ratio of mass to bulk or volume.

Department of Agriculture (DOA)
See United States Department of Agriculture

Department of Commerce (DOC)
See United States Department of Commerce.

Department of Defense (DOD)
See United States Department of Defense.

Department of Energy (DOE)
See United States Department of Energy.

Department of Labor (DOL)
See United States Department of Labor.

Department of State
See United States Department of State.

Department of the Interior (DOI)
See United States Department of the Interior.

Department of the Treasury
 See United States Department of the Treasury.

Department of Transportation (DOT)
See United States Department of Transportation.

deposit dealings
(banking) Money market operations.

deposit money
(banking) Also known as bank or giro money. Bank, giro and
postal giro account credit balances which can be converted at
any time into notes and coinage, but which are normally used for
cash-less payment transactions.

deposit of estimated duties
(U.S. Customs) This refers to antidumping duties which must be
deposited upon entry of merchandise into the United States which
is the subject of an antidumping duty order for each manufacturer,

producer or exporter equal to the amount by which the foreign
market value exceeds the United States price of the merchandise.
See antidumping duties; dumping.

depreciation
(economics/accounting) (a) The charges against earnings to
write-off the purchase price of an asset over its useful life. (b)
The decline in the value of a property or asset.
(foreign exchange) The decline in value of one currency in relation
to another currency

deputy chief of mission (DCM)
(diplomacy) Position second-in-command to ambassador in an
embassy. The DCM is responsible for managing the daily
operations of all departments in an embassy. Also serves as acting
ambassador during the absence of the ambassador.

destination
(shipping) The place to which a shipment is consigned.

detention
(shipping) (a) Holding a carrier’s driver and/or trailer beyond a
certain stated period of “free time,” often resulting in the
assessment of detention charges. (b) The delay in clearing goods
through customs resulting in storage and other charges. See also
demurrage.

detention charges
(shipping) Charges assessed by a carrier against the consignor or
consignee as compensation for holding a carrier’s driver and/or
trailer beyond a certain stated period of “free time.” Detention is
an accessorial service and charge. See also demurrage.

detention insurance
(insurance) Insurance coverage to pay for the costs resulting in
the storage or maintenance of goods delayed in the clearance of
customs at a foreign port.

devaluation
(economics) The lowering of the value of a national currency in
terms of the currency of another nation. Devaluation tends to
reduce domestic demand for imports in a country by raising their
prices in terms of the devalued currency and to raise foreign
demand for the country’s exports by reducing their prices in terms
of foreign currencies. Devaluation can therefore help to correct a
balance of payments deficit and sometimes provide a short-term
basis for economic adjustment of a national economy.
In a fixed exchange rate situation, devaluation occurs as the result
of an administrative action taken by a government to reduce the
value of its domestic currency in terms of gold or foreign monies.
In a free exchange rate situation, devaluation occurs as a result
of the action of the foreign exchange market where the value of
the domestic currency drops by market forces against a specific
unit of foreign currency.

devanning
(shipping) The unloading of cargo from a container. Also called
stripping.

developed  countries
(economics) A term used to distinguish the more industrialized
nations, including all Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) member countries as well as the Soviet
Union and most of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe-from
“developing” or less developed countries. The developed
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countries are sometimes collectively designated as the “North,”
because most of them are in the Northern Hemisphere. See also
developing countries.

developing countries
(economics) A broad range of countries that generally lack a high
degree of industrialization, infrastructure and other capital
investment, sophisticated technology, widespread literacy, and
advanced living standards among their populations as a whole.
The developing countries are sometimes collectively designated
as the “South,” because a large number of them are in the Southern
Hemisphere. All of the countries of Africa (except South Africa),
Asia and Oceania (except Australia Japan and New Zealand),
Latin America, and the Middle East are generally considered
“developing countries” as are a few European countries (Cyprus,
Malta, Turkey and countries of the former Yugoslavia, for
example). Some experts differentiate four sub-categories of
developing countries as having different economic needs and
interests: (1) A few relatively wealthy Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) countries,  sometimes referred to
as oil exporting developing countries, share a particular interest
in a financially sound international economy and open capital
markets; (2) Newly Industrializing Countries (NIC’s) have a
growing stake in an open international trading system; (3) A
number of middle income countries principally commodity
exporters, have shown a particular interest in commodity
stabilization schemes; and (4) More than 30 very poor countries
(“least developed countries”) are predominantly agricultural, have
sharply limited development prospects during the near future,
and tend to be heavily dependent on official development
assistance

difference in conditions insurance
See contingency insurance.
differential
(shipping) An amount added to or deducted from a shipping base
rate between two established points to make a rate to or  from
some other points or via another route.

dimensional weight
(shipping) Dimensional weight refers to density, i.e., weight per
cubic foot of a shipment of cargo. The weight of a shipment per
cubic foot is one of its most important transportation
characteristics. Some commodities, such as machinery, have a
relatively high density. Others, like hats, have a relatively low
density. Hence, the dimensional weight rule was developed as
a practice applicable to low density shipments under which the
transportation charges are based on a cubic dimensional weight
rather than upon actual weight. Examples: one pound for each
194 cubic inches of the shipment in the case of most domestic air
freight, one pound for each 266 cubic inches of cut flowers or
nursery stock shipments, and one pound for each 194 cubic inches
of most international shipments.

dinar
The currency of:
Algeria, 1DA=100 centimes;
Bahrain, 1BD--l.000 fils;
Bosnia-Herzegovina, (no symbol available, no subcurrency);
Croatia, HrD (no subcurrency in use);
Iraq, 1ID=1,000 fils;
Jordan, 1JD=1,000 fils;
Kuwait, 1KD=1,000 fils;
Libia. 1LD=100 dirhams;
Tunisia, 1D=1,000 fils;
Yugoslavia, Yuri (no subcurrency in use).

direct (foreign) investment
(economics) Investment that is made to acquire a lasting interest
in an enterprise operating in an economy other than that of the
investor.
(U.S.) In the United States, direct investment is defined for
statistical purposes as the ownership or control, directly or
indirectly, by one person of 10 percent of more of the voting
securities of an incorporated business enterprise, or an equivalent
interest in an unincorporated business enterprise. Direct
investment transactions are not limited to transactions in voting
securities. The percentage ownership of voting securities is used
to determine if direct investment exists, but once it is determined
that it does, all parent-affiliate transactions, including those not
involving voting securities, are recorded under direct investment.
See affiliate; affiliated foreign group; foreign direct investment in
the United States.

dirham
The currency of Morocco, 1DH= 100 centimes; United Arab
Emirates, 1Dh (or 1UD)= 1,000 fils.

dirty floating
See floating.

discharge
(shipping) The unloading of passengers or cargo from a vessel,
vehicle or aircraft.

disclosure meeting
(U.S.) An informal meeting at which the International Trade
Administration (ITA) discloses to parties the proceeding
methodology used in determining the results of an antidumping
investigation or administrative review. See dumping.

discounting
(general) The sale at less than original price value of a commodity
or monetary instrument, often for immediate payment.
(banking/letters of credit) The beneficiary under a usance/term
letter of credit has the possibility of discounting his claim for
immediate payment. The bank credits the beneficiary with & value
of the documents, less the discount, but on an unconfirmed credit,
reserves the right of recourse. (See recourse.) In the case of a
confirmed letter of credit the discount would be without recourse.

discount/markdown
(foreign exchange) In foreign exchange, refers to a situation where
currency can be bought more cheaply at a future date than for
immediate delivery. For example, if US$1 buys FF4 for delivery
now, while it buys FF5 for delivery twelve months hence, then
the franc is said to be at a discount against the U.S. dollar.

discount rate
(banking) (a) Annualized rate of discount applied to debt securities
issued below par (e.g., U.S. Treasury bills). (b) Rate at which a
central bank (Federal Reserve System in the U.S.) (re)discounts
certain bills for financial institutions.

discrepancies
(banking/letters of credit) The non-compliance of documents with
the terms and conditions of a letter of credit. Information (or
missing information or missing documents/papers, etc.) in the
documents submitted under a letter of credit, which: (1) is not
consistent with its terms and conditions; (2) is inconsistent with
other documents submitted; (3) does not meet the requirements
of the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits
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(UCPDC) brochure no. 500,1993 revision.
If the documents show discrepancies of any kind, the issuing bank
is no longer obliged to pay and, in the case of a confirmed letter
of credit, neither is the confirming bank (strict documentary
compliance). See letter of credit; Uniform Customs and Practice
for Documentary Credits.

discrimination
(shipping) The granting of preferential rates or other privileges
to some shippers or receivers which are not accorded to others
under practically the same conditions. In the U.S., laws regulating
common carriers prohibit discrimination.

dishonor
(banking) The refusal of the maker of a promissory note to pay
upon presentation of the note.

dismissal of petition
(U.S.) A determination made by the U.S. Office of Administration
that an antidumping petition does not properly allege the basis on
which antidumping duties may be imposed, does not contain
information deemed reasonably available to the petitioner
supporting the allegations, or is not filed by an appropriate
interested party. See dumping

dispatch
(shipping) (a) An amount paid by a vessel’s operator to a charter
if loading or unloading is completed in less time than stipulated in
the charter agreement. (b) The release of a container to an interline
carrier.

displacement of vessel
(shipping) The weight of the quantity of water displaced by a
vessel without stores, bunker fuel or cargo. Displacement “loaded”
is the weight of the vessel, plus cargo and stores.

disposable income
(economics) Personal income minus income taxes and other taxes
paid by an individual, the balance being available for consumption
or savings.

dispute settlement
(general) Resolution of a conflict usually through a compromise
between opposing claims, sometimes facilitated through the efforts
of an intermediary such as an arbiter.
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Articles XXII and XXIII set out consultation procedures a
Contracting Party may follow to obtain legal redress if it believes
its benefits under GATT are impaired- See General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trades.

distrain
(law) The detention or seizure of the property of an individual or
legal entity to secure that party’s performance of a particular act.
A court may order that property be distrained, for example, to
ensure that an individual or legal entity will appear or be
represented before the court at a hearing.

distribution license
(U.S.) A license that allows the holder to make multiple exports
of authorized commodities to foreign consignees who are
approved in advance by the U.S. Bureau of Export Administration.
The procedure also authorizes approved foreign consignees to
reexport among themselves and to certain approved countries.
See Bureau of Export Administration.

distribution service
(shipping) A service under which an airline accepts one shipment
from one shipper and, after transporting it as a single shipment,
separates it into a number of parts at destination and distributes
them to many receivers. See assembly service.

distributor
An agent who sells directly for a supplier and maintains an
inventory of the supplier’s products.

District Export Councils
(U.S.) A voluntary auxiliary of the United States and Foreign
Commercial Service (US&FCS) district offices to support export
expansion activities. There are 51 DECs with 1800 members
which help with workshops and also provide counseling to less
experienced exporters. See United States and Foreign Commercial
Service.

diversion
(shipping) Any change in the billing of a shipment after it has
been received by the carrier at point of origin and prior to delivery
at destination. See also reconsignment.
diversionary dumping
(customs) The sale of foreign products to a third country market
at less than fair value where the product is further processed and
shipped to another country. See dumping.

dobra
The currency of Sao Tome and Principe. lDb=100 centimos.

dock
(shipping) (a) Loading or unloading platform at an industrial
location or carrier, terminal. (b) The space or waterway between
two piers or wharves for receiving a ship.

dock examination
(U.S. Customs) A U.S. Customs examination during which a
container is opened for a thorough inspection, as opposed to a
tailgate examination, which requires only a visual inspection at
the exit gate. It may be necessary to devan the container in order
for customs to make its inspection.

dock receipt
(shipping) A receipt issued by a warehouse supervisor or port
officer certifying that goods have been received by the shipping
company. The dock receipt is used to transfer accountability when
an export item is moved by the domestic carrier to the port of
embarkation and left with the international carrier for movement
to its final destination.

documentary collection
(banking) A method of effecting payment for goods whereby the
seller/exporter ships goods to the buyer, but instructs his bank to
collect a certain sum from the buyer/importer in exchange for the
transfer of title, shipping and other documentation enabling the
buyer/importer to take possession of the goods. The two types
of documentary collection are:
(a) Documents against Payment (D/P) where the bank releases
the documents to the buyer/importer only against a cash payment
in a prescribed currency; and
(b) Documents against Acceptance (D/A) where the bank
releases the documents to the buyer/importer against acceptance
of a bill of exchange (draft) guaranteeing payment at a later date.
In documentary collections, banks act in a fiduciary capacity and
make every effort to ensure that payment is received, but are
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liable only for the correct execution of the collection instructions,
and do not make any commitment to pay the seller/exporter
themselves.
Documentary collections are subject to the Uniform Rules of
Collections, Brochure No. 322, revised 1978, of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris.
See Uniform Rules for Collections; International Chamber of
Commerce.

documentary credit; documentary letter of credit (banking) The
formal terminology for letter of credit. See letter of credit.

documentary instructions
(banking) The formal list and description of documents (primarily
shipping documents) a buyer requires of the seller, especially in a
documentary letter of credit. See documentation; letter of credit.

documentation
(general) All or any of the financial and commercial documents
relating to a transaction.
Documents in an international trade transaction may include:
commercial invoice, consular invoice, customs invoice, certificate
of origin, bill of lading, inspection certificates, bills of exchange
and others. (banking) The documents required for a letter of credit
or documentary collection (documents against payment or
documents against acceptance) transaction. See letter of credit;
documentary collection.
(customs) The documents required by the customs authority of a
country to effect entry of merchandise into the country. See entry.
(shipping) The function of receiving, matching, reviewing, and
preparing all the paperwork  necessary
to effect the shipment of cargo. This includes bills of lading, dock
receipts, export declarations, manifests, etc.

documents against acceptance (DIA)
See documentary collection.

documents against payment (DIP)
See documentary collection.

dollar
The currency of:
American Samoa (uses U.S. dollar)
Anguilla, 1EC$=100 cents;
Antigua and Barbuda, 1ECS=100 cents;
Australia, 1SA=100 cents;
Bahamas. 1B$=100 cents;
Barbados, 1Bds$= 100 cents;
Belize, 1Bz$= 100 cents;
Bermuda. 1Ber$=100 cents;
British Virgin Islands (uses U.S. dollar);
Brunei, 1B$=100 cents
Canada, 1Can$= 100 cents;
Cayman Islands, 1CI$=100 cents;
Dominica, 1EC$-100 cents;
Fiji, 1FS=100 cents;
Grenada. 1EC$=100 cents;
Guam, (uses U.S. dollar);
Guyana, 1G$=100 cents;
Hong Kong, 1HK$=100 cents;
Jamaica, 1J$=100 cents;
Kiribati, (uses Australian dollar);
Liberia, 1$= 100 cents;
Montserrat. 1EC$=100 cents;
Nauru (uses Australian dollar);
New Zealand, 1$NZ=100 cents;

Puerto Rico (uses U.S. dollar);
 St. Christopher, 1EC$=l00 cents;
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1EC$=100 cents;
St. Lucia, 1ECS=100 cents;
St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 1EC$= 100 cents; Singapore,
1S$= 100 cents;
Solomon Islands, 1SI$= 100 cents;
Taiwan, 1NT$=100 cents;
Trinidad and Tobago, 1TT$=100 cents;
Turks and Caicos Islands, (uses U.S. dollar);
Tuvalu (uses Australian dollar);
United States, US$=100 cents;
Virgin Islands, U.S. & British (uses U.S dollar); Zimbabwe,
1Z$=100 cents.

dolly
(shipping) A piece of equipment with wheels used to move
containers, pallets or freight with or without the aid of a tractor.

domestic exports
(U.S.) Exports of commodities which are grown, produced, or
manufactured in the United States, and commodities of foreign
origin which have been changed in the United States, including
U.S. foreign trade zones, from the form in which they were
imported, or which have been enhanced in value by further
manufacture in the United States.

domestic international sales corporation (DISC)
(U.S.) A special U.S. corporation authorized by the U.S. Revenue
Act of 1971, as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1984, to
borrow from the U.S. Treasury at the average one year Treasury
bill interest rate to the extent of income tax liable on 94 percent
of its annual corporate income. To qualify, the corporation must
derive 95 percent of its income from U.S. exports; also, at least
95 percent of its gross assets, such as working capital, inventories,
building and equipment, must be export-related. Such a
corporation can buy and sell independently, or can operate as a
subsidiary of another corporation. It can maintain sales and service
facilities outside the United States to promote and market its
goods.  DISCs can now provide a tax deferral on up to $10 million
of exports so long as the funds remain in export related
investments.

domicile
(banking) The place where a draft or acceptance is made payable.
See bill of exchange.

dong
The currency of Vietnam. 1D= 100 xu.

door-to-door
(shipping) Shipping service from shipper’s door to consignee’s
door. Originating carrier spots (places) empty container at
shipper’s facility at carrier’s expense for loading by and at expense
of shipper. The delivering carrier spots the loaded container at
consignee’s facility at carrier’s expense for unloading by and at
expense of consignee.

double-column tarif f
(customs) An import tariff schedule listing two rates. The rates
in one column are for products imported from preferred trading
partner countries, while the rates in the second column are for
products imported from non-preferred trading countries.
See column 1 rates; column 2 rates; Harmonized Tariff Schedules
of the United States.
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downstream dumping
(customs) The sale of products by a manufacturer below cost to
a secondary producer in its domestic market where the product
is then further processed and shipped to another country. See
dumping.

D/P
See documents against payment.

drachma
The currency of Greece. lDr=100 lepta.

draft; draft bill of exchange
See bill of exchange.

draft or draught
(shipping) The vertical distance between the waterline and the
bottom of the keel of a vessel. The draft of a vessel determines
the minimum depth of water in a channel or waterway required
for the vessel to travel safely. See also plimsoll mark.

drawback-refund of duties
(U.S. Customs) The refund of all or part of customs duties, or
domestic tax paid on imported merchandise which was
subsequently either manufactured into a different article or
reexported.
The purpose of drawback is to enable a domestic manufacturer
to compete in foreign markets without the handicap of including
in his costs, and consequently in his sales price, the duty paid on
imported raw materials or merchandise used in the subsequent
manufacture of the exported goods.
There are several types of drawback:
(a) Dir ect identification drawback provides a refund of duties
paid on imported merchandise that is partially or totally used in
the manufacture of an exported article. Identification of the
imported merchandise from import to export is required by proper
record-keeping procedures. The imported merchandise must be
used in the manufacturing process and exported within 5 years
from date of importation of merchandise.
(b) Substitution drawback provides for a refund of duties paid
on designated imported merchandise upon exportation of articles
manufactured or produced with use of substituted domestic or
imported merchandise that is of the same kind or quality as the
designated imported merchandise. Same kind and quality means
merchandise that is interchangeable in a specific manufacturing
process. The imported materials must be used in a manufacturing
process within 3 years after receipt by manufacturer, the domestic
material of same kind and quality as imported materials must be
used in manufacturing process within 3 years of receipt of the
imported material and the exported products must be
manufactured within 3 years after receipt of imported material
by manufacturer, and exported within 5 years of date of
importation of designated material.
(c) Rejected merchandise drawback is a 99 percent refund of
duties paid on imported merchandise found not to conform to
sample or specification, or shipped without the consent of the
consignee, if returned to Customs custody within 90 days of its
original Customs release (unless an extension is granted) for
examination and exportation under Customs supervision.
Questions regarding the legal aspects of drawback should be
addressed to: Chief, Drawback Section, Office of Trade
Operations, U.S. Customs Service, 1301 Constitution Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20229; Tel: (202) 927-0300; Fax: (202)
927-1096.

drawback system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, provides the means for processing and tracking of
drawback claims. See Automated Commercial System; drawback.

drawee
(banking) The individual or firm on whom a draft is drawn and
who owes the indicated amount. In a documentary collection,
the drawee is the buyer. See drawer; bill of exchange.

drawer
(banking) The individual or firm that issues or signs a draft and
thus stands to receive payment of the indicated amount from the
drawee. In a documentary collection, the drawer is the seller. See
drawee; bill of exchange.

dray
(shipping) A vehicle used to haul cargo or goods.

drayage
(shipping) The charge made for hauling freight or carts, drays or
trucks.

dry cargo/freight
(shipping) Cargo which does not require temperature control.

droit moral
(law) Moral right doctrine, which is a European legal theory that
gives artists certain rights with respect to their works, including
to create, disclose, and publish a work; to withdraw it from
publication; to be identified as its creator; and to prevent alteration
of it without permission.

dropoff
(shipping) The delivery of a shipment by a shipper to a carrier for
transportation.

dropoff charge
(shipping) A charge made by a transportation company for
delivery of a container.

drop shipment
(shipping) A shipment of goods from a manufacturer directly to
a dealer or consumer, avoiding shipment to the wholesaler (drop
shipper). The wholesaler, however, is compensated for taking
the order.

dry-bulk container
(shipping) A container designed to carry any of a number of
free-flowing dry solids such as grain or sand.

dry-cargo container
(shipping) Any shipping container designed to transport goods
other than liquids.

dual exchange rate
(foreign exchange) The existence of two or more exchange rates
for a single currency.

dual pricing
The selling of identical products in different markets for different
prices. This often reflects dumping practices. See dumping.

dumping
(customs) The sale of a commodity in a foreign market at less
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E
easement
(law) A right to use another person’s property. A property owner
who, to enter and exit the property, is given a right to cross another
person’s adjoining property holds an easement. The right to use
an easement is a servitude against the property burdened. See
servitude.

Eastern Europe Business Information Center (EEBIC)
(U.S. government) A Department of Commerce facility that was
opened in January 1990 to provide information on trade and
investment opportunities in Eastern Europe. Address: Eastern
Europe Business Information Center, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Room 2325, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202)
482-2645; Fax: (202) 482-4473;
http:// www.mac.doc.gov/eebic/ceebic.html.

East-South trade
(economics) Trade between developing countries (South) with
non-market economies (East).

East-West trade
(economics) Trade between countries with developed market
economies (West) and countries with non-market economies
(East)

Economic Bulletin Board (EBB)
(U.S.) A personal computer-based economic bulletin board
operated by the U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington,
DC. The EBB is an online source for trade leads and statistical
releases from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Census
Bureau, the Office of Administration, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the Federal Reserve Board, the Department of the

than fair value, usually considered to be a price lower than that at
which it is sold within the exporting country or to third countries.
“Fair value” can also be the constructed value of the merchandise,
which includes cost of production plus a mandatory 8 percent
profit margin.
Dumping is generally recognized as an unfair trade practice
because it can disrupt markets and injure producers of competitive
products in an importing country.
Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
permits imposition of antidumping duties equal to the difference
between the price sought in the importing country and the normal
value of the product in the exporting country. See countervailing
duties.
(a) With price-price dumping, the foreign producer can use its
sales in the high-priced market (usually the home market) to
subsidize its sales in the low-priced export market. The price
difference is often due to protection to the high priced market.
(b) Price-cost dumping indicates that the foreign supplier has a
special advantage. Sustained sales below cost are normally
possible only if the sales are somehow subsidized.
(c) Diversionary dumping is the sale of foreign products to a
third country at less than fair value where the product is further
processed and shipped to another country.
(d) Downstream dumping is the sale of products below cost to
a secondary producer in the original producer’s domestic market
who then further processes the product and ships it to a foreign
country. (U.S.) The U.S. Antidumping Law of 1921, as amended,
considered dumping as constituting “sales at less than fair value,”
combined with injury, the likelihood of injury, or the prevention
of the establishment of a competitive industry in the United States.
The Trade Act of 1974 added a “cost of production” provision,
which required that dumping determinations ignore sales in the
home market of the exporting country or in third country markets
at prices that are too low to “permit recovery of all costs within
a reasonable period of time in the normal course of trade.” The
Trade Agreements Act of 1979 repeated the 1921 act, but
reenacted most of its substance in Title VII of the Tariff Act of
1930.
See countervailing duties; antidumping duties; constructed value;
dumping margin; fair value.

dumping margin
(customs) The amount by which imported merchandise is sold in
a country below the home market or third country price or the
constructed value (that is, at less than its “fair value”). For

example, if the U.S. “purchase price” of an imported article is
$200 and the fair value is $220, the dumping margin is $20. This
margin is expressed as a percentage of the import country price.
In this example, the margin is 10 percent. See dumping; fair value.

dunnage
(shipping) Material placed around cargo to prevent damage or
breakage by preventing movement. The material is normally
furnished by the shipper and its weight is charged for in the rating
of the shipment.

durable goods
(economics) Any product which is not consumed through use.
Examples are automobiles, furniture, computers and machinery.

dutiable list
(customs) Items listed in a country’s tariff schedule for which it
charges import duty.
See Harmonized System; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States.

duty
(customs) A tax levied by a government on the import, export or
consumption of goods. Usually a tax imposed on imports by the
customs authority of a country. Duties are generally based on the
value of the goods (ad valorem duties), some other factors such
as weight or quantity (specific duties), or a combination of value
and other factors (compound duties).
See ad valorem; specific rate of duty; compound rate of duty.
(U.S. Customs) All goods imported into the United rates are
subject to duty or duty-free entry in accordance with their
classification under the applicable items in the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (HTS or HTSUS). An annotated,
loose-leaf edition of the FITS may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402: Tel: (202) 512-1800.
Note that duty rates are subject to the classification of goods by
Customs. Articles that appear to be similar may have significantly
different rates of duty. See classification.
Note also that the actual duty paid is also determined by how
Customs values the merchandise. See valuation.

dutydrawback
See drawback.
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Treasury, and other Federal agencies.
The EBB may be reached 24 hours each day, 7 days a week at
(202) 482-3870 (300/1200/2400 bps) with PC communication
switches set to no parity, 8 bit words and 1 stop bit. The 9600
bps service uses US Robotics Dual Standard HSTN.32 modems
and can be reached by dialing (202) 482-2584. Information may
be obtained by calling (202) 482-1986 (M-F, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm,
EST).
The EBB also operates a fax service for receiving trade leads and
the latest trade and economic information. No subscription fees
are required for this service, although there is a per-minute charge.
Dial (900) RUN-A-FAX from your fax machine; call or write
EBB for more information on this service. Address: Office of
Business Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, HCHB Room
4885, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-1986; Fax: (202)
482-2164.

Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS)
Established in May 1975 by the Treaty of Lagos, the ECOWAS
brought together 16 West African countries in an economic
association aimed at creating a full customs union (not yet
achieved). Members include: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde,
Cote d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.

economic officers
(U.S.) Embassy officials who analyze and report on
macroeconomic trends and trade policies and their implications
for U.S. policies and programs. Economic officers represent U.S.
interests and arrange and participate in economic and commercial
negotiations. See commercial officers; foreign service.

Economic Policy Council (EPC)
(U.S.) The EPC was established by Executive Order in 1985 to
address major trade policy issues in a single forum as a means of
reducing tensions between different groups, such as the Trade
Policy Committee and the Senior Interagency Group. The Council
was modified in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
1988. Membership includes the Departments of Treasury (chair
pro tem), State, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, Transportation,
the Office of Management and Budget, the U.S. Trade
Representative, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the
Assistant to the President for Science and Technology.

economy of scale
(economics) The decrease in unit cost as a result of increasing
production so that fixed costs may be spread out over a greater
number of units produced.

ecu or ECU
See European Currency Unit.

Edge Act corporations
(banking) Banks that are subsidiaries either to bank holding
companies or other banks established to engage in foreign business
transactions.

EDIFACT
See Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce,
and Transportation.

effective exchange rate
(banking/foreign exchange) Any spot exchange rate actually paid
or received by the public, including any taxes or subsidies on the

exchange transaction as well as any applicable banking
commissions.

Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce,
and Transportation (EDIFACT)
(U.S. Customs) EDIFACT is an international syntax used in the
interchange of electronic data. The U.S. Customs Service uses
EDIFACT to interchange data with the importing trade
community.

electronic funds transfer (EFT)
(banking) System of transferring funds from one account to
another by electronic impulses rather than transfer of paper (such
as a check).

embargo
A prohibition upon exports or imports, either with respect to
specific products or specific countries. Historically, embargoes
have been ordered most frequently in time of war, but they may
also be applied for political, economic or sanitary purposes.
Embargoes imposed against an individual country by the United
Nations-or a group of nations-in an effort to influence its conduct
or its policies are sometimes called “sanctions.” See also sanctions.

emphyteusis
(law) A tenant’s right to enjoy property owned by another
individual or legal entity for a lengthy time and for rent as if the
tenant owned it. The tenant may, and is usually expected to,
improve the property. The tenant may also demise, assign, or
other wise transfer his or her interest in the property, but the
tenant must preserve the property from destruction.

enabling clause
(GATT) Part I of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) framework which permits developed country members
to give more favorable treatment to developing countries and
special treatment to the least developed countries, notwithstanding
the most-favored-nation provisions of the GATT. See General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

endorsement
(banking/law) (in U.K., indorsernent) The act of a person who is
the holder of a negotiable instrument in signing his or her name
on the back of that instrument, thereby transferring title or
ownership. An endorsement may be made in favor of another
individual or legal entity, resulting in a transfer of the property to
that other individual or legal entity.
(a) An endorsement in blank is the writing of only the endorser’s
name on the negotiable instrument without designating another
person to whom the endorsement is made, and with the implied
understanding that the instrument is payable to the bearer.
(b) A collection endorsement is one that restricts payment of
the endorsed instrument to purposes of deposit or collection.
(c) A conditional  endorsement is one that limits the time at
which the instrument can be paid or further transferred or that
requires the occurrence of an event before the instrument is
payable.
(d) A restrictive endorsement is one that directs a specific
payment of the instrument, such as for deposit or collection only,
and that precludes any other transfer of it.

Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative (EPCI)
(U.S.) A series of measures to tighten export controls on goods
and technologies useful in the production of chemical and missile
weapons systems. EPCI allows the U.S. Department of Commerce
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greater authority to deny exports of low-level goods and
technologies to nations of proliferation concern. See U.S.
Department of Commerce.

en route
(shipping) In transit (referring to goods, passengers or vessel).

Enterprise for the Americas Initiative (EAI)
The EAI, which was launched in June 1990, is intended to develop
a new economic relationship of the U.S. with Latin America.
The EAI has trade investment, debt, and environment aspects.
With regard to trade, the EAI involves an effort to move towards
free trade agreements with markets in Latin America and the
Caribbean, particularly with groups of countries that have
associated for purposes of trade liberalization.
To begin the process of creating a hemispheric free trade system,
the U.S. seeks to  enter  into “framework” agreements on trade
and investment with  interested countries or groups of countries.
These agreements set up intergovernmental councils to discuss
and, where appropriate, to negotiate the removal of trade and
investment barriers.

entrepot
(shipping) An intermediary storage facility where goods are kept
temporarily for distribution within a country or for reexport.

entrepot trade
The import and export of goods without the further processing
of the goods. Usually refers to a country, locale or business that
buys and sells (imports and exports) as a middleman.

entry
(customs) A statement of the kinds, quantities and values of goods
imported together with duties due, if any, and declared before a
customs officer or other designated officer.
(U.S. Customs) The process of, and documentation required for
securing the release of imported merchandise from Customs.
See also: entry for consumption; entry for warehouse; mail entry;
entry documents.

entry documents
(customs) The documents required to secure the release of
imported merchandise.
(U.S Customs) Within five working days of the date of arrival of
a shipment at a U.S. port of entry, entry documents must be filed
at a location specified by the district/area director, unless an
extension is granted. These documents consist of
(1) Entry Manifest, Customs Form 7533: or Application and
Special Permit for Immediate Delivery, Customs Form 3461, or
other form of merchandise release required by the district director.
(2) Evidence of right to make entry.
(3) Commercial invoice or a pro-forma invoice when the
commercial invoice cannot be produced.
(4) Packing lists if appropriate.
(5) Other documents necessary to determine merchandise
admissibility.
If the goods are to be released from Customs custody on entry
documents, an entry summary for consumption must be filed and
estimated duties deposited at the port of entry within 10 working
days of the time the goods are entered and released. See entry.

entry for consumption
(U.S. Customs) The process of effecting entry of goods into the
United States for use in the United States. The entry of
merchandise is a two-part process consisting of: (1) filing the
documents necessary to determine whether merchandise may be

released from Customs custody and (2) filing the documents which
contain information for duty assessment and statistical purposes.
In certain instances, such as the entry of merchandise subject to
quotas, all documents must be filed and accepted by Customs
prior to the release of the goods. See entry; entry documents.

entry for warehouse
(U.S. Customs) A type of U.S. Customs entry where the release
of goods (and payment of duty) is postponed by having them
placed in a Customs bonded warehouse, where they may remain
for up to five years from the date of importation. At any time
during that period the goods may be reexported without the
payment of duty, or they may be withdrawn for consumption
upon the payment of duty at the rate of duty in effect on the date
of withdrawal. If the goods are destroyed under Customs’
supervision, no duty is payable. See entry; customs bonded
warehouse; entry for consumption.

entry summary selectivity system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, provides an automated review of entry data to determine
whether team or routine review of entry is required. Selectivity
criteria include an assessment of risk by importer, tariff number,
country of origin, manufacturer, and value.  Summaries with
Census warnings, as well as quota, antidumping and countervailing
duty entry  summaries are selected for team review. A random
sample or routine review summaries is also automatically selected
for team review. See Automated Commercial System.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
(U.S. government) An independent agency in the executive branch
whose mandate is to control and abate pollution in the areas of
air, water, solid waste, pesticides, radiation, and toxic substances.
This is achieved through a combination of research, monitoring,
standard setting and enforcement activities. Address:
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M St. SW, Washington,
DC 20460; Tel: (202) 260-4700; http;//www.epa.gov.

equalization
(shipping) A monetary allowance to the customer for picking, up
or delivering cargo to/from a point which is not the origin/
destination shown on the bill of lading. Example, when the bill of
lading destination indicates “San Francisco” and cargo is
discharged in “Oakland,” if the customer picks up the cargo in
Oakland, he is allowed the difference in cost between the Oakland
pickup to the customer’s place of business and the projected actual
cost if pick up-had been made in San Francisco and drayed to the
customer’s place of business in San Francisco. This provision is
covered by tariff publication.

equitable assignment
(law) An assignment that does not meet statutory requirements
but that a court may nevertheless recognize and enforce in equity,
that is, to do justice between the parties. If parties make an oral
assignment that by statute must be in writing to be enforced, for
example, a court may still enforce it as an equitable assignment,
particularly if one party has acted in reliance on the assignment
and would be banned if it were not enforced. See assignment.

errors & omissions excepted (E&OE)
(shipping) A notation adjacent to a signature on a document
signifying that the signor is disclaiming responsibility for
typographical errors or unintentional omissions.

escape clause
A provision in a bilateral or multilateral commercial agreement
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permitting a signatory nation to suspend tariff or other concessions
(temporarily violate their obligations) when imports threaten
serious harm to the producers of competitive domestic goods.
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Article XIX sanctions such “safeguard” provisions to help firms
and workers adversely affected by a relatively sudden surge of
imports adjust to the rising level of import competition. Countries
taking such actions, however, must consult with affected
contracting parties to determine appropriate compensation for
the violation of GATT rights, or be subject to retaliatory trade
actions.
(U.S.) Section 201 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974 requires the
U.S. International Trade Commission to investigate complaints
formally known as “petitions” filed by domestic industries or
workers claiming that they have been injured or are threatened
with injury as a consequence of rapidly rising imports, and to
complete any such investigation within six months. Section 203
of the Act provides that if the Commission finds that a domestic
industry has been seriously injured or threatened with serious
injury, it may recommend that the President grant relief to the
industry in the form of adjustment assistance or temporary import
restrictions in the form of tariffs, quotas, or tariff quotas. The
President must then take action pursuant to the Commission’s
recommendations within 60 days, but he may accept, modify or
reject them, according to his assessment of the national interest.
The Congress can, through majority vote in both the Senate and
the House of Representatives within 90 legislative days, over-
ride a Presidential decision not to implement the Commission’s
recommendations. The law permits the President to impose import
restrictions for an initial period of five years and to extend them
for a maximum additional period of three years. See adjustment
assistance.

escudo
The currency of Cape Verde, 1C.V.Esc=100 centavos;
Portugal, 1Esc=100centavos.

estimated time of arrival (ETA)
(shipping) The expected date and time of arrival of a shipment,
passenger or vessel at a port, airport or terminal.

estimated time of departure (ETD)
(shipping) The estimated date and time of departure of a shipment,
passenger or vessel from a port, airport or terminal.

EUR 1
(shipping) Goods transport certificate and proof of preference
for export in countries and regions associated with the European
Community (EC) and European Economic Area (EEA) through
free trade agreements, association or preferential agreements, as
long as the goods concerned are included in the tariffs preferences.

Eurobond
(finance) A bond issued in a currency other than that of the market
or markets in which it is sold. The issue is handled by an
international syndicate.

Eurobond market
(finance) Euromarket for international long-term bonds
(Eurobonds).

Eurocard
(banking) A European credit card developed by the West German
banking system that is accepted in most western European
countries.

Eurocheque
(banking) A credit card (in the form of a check) for purchasing
goods in several western European  countries.

Eurocredit market
(finance) Euromarket for medium-term credits.

Eurocurrency
(banking) A currency deposit held  outside the country which
issued the currency.

Eurodollars
(banking) U.S. dollar-denominated deposits in banks and other
financial institutions outside of the United States. Originating
from, but not limited to, the large quantity of U.S. dollar deposits
held in western Europe.

Euromarket
(finance) An international capital market on which deposits and
claims are traded in currencies outside the sovereign territory of
the states in question. Euromoney markets exist in the major
financial hubs of western Europe but are focused on London and
Luxembourg. Exists alongside the national money markets.

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
(banking) The EBRD provides assistance through direct loans.
The loans are designed to facilitate the development of
market-oriented economies and to promote private and
entrepreneurial initiatives. EBRD began financing operations in
June 1991. Address: European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, One Exchange Square, London EC2A 2JN, UK;
Tel: [44] (171) 338-6000; Telex: 8812161; Fax: [44] (171)
338-6100.

European Coal and Steel Community
See European Community.

European Commission
One of the five major institutions of the European Community
(EC), the Commission is responsible for ensuring the
implementation of the Treaty of Rome and EC rules and
obligations; submission of proposals to the Council of Ministers;
execution of the Council’s decisions; reconciliation of
disagreements among Council members; administration of EC
policies, such as the Common Agricultural Policy and coal and
steel policies; taking necessary legal action against firms or
member governments and representing the EC in trade
negotiations with non-member countries. Address: European
Commission, 200 rue de la Loi, 1049 Brussels, Belgium; Tel:
[32] (2) 299-11-11; Telex: 21877; Fax: [32] (2) 29501-38. See
European Community; Treaty of Rome; common agricultural
policy.

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization
(CENELEC)
CENELEC is a non-profit international organization under
Belgian law. CENELEC seeks to harmonize electrotechnical
standards published by the national member organizations and to
remove technical barriers to trade that may be caused by
differences in standards. CENELEC members include: Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Address:
CENELEC (Comite European Normalization Electrotechnical),
rue de Stassarr 36, B-1050 Brussels. Belgium; Tel: (2) 519-68-71;
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Fax: (2) 519-6819.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology of the United
States Department of Commerce operates an EC Hotline which
provides information on directives and draft CEN and CENELEC
standards. Tel: (301) 921-4164.

European Committee for Standardization (CEN)
The CEN (Comite European de Normalization), is an association
of the national standards organizations of 18 countries of the
European Community (EC) and of the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA). CEN membership is open to the national
standards organization of any European country which is, or is
capable of becoming a member of the EC or EFTA. CEN develops
voluntary standards in building, machine tools, information
technology, and in all sectors excluding the electrical ones covered
by the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization.
CEN is involved in accreditation of laboratories and certification
bodies as well as quality assurance. Address: CEN (Comite
European de Normalisation), rue de Stassart 36, B-1050 Brussels,
Belgium; Tel: [32] (2) 51968-11; Fax: [32] (2) 519-6819.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology of the United
States Department of Commerce operates an EC Hotline which
provides information on directives and draft CEN and CENELEC
standards. Tel: (301) 921-4164.

European Community (EC)
A popular term for the European Communities that resulted from
the 1967 “Treaty of Fusion” that merged the secretariat (the
“Commission”) and the intergovernmental executive body (the
“Council”) of the older European Economic Community (EEC)
with those of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
and the European Atomic Energy Community (“EURATOM”),
which was established to develop nuclear fuel and power for
civilian purposes.
The EC is a regional organization created in 1958 at the Treaty
of Rome which provided for the gradual elimination of
intraregional customs duties and other internal trade barriers, the
establishment of a common external tariff against other countries,
the gradual adoption of other integrating measures, including a
Common Agricultural Policy and guarantees of free movement
of labor and capital.
The original 6 members were Belgium, France, West Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. Denmark, Ireland, and
the United Kingdom became members in 1973, Greece acceded
in 1981, and Spain and Portugal in 1986.
The term European Community is used to refer to three separate
regional organizations consisting of the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC), the European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM), and the European Economic Community. These
have been served since 1967 by common institutions, the EC
Commission, the EC Council, the European Parliament, and the
Court of Justice of the European Communities. The present 12
member states of the EC are also members of the ECSC and
EURATOM.
The three European Communities operate under separate treaties:
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the European
Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM), and the European
Economic Community (EEC).
The Council meets several times a year at the Foreign Minister
level, and occasionally at the Heads of State level. Technical
experts from Community capitals meet regularly to deal with
specialized issues in such areas as agriculture, transportation or
trade policy.
Due to the existence of three separate entities, the expression
“European Communities” abbreviated “EC”, is used to refer to
the three Communities in legal documents and official

designations, i.e., the Commission of the European Communities.
However, since the three Communities function as a single political
institution, use of the expression “European Community”-also
abbreviated “EC”-has become common usage except for legal
texts. Address: European Community, 62 rue Belliard; 1040
Brussels, Belgium; Tel: [32] (2) 233-21-11; Fax: [32] (2)
231-10-74.

European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT)
Founded in 1959 to strengthen relations between postal and
telecommunications administrations and to improve their technical
services. Address: Norwegian Post and Telecommunications
Authority, P. 0. Box 447 Sentrum N-0104 Oslo, Norway; Tel:
[47] 22-82-48-80: Fax: [47] 22-8248-90.

European Cooperation for the Long-term in Defense
(EUCLID)
EUCLID is a coordinated defense research and development
(R&D) initiative which was approved in a June 1989 meeting of
the Independent European Program Group (EEPG). EUCLID
was designed to overcome deficiencies in European defense R&D
spending, minimize individual nation’s duplicative efforts, improve
planning, and overcome legal and administrative obstacles.
EUCLID as divided into 11 technological categories: (1) modern
radar technology, (2) microelectronics, (3) composite structures,
(4) modular avionics, (5) electric gun, (6) artificial intelligence,
(7) signature manipulation, (8) opto-electronic devices, (9)
satellite surveillance technologies (including verification), (10)
underwater acoustics, and (11) “human factors,” including
technology for training and simulation. Each of the  11 categories
is assigned a lead coordinating nation

European Currency Unit (ecu or ECU)
(foreign exchange) The ecu is a “basket” of specified amounts of
each European Community (EC) currency. Amounts are
determined according to the economic size of each EC member,
and are revised every five years. The value of the ecu is determined
by using the current exchange rate of each member currency. All
the member states’ currencies participate in the ecu basket. The
ecu is the Community’s accounting unit and is a popular private
financial instrument. See currency basket.

European Economic Area (EEA)
The European Economic Area, EEA, joins the member nations
of the European Community (EC) and the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA). The EEA would comprise 19 nations, nearly
380 million people, and approximately 40 percent of world trade.
The EEA is considered a major step towards eventually
encompassing all 19 countries in the European Community. See
European Community; European Free Trade Association.

European Economic Community
See European Community.

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
A regional trade organization established in 1960 by the
Stockholm Convention, as an alternative to the Common Market.
EFTA was designed to provide a free trade area for industrial
products among member countries. Unlike the European
Community (EC) however, EFTA members did not set up a
common external tariff and did not include agricultural trade.
The EFTA is headquartered in Geneva, and comprises Austria,
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. Finland is an
Associate Member. Denmark and the United Kingdom were
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formerly members, but they withdrew from EFTA when they
joined the European Community in 1973. Portugal, also a former
member, withdrew from EFTA in 1986 when it joined the EC.
EFTA member countries have gradually eliminated tariffs on
manufactured goods originating and traded within EFTA.
Agricultural products, for the most part, are not included on the
EFTA schedule for internal tariff reductions. Each member country
maintains its own external tariff schedule and each has concluded
a trade agreement with the European Community that provides
for the mutual elimination of tariffs for most manufactured goods
except for a few sensitive products. As a result, the European
Community and EFTA form a de facto free trade area. See
European Economic Area European Community.

European Investment Bank (EIB)
(banking) The EIB is an independent public institution set up by
the Treaty of Rome to contribute to balanced and steady
development in the European Community. The EIB provides loans
and guarantees to companies and public institutions to finance
regional development, structural development, and achieve
cross-border objectives. The EIB has emphasized regional
development and energy, with Italy, Greece, and Ireland receiving
major support. Address: European Investment Bank, 100 blvd.
Konrad Adenauer, 2950 Luxembourg; Tel: [352] 43-791; Telex:
3530; Fax: [352]43-7704.

European Monetary System (EMS)
(banking/foreign exchange) The monetary system of the European
Community (EC) member states which aims to create a zone of
currency stability as the forerunner of a single currency.
The goal of the EMS is to move Europe toward closer economic
integration and avoid the disruptions in trade that can result from
fluctuations in currency exchange rates. The EMS member
countries deposit gold and dollar reserves with the European
Monetary Cooperation Fund in exchange for the issuance of
European Currency Units (ECU).
France, West Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, The Netherlands,
Ireland, and Denmark all plan to prevent their currencies from
rising or falling in value against each other any more than 2.5
percent. Italy will keep its lira from fluctuating against the other
currencies by more than 6 percent.
Established in 1979; all EC members except Greece and the United
Kingdom participate in the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS.
See European Currency Unit: European Monetary Union;
European Community.

European Monetary Union (EMU)
(banking/foreign exchange) Created on January 1, 1979. Under
the EMU, currencies of member nations would rise together,
rather than fluctuating separately. Founding members were
Germany and France, but the expectation is that all nine Common
Market members will join, with invitations going out to
non-Common  Market countries as well. See European Monetary
System.

European option
(banking/foreign exchange) An option containing a provision to
the effect that it can only be exercised on the expiry or maturity
date. See also American option; option.

European Organization for Testing and Certification (EOTC)
The ECTC was created in October 1990 by the European
Community Commission under a memorandum of agreement with
the European Committee for Standardization/European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CEN/

CENELEC) and the European Free Trade Association countries.
The EOTC promotes mutual recognition of tests, test and
certification procedures, and quality systems within the European
private sector for product areas or characteristics not covered by
European Community legislative requirements

European Patent Convention (EPC)
An agreement between European nations to centralize and
standardize patent law and procedure. The EPC, which took effect
in 1977, established a single “European patent” through
application to the European Patent Office in Munich. Once
granted, the patent matures into a bundle of individual parents,
one in each member country. Address: European Patent Office,
Erhardtstrasse 27, 80331 Munich, Germany; Tel: [49] (89)
2399-0; Fax: [49] (89) 2399-4465.

European Patent Office
See European Patent Convention.

European Research Coordination Agency (EUREKA)
Coordinates advanced technology projects (nondefense related)
being carried out by European industry. Created in 1985,
EUREKA includes the European Community countries, plus
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland. Austria, Iceland, and
Turkey.

European (style) option
See European option.

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
ETSI was established in March 1988 in response to the inability
of the Council of European Post and Telecommunications
Administration (CEPT) to keep up with the schedule of work on
common European standards and specifications agreed to in the
1984 Memorandum of Understanding between CEPT and the
European Community (EC). ETSI has a contractual relationship
with the EC to pursue standards development for
telecommunications equipment and services, and it cooperates
with other European standards bodies such as the European
Committee for Standardization/European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization (CEN/CENELEC). ETSI
membership includes the telecommunications administrations that
constitute the CEPT as well as manufacturers, service providers,
and users. Address: European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) F06921 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, France; Tel:
[33] (9) 294-4200; Fax: [33] (9) 365-4716.

evidence of right to make entry
(U.S. Customs) Goods may be entered into the Customs territory
of the United States only by the owner, purchaser, or a licensed
customs broker acting on behalf of the owner or purchaser.
Customs requires evidence of right to make entry as part of the
entry documentation.
When the goods are consigned “to order,” the bill of lading
properly endorsed by the consignor may serve as evidence of the
right to make entry. An air waybill may be used for merchandise
arriving by air.
In most instances, entry is made by a person or firm certified by
the carrier bringing the goods to the port of entry and is considered
the “owner” of the goods for customs purposes. For example, a
customs broker with a valid power of attorney signed by the owner
of a shipment may present documents to customs as evidence of
right to make entry. The document issued by the carrier is known
as a “carrier’s certificate.” In certain circumstances, entry may
be made by means of a duplicate bill of lading or a shipping receipt.
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See entry.

ex ... (named point of origin)
(trade term) A term of sale where the price quoted applies only
at the point of origin and the seller agrees to place the goods at
the disposal of the buyer at the specified place on the date or
within the period fixed. All other charges are for the account of
the buyer. For a more complete definition, see ex works. See
also Incoterms.

exception rates
(shipping) Rates set at a certain percentage above the general
commodity rates because they apply to commodities that require
special handling , such as live animals, human remains, or
automotive vehicles.

excess valuation
See declared value.

exchange control(s)
(foreign exchange) The rationing of foreign currencies, bank
drafts, and other monetary instruments for settling international
financial obligations by countries seeking to ameliorate acute
balance of payments difficulties. When such measures are imposed,
importers must apply for prior authorization from the government
to obtain the foreign currency required to bring in designated
amounts and types of goods. Since such measures have the effect
of restricting imports, they are considered non-tariff barriers to
trade. See balance of trade.

exchange rate
(foreign exchange) The price of one currency expressed in terms
of another, i.e., the number of units
of one currency that may be exchanged for one unit of another
currency. For example, $/SFr = 1.50, means that one US dollar
costs 1.50 Swiss francs.
(a) In a system of fr ee exchange rates, the actual exchange rate
is determined by supply and demand on the foreign exchange
market.
(b) In a system of fixed exchange rates, the exchange rate is tied
to a reference (e.g., gold, US$, etc.).
Influences on exchange rates include differences between interest
rates and other asset yields between countries; investor
expectations about future changes in a currency’s value; investors
views on the overall quantity of assets in circulation; arbitrage;
and central bank exchange rate support. See also floating.

excise tax
A selective tax, sometimes called a consumption tax, on certain
goods produced within or imported into a country. An example
is a tax on the import of crude oil, or a tax on certain luxury
goods.

exclusive agency
See agency.

exclusive economic zone (EEZ)
(international law) EEZ refers to the rights of coastal states to
control the living and nonliving resources of the sea for 200 miles
off their coasts while allowing freedom of navigation to other
states beyond 12 miles, as agreed at the sixth session of the Third
U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The EEZ
also gives the coastal states the responsibility for managing the
conservation of all natural resources within the 200-mile limit.

exculpatory clause

(law) A contract clause by which a party is released from liability
for wrongful acts committed by the other party. A seller may
agree to release a buyer, for example, from liability for all or
specified defects in the design, packaging, or manufacture of a
product.

ex dock
(trade term) A term of sale where the buyer takes title to the
goods only when they are unloaded on his/her dock. See ex works;
Incoterms.

execution
(law) (a) A signature on a document. (b) A legal process for
enforcing a judgment for damages, usually by seizure and sale of
the debtor’s personal property. If a court awards damages in a
breach of contract action, for example, but the breaching party
has failed to remit such sum, the party awarded damages may
request the court to order seizure and sale of the breaching party’s
inventory or property to the extent necessary to satisfy the award.

exercise price
See strike price.

ex factory
(trade term) A term of sale where the buyer takes title to the
goods when they leave the vendor’s dock See ex works; Icoterms.

EXIM Bank
See Export-Import Bank of the United States.

ex parte
(law) By one party or side only. An application ex parte, for
example, is a request that is made by only one of the parties
involved in a legal action. A hearing ex parte is a court proceeding
at which the persons present represent only one side of the
controversy. See letter of credit.

expiration date
(banking) In letter of credit transaction, the final date the seller
(beneficiary of the credit) may present documents and draw a
draft under the terms of the letter of credit. Also called expiry
date. See letter of credit.

expiry day
(banking/foreign exchange) In foreign exchange options business,
the last day on which an option can be exercised.

explosives
(shipping) (UN CLASS 1.) EXPLOSIVE A: Items are capable
of exploding with a small spark, shock, or flame and spreading
the explosion hazard to other packages. EXPLOSIVE B: Items
are very rapidly combustible. EXPLOSIVE C: Items are a low
hazard but may explode under high heat when many are tightly
packed together. Examples are: A-dynamite; B-propellants or
flares; C-common fireworks. Hazards/precautions: no flares,
smoking, flames or sparks in the hazard area; may explode if
dropped, heated or sparked.

export
To ship an item  away from a country for sale to another country.

Export Administration Act (EAA)
(U.S. law) Authorizes the President to control  exports of U.S.
goods and technology to all foreign destinations, as necessary
for the purpose of national security, foreign policy, and short
supply.
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As the basic export administration statute, the EAA is the first
big revision of export control law since enactment of the Export
Control Act of 1949. The EAA is not permanent legislation; it
must be reauthorized, usually every three years. There have been
reauthorizations of the EAA in 1982, 1985 (the Export
Administration Amendments Act), and 1988 (Omnibus
Amendments of 1988) which have changed provisions of the basic
Act. The Export Administration Act of 1990 was pocket vetoed
by the President, charging that provisions involved micro
management.

Export Administration Amendments Act
See Export Administration Act.

Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
(U.S. law) Provides specific instructions on the use and types of
export licenses required and the types of commodities and
technical data under export control.

Export Administration Review Board (EA RB)
(U.S. government) A U.S. cabinet-level export licensing dispute
resolution group. The EARB was originally established in June
1970 under Executive Order 11533. Under Executive Order
12755 of March 1991, EARB membership includes the
Departments of Commerce (as chair), State, Defense, and Energy,
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and, as non-voting
members, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Central Intelligence
Agency. The EARB is the final review body to resolve differences
among agency views on the writing of an export license. Preceding
EARB review are: (1) Operating Committees, and (2) the
Advisory Committee on Export Policy. National Security
Directive #53 requires escalation of disputes regarding an export
license to the Advisory Committee on Export Policy (ACEP) not
later than 100 days from the filing, date of the applicant’s
application. Any cases not resolved at the ACEP level must be
escalated to the EARB within 35 days of the date of the ACEP
meeting. Cases not resolved by the EARB must be escalated to
the President for resolution. Address: Export Administration
Review Board, 14th and Constitution Avenue NW, Herbert
Hoover Building, Room 2639, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202)
482-5863. See National Security Directive #53.

export broker
An individual or firm that brings together buyers and sellers for a
fee but does not take part in actual sales transactions.

export commodity classification number
See export control classification number.

Export Contact List Service (ECLS)
(U.S.) A U.S. International Trade Administration (ITA) service
that provides mailing  lists of prospective overseas customers
from ITA’s file of foreign firms (the Foreign Traders Index). The
ECLS identifies manufacturers, distributors, retailers, service
firms, and government agencies. A summary of the information
on the company includes contact information, product and service
interests, and other data. See Foreign Traders Index.

export control
(U.S. Customs) To exercise control over exports for statistical
and strategic purposes. Customs enforces export control laws
for the U.S. Department of Commerce and other Federal agencies.
See United States Customs Service.

Export Control Automated Support System (ECASS)
(U.S.) ECASS was implemented by the U.S. Department of

Commerce in 1985 to automate a paper-based system. The system
currently provides:
(1) electronic submission of export application forms directly by
exporters;
(2) optical character recognition of applications submitted on
paper;
(3) paperless workstations for all licensing officers to review the
application, route it to other officers, branches, or external
agencies, and to enter their final action along with riders and
conditions;
(4) automated audit of all export licenses issued; and
(5) real time management reporting on Licensing Officer
workloads, average processing times, counts and times by license
type, destination country, commodity code, and other  data. The
U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Export
Administration is expanding ECASS to include export
enforcement activities.
See United States Department of Commerce; Bureau of Export
Administration.

export control classification number (ECCN)
(U.S.) Every product has an export control classification number
(formerly export commodity classification number) within the
Commerce Control List. The ECCN consists of a five character
number that identifies categories, product groups, strategic level
of control, and country groups. See Commerce Control List.

export credit agencies (ECAs)
Government agencies or programs providing government loans,
guarantees or insurance to finance exports. In the U.S., the Export/
Import Bank is the government’s general purpose credit agency,
while the Commodity Credit Corporation is the export credit
agency for agricultural exports. See Export-Import Bank;
Commodity Credit Corporation.

Export Credit Enhanced Leverage Program (EXCEL)
The EXCEL program was developed in 1990 by the World Bank
in conjunction with a working group of the International Union
of Credit and Investment Insurers (the Berne Union). The
objective of EXCEL is to provide export credits at consensus
rates for private sector borrowers in highly indebted countries,
which would previously have been too great a risk for most
agencies to cover.

export credit insurance
(insurance) Special insurance coverage for exporters to protect
against commercial and political risks of making an international
sale. Export credit insurance is available from insurance
underwriters as well as from government agencies. See export
credit agencies.

export declaration
(U.S.) A document required by the U.S. Department of Treasury
for the export of goods from the United States. Also known as
the Shipper’s Export Declaration (SED), this form includes
complete particulars on an individual export shipment and is
required by the U.S. Department of Commerce to control exports
and act as a source document for export statistics. See shipper’s
export declaration.

Export Development Corporation (EDC)
(Canada) Canada’s official export credit agency, responsible for
providing export credit insurance, loans, guarantees, and other
financial services to promote Canadian export trade. Address:
Export Development Corporation, PO Box 655, Ottawa, ON
K1P 5T9, Canada; Tel: [1] (613) 5982500; Fax: [1] (613)
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237-2690.

Export Development Office (EDO)
(U.S. government) Export Development Offices (EDOs) in seven
cities (Tokyo, Sydney, Seoul, Milan, London, Mexico City, and
Sao Paulo) provide services to U.S. exporters, including market
research to identify specific marketing opportunities and products
with the greatest sales potential; and to organize export promotion
events. EDOs are staffed by U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service
officers. When not in use for trade exhibitions, EDOs with exhibit
and conference facilities are made available to individual firms or
associations. See U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service.

export draft
(banking) An unconditional order that is drawn by an exporting
seller and that directs an importing buyer to pay the amount stated
on the order to the seller or the seller’s bank.
(a) A sight export draft is one that is payable when presented.
(b) A time export draft or usance is one that is payable at a
specified future date. See bill  of exchange.

export duty
(customs) A tax imposed on exports of some nations. See duty;
tariff.

Export Enhancement Program (EEP)
(U.S). A U.S. Department of Agriculture program that assists
exporters who are shipping U.S. agricultural products to countries
that subsidize agricultural products. For information, contact the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture Service,
Washington. DC 20250; Tel: (202) 720-7115.

exporter
An individual or company that transports goods or merchandise
from one country to another in the course of trade.

exporter identification number (EIN)
(U.S.) An identification number required on the Shipper’s Export
Declaration for all export shipments. U.S. corporations may use
their federal Employer Identification Number issued by the IRS.
Individuals and companies that are not incorporated may use the
Social Security number of the exporter. See shipper’s export
declaration.

Exporter’s Encyclopedia
(publication) A reference book detailing trade regulations,
documentation requirements, transportation, key contacts, etc.,
for 180 world markets. Published by Dun & Bradstreet, One
Diamond Hill Road, Murray Hill, NJ 07974-1218, Tel: [1] (908)
665-5000; toll-free customer service: [1] (800) 665-5000; Fax:
(908) 665-5803;
http:// www.dnb.com.

exporters sales price (ESP)
(U.S.) A statutory term used to refer to the United States sales
prices of merchandise which is sold or likely to be sold in the
United States, before or after the time of importation, by or for
the account of the exporter. Certain statutory adjustments are
made to permit a meaningful comparison with the foreign market
value of such or similar merchandise, e.g., import duties, United
States selling and administrative expenses, and freight are
deducted from the United States price.

Export Hotline
(U.S.) A 24 hour fax retrieval system for information on

international trade. Supported by the U.S. Department of
Commerce and underwritten by international companies such as
AT&T, the hotline provides a menu listing 78 countries and 50
industries to help business people find new markets for their
products and services. Hotline and Directory are free; to list
company costs $35. For brochure, call: (617) 248-9393.

Export-import Bank of Japan (JEXIM)
(Japan) Japans official provider of export credits. About 10
percent of JEXIM’s business is providing export credits. The
bank’s main role is to disburse about half the funds available under
the trade surplus recycling program (the Nakasone facility).
Address: Export-Import Bank of Japan, 4-1, Otemachi 1-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan; Tel: [81](3) 3287-9101: Telex:
23728; Fax: [81] (3) 3287-9539.

Export-import Bank of the United States (Eximbank)
(U.S.) A public corporation created by executive order of the
President in 1934 and given a statutory basis in 1945. The Bank
makes guarantees and insures loans to help finance U.S. exports,
particularly for equipment to be used in capital improvement
projects. The Bank also Provides short-term insurance for both
commercial and political risks, either directly or in cooperation
with U.S. commercial banks.
Eximbank offers four major export finance support programs:
loans, guarantees, working capital guarantees, and insurance.
Eximbank undertakes some of the risk associated with financing
the production and sale of American made goods; provides
financing to overseas customers for American goods when lenders
are not prepared to finance the transactions; and enhances a U.S.
exporter’s ability to match foreign government subsidies by
helping lenders meet lower rates, or by giving financing incentives
directly to foreign buyers. The Export-Import Bank will consider
aiding in the export financing of U.S. goods and services when
there is a reasonable assurance of repayment. Eximbank is not to
compete with private financing, but to supplement it when
adequate funds are not available in the private sector. Address:
Export-Import Bank of the United States, 811 Vermont Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20571; Tel: [1] (202) 565-3946.

Export Legal Assistance Network (ELAN)
(U.S.) A nationwide group of attorneys with experience in
international trade who provide free initial consultations to small
businesses on export-related matters. This service is available
through the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). For the
address and phone number of your nearest Small Business
Administration District Office, call (800) U-ASK-SBA. Address:
National Coordinator Judd Kessler, Porter, Wright, Morris, &
Arthur, 1667 K Street NW, Washington D.C. 20006-1605; Tel[
1] (202)778-3080; Fax: [1](202)778-3063;
http:/ /www.fita.org/elan/.

export license
A document prepared by a government authority, granting the
right to export a specified quantity of a commodity to a specified
country. This document may be required in some countries for
most or all exports and in other countries only under special
circumstances.
(U.S.) A document issued by the U.S. government authorizing
the export of commodities for which written export authorization
is required by law. For more information on export licensing in
general, call Exporter Assistance at: (202)482-4811. Address:
Bureau of Export Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
14th St. and Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230,4
Tel: [1] (202) 482-2721; Fax: [1] (202) 482-2387.
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Export License and Information Network (ELAIN)
(U.S.) ELAIN is a Bureau of Export Administration 24-hour
on-line service which allows exporters to submit license
applications. Contact: Bureau of Export Administration, 14th and
Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202)
482-2721;
http://elain.com.

Export License Voice Information System (ELVIS)
(U.S.) A U.S. Bureau of Export Administration 24-hour on-line
service which allows exporters to obtain recorded information
on such topics as commodity classifications, emergency handling
procedures, and seminars as well as to order information. Tel:
(202) 482-4811.

export management company
A private firm that serves as the export department for several
manufacturers, soliciting and transacting export business on behalf
of its clients in return for a commission, salary, or retainer plus
commission.

export merchant
A company that buys products directly from manufacturers, then
packages and marks the merchandise for resale under its own
name.

export processing zone (EPZ)
Industrial parks designated by a government to provide tax and
other incentives to export firms.

export quotas
Specific restrictions or ceilings imposed by an exporting country
on the value or volume of certain exports, designed to protect
domestic producers and consumers from temporary shortages of
the materials or goods affected, or to bolster their prices in world
markets. Some International Commodity Agreements explicitly
indicate when producers should apply such restraints. Export
quotas are also often applied in orderly marketing agreements
and voluntary restraint agreements, and to promote domestic
processing of raw materials in countries that produce them. See
international commodity agreement; orderly marketing
agreements; voluntary restraint agreements.

export restraint agreements
See voluntary restraint agreements.

export restraints
Quantitative restrictions imposed by exporting countries to limit
exports to specified foreign markets, usually pursuant to a formal
or informal agreement concluded at the request of the importing
countries. See voluntary restraint agreements.

export revolving line of credit (ERLC)
(U.S.) Financial assistance provided by the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) to exporters of U.S. products. The ERLC
guarantees loans to U.S. firms to help bridge the working capital
gap between the time inventory and production costs are disbursed
until payment is received from a foreign buyer. SBA guarantees
85 percent of the EEC subject to a $750,000 guarantee limit.
The ERLC is granted on the likelihood of a company satisfactorily
completing its export transaction. The guarantee covers default
by the exporter, but does not cover default by a foreign buyer;
failure on the buyer’s side is expected to be covered by letters of
credit or export credit insurance.
Under the SBA’s ERLC program, any number of withdrawals

and repayments can be made as long as the dollar limit on the line
of credit is not exceeded and disbursements are made within the
stated maturity period (not more than 18 months). Proceeds can
be used only to finance labor and materials needed for
manufacturing, to purchase inventory to meet an export order,
and to penetrate or develop foreign markets. Examples of eligible
expenses for developing foreign markets include professional
export marketing advice or services, foreign business travel, and
trade show participation. Under the ERLC program, funds may
not be used to purchase fixed assets. Contact: Small Business
Administration, 409 Third Street SW, Washington, DC 20416;
Tel: [1] (202) 606-4000;
http:// www.sba.com. See also letter of credit.

export service
(shipping) Shipping lines, airlines and freight forwarders perform
at the request of shippers, many services relating to the transfer,
storage, and documentation of freight destined for export. The
same is true of imports. Some carriers have a tariff on such traffic
which sets forth a rate covering the air transportation, from airport
of origin to seaport and all relevant transfer and documentation
procedures on freight arriving in the United States, via an ocean
vessel  and having a subsequent movement by air, some airlines
have similar tariff program known as “Import Service.”

export statistics
(U.S.) Export statistics measure the total physical quantity or
value of merchandise (except for shipments to U.S. military forces
overseas) moving out of the United States to foreign countries,
whether such merchandise is exported from within the U.S.
Customs territory or from a U.S. Customs bonded warehouse or
a U.S. Foreign Trade Zone.

export subsidies
Government payments, economic inducements or other financially
quantifiable benefits provided to domestic producers or exporters
contingent on the export of their goods or services.
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Article XVI recognizesthat subsidies in general, and especially
export subsidies, distort normal commercial activities and hinder
the achievement of GATT objectives. An Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Duties negotiated during the Tokyo Round
strengthened the GATT rules on export subsidies and provided
for an outright prohibition of export subsidies by developed
countries for manufactured and semi-manufactured products.
Under certain conditions, the Agreement allows developing
countries to use export subsidies on manufactured and semi-
manufactured products, and on primary products as well, provided
that the subsidies do not result in more than an equitable share of
world exports of the product for the country. See also subsidy.

Export Trade Certificate of Review
(U.S.) A certification of partial immunity from U.S. antitrust laws
that can be granted based on the Export Trading Company Act
legislation by the U.S. Department of Commerce with Department
of  Justice concurrence. Any prospective or present U.S.based
exporter with antitrust concerns may apply for certification by
the International Trade Administration, Mr. Morton Schriabel,
Director, Office of Export Trading Company Affairs, Room 1104
Washington D.C. 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-5131. See also Export
Trading Company Act.

export trading company
A corporation or other business unit organized and operated
principally for the purpose of exporting goods and services, or of
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facilitation
Any of a number of programs designed to expedite the flow of
international commerce through modernizing and simplifying
customs procedures, duty collection, and other procedures to
which intonational cargo and passengers are subject. Examples
of progress in facilitation include the elimination of certain export
declaration requirements, more expeditious release of cargo from
customs, and clearance of cargo at point of origin.

facsimile (tax)
(a) An office machine used to transmit a copy of a document
(including graphic images) via telephone lines. (b) The physical
paper output of a fax machine which is a copy of the document
transmitted. Facsimile use has grown significantly in the past few
years. Note that in some countries some facsimile documents are
not considered legal documents.

factor
(a) An agent who receives merchandise under a consignment or
bailment contract, who sells it for the principal or in the factor’s
own name, and who is paid a commission for each sale. (b) A
firm, such as a finance company, that purchases another company’s
receivables at a discount and processes and collects the remaining
account balances.

factorage
The commission or other compensation paid to a factor.

factor’s lien
The right of a factor to retain the principal’s merchandise until
the factor receives full compensation from the principal

factoring
The discounting of an account receivable in order to receive
immediate payment. In international trade factoring is the
discounting of a foreign account receivable that does not involve
a draft. The exporter transfers title to its foreign accounts
receivable to a factoring house (an organization that specializes
in the financing of accounts receivable) for cash at a discount
from the face value. Factoring is often done without recourse to
the exporter. Factoring of foreign accounts receivable is less
common than with domestic receivables.

factoring houses
Certain companies which purchase domestic or foreign accounts
receivables (e.g., the as yet unpaid invoices to domestic and
foreign buyers) at a discounted price, usually about two to four
percent less than their face value. See factor; factoring.

fair value
(U.S. Customs) The reference against which U.S. purchase prices
of imported merchandise are compared during an antidumping
investigation. Generally expressed as the weighted average of
the exporter’s domestic market prices, or  prices of exports to
third countries during the period of investigation.
In some cases fair value is the constructed value. Constructed
value is used if there are no, or virtually no, home market or
third country sales, or if the number of such sales made at prices
below the cost of production is so great that remaining sales
above the cost of production provide an inadequate basis for
comparison. See dumping; constructed value.

F.A.K.
(shipping) Freight all kinds. Usually refers to consolidated cargo.

providing export related services to other companies. An ETC
can be owned by foreigners and can import, barter, and arrange
sales between third countries, as well as export.
(U.S.) The Export Trading Company Act of 1982 exempts
authorized trading companies from certain provisions of U.S.
anti-trust laws. See Export Trading Company Act.

Export Trading Company Act
(U.S. law) The Export Trading Company Act of 1982: initiates
the Export Trade Certificate of Review program that provides
antitrust preclearance for export activities; permits bankers’ banks
and bank holding companies to invest in Export Trading
Companies; and establishes a Contact Facilitation Service within
the U.S. Department of Commerce designed to facilitate contact
between firms that produce exportable goods and services and
firms that provide export trade services.

express agency
See agency.

ex quay
See delivered ex quay; Incoterms.

ex ship
See delivered ex ship; Incoterms.

external value
(economics/foreign exchange) The purchasing power of a currency

abroad, converted using the exchange rate.

extradition
The surrender by one country of an alleged criminal to the
authorities of the country that has jurisdiction to try the charge.
Extradition usually occurs under the provisions of a treaty between
the two countries.

ex warehouse
See ex works; Incoterms.

ex works ... (named place)
(Incoterm) “Ex works” (EXW) means that the seller fulfills his
obligation to deliver when he has made the goods available at his
premises (i.e., works, factory, warehouse, etc.) to the buyer. In
particular, he is not responsible for loading the goods on the
vehicle provided by the buyer or for clearing the goods for export
unless otherwise agreed. The buyer bears all costs and risks
involved in taking the goods from the seller’s premises to the
desired destination. This term thus represents the minimum
obligation for the seller. This term should not be used when the
buyer cannot carry out directly or indirectly the export formalities.
In such circumstances, the FCA (Free Carrier) term should be
used.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.
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family corporation
See closely held corporation.

FAS
See free alongside ship; Incoterms.

fast track
(U.S.) Fast track procedures for approval of trade agreements
were included by the U.S. Congress in trade legislation in 1974,
in 1979, and again in the 1988 Trade Act. Fast track provides
two guarantees essential to the successful negotiation of trade
agreements: (1) a vote on implementing legislation within a fixed
period of time, and (2) a vote, yes or no, with no amendments to
that legislation.
Provisions in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
1988 include that the foreign country request negotiation of an
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and that the President give the
Congress a 60-legislative-day notice of intent to negotiate an  FTA.
During the 60-legislative day period, either committee can
disapprove fast track authority by a majority  vote. Disapproval
would likely end the possibility of FTA negotiations. The
60-legislative-days can translate into five to ten months of calendar
time, depending on the Congressional schedule. Formal
negotiations would begin following this 60-day Congressional
consideration period.

fathom
(measurement) A unit of length equal to six feet. Used primarily
to measure the depth of water.

fax
See facsimile.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
(U.S.) Created under the Federal’ Aviation Act of 1958 as the
Federal Aviation Agency and charged with the responsibility of
promulgating operational standards and procedures for all classes
of aviation in the United States. With the creation of the cabinet
level Department of Transportation in 1966, FAA became a unit
within the new Department and received the new designation
Federal Aviation Administration. The FAA Administrator,
however, continues to be a presidential appointee and the FAA
remains a separate entity with most of its former functions. In the
field of air cargo FAA promulgates certain stress standards which
must be met in the tiedown of cargo in flight. For information:
Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence Avenue,
#1010, Washington, DC 20591; Tel: [1] (202) 267-3484;
 http://www.faa.gov.

federally chartered bank
(U.S. banking) In the United States, a bank that has been chartered
by the comptroller of currency, that belongs to the Federal Reserve
System and meets the requirements for a national bank as defined
under the National Bank Act. In the U.S. only federally and state
chartered  banks and other  authorized institutions may receive
deposits.

Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)
(U.S.) The U.S. federal agency responsible for overseeing rates
and practices of ocean carriers who handle cargo to or from U.S.
ports. Address: Federal Maritime Commission, 800 North Capitol
St. NW, Washington, DC 20573-0001; Tel: [1] (202) 523-5911;
http://www.fmc.gov.

Federal Reserve System
(U.S. banking) The central  banking system of the U.S. It has

twelve Federal Reserve Banks divided up by geographical regions.
The Board of Governors supervises the operations of the regional
banks and coordinates monetary policy through  its Federal Open
Market Committee.

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
(U.S.) Plays a key role in ensuring that consumers are protected
against unfair methods of competition in the market place.
Address: Federal Trade Commission, Pennsylvania  Avenue and
6th Street NW, Washington, DC 20580; Tel: [1] (202) 326-2222:
http://www.ftc.gov.

feeder vessel
(shipping) A vessel used to connect with a line vessel to service a
port which is not served directly by the line vessel. See line haul
vessel.

FEU
(shipping) Forty foot equivalent units. Two 20 ft. containers equal
one FEU.

fieri facias writ
(law) A judicial order issued to “cause to be done,” which
generally orders an officer of law or another authorized person
to satisfy a judgment by seizure and sale of a debtor’s property.
See execution.

final determination
(U.S.) In antidumping investigations a final determination is made
after the investigation of sales at “less than fair value” and the
receipt of comments from interested parties. This determination
usually is made within 75 days after the date a preliminary
determination is made. However, if the preliminary determination
was affirmative, the exporters who account for a significant
proportion of the merchandise under consideration may request,
in writing, a postponement of this determination. If the preliminary
determination was negative, the petitioner may likewise request
a postponement. In neither case can this postponement be more
than 135 days after the date of the preliminary determination. If
the final determination is affirmative and follows a negative
preliminary determination, the matter is referred to the
International Trade Commission (ITC) for a determination of the
injury caused or threatened by the sales at less than fair value.
(Had the preliminary determination been affirmative, the ITC
would have begun its investigation at that time.) Not later than
45 days after the date the International Trade Administration
makes an affirmative final determination, in a case where the
preliminary determination also was affirmative, the International
Trade Commission must render its decision on injury. Where the
preliminary determination was negative, the ITC must render a
decision not later than 75 days after the affirmative final
determination. A negative final determination by the Assistant
Secretary for Import Administration terminates an antidumping
investigation. See dumping; International Trade Commission.

financial instrument
(banking/finance) A document which has monetary value, or is
evidence of a financial transaction. Examples of financial
instruments are: checks, bonds, stock certificates, bills of
exchange, promissory notes and bills of lading.

financial market
(banking/finance) Market for the exchange of capital and credit
in an economy. It is divided into money markets, and capital
market(s).
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Financial Times (of London)
(publication) Considered by professionals as one of the best
English-language newspapers for business and financial news.

Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures System (FPFS)
(U.S. Customs) A part of the U.S. Customs’ Automated
Commercial System, is used to assess, control, and process
penalties resulting from violations of law or Customs regulations.
FPFS provides retrieval of case information for monitoring case
status. See Automated Commercial System.

fire insurance
(insurance) Marine insurance coverage that includes both direct
fire damage and also consequential damage, as by smoke or steam,
and loss resulting from efforts to extinguish a fire. Includes
explosion caused by fire.

first world countries
(economics) Western, industrialized, noncommunist countries.

five dragons
See five tigers: five dragons.

Five-K Countries (5(k) Countries)
Those countries as defined under Section 5(k) of the U.S. Export
Administration Amendments Act of 1985. Such countries are
eligible for the same treatment as Coordinating Committee on
Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) countries in relation to
export control requirements if those countries maintain
comparable export control programs. See Coordinating
Committee on Multilateral Export Controls.

five tigers, five dragons
Terms used to describe the emerging economies of Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.

fixed charges
(general) Charges which do not vary with an increase in production
or sales volume.
(shipping) Charges which do not vary with an increase or decrease
in traffic.

fixed exchange
(foreign exchange) (a) An administratively fixed exchange rate.
With rate fixed exchange rates, no rate fluctuations are possible.
(b) A concept within the European Monetary System, where all
members except Britain maintain fixed exchange rates between
their currencies, promoting monetary stability in Europe and
throughout the world. See also European Monetary System

fixed exchange rate
See exchange rate; fixed exchange.

fixing
(foreign exchange) Establishing of the official exchange rate of a
domestic currency against other negotiable currencies.

flag
(shipping) A reference to the country of registry of a vessel. A
vessel flying the flag of the country of its registry.

flag of convenience
(shipping) The national flag flown by a ship that is registered in a
country other than that of its owners (e.g, to escape taxes and
high domestic wages).

flammable
(shipping) Any substance capable of catching fire. See flammable
liquid; flammable solid.

flammable liquid
(shipping) Liquids with a flash point less than 100F. (UN CLASS
3) Examples are ether, acetone, gasoline, toluene and pentane.
Hazards/precautions are: no flares, smoking, flames, or sparks in
the hazard area; vapors are an explosion hazard; can be poisonous;
check labels; if it is poisonous, it can cause death when inhaled,
swallowed or touched.

flammable solid
(shipping) Any solid material which, under certain conditions,
might cause fires or which can be ignited readily and burns
vigorously. (UN CLASS 4) Examples are: calcium resinate;
potassium, sodium amide. Hazards/precautions are: may ignite
when exposed to air or moisture, may re-ignite after extinguishing;
fires may produce irritation or poisonous gases; contact may cause
burns to skin or eyes

flight of capital
(banking/finance) The movement of capital, which has usually
been converted into a liquid asset, from one place to another to
avoid loss or to increase gain.

floating
(foreign exchange) (a) Clean floating: Free determination of
exchange rates without intervention on the part of the central
bank. Correspondingly, exchange rates are determined by supply
and demand on the foreign exchange market. (b) Dirty floating:
Monetary policy which in principle recognizes floating exchange
rates, but which tries to influence the exchange rate level through
more or less frequent interventions. See floating currency.

floating currency
(banking/foreign exchange) One whose value in terms of foreign
currency is not kept stable (on the basis of the par value or a
fixed relationship to some other currency) but instead is allowed,
without a multiplicity of exchange rates, to be determined (entirely
or to some degree) by market forces. Even where a currency is
floating the authorities may influence its movements by official
intervention; if such intervention is absent or minor, the expression
“clean float” is sometimes used. See floating.

florin
The currency of Aruba. 1F=100 cents.

floor
(banking/finance) With cash investments, where the rate of interest
is subject to adjustment to the market rate, a so-called floor can
be agreed upon, i.e. for a premium, a minimum interest rate is
stipulated and remains valid even if the market interest rate is
lower.

flotsam
(shipping) Floating debris or wreckage of a ship or a ship’s cargo.
See also jetsam.

FOB
(trade term) An abbreviation used in some international sales
contracts, when imports are valued at a designated point, as agreed
between buyer and seller, that is considered “Free on Board.” In
such contracts, the seller is obligated to have the goods packaged
and ready for shipment from the agreed point, whether his own
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place of business or some intermediate point, and the buyer
normally assumes the burden of all inland transportation costs
and risks in the exporting country, as well as all subsequent
transportation  costs, including the costs of loading the
merchandise on the vessel. However, if the contract stipulates
“FOB vessel” the seller bears all transportation costs to the vessel
named by the buyer, as well as the costs of loading the goods on
to that vessel. The same principle applies to the abbreviations
“FOR” (free on rail) and “FOT” (free on truck). See free on board
(Incoterm); Incoterms.

FOB Airport
(trade term)FOB Airport is based on the same principle as the
ordinary FOB term. The seller’s obligations include delivering
the goods to the air carrier at the airport of departure. The risk
of loss of or damage to the goods is transferred from the seller
to the buyer when the goods have been so delivered. See free
on board (Incoterm); FOB: Incoterms.

FOB Destination, Freight Collect
(trade term) A sales price quotation for the price of the goods,
plus seller responsibility for shipping the goods to the named
destination point, but where the seller retains title to the goods
while in transit, and the buyer is responsible for payment of freight
charges upon delivery. This means that the seller is responsible
for insurance for the shipment to the named destination point
and may file a claim for any loss or damage to the goods while in
transit. See free on board (Incoterm); FOB; Incoterms.

FOB Destination, Freight Prepaid
(trade term) A sales price quotation for the price of the goods,
plus cost of shipping to the named destination point. The seller
retains title to the goods while in transit, is responsible for
insurance for the shipment to the named destination point, and
may file a claim for any loss or damage to the goods while in
transit. See free on board (Incoterm); FOB; Incoterms.

FOB Origin, Freight Collect
(trade term) A sales price quotation for the price of the goods,
available to the buyer or his freight carrier at the point of origin.
Title to the goods and responsibility for payment of any freight
and insurance charges passes to the buyer at the point of origin.
See free on board (Incoterm); FOB; Incoterms.

FOB Origin, Freight Prepaid and Charged
(trade term) A sales price quotation for the price of the goods,
plus seller responsibility for shipping and payment of freight
charges, but where the seller collects the freight charges from the
buyer by adding them to his invoice to the buyer. See free on
board (Incoterm); FOB; Incoterms.

Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
A specialized agency of the United Nations established in 1945
to combat hunger and malnutrition. The FA0 serves as a
coordinating body between government representatives, scientific
groups, and non-governmental organizations to carry out
development programs relating to food and agriculture. Address:
Food and Agriculture Organization, Via delle Terme di Caracalla,
00100 Rome, Italy; Tel: [39] 065-2251; Telex: 610181; Fax: [39]
065-2255155.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
U.S. governmental agency which enforces the Federal Food Drug
and Cosmetic Act, the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, and
sections of the Public Health Service Act. Address: Food and

Drug Administration, Public Relations, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockwell, MD, 20857; Tel: [1] (301) 827-7130.

Food For Progress (FFP)
A U.S. government program carried out by the Department of
Agriculture, using the authority of either Public Law 480 or
Section 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949. The program
provides comodities to needy countries to encourage agricultural
reform. In fiscal year 1991, no agreements were signed under the
FFP program. Public Law 480 is a food aid and market
development program which focuses on the needs of developing
countries and is aimed at establishing a U.S. presence in such
markets and supporting their economic growth. Section 416 of
the Agricultural Act of 1949 provides for the donation of food
and feed commodities owned by Agriculture’s Commodity Credit
Corporation and is focused on people in developing countries.
See United States Department of Agriculture.

FOR
(trade term) Abbreviation for “free on rail” used in connection
with transportation by rail, indicating that the price covers the
goods loaded on the railcar. See free on board (incoterm); FOB;
Incoterms.

force majeure
(shipping) Any condition or  set of circumstances, such as
earthquakes, floods, or war, beyond the carrier’s control that
prevents the carrier from performing fulfillment of their
obligations.

force majeure clause
(law/insurance/shipping) A contract clause, which usually excuses
a party who breaches the contract because that party’s
performance is prevented by the occurrence of an event that is
beyond the party’s reasonable control. A force majeure clause
may excuse performance on the occurrence of such events as
natural disasters, labor strikes, bankruptcy, or failure of
subcontractors to perform. If a force majeure clause is not
expressly included in a contract, a legal action may be brought
on the basis that such a clause should be implied under the doctrine
of commercial frustration or commercial impracticability. See
commercial frustration; commercial impracticability.

foreign affiliate
See affiliate.

foreign affiliate of a foreign parent
(U.S.) Any member of an affiliated foreign group owning a U.S.
affiliate that is not a foreign parent of the U.S. affiliate. See affiliate.

Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS)
(U.S.) An agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
FAS maintains a global network of agricultural officers as well as
a Washington based staff to analyze and disseminate information
on world agriculture and trade, develop and expand export
markets, and represent the agricultural trade policy interests of
U.S. producers in multilateral forums. FAS also administers
USDA’s export credit and concessional sales programs. Address:
Information Staff, Foreign Agriculture Service, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250: Tel: (202) 720-7115.

Foreign Assets Control (FAC)
(U.S.) An agency of the U.S. Treasury Department that
administers sanctions programs involving specific countries and
restricts the involvement of U.S. persons in third country strategic
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exports. Address: Office of Foreign Assets Control. Department
of Treasury, 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington DC
20250; Tel: [1] (202) 622-2480; Fax-on-demand: [1] (202)
622-0077 to request licensing.

Foreign Assistance Act of 1991
(U.S.) This Act replaced the Support for East European
Democracy (SEED) Act. The Foreign Assistance Act allows
support to 26 countries, including all East European nations and
most of the former Soviet republics.

foreign availability
(U.S.) The U.S. Bureau of Export Administration conducts
reviews to determine the foreign availability of selected
commodities or technology subject to U.S. export control. The
reviews use four criteria to determine foreign availability:
comparable quality, availability-in-fact, foreign source, and
adequacy of available quantities that would render continuation
of the U.S. control ineffective in meeting its intended purpose. A
positive determination of foreign availability means that a non-U.S.
origin item of comparable quality may be obtained by one or
more proscribed countries in quantities sufficient to satisfy their
needs so that U.S. exports of such item would not make a
significant contribution to the military potential of such countries.
A positive determination may result in the decontrol of a U.S.
product that has been under export control, or the approval of an
export license. However, the control may be maintained if the
President invokes the national security override provision.
Beginning with the 1977 amendments to the Export
Administration Act, the Congress directed that products with
foreign availability be identified and decontrolled unless essential
to national security. In January 1983, a program to assess the
foreign availability of specific products was established within
the Office of Export Administration, now the Bureau of Export
Administration, or RXA. Further, 1985 amendments to the Act
directed that an Office of Foreign Availability be created. See
Bureau of Export Administration.

foreign bills
(banking) Bills of exchange or drafts drawn on a foreign party
and denominated in foreign currency. See bill of exchange.

foreign bond
(banking/finance) An international bond denominated in the
currency of the country where it is issued.

Foreign Buyer Program
See International Buyer Program.

foreign commerce
(trade) Trade between individuals or legal entities in different
countries.

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
(U.S. law) The FCPA makes it unlawful for any United States
citizen or  firm (or any person who acts on behalf of a U.S. citizen
or firm) to offer, pay, transfer, promise to pay or transfer, or
authorize a payment, transfer, or promise of money or anything
of value to any foreign appointed or elected government official,
foreign political party, or candidate for a foreign political office
for a corrupt purpose, (that is, to influence a discretionary act or
decision of the official) and for the purpose of obtaining or
retaining business.
It is also unlawful for a U.S. business owner to make such an
offer, promise, payment, or transfer to any person if the U.S.

business owner knows, or has reason to know, that the person
will of fer, give, or promise directly or indirectly all or any part of
the payment to a foreign government official, political party, or
candidate. For purposes of the FCPA, the term knowledge means
actual knowledge-the business owner in fact knew that the offer,
payment, or transfer was included in the transaction and implied
knowledge-the business owner should have known from the facts
and circumstances of a transaction that the agent paid a bribe,
but failed to carry out a reasonable investigation into the
transaction.
The provisions of the FCPA do not prohibit payments made to
facilitate a routine government action. A facilitating payment is
one made in connection with an action that a foreign official must
perform as part of the job. In comparison, a corrupt payment is
made to influence an officials discretionary decision. For example,
payments are not generally considered corrupt if made to cover
an  official’s overtime required to expedite the processing of export
documentation for a legal shipment of merchandise, or to cover
the expense of additional crew to handle a shipment.
Any person may request the Department of Justice to issue a
statement of opinion on whether specific proposed business
conduct would be considered a violation of the FCPA. The opinion
procedure is detailed in 28 C.F.R. Part 77. If the Department of
Justice issues an opinion stating that certain conduct conforms
with current enforcement policy, conduct in accordance with that
opinion is presumed to comply with FCPA provisions. Contact:
United States Department of Justice, Washington, DC.

Foreign Credit Insurance Association
(U.S.) An agency established in 1961 to offer insurance covering
political and commercial risks on U.S. export receivables in
partnership with the Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) of the
United States. The FCIA was founded in 1961 as a partnership
of the Eximbank and a group of private insurance companies.
Eximbank is responsible for the political risk and may underwrite
or reinsure the commercial risk. The FCIA acts as an agent
responsible for the marketing and daily administration of the
program. Address: F.C.I.A. Management Co., Inc., 40 Rector
St., 11th Floor, New York, NY 10006; Tel: [1] (212) 306-5084.
See Export-Import Bank of the United States.

foreign currency
(banking) The currency of any foreign country which is the
authorized medium of circulation and the basis for record keeping
in that country. Foreign currency is traded in by banks either by
the actual handling of currency or checks, or by establishing
balances in foreign currency with banks in those countries.

foreign currency account
(banking) An account maintained in a foreign bank in the currency
of the country in which the bank is located. Foreign currency
accounts are also maintained by banks in the United States for
depositors. When such  accounts are kept, they usually represent
that portion of the carrying bank’s foreign currency account that
is in excess of its contractual requirements.

foreign direct investment in the United States (FDIUS)
(foreign investment) Foreign direct investment in the United States
is the ownership or control, directly or indirectly, by a single
foreign person (an individual, or related group of individuals,
company, or government) of 10 percent or more of the voting
securities of an incorporated U.S. business enterprise or an
equivalent interest in an unincorporated U.S. business enterprise,
including real property. Such a business is referred to as a U.S.
affiliate of a foreign direct investor. See Committee on Foreign
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Investment in the United States: foreign person; portfolio
investment: affiliate; United States Affiliate.

foreign draft
(banking) A draft drawn by an individual (drawer) or bank in one
country on another individual (drawee) or bank in another country.
See bill of exchange.

Foreign Economic Trends
(publication) Reports prepared by U.S. embassies abroad to
describe foreign country economic and commercial trends and
trade and investment climates. The reports describe current
economic conditions; provide updates on the principal factors
influencing development and the possible impacts on American
exports; review newly announced foreign government policies
as well as consumption, investment, and foreign debt trends.
Available from: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office. Washington DC 20402; Tel: [1] (202) 512-1800.

foreign exchange
(banking/foreign exchange) Current or liquid claims payable in
foreign currency and in a foreign country (bank balances, checks,
bills of exchange). Not to be confused with foreign bank notes
and coin, which are not included in this definition. See also bank
notes.

foreign exchange auctions
(foreign exchange) Auctions of foreign currency, as used in some
developing countries, whereby the price obtained for the foreign
currency at the auction is the rate of exchange applied till the
next auction.

foreign exchange contract
(foreign exchange) A contract for the sale or purchase of foreign
exchange specifying an exchange rate and delivery date.

foreign exchange control
(foreign exchange) Governmental control and supervision of:
transactions within the country involving its currency, foreign
exchange for imports and exports, capital movements of any
currency or monetary instruments into and out of the country,
and expenditures of currency by its own citizens traveling abroad.

foreign exchange desk
(Federal Reserve Bank) The foreign exchange trading desk at
the New York Federal Reserve Bank. The desk undertakes
operations in the exchange markets for the account of the Federal
Open Market Committee, as agent for the U.S. Treasury and as
agent for foreign central banks.

foreign exchange holdings
(foreign exchange) Holdings of current or liquid foreign exchange
claims denominated in the currency of another country.

foreign exchange market
(foreign exchange) (a) The worldwide system of contacts, either
by telephone, teleprinter in writing, which take place between
non-bank foreign exchange dealers and foreign exchange traders
at banks as well as foreign exchange traders amongst themselves,
where the monies of different countries are bought and sold. (b)
Wherever foreign exchange rates are determined.

foreign exchange rate
(foreign exchange) The price of one currency in terms of another.

foreign exchange trader
(foreign exchange) An individual engaged in the business of buying
and selling foreign exchange on his own account or as an employee
of a bank or other business authorized to deal in foreign exchange

foreign exchange trading
(foreign exchange) Buying and selling of foreign exchange,
holding of currency positions, foreign exchange arbitrage, and
foreign exchange speculation on the foreign exchange market.

foreign exchange transactions
(foreign exchange) The purchase or sale of one currency with
another. Foreign exchange rates refer to the number of units of
one currency needed to purchase one unit of another, or the value
of one currency in terms of another.

foreign exports
(U.S.) The U.S. export of foreign merchandise (reexports),
consisting of commodities of foreign origin which have entered
the United States for consumption or into Customs bonded
warehouses or U.S. Foreign Trade Zones, and which, at the time
of exportation, are in substantially the same condition as when
imported. See reexport.

foreign flag
(shipping) A reference to a carrier not registered in a country,
but which flies that country’s flag. The term applies to both air
and sea transportation.

foreign freight forwarder
See freight forwarder.

foreign income
(economics-U.S.) Income earned by Americans from work
performed in another country. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
the amount of annual income that can be excluded from taxable
income by Americans working abroad was reduced from $20,000
(in some cases from $25,000) to $15,000. Foreign employees of
U.S. charitable organizations are able to exclude $20,000 each
year.

foreign investment
(banking) The purchase of assets from abroad.

foreign investments
(economics) The flow of foreign capital into U.S. business
enterprises in which foreign residents have significant control.

Foreign Labor Trends
(publication) Published by U.S. Department of  Labor, provides
an overview of the labor sector of a country’s economy. Includes
information on labor standards, conditions of employment, human
resource development and labor relations. Can be purchased from:
Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402; Tel: [1] (202) 512-1800.

foreign market value
The price at which merchandise is sold, or offered for sale, in the
principal markets of the country from which it is exported.
(U.S.) In U.S. dumping investigations, if information on foreign
home market sales is not available, the foreign market value is
based on prices of exports to third countries or constructed value.
Adjustments for quantities sold, circumstances of sales, and
differences in the merchandise can be made to those prices to
ensure a proper comparison with the prices of goods exported to
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the United States. See dumping; constructive value.

foreign military sales (FUS)
See conventional arms transfer.

foreign-owned affiliate in the U.S.
(U.S.) A business in the United States in which there is sufficient
foreign investment to be classified as direct foreign investment.
To determine fully the foreign owners of a U.S. affiliate, three
entities must be identified: the foreign parent, the ultimate
beneficial owner, and the foreign parent group. All these entities
are “persons” in the broad sense: thus, they may be individuals;
business enterprises; governments; religious, charitable, and other
nonprofit organizations; estates and trusts; or associated groups.
A U.S. affiliate may have an ultimate beneficial owner (UBO)
that is not the immediate foreign parent; moreover, the affiliate
may have several ownership chains above it, if it is owned at least
10 percent by more than one foreign person. In such cases, the
affiliate may have more than one foreign parent, UBO, and/or
foreign parent group.
See also United States Affiliate; foreign parent group; person;
ultimate beneficial owner; affiliate: foreign parent.

foreign  parent
(U.S.) The first foreign person or entity outside the United States
in an affiliate’s ownership chain that has direct investment in the
affiliate. The foreign parent consists only of the first person or
entity outside the United States in the affiliate’s ownership chain;
all other affiliated foreign persons are excluded.

foreign parent group (FPG)
(U.S.) Consists of: (a) the foreign parent, (b) any foreign person
or entity, proceeding up the foreign parent’s ownership chain,
that owns more than 50 percent of the party below it, up to and
including the ultimate beneficial owner (UBO), and (c) any foreign
person or entity, proceeding down the ownership chain(s) of each
of these members, that is owned more than 50 percent by the
party above it. A particular U.S. affiliate may have several
ownership chains above it, if it is owned at least 10 percent by
more than one foreign party. In such cases, the affiliate may have
more than one foreign parent, UBO, and/or foreign parent group.
See also United States Affiliate: affiliate; ultimate beneficial owner.

foreign  person
(U.S.) A foreign person is any person resident outside the United
States or subject to the jurisdiction of a country other than the
United States. “Person” is any individual, branch, partnership,
association, associated group, estate, trust, corporation, or other
organization (whether or not organized under the laws of any
state), and any government (including a foreign government, the
U.S. government, a state or local government, and any agency,
corporation, financial institution, or other entity or instrumentality
thereof, including a government sponsored agency.)

foreign policy controls
(U.S.) U.S. export controls that are distinct from national security
controls (such as the Coordinating Committee in Multilateral
Export Controls or other international agreements) and are
imposed to further U.S. foreign policy. The controls are typically
imposed in response to developments in a country or
countries-such as considerations regarding terrorism and human
rights--or to developments involving a type or types of
commodities and their related technical data. Foreign policy
controls expire annually, unless extended.

foreign remittances
(banking) The transfer of any monetary instrument across national
boundaries.

foreign sales agent
An individual or firm that serves as the foreign representative of
a domestic supplier and seeks sales abroad for the supplier.

Foreign Service (U.S.)
(U.S. diplomacy) The Foreign Service supports the President of
the United States and the Secretary of State in pursuing America’s
foreign policy objectives. Foreign service functions include:
representing U.S. interests; operating U.S. overseas missions;
assisting Americans abroad; public diplomacy and reporting; and
communicating and negotiating political, economic, consular,
administrative, cultural, and commercial affairs. The Foreign
Service comprises officers from the Departments of State,
Commerce, and Agriculture and the United States Information
Service. See commercial officers; economic officers.

Foreign Service Institute
(U.S. government) The FSI was founded in 1946 to train U.S.
foreign and civil service officials. Training courses cover
administrative, consular, economic, commercial, and political
work; foreign languages; and diplomatic life overseas. Address:
Foreign Service Institute, National Foreign Affairs Training
Center, 4000 Arlington Blvd., Arlington, VA 22204-1500. Tel:
(703) 302-6729.

foreign status merchandise
(U.S. foreign trade zones) Imported merchandise which has not
been released from U.S. Customs custody. Also refers to
domestically-produced merchandise which has been exported and
later reimported into the U.S.
See foreign trade zone; Foreign Trade Zone Board; Foreign Trade
Zone Act; grantee; operator; zone user; subzone.

Foreign Traders Index (FTI)
(publication) The foreign traders index is the U.S. and Foreign
Commercial Service (US&FCS) headquarters compilation of
overseas contact files, intended for use by domestic U.S.
businesses. The FTI includes background information on foreign
companies, address, contact person,  sales figures, size of
company, and products by SIC code. Contact: U.S. and Foreign
Commercial Service, International Trade Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202)
482-5777; Fax: (202) 482-5013.

foreign trade zone (FTZ)
FTZs (or  free zones, free ports, or  bonded warehouses) are
special commercial and industrial areas in or near ports of entry
where foreign and domestic merchandise, including raw materials,
components, and finished goods, may be brought in without being
subject to payment of customs duties. Merchandise brought into
these zones may be stored, sold, exhibited, repacked, assembled,
sorted, graded, cleaned, or otherwise manipulated prior to
reexport or entry into the national customs territory.
(U.S.) FTZs are restricted-access sites in or near ports of entry,
which are licensed by the Foreign Trade Zones Board and operated
under the supervision of the U.S. Customs Service. Zones are
operated under public utility principles to create and maintain
employment by encouraging operations in the U.S. which might
otherwise have been carried on abroad.
Subzones are a special-purpose type of ancillary zone authorized
by the Board for companies unable to operate effectively at public
zone sites. Subzones may be approved when it can be
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demonstrated that the activity to be performed there will result in
significant public benefit and is in the public interest.
A Foreign Trade Zones Board, created by the Foreign Trade Zones
Act of 1934, reviews and approves applications to establish,
operate, and maintain foreign trade zones.
See free trade area; grantee; operator; zone user; subzones; free
trade agreement.
Location of and general information on U.S. Foreign Trade Zones
may be obtained from Foreign Trade Zones Board, Department
of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-2862;
Fax: [1] (202) 482-0002.
Questions relating to legal aspects of Customs Service
responsibilities in regard to FTZs should be addressed to Chief
Entry Rulings Branch, U.S. Customs Service, 1301 Constitution
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20229; Tel: [1] (202) 482-7040.
Questions relating to operational aspects of such responsibilities
should be addressed to the appropriate district/area director of
U.S. Customs.
The Foreign Trade Zones Manual, for grantees, operators, users,
Customs brokers, may be purchased from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402; Tel: [ 1] (202) 512-1800. When ordering, refer to GPO
stock No. 048-002-001117 and Customs publication No. 559.
Additional information may be obtained from the National
Association of Foreign Trade Zones, 1000 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Suite 1001. Washington, DC 20036; Tel: [1] (202) 3311950; Fax:
[1](12) 331- 1994.

Foreign Trade Zone Act (FTZA)
(U.S. law) The principal statute governing foreign trade zones,
is the Foreign Trade Zones Act of 1934 (FTZA), which has been
codified in the United States Code as Tide 19, Sections 81a
through 8 1u. The FTZA has been periodically amended. The
FTZA generally covers how and where zones are established,
how they are administered and what may and may not be done in
them. See foreign trade zone; Foreign Trade Zone Board.

Foreign Trade Zones Board
(U.S. Customs) The administrative group responsible for the
establishment, maintenance and administration of foreign trade
zones in the United States under the Foreign Trade Zone Act.
The Foreign Trade Zones Board consists of the U.S. Secretary
of Commerce who is chairman and executive officer of the Board,
the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of the Army.
Address: Foreign Trade Zone Board, Department of Commerce,
Room 3716, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [ 1] (202)482-2962;
Fax: [1] (202) 482-0002;  http-//www.ita.doc.gov/import_admin/
records/fgzpage/. See foreign trade zone.

foreign trade zone entry
(U.S. Customs) The transfer of goods into a foreign trade zone.
See foreign trade zone: entry.

forex
Abbreviation for foreign exchange. See foreign exchange.

forfaiting
(trade/finance) The selling, at a discount, of medium to longer
term  accounts receivable or promissory notes of a foreign buyer
(including those arising out of a letter of credit transaction) for
immediate payment. These instruments may also carry the
guarantee of the foreign government. Forfaiting emerged after
the Second World War to expedite finance transactions between
Eastern and Western European countries. More recently, it has
become popular in Asian and Third world countries. Both U.S.

and European forfaiting houses, which purchase the instruments
at a discount from the exporters, are active in the U.S. market.
See also factoring.

forint
The currency of Hungary. lFt=100 filler

Form A
See Certificate of Origin Form A.

forward contract
(trade/finance) Purchase or sale of a specific quantity of a
commodity, security, currency or other financial instrument at a
predetermined rate with delivery and settlement at a specified
future date.

forwarder
See freight forwarder.

forwarder’s bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of  lading issued by a forwarding agent. See bill
of lading.

forward foreign exchange
(foreign exchange) An agreement to purchase foreign exchange
(currency) at a future date at a predetermined rate of exchange.
Forward foreign exchange contracts are often purchased by
international buyers of goods who wish to hedge against foreign
exchange fluctuations between the time the contract is negotiated
and the time payment is to be made.

forwarding agent’s bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading issued by a forwarding agent. See bill
of lading.

forwarding agent’s receipt
(shipping) Receipt issued by a forwarding agent for goods
received.

forward market
(foreign exchange) The market for the purchase and sale of
forward foreign exchange. Forward dates are usually one, three,
six or twelve months in the future. See forward foreign exchange.

forward operations
(foreign exchange) Foreign exchange transactions, on which the
fulfillment of the mutual delivery obligations is made on a date
later than the second business day after the transaction was
concluded.

forward rate
(foreign exchange) A contractually agreed upon exchange rate
for a forward foreign exchange contract.

forward rate agreements
(banking) With forward rate agreements (also known as future
rate agreements) two counterparties can hedge themselves against
future interest rate changes. They agree upon an interest rate for
a future period within a specific currency segment, which is valid
for a predetermined amount. In contrast to futures, FRAs are not
standardized and are not traded on exchanges but are used in
interbank trading.

FOT
See free on rail; free on truck; Incoterms.
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foul bill of lading
(shipping) A receipt for goods issued by a carrier with an indication
that the goods were damaged or short in quantity when received.
See bill of lading.

four tigers; four dragons
A term used to describe the emerging economies of Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan.

fractional currency
(banking) Any currency that is smaller than a  standard money
unit (e.g., any coin worth less than $1).

framework  agreement
(a) (GATT): The Tokyo Round called for consideration to be
given “to improvements in the international framework for the
conduct of world trade.” Four separate agreements make up what
is known as the “framework agreement.” They concern: (1)
differential and more favorable treatment for, and reciprocity and
fuller participation by, developing countries in the international
framework for trade; (2) trade measures taken for balance of
payments purposes; (3) safeguard actions for development
purposes; and (4) an understanding on notification, consultation,
dispute settlement, and surveillance in the GATT.
(b) Under the umbrella of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative
the United States and interested Western hemisphere countries
are negotiating bilateral “framework agreements” which establish
agreed upon stages for eliminating counter-productive barriers
to trade and investment. They also provide a forum for bilateral
dispute settlement.
Generally, bilateral framework agreements contain similar
objectives. They are based on a statement of agreed principles
regarding the benefits of open trade and investment, increased
importance of services to economies, the need for adequate
intellectual property rights protection, the importance of observing
and promoting internationally-recognized worker rights, and the
desirability of resolving trade and investment problems
expeditiously. The parties establish a Council on Trade and
Investment to monitor trade and investment relations, hold
consultations on specific trade and investment matters of interest
to both sides, and work toward removing impediments to trade
and investment flows. Framework agreements do not bind
signatories to implement specific trade liberalization measures.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

franc
The currency for:
Andorra (uses French franc);
Belgium, IBF=100centimes;
Benin, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Burkina Faso, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Burundi, 1FBu=l00 centimes;
Cameroon, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Central African Republic, 1CFAF=100 centimes; Chad,
1CFAF=l00 centimes;
Comoros, 1CF=100 centimes;
Congo, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Djibouti, 1DF=100 centimes;
Equatorial Guinea, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
France, 1F=100 centimes;
French Guiana, 1F=100 centimes:
French Pacific Islands, 1CFPF=100 centimes:
Gabon, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Guadeloupe, 1F=100 centimes;
Guinea, 1GFr=100 centimes;
Ivory Coast, 1CFAF=100 centimes;

Liechtenstein (uses Swiss franc);
Luxembourg, 1LuxF=100 centimes;
Madagascar, 1FMG=100 centimes;
Mali, 1CFAF= 100 centimes;
Martinique, 1F=100 centimes;
Monaco (uses French franc);
Niger, 1CFAF=100 centimes;
Reunion Island, 1F=100 centimes;
Rwanda, 1RF=100 centimes;
St. Pierre, 1F=100 centimes;
Senegal, 1CFAF=l00 centimes;
Switzerland, lSwF=100 centimes;
Togo, 1CFAF= 100 centimes.

franco
(trade term) Free from duties, transportation charges and other
levies. Used also as delivery condition, e.g., franco ... (named
place of delivery), which means that the seller must bear all
transportation charges and duties up to the named place. See
also Incoterms.

fraud
(law) An intentional deception or false representation made to
induce another person to act in reliance on that representation
with the result that the person incurs damages. A buyer acts
fraudulently, for example, by promising to pay for goods on
delivery even though the buyer does not have the funds needed,
accepting the goods as satisfactory, but not paying for them.

free alongside ship ... (named port of shipment)
(Incoterm) “Free Alongside Ship” (FAS) means that the seller
fulfills his obligation to deliver when the goods have been placed
alongside the vessel on the quay or in lighters at the named port
of shipment. This means that the buyer has to bear all costs and
risks of loss of or damage to the goods from that moment. The
FAS term requires the buyer to clear the goods for  export. It
should not be used when the buyer cannot carry out directly or
indirectly the export formalities.
This term can  only be used for sea or inland waterway transport.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms 1990.

free-astray
(shipping) A shipment miscarried or unloaded at the wrong station
is billed and forwarded to the correct station, free of charges, on
account of being astray, hence the term free astray.

free carrier ... (named place)
(Incoterm) “Free Carrier” (FCA) means that the seller fulfills his
obligation to deliver when he has handed over the goods, cleared
for export, into the charge of the carrier named by the buyer at
the named place or point. If no precise point is indicated by the
buyer, the seller may choose within the place or range stipulated
where the carrier shall take the goods into his charge. When,
according to commercial practice, the seller’s assistance is required
in making the contract with the carrier (such as in rail or air
transport) the seller may act at the buyer’s risk and expense.
This term may be used for any mode of transport, including
multimodal transport.
“Carrier” means any person who, in a contract of carriage,
undertakes to perform or to procure the performance of carriage
by rail, road, sea, air, inland waterway or by a combination of
such modes. If the buyer instructs the seller to deliver the cargo
to a person. e.g., a freight forwarder who is not a “carrier,” the
seller is deemed to have fulfilled his obligation to deliver the goods
when they are in the custody of that person.
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“Transport terminal” means a railway terminal, a freight station,
a container terminal or yard, a multi-purpose cargo terminal or
any similar receiving point.
“Container” includes any equipment used to unitize cargo, e.g.,
all types of containers and/or flats, whether ISO accepted or not,
trailers, swap bodies, ro-ro equipment, igloos, and applies to all
modes of transport.
See Incoterms for a list of the thirteen  Incoterms 1990.

free domicile
(shipping) A term used in international transportation where the
shipper pays all transportation charges and any applicable duties
and/or taxes. See Incoterms.

free exchange rate
See exchange rate; floating.

free in
(shipping) A pricing term indicating that the loading charges are
for the account of the supplier.

free in and out (FIO)
(shipping) A pricing term indicating that the charterer of a vessel
is responsible for the cost of loading and unloading goods from
the vessel.

free list
(customs) A statement, prepared by the customs department of a
country, of items that are not liable to the payment of duties.

freely negotiable
(banking) When a letter of credit is stated as “freely negotiable,”
the beneficiary of the letter of credit has the right to present his
documents at a bank of his choice for negotiation. See letter of
credit.

free market
(economics) Describes the unrestricted movement of items in
and out from the market, unhampered by the existence of tariffs
or other trade barriers.

free of capture and seizure (F.C.&S.)
(insurance) An insurance policy provision stating that the policy
does not cover warlike operations or its consequences, whether
before or after the actual declaration of war. Currently, most open
policies omit war perils from its insuring conditions and in all
cases will include a F.C.&S. clause. War coverage is customarily
furnished in conjunction with an open cargo policy and is written
under a separate, distinct policy-the War Risk Only Policy. See
war risk; all risk; special marine policy.

free of particular average (FPA)
(insurance) A clause in an insurance policy that provides that in
addition to total losses, partial losses resulting from perils of the
sea are recoverable, but only in the event that the carrying vessel
has stranded, sunk, burnt, been on fire or been in collision. See
also average; particular average; general average; with average;
deductible average.

free on board... (named port of shipment) (Incoterm) “Free On
Board” (FOB) means that the seller fulfills his obligation to deliver
when the goods have passed over the ship’s rail at the named
port of shipment. This means that the buyer has to bear all costs
and risks of loss of or damage to the goods from that point. The
FOB term requires the seller to clear the goods for export.

This term can only be used for sea or inland waterway transport.
When the ship’s rail serves no practical purpose, such as in the
case of roll-on/roll-off or container traffic, the FCA (free carrier)
term is more appropriate to use.
See free carrier; Incoterms for a list of the thirteen Incoterms
1990.

free on rail; free on truck (FOR/FOT)
(trade terms) These terms are synonymous, since the word “truck”
relates to the railway wagons. The terms should only be used
when the goods are to be carried by rail. See free carrier;
Incoterms.

free out
(shipping) A pricing term indicating that unloading charges are
for the account of the receiver.

free port
An area, such as a port city, into which imported merchandise
may legally be moved without payment of duties. See also foreign
trade zone.

free time
(shipping) The time allowed shippers or receivers to load or unload
cars before demurrage, detention, or storage charges accrue. See
demurrage; detention.

free trade
(economics) A theoretical concept that assumes international trade
unhampered by government measures such as tariffs or non-tariff
barriers. The objective of trade liberalization is to achieve “freer
trade” rather than “free trade,” it being generally recognized
among trade policy officials that some restrictions on trade are
likely to remain in effect for the foreseeable future.

free trade agreement (FTA)
An FTA is an arrangement which establishes unimpeded exchange
and flow of goods and services between trading partners regardless
of national borders. An FTA does not (as opposed to a common
market) address labor mobility across borders or other common
policies such as taxes. Member countries of a free trade area
apply their individual tariff rates to countries outside the free trade
area.

free trade area
A group of two or more countries that have eliminated tariff and
most non-tariff barriers affecting trade among themselves, while
each participating country applies its own independent schedule
of tariffs to imports from countries that are not members. A free
trade area allows member countries to maintain individually
separate tariff schedules for external countries; members of a
customs union employ a common external tariff. The best known
example is the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and the
free trade area for manufactured goods that has been created
through the trade agreements that have been concluded between
the European Community and the individual EFTA countries.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article
XXIV  spells out the meaning of a free trade area in GATT and
specifies the applicability of other GATT provisions to free trade
areas. See European Community; European Free Trade
Association; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; common
market.

free trade zone
See foreign trade zone; free zone.
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G
gamma
(statistics/banking/foreign exchange) The rate of change of an
option’s delta with respect to a marginal change in the price of
the underlying instrument.

gang
(shipping) A group of usually four to six stevedores with a
supervisor who are assigned to the loading or unloading of a
portion of a vessel.

gangway
(shipping) (a) The opening through which a ship is boarded, (b)
Either of the sides of the upper deck of a ship.

gantry crane
(shipping) A specialized machine for the raising or lowering of
cargo mounted on a structure spanning an open space on a ship.
The hoisting device travels back and forth along the spanning
structure from port to starboard, while the spanning structure

itself is often mounted on a set of rails which enables it to move
from fore to aft.

gateway
(general) A major airport or seaport.
(customs) The port where customs clearance takes place.
(shipping) A point at which freight moving from one territory to
another is interchanged between transportation lines.

GATT
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
GATT Panel
A panel of neutral representatives that may be established by the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Secretariat
under the dispute settlement provisions of the GATT to review
the facts of a  dispute and render findings of GATT law and
recommend action. See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

geisha bond

free zone
An area within a country (a seaport, airport, warehouse or any
designated area) regarded as being outside its customs territory.
Importers may therefore bring goods of foreign origin into such
an area without paying customs duties and taxes, pending their
eventual processing, trans-shipment or re-exportation. Free zones
are also known as “free ports,” “free warehouses,” and “foreign
trade zones.”

freight
(shipping) All Merchandise, goods, products, or commodities
shipped by rail, air, road, or water, other than baggage, express
mail, or regular mail.

freight bill
(shipping) (a) Destination freight bill-A bill rendered by a
transportation line to consignee, giving a description of the freight,
the name of shipper, point or origin, weight and amount of charges
(if not prepaid).
(b) Prepaid freight bill-A bill rendered by a transportation line
to shipper, giving a description of the freight, the names of
consignee and destination, weight and amount of charges.

freight carriage ... and insurance paid to
See cost, insurance, freight; Incoterms

freight carriage ... paid to
See carriage paid to; Incoterms

freight charge
(shipping) The charge assessed for transporting freight.

freight claim
(shipping) A demand upon a carrier for the payment of overcharge
or loss or damage sustained by shipper or consignee.

freighter
(shipping) A ship or airplane used primarily to carry freight.

freight forwarder
(shipping) A person engaged in the business of assembling,
collection, consolidating, shipping and distributing,

less-than-carload or less-than-truckload freight. Also, a person
acting as agent in the trans-shipping of freight to or from foreign
countries and the clearing of freight through customs, including
full preparation of documents, arranging for shipping,
warehousing, delivery and export clearance.

full set
All the originals of a particular document (usually the bill of
lading). The number of originals is usually indicated on the
document itself.

fundamental analysis
(economics) Analysis of basic economic data in a market (supply
and demand), in order to be able to make assertions as to the
future price trend of a traded commodity. Fundamental exchange
rate analysis is based on the economic and business cycle data of
the country in question and leads to longer-term exchange rate
forecasts.

fungibles
(law) Goods that are identical with other goods of the same nature.
A merchant who is unable to deliver a specific load of grain, for
example, may negotiate to replace that grain with fungibles, that
is another load of grain of the same nature and quality.

future exchange contract
See futures contract.

futures contract
(finance/foreign exchange) A contract for the future delivery of a
specified commodity, currency or security on a specific date at a
rate determined in the present. Standardized forward contracts
are officially traded on an exchange (Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT), London International Financial Futures Exchange
(LIFFE), Commodity Exchange Inc. (COMEX), New York
Mercantile Exchange Inc. (NYMEX)). The contract is valid for
a specific amount of a commodity or a fixed amount of a financial
instrument.

future trading
The sale or purchase of a commodity, currency or security for
future delivery.
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(finance/ banking) Bond issued on the Japanese market in
currencies other than yen. Yen denominated bonds are known as
Samurai bonds.

general agency
See agency.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Both a multilateral trade agreement aimed at expanding
international trade and the organization which oversees the
agreement. The main goals of GATT are to liberalize world trade
and place it on a secure basis thereby contributing to economic
growth and development and the welfare of the world’s people.
GATT is the only multilateral instrument that lays down agreed
rules for international trade, and the organization is the principal
international body concerned with negotiating the reduction of
trade barriers and with international trade relations
One hundred and seventeen countries accounting for
approximately 90 percent of world trade are parties Contracting
Parties to GATT, while some other countries apply GATT rules
on a de facto basis. Approximately 2/3 of GATT’s membership
consists of developing countries.
The GATT was signed in 1948 by 23 nations as a response to the
trade conflicts which contributed to the outbreak of World War
II. Originally looked upon as an interim agreement, it has become
recognized as the key institution concerned with international
trade negotiations. An important element which contributed to
GATT’s importance early on came with the United States’ refusal
to ratify the Havana Charter of 1948, which would have created
an International Trade Organization (ITO) as a Specialized Agency
of the United Nations system, similar to the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The Interim Commission of
the ITO (ICITO), which was established to facilitate the creation
of the ITO, subsequently became the GATT Secretariat. One result
of the recent Uruguay Round was the decision to replace the
GATT Secretariat with a Multilateral Trading Organization (WO),
which will have more authority to enforce free trade rules, as
through the assessment of trade penalties. In December, 1993,
agreements were reached at the conclusion of the Uruguay Round
to revise the framework of GATT. Member nations will sign the
agreement in April, 1994, and it will go into effect July 1, 1995
The purpose of the GATT organization, headquartered in Geneva,
is to provide a forum for discussion of world trade issues that
allows for the disciplined resolution of trade disputes, based on
the founding principles of GATT which include nondiscrimination,
national treatment transparancy, and most-favored-nations (MFN)
treatment International negotiations known as “Rounds” are
conducted to lower tariffs and other barriers to trade, and a
consultative mechanism that may be invoked by governments
seeking to protect their trade interests.
A few of the fundamental principles and aims of GATT:
(1) Trade without discrimination -The first principle embodied
in the famous “most-favored nation” clause is that trade must be
conducted on the basis of non-discrimination. No country is to
give special trading advantages to another or to discriminate
against it; all are on an equal basis and all share the benefits of
any moves towards lower trade barriers.
(2) Protection through tariffs-Ensures that if protection to a
domestic industry is given, it should be extended through the
customs tariff, and not through other commercial measures.
(3) A stable basis for trade-Provided partly by the binding of
the tariff levels negotiated among contracting parties. These bound
items are listed, for each country, in tariff schedules which form
an integral part of the General Agreement.
(4) Promoting fair competition-Concerns over dumping and

subsidies are addressed by the “Antidumping Code” which
provides rules under which movements may respond to dumping
in their domestic market by overseas competitors, and rules for
the application of “countervailing” duties which can be imposed
to negate the effects of export subsidies.
(5) Quantitative restrictions on imports-A basic provision of
GATT is a general prohibition of quantitative restrictions (import
quotas). The main exception to the general rule against these
restrictions allows their use in balance-of-payments difficulties
under Article XII.
(6) The “waiver” and the possible emergency action-Waiver
procedures allow a country to seek release from particular GATT
obligations, when its economic or trade circumstances so warrant.
The “safeguards” rule of GATT (Article XIX) permits members,
under carefully defined circumstances, to impose import
restrictions or suspend tariff concessions on products which are
being imported in such increased quantities and under such
conditions that they cause serious injury to competing domestic
producers.
(7) Regional trading arrangements-Regional trade groupings,
as an exception to the general most-favored-nations treatment,
are permitted in the form of a customs union or free trade area,
Article XXIV recognizes the value of such agreements, which
foster free trade by abolishing or reducing barriers against imports
from countries in a particular region.
(8) Settling trade disputes-Consultation, conciliation, and
dispute settlement are fundamental aspects of GATT’s work.
Countries can petition GATT for a fair settlement of cases in
which they feel their rights under the General Agreement are being
withheld or compromised by other members. Bilateral
consultations are emphasized, but if necessary, unresolved cases
go before a GATT panel of experts.
Part Four of the General Agreement (Articles XXXVI. XXXVII
and XXXVIII), adopted in 1965, contains explicit commitments
to ensure appropriate recognition of the development needs of
developing country Contracting parties
For more information about GATT , contact the GATT
Information and Media Relations Division. Among their regular
publications are the annual review GATT Activities, the annual
report International Trade, and the monthly newsletter GATT
Focus. A free List of Publications is also available; all are available
in English, French, and Spanish Address: General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, Centre William Rappard, 154 Rue de Lausanne,
CH-1211 Geneva 21, Switzerland; Tel: [41] (22) 739-50-07; Fax:
[41] (222) 739-54-58.
(U.S.) For the United States, the GATT came into existence as
an executive agreement, which, under the U.S. Constitution does
not require Senate ratification.
See also rounds; Tokyo Round; Uruguay Round; multilateral trade
negotiations; rollback; standstill; safeguards; special and different
treatment.

general  average
(shipping) A loss that affects all cargo interests on board a vessel
as well as the ship herself. These include the owner of the hull
and the owners of all the cargoes aboard for their respective values
plus the owner or charterer who stands to earn a specific income
from freight charges for the voyage.
A general average loss may occur whether goods are insured or
not. It is one that results from an intentional  sacrifice (or
expenditure) incurred by the master of a vessel in time of danger
for the benefit of both ship and cargo. The classic example of this
is jettison to lighten  a stranded vessel. From the most ancient
times, the maritime laws of all trading nations have held that such
a sacrifice shall be borne by all for whose benefit the sacrifice
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was made, and not alone by the owner of the cargo thrown
overboard.
The principles of general average have been refined over the years,
and they have inevitably come to reflect the increasing complexity
of present day commerce. A vessel owner may and does declare
his vessel under general average whenever, for the common good
in time of danger an intentional sacrifice of ship or cargo has
been made, or an extraordinary expenditure has been incurred.
In actual practice, general averages result mainly from strandings,
fires, collisions and from engaging salvage assistance or putting
into a port of refuge following a machinery breakdown or other
peril.
As the name implies, general average claims affect all the interests
which stand to suffer a financial loss if a particular voyage is not
successfully completed.
(insurance) Insurance coverage for a general average loss.
See also average; particular average; with average; free of
particular average; deductible average.

general cargo rate
(shipping) The rate a carrier charges for the shipment of cargo
which does not have a special class rate or commodity rate.

general cargo vessels
(shipping) A vessel designed to handle break-bulk cargo such as
bags, cartons, cases, crates and drums, either individually or in
unitized or palletized loads. See breakbulk vessel.

general commodity rate
(shipping) A freight rate applicable to all commodities except
those for which specific rates have been filed. Such rates are based
on weight and distance and are published for each pair of ports
or cities a carrier serves.

general exception
The Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom) controls exports at three levels, depending on the item
and the proposed destination. At the highest or “general
exception” level, unanimous approval by CoCom members is
necessary. See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export
Controls.

general imports
(U.S. Customs) The total physical arrivals of merchandise from
foreign countries, whether such merchandise enters consumption
channels immediately or is entered into bonded warehouses or
Foreign Trade Zones under U.S. Customs custody.

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)
A program providing for free rates of duty for merchandise from
beneficiary developing independent countries and territories to
encourage their economic growth.
GSP is one element of a coordinated effort by the industrial trading
nations to bring developing countries more fully into the
international trading system.
The GSP reflects international agreement, negotiated at the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development II (UNCTAD-II)
in New Delhi in 1968, that a temporary and nonreciprocal grant
of preferences by developed countries to developing countries
would be equitable and, in the long term, mutually beneficial.
(U.S.) The U.S. GSP scheme is a system of nonreciprocal tariff
preferences for the benefit of these countries. The U.S. conducts
annual GSP reviews to consider petitions requesting modification
of product coverage and/or country eligibility. United States GSP
law requires that a beneficiary country’s laws and practices relating

to market access, intellectual property rights protection,
investment, export practices, and workers rights be considered
in all GSP decisions.
The GSP eligibility list includes a wide range of products
classifiable under approximately 3,000 different subheadings in
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS or
HTSUS). These items are identified either by an “A” or “A*” in
the “Special” column 1 of the tariff schedule. Note that the eligible
countries and eligible items change from time-to-time over the
life of the program.
Eligible merchandise will be entitled to duty-free treatment
provided the following conditions are met: (1) The merchandise
must be destined for the United States without contingency for
diversion at the time of exportation from the beneficiary
developing country. (2) The UNCTAD (United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development) Certificate of Origin
Form A must be property prepared, signed by the exporter and
either be filed with the customs entry or furnished before
liquidation or other final action on the entry if requested to do so
by Customs. (3) The merchandise must be imported directly into
the United States from the beneficiary country. (4) The cost or
value of materials produced in the beneficiary developing country
and/or the direct cost of processing performed, there must
represent at least 35 percent of the appraised value of the goods
See Certificate of Origin Form A; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of
the United States.

general liability
(law) Unlimited responsibility for an obligation, such as payment
of the debts of a business. See joint and several liability; limited
liability.

general license (GL)
(U.S.) (Obsolete as of January 1997; information provided for
historical reference only.) Licenses, authorized in the past by the
U.S. Bureau of Export Administration, that permitted the export
of nonstrategic goods to specified countries without the need for
a validated license. No prior written authorization was required
and no individual license was issued for these categories.
There were over twenty different types of general licenses, each
represented by a  symbol. These licenses included:
(a) General license BAGGAGE;
(b) General license CREW;
(c) General license GATS;
(d) General license GCG;
(e) General license G-COCOM;
(f) General license GCT:
(g) General license G-DEST;
(h) General license GFW;
(i) General license GIFT;
(j) General license GIT;
(k) General license GLR;
(l) General license GLV;
(m) General license G-NNR
(n) General license GTDA;
(o) General license GTDR;
(p) General license G-TEMP;
(q) General license GTF-U.S.;
(r) General license GUS;
(s) General license PLANE STORES;
(t) General license RCS;
(u) General license SAFEGUARD; and
(v) General license SHIP STORES.
Contact: Bureau of Export Administration, Office of Public
Affairs, Room 3895, Fourteenth Street and Constitution Avenue
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NW, Washington, DC 20230: Tel: (202) 482-2721.
general order (GO)
(U.S. Customs/shipping) Merchandise not entered within 5
working days after arrival of the carrier and then stored at the
risk and expense of the importer. See general order warehouse.

general order warehouse
(U.S. Customs) A customs bonded warehouse to which customs
sends goods (at the owner’s expense and risk) which have not
been claimed within five days of arrival.

general partnership
(law) A partnership in which all of the partners have joint and
several liability for the partnership obligations. See joint and
several liability.

general tarif f
A tariff that applies to countries that do not enjoy either
preferential or most-favored-nation tariff treatment. Where the
general tariff rate differs from the most-favored-nation rate, the
general tariff rate is usually the higher rate.

“German” silver
“German,” or coin silver is an alloy of silver that is 800/1000
pure. An article of German or coin silver is often marked “800”.

Geselischaft mit beschrankter Haffung (GmbH)
(Austria, Germany, Switzerland) Designation for a private limited
liability corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

giro
See deposit money.

global bond
(banking/finance) A bond that can be traded immediately in any
United States capital market and in the Euromarket.

global quota
(customs) A quota on the total imports of a product from all
countries.

gnomes of Zurich
(banking) Those financial and banking people of Zurich,
Switzerland, involved in foreign exchange speculation. The term
was coined by Great Britain’s Labor ministers during the 1964
sterling crisis.

godown
(Chinese) A warehouse where goods are stored.

gold exchange standard
(banking/foreign exchange) An international monetary agreement
according to which money consists of fiat national currencies
that can be convened into gold at established price ratios.

gold  fixing
(banking/commodity markets) In London, Paris and Zurich, at
10:30 a.m. and again at 3:30 p.m., gold specialists or bank officials
specializing in gold bullion activity determine the price for the
metal.

Gold Key Service
(U.S.) An International Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce service that provides customized information for
U.S. firms visiting a country-market orientation  briefings, market

research, introductions to potential business partners, an
interpreter for meetings, assistance in developing a market
strategy, and help in putting together a follow-up plan. Trade
specialists design an agenda of meetings, screen and select the
right companies, arrange meetings with key people, and go with
U.S. representatives to ensure that no unforeseen difficulties occur.
For further information, in the U.S. call [1] (800) USA-TRADE
to find the nearest district office of the Department of Commerce
International Trade Administration.

gold reserves
(banking/foreign exchange) Gold, retained by a national monetary
agency, forming the backing of currency that the nation has issued.

gold standard
(economics) A monetary agreement whereby all national
currencies are backed 100 Percent by gold and the gold is utilized
for payments of foreign activity.

gold tranche position in International Monetary Fund
(banking) Represents the amount that a member country can draw
in foreign currencies virtually automatically from the International
Monetary fund if such borrowings are needed to finance a balance-
of-payments deficit.
(U.S.) In the case of the U.S., the gold tranche itself is determined
by the U.S. quota paid in gold minus the holdings of dollars by
the fund in excess of the dollar portion of the U.S. quota.
Transactions of the fund in a member country’s currency are
transactions in monetary reserves. When the fund sells dollars to
other countries to enable them to finance their international
payments, the net position of the United States in the fund is
improved. An improvement in the net position in the gold tranche
is similar to an increase in the reserve assets of the United States.
On the other hand, when the United States buys other currencies
from the fund, or when other countries use dollars to meet
obligations to the fund. The net position of the United States in
the fund is reduced.

gondola car
(shipping) An open railway car with sides and ends, used
principally for hauling coal, sand, etc.

goods
(law) (a) Merchandise, supplies, raw materials, and completed
products. (b) All things that are movable and are desipated as
sold to a particular buyer.
(c) Durable goods are ones that last a relatively long time and
that are not dissipated or depleted when used generally, such as
machinery and tools. (d) Consumer goods are ones that are
purchased primarily for the buyer’s personal, family, or household
use. (e) Hard goods are consumer durable goods, such as
appliances. (f) Soft goods are consumer goods that are not
durable, such as clothing.

gourde
The currency of Haiti. 1G=100 centimes.

governing law clause
(law) A contract clause by which the parties agree that their
contract should  be interpreted in accordance with the law of a
designated jurisdiction. A court may decide not to follow the
choice made by the parties, because the parties cannot deprive a
court of jurisdiction, but courts will often agree to apply the law
that the parties have specified.
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Government Printing Office
See Superintendent of Documents.

government  procurement  policies and practices
The means and mechanisms through which official government
agencies purchase goods and services. Government procurement
policies and practices may be considered to be non-tariff barriers
to trade, involving the discriminatory purchase by official
government agencies of goods and services from domestic
suppliers, despite their higher prices or inferior quality as compared
with competitive goods that could be imported.
(U.S.) The United States pressed for an international agreement
during the Tokyo Round (of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, GATT) to ensure that government purchase of goods
entering into international trade should be based on specific
published regulations that prescribe open procedures for
submitting bids, as had  been the traditional practice in the United
States. Most governments had traditionally awarded such
contracts on the basis of bids solicited from selected domestic
suppliers, or through private negotiations with suppliers that
involved little, if any, competition. Other countries, including the
United States, gave domestic suppliers a specified preferential
margin, as compared with foreign suppliers. The Government
Procurement Code negotiated during the Tokyo Round sought
to reduce, if not eliminate, the “Buy National” bias underlying
such practices by improving transparency and equity in national
procurement practices and by ensuring effective recourse to
dispute settlement procedures. The Code became effective Jan.
1, 1981.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; Tokyo Round.

graduation
The presumption that individual developing countries are capable
of assuming greater responsibilities and obligation, in the
international community-within GATT or the World Bank, for
example-as their economies advance, as through industrialization,
export development, and rising living standards. In this sense,
graduation implies that donor countries may remove the more
advanced developing countries from eligibility for all or some
products under the Generalized System of Preferences. Within
the World Bank, graduation moves a country from dependence
on concessional grants to non-concessional loans from
international financial institutions and private banks.

grandfather clause
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
provision that allows the original contracting parties to exempt
from general GATT obligations mandatory domestic legislation
which is inconsistent with GATT provisions, but which existed
before the GATT was signed. Newer members may also
“grandfather” domestic legislation if that is agreed to in negotiating
the terms of accession. (U.S. legislation also provides for
“grandfather clauses.”)

grantee
(U.S. foreign trade zones) A public or private corporation to
which the privilege of establishing, operating or maintaining a
foreign trade zone has been given. See foreign trade zone; Foreign
Trade Zone Board; Foreign Trade Zone Act: operator; zone user;
subzones.

green card
(U.S. immigration) An identity card (visa) issued by the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service entitling a foreign national
to enter and reside in the United States as a permanent resident.

green line
See China green line

grey list
(U.S.) A list of disreputable end users in nations of concern for
missile proliferation from the U.S. intelligence community.
Licensing officials in the U.S. Departments of Commerce and
State use this list as a cross-reference when reviewing export
license applications for commodities listed in the Missile
Technology Control Regime (MTCR) Equipment and Technology
Annex.

grid
(foreign exchange) Fixed margin within which exchange rates
are allowed to fluctuate.

gross
(general) 12 dozen or 144 articles.
(finance) The total amount before any deductions have been made.

gross domestic product (GDP)
(economics) A measure of the market value of all goods and
services produced within the boundaries of a nation, regardless
of asset ownership. Unlike gross national product, GDP excludes
receipts from that nation’s business operations in foreign countries,
as well as the share of reinvested earning in foreign affiliates of
domestic corporations. See also gross national product.

gross national product (GNP)
(economics) A measure of the market value of all goods and
services produced by the labor and property of a nation. Includes
receipts from that nation’s business operation in foreign countries,
as well as the share of reinvested earnings in foreign affiliates of
domestic corporations. See also gross domestic product.

gross weight
(shipping) The full weight of a shipment, including goods and
packaging. See also tare weight.

Group of Five (G-5)
Similar to the Group of Seven (G-7), with the exception of Canada
and Italy

Group of Seven (G-7)
Group comprising the major industrialized nations in economic
terms, which in view of the global economic importance of the
member states have made it their objective to coordinate their
respective domestic economic policies. The coordination of
economic, exchange rate and monetary policy aims is achieved
both at government, central bank and also on other
institutionalized levels. Member states are the USA, France, Great
Britain, Germany, Japan, Canada, and Italy.

Group of Ten (G-10)
A group of originally 10 countries (following Switzerland’s
accession, 11) comprising Belgium, Germany, France, Great
Britain, Italy, Japan, Canada, Holland, Sweden and the United
States, who within the framework of the General Arrangements
to Borrow (GAB) have decided to put the equivalent of 17 billion
in Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) in their various currencies at
the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) disposal for granting
loans. The Group of Ten plays an important role in discussions
concerning international monetary policy. The Group of Ten is
also called the Paris Club.
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Group of Fifteen (G-15)
The G-15, established in 1990, consists of relatively prosperous
or large developing countries. The G-15 discusses the benefits of
mutual cooperation in improving their international economic
positions. Members include: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Egypt,
India, Indonesia, Jamaica, Malaysia (a very active member),
Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Senegal, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, and
Zimbabwe.

Group of Twenty-Four (G-24)
A grouping of finance ministers from 24 developing country
members of the International Monetary Fund. The Group,
representing eight countries from each of the African, Asian, and
Latin American country groupings in the Group of 77, was formed
in 1971 to counterbalance the influence of the Group of Ten.

Group of Seventy-Seven (G-77)
A grouping of developing countries which had its origins in the
early 1960s. This numerical designation persists, although
membership had increased to more than 120 countries. The G-77
functions as a caucus for the developing countries on economic
matters in many forums including the United Nations.

gross ton
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measure equal to 2,240
pounds.

gross tonnage
(shipping) The capacity of a vessel (not cargo) expressed in vessel
tons. It is determined by dividing by 100 the contents, in cubic
feet, of the vessels closed-in spaces. (A vessel ton is 100 cubic
feet.) The register of a vessel states both gross and net tonnage.

gross weight
(shipping) The entire weight of a shipment, including containers
and packaging materials.

GSP
See Generalized System of Preferences.

guarani
The currency of Paraguay. 1G=100 centesimos.

guarantor
(law) An individual or legal entity that makes a guaranty, by which
the guarantor agrees to be held liable for another’s debt or
performance. See guaranty.

guaranty
(law) A contract by which one person (the guarantor) agrees to
pay another’s debt or to perform another’s obligation only if that
other individual or legal entity fails to pay or perform. A guaranty
is usually a  separate contract from the principal agreement, and
therefore the guarantor is secondarily liable to the third person.
See guarantor; surety

guilder
The currency of:
Netherlands, 1G (or 1f)=100 cents;
Netherlands Antilles, 1 CFIs (or lAn.f)=100 cents; Suriname, 1G
(or lSur.f)=100 cents.

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
The six member countries (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and Oman) of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) control half the proven oil reserves outside the
Soviet Union, and account for about 40 percent of all the oil
moving in international trade. The GCC was created in 1981,
largely in response to the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war. In creating
the GCC, the members tried to maintain the balance of power in
the Gulf by strengthening multilateral cooperation in security and
economic matters. As regards trade, the GCC is only a policy
coordinating forum; the Council cannot impose policies on the
members. GCC headquarters are in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The
presidency of the GCC rotates yearly among the rulers of the
member countries. Address: Gulf Cooperation Council, PO Box
7153, Riyadh 11462, Saudi Arabia; Tel: [966] (1) 482-7777;
Telex: (1) 403635; Fax: [966] (1) 482-9089.

hallmark
An impression made on gold and silverware introduced in the
beginning of the fourteenth century in England to identify the
quality of the metal used.

harbor fees
(shipping) Charges assessed to users for use of a harbor, used
generally for maintenance of the harbor. See users fees.

harbor master
(shipping) An  officer who attends to the berthing, etc. of ships in
a harbor.

hard loan
(banking) A foreign loan that must be paid in hard money.

hard money (currency)
(general) (a) Currency of a nation having stability in the country
and abroad. Refers to currency that is accepted internationally
and freely convertible. (b) Coins, in contrast with paper currency,
or soft money.

H
(finance) Describes a situation in which interest rates are high
and loans are difficult to arrange,  synonymous with dear money.

Harmonized System (HS)
A multipurpose international goods classification system designed
to be used by manufacturers, transporters, exporters, importers,
customs, statisticians, and others in classifying goods rnoving in
international trade under a single commodity code.
Developed under the auspices of the Customs Cooperation
Council (CCC), an international Customs organization in Brussels,
this code is a hierarchically structured product nomenclature
containing approximately 5,000 headings and subheadings
describing the articles moving in international trade. It is organized
into 99 chapters arranged in 22 sections with the sections generally
covering an industry (e.g.. Section XI, Textiles and Textile
Articles) and the chapters covering the various materials and
products of the industry (e.g., Chapter 50-Silk; Chapter
55-Manmade Staple Fibers; Chapter 57-Carpets). The basic code
contains 4-digit headings and 6-digit subheadings
(U.S.) The United States has added digits for tariff and statistical
purposes. In the United States, duty rates are in the 8-digit level;
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statistical suffixes at the 10-digit level. The Harmonized System
(HS) supplanted the U.S. Tariff Schedule (TSUSA) in January
1989.
For the United States, the HS numbers are the numbers that are
entered on the actual export and import documents. Any other
commodity code classification number (SIC, SITC, end-use, etc.)
are just rearrangements and transformations of the original HS
numbers.
See also Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

Harmonized Tarif f Schedule of the United States (HTS or
HTSUS)
(U.S.) An organized listing of goods and their duty rates which is
used by U.S. Customs as the basis for classifying imported
products and therefore establishing the duty to be charged and
providing the U.S. Census with statistical information about
imports and exports. The categorization of product listings in
the HTSUS is based on the international Harmonized Commodity
Description and Coding System developed under the auspices of
the Customs Cooperation Council (Harmonized System, HS).
Familiarity with the organization of the HTSUS facilitates the
classification process. The tariff schedule is divided into various
sections and chapters dealing separately with merchandise in broad
product categories. These categories, for example, separately
cover animal products, vegetable products, products of various
basic materials such as wood, textiles, plastics, rubber, and steel
and other metal products in various steps of manufacture. Other
sections encompass chemicals, machinery and electrical
equipment, and other specified or nonenumerated products. The
last section, Section XXII, covers certain exceptions from dury
and special statutory exceptions.
In Sections I through XXI, products are classifiable (1) under
items or descriptions which name them, known as an economic
provision; (2) under provisions of general description; (3) under
provisions which identify them by component material; or (4)
under provisions which encompass merchandise in accordance
with its actual or principal use. When two or more provisions
seem to cover the same merchandise, the prevailing provision is
determined in accordance with the legal notes and the General
Rules of Interpretation for the tariff schedule. Also applicable
are tariff classification principles contained in administrative
precedents or in the case law of the U.S. Court of International.
Trade (formerly the U.S. Customs Court) or the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit Court (formerly the U.S. Court
of Customs and Patent Appeals).
The Harmonized Tariff Schedules of the United States also contain
two rates of duty for each commodity listed. Column 1 duty rates
are low and apply to imports from countries that have achieved
Most Favored Nation (MFN) trading status with the United
States. Column 2 duty rates apply to imports from countries that
do not have Most Favored Nation (MFN) trading status with the
United States.  See also classification; Harmonized System.

Harter Act
(shipping) Legislation protecting a ship’s owner against claims
for damage resulting from the behavior of the vessel’s crew,
provided the ship left port in a seaworthy condition, properly
manned and equipped.

hatch
(shipping) The opening in the deck of a vessel which gives access
to the cargo hold.

haulage
(shipping) The local transport of goods. Also the charge(s) made
for hauling freight on carts, drays or trucks. Also called cartage

or drayage.

Hawley-Smoot Act
See Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930.

hazardous materials
(shipping) (U.S.) A hazardous material is a substance or material
which has been determined by the U.S. Secretary of
Transportation to be capable of posing an unreasonable risk to
health, safety, and property when transported in commerce and
which has been so designated. Title 49, Code of Federal
Regulations (U.S.) Transportation-Parts 100-199, govern the
transportation of hazardous materials. Hazardous materials may
be transported domestically, but they may be classified as
Dangerous Goods when transported internationally by air.  See
also restricted article; dangerous goods.

heavy lift
(shipping) Articles too heavy to be lifted by a ship’s tackle.

heavy lift charge
(shipping) A charge made for lifting (on-loading or off-loading)
articles too heavy to be lifted by a ship’s tackle. Usually requiring
the use of heavy lift equipment at a port.

heavy lift vessel
(shipping) A vessel with heavy lift cranes and other equipment
designed to be self-sustaining in the handling of heavy cargo.

hedge
To offset. Also, a security that has offsetting qualities. Thus one
attempts to “hedge” against inflation by the purchase of securities
whose values should respond to inflationary developments.
Securities having these qualities are “inflation hedges.” See
hedging; delta hedging.

hedge ratio
(finance/foreign exchange) The amount of an underlying
instrument or the number of options which are needed to hedge a
covered option. The hedge ratio is determined by the size of the
delta. See delta; delta hedging

hedging
(finance/foreign exchange) A type of economic insurance used
by dealers in commodities, foreign exchange and securities,
manufacturers, and other producers to prevent loss due to price
fluctuations. Hedging consists of counter balancing a present sale
or purchase by a purchase or sale of a similar commodity or of a
different commodity, usually for delivery at some future date.
The desired result is that the profit or loss on a current sale or
purchase be offset by the loss or profit on the future purchase or
sale.  See also arbitrage; delta hedging.
high density
(shipping) The compression of flat or standard bales of cotton to
high density of approximately 32 pounds. This compression
usually applies to cotton exported or shipped coast to coast.

hitchment
(shipping) The marrying of two or more portions of one shipment
that originate at different geographical locations, moving, under
one bill of lading, from one shipper to one consignee. Authority
for this service must be granted by tariff publication.

hold
(shipping) The space below deck in a vessel used to carry cargo.
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holder in due course
(law) An individual or legal entity (holder) who possesses a
negotiable instrument, document of title, or similar document,
and who took possession for value, in good faith, and without
notice of any other individual’s or legal entity’s claim or defense
against the instrument or document. A buyer, for example, who
receives title to goods after remitting the contract price to the
seller is a holder in due course, provided the buyer has no notice
of any lien or other claim against the goods. A holder in due
course is generally protected from the claims of third parties
against the item transferred, and thus the only recourse of a third
party is against the person that transferred the title, instrument,
or other item to the holder in due course.

hold for pickup
(shipping) Freight to be held at the carrier’s destination location
for pickup by the recipient.

hold harmless contract
(law) An agreement by which one party accepts responsibility
for all damages and other liability that arise from a transaction,
relieving the other party of any such liability. A commercial tenant,
for example, may agree to hold a landlord harmless for all liabilities
that could arise from injuries to customers who enter the premises.
A guarantor may agree to guaranty a person’s debt only if that
person agrees to hold the guarantor harmless from all damages
that may arise if the person fails to pay the debt. A hold harmless
contract provides complete indemnity. See guaranty; indemnity;
surety.

honor
(banking) To pay or to accept a draft complying with the terms
of credit. See bill of exchange.

horizontal export trading company
An export trading company which exports a range of similar or
identical products supplied by a number of manufacturers or other
producers. Webb-Pomerene Organizations, trade-grouped
organized export trading companies, and an export trading

company formed by an association of agricultural cooperatives
are prime examples of horizontally organized export trading
companies

house air waybill (HAWB)
(shipping) A bill of lading issued by a freight forwarder for
consolidated air freight shipments. In documentary letter of credit
transactions, HAWBs are treated exactly the same as conventional
air waybills, provided they indicate that the issuer itself assumes
the liability as carrier or is acting as the agent of a named carrier,
or if the credit expressly permits the acceptance of a HAWB. See
air waybill; bill of lading.

house-to-house
(shipping) A term usually used to indicate a container yard to
container yard (CY/CY) shipment.

hub and spoke routing
(shipping) Aircraft routing service pattern that feeds traffic from
many cities into a central hub designed to connect with other
flights to final destinations. The system maximizes operating
flexibility by connecting many markets through a central hub with
fewer flights than would be required to connect each pair of cities
in an extensive system.

hull
(shipping) The outer shell of a vessel usually made of steel.

hump
(shipping) That part of a rail track which is elevated so that when
a car is pushed up on “the hump” and uncoupled it runs down on
the other side by gravity.

hundredweight pricing
(shipping) Special pricing for multiple-piece shipments traveling
to one destination which are rated on the total weight of the
shipment (usually over 100 pounds) as opposed to rating on a
per package basis

I
identical merchandise
(U.S. Customs) In establishing the customs value of merchandise
exported to the United States, identical merchandise is
merchandise that is: (1) Identical in all respects to the merchandise
being appraised. (2) Produced in the same country as the
merchandise being appraised, and (3) Produced by the same
person as the merchandise being appraised.
If merchandise meeting all these criteria cannot be found, then
identical merchandise is merchandise satisfying the first two
criteria but produced by a different person than the producer of
merchandise being appraised.
Note: Merchandise can be identical to the merchandise being
appraised and still show minor differences in appearance.
Exclusion: Identical merchandise does not include merchandise
that incorporates or reflects engineering, development, artwork,
design work, and plans and sketches provided free or at reduced
cost by the buyer and undertaken in the United States.
See valuation; transaction value; computed value; similar
merchandise.
immediate delivery
(U.S. Customs) An alternate U.S. Customs entry procedure which
provides for immediate release of a shipment in certain cases.

Application must be made to Customs for a Special Permit for
Immediate Delivery on Customs Form 3461 prior to the arrival
of the merchandise. If the application is approved, the shipment
is released expeditiously following arrival. An entry summary must
then be filed in proper form and estimated duties deposited within
10 working days of release. See entry.

immediate transportation entry
(U.S. Customs) A form of U.S. Customs entry which allows
imported merchandise to be forwarded from the port of original
entry to another final destination for customs clearance.
Merchandise travels in bond, without appraisal, from the original
port of entry to the final destination, where it is then inspected by
customs. See entry.

immigration
The entry of foreign nationals into a country for the purpose of
establishing permanent residence. See also green card.

implied agency
See agency.
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implied conditions
(insurance) Certain implied conditions are not written into marine
insurance policies, but they are so basic to understanding between
underwriter and assured that the law gives them much the same
effect as if written. Thus, it is implied: (1) that the assured will
exercise the utmost good faith in disclosing to his underwriter all
facts material to the risk when applying for insurance; (2) that
the generally established usages of trade applicable to the insured
subject matter are followed; and (3) that the assured shall not
contribute to loss through willful fault or negligence. See special
marine policy.

implied volatility
See volatility.

implied warranties
(insurance) Legal decisions have established two important
implied warranties in marine insurance policies, that of legality of
the venture and that of seaworthiness. The latter is of little concern
today since insurance policies commonly waive the warranty of
seaworthiness by stating that seaworthiness is admitted as between
the assured and the insurer. The insurer is not at liberty, however,
to waive the implied warranty of legality. Such a waiver would
be against public policy and the law of the land. See special marine
policy.

import
(a) To receive goods and services from abroad; (b) An imported
item.

import credit
(banking) A commercial letter of credit issued for the purpose of
financing the importation of goods. See letter of credit.

import duty
(customs) Any tax on items imported. See also tariff; Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States.

importer
The individual, firm or legal entity that brings articles of trade
from a foreign source into a domestic market in the course of
trade.

importer number
(U.S. Customs) An identification number assigned by the U.S.
Customs Service to each importer, used to track entries and other
transactions.

Importers Manual USA
(publication) A reference book detailing specific requirements
for importing 135 different product groups into the United States,
plus extensive sections on banking, letters of credit, foreign
exchange, packing, shipping, insurance, U.S. Customs Entry, and
a reference section for the 100 top exporting countries. Published
by World Trade Press, 1450 Grant Ave., Novato, CA 94945;
Tel: [1] (415) 898-1124; Fax: [1] (415) 898-1080; http://
www.worldtradepress.com.

import license
(customs) A document required and issued by some national
governments authorizing the importation of goods.

import quota
(customs) A protective ruling establishing limits on the quantity
of a particular product that can be imported. Quotas are a means
of restricting imports by the issuance of licenses to importers,

assigning each a quota, after determination of the total amount
of any commodity which is to be imported during a period. Import
licenses may also specify the country from which the importer
must purchase the goods. See quota; tariff quotas.

import  quota auctioning
(customs) The process of auctioning the right to import specified
quantities of quota-restricted goods.

import relief
Any of several measures imposed by a government to temporarily
restrict imports of a product or commodity to protect domestic
producers from competition.

import restrictions
Any one of a series of tariff and non-tariff barriers imposed by an
importing nation to control the volume of goods coming into the
country from other countries. May include the imposition of tariffs
or import quotas, restrictions on the amount of foreign currency
available to cover imports, a requirement for import deposits,
the imposition of import surcharges, or the prohibition of various
categories of imports. See tariff; non-tariff barriers.

imports
Commodities of foreign origin as well as goods of domestic origin
returned to the producing country with no change in condition,
or after having been processed and/or assembled in other
countries.
(U.S.) For statistical purposes, imports to the U.S are classified
by type of transaction;
(a) Merchandise entered for immediate consumption. (“duty free”
merchandise and merchandise on which duty is paid on arrival);
(b) Merchandise withdrawn for consumption from U.S. Customs
bonded warehouses, and U.S. Foreign Trade Zones;
(c) Merchandise entered into U.S. Customs bonded warehouses
and U.S. Foreign Trade Zones from foreign countries.

import service
See export service.

import sensitive producers
Domestic producers whose economic viability is threatened by
competition (quality, price or service) from imported products.

imports for consumption
(U.S. Customs) The total of merchandise that has physically
cleared through U.S. Customs either entering domestic
consumption channels immediately or entering after withdrawal
for consumption from bonded warehouses under U.S. Customs
custody or from U.S. Foreign Trade Zones. Many countries use
the term “special imports” to designate statistics compiled on
this basis. See also consumption entry.

imports of goods and services (U.S.)
(economics) Represent the sum of all payments for merchandise
imports, military expenditures, transportation  and travel costs,
other private and U.S. government services, and income and
service payments to foreign parent companies by their affiliates
operating in the United States. By far the largest component of
this category is merchandise imports, which includes all goods
bought or otherwise transferred from a foreign country to the
United States.

import substitution
A strategy which emphasizes the replacement of imports with
domestically produced goods, rather than the production of goods
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for export, to encourage the development of domestic industry.

impost
A tax, usually an import duty. See also tariff.

impound
(law/customs) (a) To seize or hold. (b) To place in protective
custody by order of a court (e.g. impounded property, impounded
records).

in bond
(U.S. Customs) A procedure under which goods are transported
or warehoused under  customs supervision until they are either
formally entered into the customs territory of the United States
and duties paid, or until they are exported from the United States.
The procedure is so named because the cargo moves under the
carrier’s bond (financial liability assured by the carrier) from the
gateway sea port or airport and remains “in bond” until customs
releases the cargo at the inland customs point.
This procedure is used in several ways:
(1) To postpone the payment of import duties on high duty
merchandise, (such as alcoholic beverages), until they are needed,
(2) To hold goods that may or may not meet a requirement of
customs until a determination is made and the importer decides
to enter the goods or reexport them,
(3) To effect the transport of goods originating in one foreign
country through the United States for export to a third country
without having to pay customs duties.
See also temporary importation under bond.

in bond goods
See in bond.

in bond shipment
(customs) An import or export shipment which has not been
cleared by U.S. Customs officials. See in bond.

in-bond system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, controls merchandise from the point of unloading at the
port of entry or exportation. The system works with the input of
departures (from the port of unlading), arrivals, and closures
(accountability of arrivals). See Automated Commercial System;
in bond.

incentive
(economics) A motivational force that stimulates people to greater
activity or increased efficiency.

Inchmaree Clause
(insurance) An insurance policy extension to cover loss resulting
from a latent defect of the carrying vessel’s hull or machinery
which is not discoverable by due diligence. (So-called for a
celebrated legal decision involving a vessel of that name.) Latent
defect is not, by law, recoverable from the vessel owner, and the
Inchmaree Clause thus plugs a gap that would otherwise exist in
complete insurance protection. Loss resulting from errors of
navigation or management of the vessel by the master or the crew,
and for which the vessel owner is likewise relieved of liability by
law, is also covered by the Inchmaree Clause. See special marine
policy.

income
(economics) Money or its equivalent, earned or accrued, arising
from the sale of goods or services.

Incorporated (Inc.)
(South Africa) Designation for a private limited liability
corporation with limited liability to shareholders but with joint
and several liability to the directors.
(United States) Designation for a corporation with limited liability
to shareholders.

Incoterms
A codification of international rules for the uniform interpretation
of common contract clauses in export/import transactions.
Developed and issued by the International Chamber of Commerce
(ICC) in Paris. The version which is currently valid is publication
no. 460 from 1990. The thirteen Incoterms 1990 are:
(1) Ex Works (EXW),
(2) Free Carrier (FCA),
(3) Free Alongside Ship (FAS).
(4) Free On Board (FOB),
(5) Cost and Freight (CFR).
(6) Cost, Insurance and Freight (CIF),
(7) Carriage Paid To (CPT),
(8) Carriage and Insurance Paid To (CIP),
(9) Delivered At Frontier (DAF),
(10) Delivered Ex Ship (DES),
(11) Delivered Ex Quay (DEQ),
(12) Delivered Duty Unpaid (DDU), and
(13) Delivered Duty Paid (DDP).
Refer to individual listings for definitions of these terms. For a
book fully describing responsibilities of the seller and the buyer
in each term, contact: International  Chamber of  Commerce
(ICC), 38, Cours Albert 1ER, 75008 Paris, France; Tel: [33] (1)
49-53-28-28; Fax: [33] (1) 49-53-29-42; In U.S. contact: ICC
Publishing, Inc., 156 Fifth Avenue. New York, NY 10010; Tel:
[1] (212) 206-1150; Fax: [1] (212) 633-6025.

indemnify
(insurance/law) To compensate for actual loss sustained. Many
insurance policies and all bonds promise to “indemnify” the
insureds. Under such a contract, there can be no recovery until
the insured has actually suffered a loss, at which time he or she is
entitled to be compensated for the damage that has occurred (i.e.
to be restored to the same financial position enjoyed before the
loss).

indemnity
(insurance/law) An agreement to reimburse another individual
or legal entity who incurs a loss that is covered by the agreement.
An indemnity against loss may be partial or whole. A buyer may
obtain indemnity insurance, for example, to insure against damage
to  or destruction of goods that may occur after title has passed
to the buyer.
(finance) A bond protecting the insured against losses from others
failing to fulfill their obligations. (investments) An option to buy
or sell a specific quantity of a stock at a state price within a given
time period.
(law) An act of legislation, granting exemption from prosecution
to certain people.

independent action
(shipping) The right of a conference member to depart from the
common freight rates, terms or conditions of the conference
without the need for prior approval of the conference. See
conference.

indexed currency borrowings
(banking/finance) Borrowings in a foreign currency where the
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rate of interest is linked to an agreed scale.

indexed currency option note
(banking/finance) Note denominated and paying interest in one
currency but whose redemption value is linked to an exchange
rate for another currency. Also called Heaven and Hell Bond.

individual validated license
(U.S.) Written approval by the U.S. Department of Commerce
granting permission, which is valid for 2 years, for the export of
a specified quantity of products or technical data to a single
recipient. Individual validated licenses also are required, under
certain circumstances, as authorization for re-export of U.S. origin
commodities to new destinations abroad. See United States
Department of Commerce.

indorsement
See endorsement.

industrial list
The Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom) industrial list contains dual use items whose export are
controlled for strategic reasons. See Coordinating Committee for
Multilateral Export Controls.

industrial policy
(economics) Encompasses traditional government policies
intended to provide a favorable economic climate for the
development of industry in general or specific industrial sectors.
Instruments of industrial policy may include tax incentives to
promote investments or exports, direct or indirect subsidies,
special financial arrangements, protection against foreign
competition, worker training programs, regional development
programs, assistance for research and development, and measures
to help small business firms. Historically, the term industrial policy
has been associated with some degree of centralized economic
planning or indicative planning, but this connotation is not always
intended by its contemporary advocates.

Industry Consultations Program
(U.S.) An advisory committee structure created by the Trade
Act of 1974, expanded by the Trade Agreements Act of 1979,
and amended by the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
1988. Jointly sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce
and the U.S. Trade Representative, the program includes over
500 industry executives who provide advice and information to
the U.S. government on trade policy matters. The advisors focus
on objectives and bargaining positions for multilateral trade
negotiations, bilateral trade negotiations, and other trade-related
matters. Members of the committees are appointed by the
Secretary of Commerce and the U.S. Trade Representative.
The present structure consists of 17 Industry Sector Advisory
Committees (ISACs). 3 Industry Functional Advisory Committees
(IFACs), a Committee of Chairs, and an Industry Policy Advisory
Committee (IFAC). The focus of the 3 Functional Advisory
Committees are: (1) Customs Matters, (2) Standards, and (3)
Intellectual Property Rights.
The focus of the 17 Industry Sector Advisory Committees are:
(1) Aerospace Equipment, (2) Capital Goods. (3) Chemicals and
Allied Products, (4) Consumer Goods, (5) Electronics and
Instrumentation, (6) Energy, (7) Ferrous Ores and Metals, (8)
Footwear, Leather, and Leather Products, (9) Building Products
and Other Materials, (10) Lumber and Wood Products, (11)
Nonferrous Ores and Metals, (12) Paper and Paper Products,
(13) Services, (14) Small and Minority Business, (15) Textiles

and Apparel, (16) Transportation, Construction, and Agricultural
Equipment, (17) Wholesaling and Retailing.
See Advisory Committee on Trade Policy and Negotiations.

Industry Functional Advisory Committee
See Industry Consultations Program.

Industry Policy Advisory Committee
See Industry Consultations Program.

Industry Sector Advisory Committee
See Industry Consultations Program.

Industry Subsector Analysis
(U.S.) Overseas market research for a given industry subsector
(such as cardiological equipment for the medical equipment
industry) that presents basic information about a foreign market
such as market size, the competitive environment, primary end
users, best prospect products, and market access information.
Available as individual reports from the U.S. Department of
Commerce, or on the National Trade Data Bank, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Office of Business Analysis, HCHB Room 4885,
Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-1986. For individual
reports, call your district Department of Commerce office.

infant  industry argument
(economics) The view that “temporary protection” for a new
industry or firm in a particular country through tariff and non-tariff
barriers to imports can help it to become established and eventually
competitive in world markets. Historically, new industries that
are soundly based and efficiently operated have experienced
declining costs as output expands and production experience is
acquired. However, industries that have been established and
operated with heavy dependence on direct or indirect government
subsidies have sometimes found it difficult to relinquish that
support. The rationale underlying the Generalized System of
Preferences is comparable to that of the infant industry argument.
See Generalized System of Preferences.

inflammable
See flammable.

inflammable liquids
See flammable liquids.

inflation
(economics) Loss of purchasing power of money, caused by
growth of the amount of money in circulation which, if the supply
of goods stays the same or only increases at a slower rate, leads
to an increase in prices.

in-flight survey (IFS)
(U.S.) A survey of U.S. and foreign travelers departing the U.S.
as a means of obtaining data on visitor characteristics, travel
patterns and spending habits, and for supplying data on the U.S.
international travel dollar accounts as well as to meet balance of
payments estimation needs. The IFS covers about 70 percent of
U.S. carriers and 35 percent of foreign carriers, who voluntarily
choose to participate. Sample results are expanded to universe
estimates to account for non response of passengers on each
sampled flight, for coverage of all flights on each major airline
route, and/or all international routes. The basis for the expansion
is the number of passengers departing the United States, obtained
from the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
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informal entry
(U.S. Customs) A simplified import entry procedure accepted at
the option of Customs for any noncommercial shipment (baggage)
and any commercial shipment not over $1,000 in value. See entry.

infrastructure
(economics) The basic structure of a nation’s economy, including
transportation, communications, and other public services, on
which the economic activity relies.

inherent  vice
(shipping/insurance) Damage to goods which one can foresee is
bound to occur during any normal transit, and which arises solely
because of the nature or condition of the goods shipped. Such
damage is said to arise from “inherent vice” which may be defined
as an internal cause rather than an external cause of damage. An
example of damage from inherent vice is deterioration of
imperfectly cured skins.
Exclusion of insurance coverage for inherent vice is implied in
every cargo policy. This type of exclusion is reinforced by the
words “from any external cause” in the “all risks” coverage. The
word “risk” itself implies that only fortuitous losses are intended
to be covered. Insurance protects against hazards, not certainties.

initial margin
(finance/foreign exchange) The amount of margin which has to
be deposited with the clearing house both by the buyer and the
seller through the respective broker and/or bank in order to
establish a position in a futures contract

initial negotiating right
(GATT) A right held by a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) country to seek compensation for an impairment of a
given bound tariff rate by another GATT country. INRs stem
from past negotiating concessions and allow the INR holder to
seek compensation for an impairment of tariff concessions
regardless of its status as a supplier of the product in question.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

injury
(U.S.) A finding by the U.S. International Trade Commission
that imports are causing, or are likely to cause, harm to a U.S.
industry.  An injury determination is the basis for a Section 201
case. It is also a requirement in all antidumping and most
countervailing duty cases, in conjunction with Commerce
Department determinations on dumping and subsidization. See
dumping; countervailing duty; Section 201.

inland bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading used in transporting goods overland to
the exporter’s international carrier. Although a through bill of
lading can sometimes be used, it is usually necessary to prepare
both an inland bill of lading and an ocean bill of lading for export
shipments. See bill of lading.

inland carrier
(shipping) A transportation line which hauls import/export traffic
between ports and inland points.

in personam
(law) Against the person. In personam jurisdiction., for example,
is a court’s authority in a legal action to subject a person to its
order or judgment.

in rem

(law) Against the thing. In rem jurisdiction, for example, is a
court’s authority in a legal action to determine title to, or affect
interests in, property of the parties.

insolvency
See bankruptcy.

inspection certificate
A document confirming that goods have been inspected for
conformity to a set of industry,  customer, government or carrier
specifications prior to shipment. Inspection certificates are
generally obtained from independent, neutral testing organizations.

instrument
(law) Any written document that gives formal expression to a
legal agreement or act. See also financial instrument.

insurable interest
(insurance) The financial interest of an individual or business in
property, even if that individual is not the owner of the property.
A typical case of insurable interest is where title to goods has
passed from the seller to the buyer, but where the seller has yet to
receive payment, and still has exposure for loss.
Example 1: When a seller sells on FOB inland point terms, he
transfers the title to the buyer before the commencement of the
ocean voyage. In this case the obligation to place marine and war
risk insurance rests, strictly speaking, with the buyer. However,
it is customary in many trades for the seller on FOB terms (or
similar terms), to obtain insurance, as well as ocean freight space,
for account of the buyer.
This is, in effect, an agency relationship. It can be provided for by
a policy clause reading: “to cover all shipments made by or to the
assured for their own account as principals, or as agents for others
and in which they have an insurable interest, or for the account of
others from which written instructions to insure them have been
received prior to any known or reported loss, damage or accident
prior to sailing of vessel.”
Example 2: The seller on FOB or other terms, under which the
title passes to the buyer at some inland point of departure, will
have a financial interest in the goods until payment has been
received. This situation arises when the terms of payment call for
sight draft against documents, or for acceptance at 30-60-90 days
sight, or for open account. Under such circumstances, the seller
will be well advised to place his own insurance to protect himself
in the event that the loss or damage to the shipment impairs the
buyer’s desire to make payment as originally contemplated. For
example, the buyer may be uninsured, or the buyer’s coverage
may be inadequate because of under-insurance or restricted
conditions. The buyer’s insurance company may be less liberal in
loss adjustments than would the insurer of the seller or, because
of currency restrictions, a foreign company may be hampered in
its ability to transmit funds. See contingency insurance.

insurance
(general) A method whereby those concerned about some form
of hazard contribute to a common fund usually an insurance
company, out of which losses sustained by the contributors are
paid.
(law) A contractual relationship that exists when one party (the
insurer), for a consideration (the premium), agrees to reimburse
another party (the insured) for loss to a specified subject (the
risk) caused by designated contingencies (hazards or perils), or
to pay in behalf of the insured all reasonable sums for which he
may be liable to a third party (the claimant)
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insurance broker
(insurance) An individual or firm who represents buyers of
insurance and deals with insurance companies or their agents in
arranging for insurance coverage for the buyer.
An insurance agent represents a single insurance company whereas
an insurance broker is free to obtain insurance coverage from
any insurance company.

insurance certificate
(insurance) A document indicating the type and amount of
insurance coverage in force on a particular shipment. Used to
assure the consignee that insurance is provided to cover loss of
or damage to the cargo while in transit.
In some cases a shipper may issue a document that certifies that
a shipment has been insured under a given open policy, and that
the certificate represents and takes the place of such  open policy,
the provisions of which are controlling.
Because of the objections that an instrument of this kind did not
constitute a “policy” within the requirements of letters of credit,
it has become the practice to use a special marine policy. A special
marine policy makes no reference to an open policy and stands
on its own feet as an obligation of the underwriting company.
See special marine policy; declaration; bordereau; open policy.

insurance company
(insurance) An organization chartered under state or provincial
laws to act as an insurer. In the United States, insurance companies
are usually classified as fire and marine, life, casualty, and surety
companies and may write only the kinds of insurance for which
they are specifically authorized by their charters.

insurance coverage
(insurance) The total amount of insurance that is carried.

insurance document
See insurance certificate.

insurance policy
(insurance) Broadly, the entire written contract of insurance. More
specifically, it is the basic written or printed document, as well as
the coverage forms and endorsement added to it.

insurance premium
(insurance) The amount paid to an insurance company for
coverage under an insurance policy.

insured
(insurance) The person(s) protected under an insurance contract
(policy).

insured value
(insurance) The combined value of merchandise, inland freight,
ocean freight, cost of packaging, freight forwarding charges,
consular fees, and insurance cost, for which insurance is obtained.

insurer
(insurance) The party to the insurance contract who promises to
indemnify losses or provide service; the insurance company.

integrated cargo service
(shipping) A blend of all segments of the cargo system providing
the combined services of carrier, forwarder, handlers and agents.

integrated carriers
(shipping) Carriers that have both air and ground fleets; or other
combinations, such as sea, rail, and truck. Since they usually

handle large volumes, they are often less expensive and offer more
diverse services than regular carriers.

intellectual property
(law) An original work that can be copyrighted, patented, or
registered as a trademark or service mark. Ownership conferring
the right to possess, use, or dispose of products created by human
ingenuity, including patents, trademarks and copyrights. See
copyright; patent; service mark; trademark.

intellectual property rights
(law) The ownership of the right to possess or otherwise use or
dispose of products created by human ingenuity. See copyright;
patent; service mark; trademark.

intended
(shipping) A reference which may appear on marine/ocean bills
of lading, non-negotiable sea waybills and multimodal transport
documents where the carrier reserves the right to change the port
of loading, the ship or the port of discharge. Examples: “intended
port of shipment Hamburg,” “intended ocean vessel MV
Swissahoi,’ “intended port of discharge Hong Kong.”

inter absentee
(law) Among absent parties. An inter absentee contract, for
example, is made between parties who do not meet face-to-face.

Interagency Group on Countertrade
(U.S.) Established in December 1988 under Executive Order
12661, reviews policy and negotiates agreements with other
countries on countertrade and offsets. The IGC operates at the
Assistant Secretary level, with the Department of Commerce as
chair. Membership includes 11 other agencies: the Departments
of Agriculture, Defense, Energy, Justice, Labor, State, Treasury,
the Agency for International Development, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, the U.S. Trade Representative, and the
Office of Management and Budget. Contact: Assistant Secretary
of Trade Development. Office for Counter Trade. U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution Ave. NW,
Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-1461. See
countertrade; offsets.

Inter-American Development Bank
A regional financial institution established in 1959 to advance
the economic and social development of 27 Latin American
member countries. Address: Inter-American Development Bank,
1300 New York Avenue NW, Washington. DC 20577; Tel: [1]
(202) 623-1000; http://www.iadb.org.

interbank  dealings
(banking) Dealings between the banks.

interbank offered rate (IBOR)
(banking/finance) Rate of interest offered by banks for their loans
to the most creditworthy banks for a large loan, for a specific
period and in a specific currency. The best known one is the
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), but they also exist for
Abu Dhabi (ADIBOR), Amsterdam (AIBOR), Bahrein (BIBOR),
Brussels (BRIBOR), Hong Kong (HIBOR) or (HKIBOR),
Kuwait (KIBOR), Luxembourg (LUXIBOR), Madrid (MIBOR),
Paris (PIBOR) (occasionally known as taux interbancaire offert;
Paris - TIOP), Saudi Arabia (SAIBOR), Singapore (SIBOR), 6
month SDRs (SDRIBOR), Zurich (ZIBOR) and other financial
centers.
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interchange agreement
(shipping) An agreement which fixes specific accountability for
use and maintenance of carrier-owned equipment. It formalizes
terms and conditions under which equipment will be leased, in
order to protect the carrier’s financial and legal interest in the
operation of the leased equipment.

interchange point
(shipping) A location where one carrier delivers freight to another
carrier.

Interessantelskab (I/S)
(Denmark, Norway) Designation for a general partnership, in
which all partners have joint and several liability.

interest arbitrage
(banking) The attempt to make a profit out of differing interest
rates for various maturities and/or various instruments. See
arbitrage.

interline shipping
(shipping) The movement of a single shipment of freight via two
or more carriers. See intermodal; coordinated movement;
intermodal compatibility.

interlocutoty
(law) Temporary or interim. An interlocutory injunction, for
example, may be granted pending trial as a temporary restraint
against a party before final judgment is rendered.

intermediate consignee
A bank, forwarding agent, or other intermediary (if any) which
acts in a foreign country as an agent for the exporter, the purchaser,
or the ultimate consignee, for the purpose of effecting delivery of
the export to the ultimate consignee.

intermodal transport
(shipping) The coordinated transport of freight, especially in
connection with relatively long-haul movements using any
combination of freight forwarders, piggyback, containerization,
airfreight, ocean freight, assemblers, motor carriers.

intermodal compatibility
(shipping) The capability which enables a shipment to be
transferred from one form of transport to another, as from airplane
to highway truck, to railway freight car, to ocean vessel.

International Air Transport Association (IATA)
A trade association serving airlines, passengers, shippers, travel
agents, and governments. Address: International Air Transport
Association, 800 Place Victoria, P.O. Box 113. Montreal, Quebec
H4Z 1M1; Tel: [1] (514) 874-0202; Fax: [1] (514) 874-9632;
www.iata.org.

International Anticounterfeiting Coalition
A non-profit organization located in Washington, DC that seeks
to advance intellectual property rights protection on a worldwide
basis by promoting laws, regulations, and directives designed to
render theft of intellectual property rights unattractive and
unprofitable. Address: International Anticounterfeiting Coalition,
1620 L Street NW, Washington D.C. 20036; Tel: [1] (202)
223-5728; Fax: (202) 872-5848; http://iacc.org/iacc.

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
The primary international organization that enforces a system of

safeguards to ensure that nonnuclear weapons states do not divert
shipments of sensitive equipment from peaceful applications to
the production of nuclear weapons. Before a supplier state of
nuclear materials or equipment may approve an export to a
nonnuclear weapons NPT (Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty)
signatory state, it must receive assurances that the recipient will
place the material under IAEA safeguards. Subsequent to
shipment, the recipient state must allow IAEA officials to verify
the legitimate end use of the exported materials or equipment.
IAEA, established in July 1957, gives advice and technical
assistance to developing countries on nuclear power development,
nuclear safety, radioactive waste management, and related efforts.
Safeguards are the technical means applied by the IAEA to verify
that nuclear equipment or materials are used exclusively for
peaceful purposes. Address: International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna International Centre, Wagramerstrasse 5, Postfach 100,
A-1400 Vienna, Austria; Tel: [43] (1) 23-600; Telex: 112645
ATOMA; Fax: [43] (1) 23-4564.

International Atomic Energy List
One of three lists maintained by the Coordinating Committee on
Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom). The IAEL, comprised
strictly of nuclear-related items that are also of commercial value,
consists of: materials, facilities, nuclear-related equipment, and
software. See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export
Controls.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (The
World Bank)
(banking) The International Bank for Reconstruction and Finance
(IBRF) was proposed at Bretton Woods on July 1944,
commencing operation in June 1946. Originally established to
help countries reconstruct their economies after World War II
IBRD, commonly referred to as the World Bank, now assists
developing member countries by lending to government agencies,
or by guaranteeing private loans for such projects as agricultural
modernization or infrastructural development. Address:
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 18 18
H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433: Tel: [1] (202) 477-1234.
See also International Monetary Fund; World Bank; World Bank
Group; http://www.worldbank.org.

international banking facility (IBF)
(U.S.) One of four categories of foreign banking in the United
States. An IBF is a set of asset and liability accounts that is
segregated and limited to financing international trade.

International Buyer Program
(U.S.) (Formerly Foreign Buyer Program) A joint industry-U.S.
International Trade Administration program to assist exporters
in meeting qualified foreign purchasers for their product or service
at trade shows held in the United States. ITA selects leading U.S.
trade shows in industries with high export potential. Each show
selected for the FBP receives promotion through overseas
mailings, U.S. embassy and regional commercial newsletters, and
other promotional techniques. ITA trade specialists counsel
participating U.S. exhibitors. Contact: International Buyer
Program, International Trade Administration, Department of
Commerce, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-048 1;
http://www.ita.doc.gov/uscs/uscsibp.html.

International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes
(ICSID)
(banking) A separate organization of the World Bank which
encourages greater flows of  investment capital by providing
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facilities for the conciliation and arbitration of disputes between
governments and foreign investors. The ICSID also conducts  and
publishes research in foreign-investment law. Address:
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, 1818
H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433; Tel: [1] (202) 477-1234;
Fax: [1] (202)477-1269.

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
A non-governmental organization serving as a policy advocate
for world business. Members in 110 countries comprise tens of
thousands of companies and business organizations. The ICC aims
to facilitate world trade, investment, and an international free
market economy through consultation with other
inter-governmental organizations.
The ICC was founded in Atlantic City in 1919. It now
encompasses associations and companies from all branches of
industry. As an institution of international economic
self-administration, it operates through expert commissions,
subcommittees and working groups to address questions which
are of importance for the international business community. These
include, for example, contract and delivery clauses (Incoterms);
standardization of means of payment, (Uniform Rules for
Collection, Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary
Credits, Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees); arbritral
jurisdiction (Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration); questions
relating to such issues as competition, foreign investments, and
transportation.
The ICC also offers various services to the business community
such as the ATA Carrier system. The ICC publishes many books
and references which are valuable to the international trade
community. Address: International Chamber of Commerce, 38
CoursAlbert 1ER, 75008 Paris, France; Tel: (1)49-5328-28; Fax:
(1) 49-53-2942; http://www.uscib.org;  For U.S. representative,
contact: U.S. Council for International Business. 1212 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, NY 10036; Tel: (212) 354-4480, or,
for ICC publications in the U.S. contact ICC Publishing, Inc.,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York. NY 10010; Tel: [1] (212) 206-1150:
Fax: [1] (212) 633-6025. Refer to the Appendix for a list of ICC
publications.

International Cocoa Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

International Coffee Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

international commodity agreement
An international understanding, usually reflected in a legal
instrument, relating to trade in a particular basic commodity, and
based on terms negotiated and accepted by most of the countries
that export and import commercially significant quantities of the
commodity. Some commodity agreements (such as exists for
coffee, cocoa, natural rubber, sugar, and tin) center on economic
provisions intended to defend a price range for the commodity
through the use of buffer stocks or export quotas or both. Other
commodity agreements (such as existing agreements for jute and
jute products, olive oil, and wheat) promote cooperation among
producers and consumers through improved consultation
exchange Of information, research and development, and export
promotion.

International Communications Satellite Organization (Intelsat)
The organization formed under a multilateral agreement which
owns, maintains, and operates the global satellite system used by
over 100 participating countries. COMSAT is the United States’
representative to and participant in Intelsat. Address: International

Communications Satellite Organization (Intelsat), 3400
International Drive NW, Washington, DC 20008-3098; Tel: [1]
(202) 944-6800; Fax: [1] (202) 944-7898.

International Congress Office (ICO)
A U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration office that persuades
international associations to select the U.S. as venues for their
meetings. The ICO operates out of the American Embassy in
Paris. Address: International Congress Office, Embassy of the
United States, 2 Avenue Gabriel, 75382 Paris Cedex 08, Paris,
France; Tel: [33] (1) 42-9612-02.

International Dairy Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

International Development Association (IDA)
An affiliate of the World Bank Group that was created in 1959 to
lend money to developing countries at no interest and for a long
repayment period. By providing development assistance through
soft loans. IDA meets the needs of many developing countries
that cannot afford development loans at ordinary rates of interest
and in the time span of conventional loans. Address: International
Development Association, World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Room
El 227, Washington DC 20433; Tel: [1] (202) 712-4310; Fax:
[1] (202) 477-6391.

International Development Cooperation Agency (IDCA)
The U.S. coordinating body of all aspects of U.S. economic
assistance and cooperation with lesser developed countries. The
IDCA consists of three parts: Agency for International
Development (AID), Trade and Development Program (TDP)
and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). The
Administrator of AID currently serves as the Acting Director of
IDCA. Address: International Development Cooperation Agency,
320 21st St. NW, Washington, DC 20523-0001; Tel: [1] (202)
647-1850.

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
The IEC was established in 1906 to deal with questions related
to international standardization in the electrical and electronic
engineering fields. The members of the IEC are the national
committees, one for each country, which are required to be as
representative as possible of all electrical interests in the country
concerned: manufacturers, users, governmental authorities,
teaching, and professional bodies. They are composed of
representatives of the various organizations which deal with
questions of electrical standardization at the national level. Most
of them are recognized and supported by their governments.
Address: International Electrotechnical Commission, 3 rue de
Varembe, PO Box 131, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland; Tel: [41]
(22) 34-01-50.

International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA)
(U.S. law) The IEEPA was enacted in 1977 to extend emergency
powers previously granted to the President by the Trading with
the Enemy Act of 1917 (which still authorized the President to
exercise extraordinary powers when the United States is at war).
IEEPA enables the President, after declairing that a national
emergency exists because of a threat from a source outside the
United States, to investigate, regulate, compel or prohibit virtually
any economic transaction involving property in which a foreign
country or national has an interest.

International Energy Agency (IEA)
The IEA was founded in 1974 as a forum for energy cooperation
among 21 member nations. The IEA helps participating countries
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prepare to reduce the economic risks of oil supply disruptions
and to reduce dependence on oil through coordinated and
cooperative research efforts. Headquarters address: International
Energy Agency, 2 rue Andre Pascal. 75775 Paris Cedex. 16,
France. U.S. office; International Energy Agency, 2001 L St.
NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036; Tel: [1] (202) 785-6323.

International Finance Corporation (IFC)
The IFC was established in 1956 as a member of the World Bank
Group. The IFC promotes capital flow into private investment in
developing countries. See World Bank Group.

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB)
An organizational entity under the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). Located in Geneva, IFRB is
composed of five full-time elected officials with a rotating
chairmanship. IFRB maintains the International Frequency
Register, monitors and analyzes all ITU records of frequency
use around the world, and makes determinations as to whether
or not certain systems are in compliance with the Radio
Regulations. See International Telecommunications Union.

international investment
See foreign direct investment in the U.S.

International Jute Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

International Labor Organization (ILO)
The ILO, set up in 1919, became a specialized agency of the
United Nations in 1946. The ILO seeks to promote improved
working and living conditions by establishing standards that
reduce social injustice. Address: International Labor Organization,
4. rue des Morillons, CH-121 1, Geneva 22, Switzerland; Tel:
[41] (22) 799-6111; Telex: 415647 ILO CH; Fax: [41] (22) 798-
8685.

International Maritime Organization (IMO)
The International Maritime Organization, IMO, was established
as a specialized agency of the United Nations in 1948. The IMO
facilitates cooperation on technical matters affecting merchant
shipping and traffic. It publishes “Guidelines for Packing and
Securing  Cargoes in Containers for Transport by Land or Sea”
(Container Packing Guidelines). Address: International Maritime
Organization. 4 Albert Embankment, London SEI 7SR, England;
Tel: [44] (71) 735-7611; Telex: 23588; Fax: [44](71)587-3210.

International Maritime Satellite Organization (IMSO Or
INMARSAT)
An international partnership of signatories from 62 nations. The
partnership provides mobile satellite capacity to its signatories,
who, in turn, use the capacity to provide worldwide mobile
satellite services to their maritime, aeronautical and land mobile
customers-including shipping, cruise, fishing, research and
offshore exploration industries, and airlines. INMARSAT began
service in 1976. COMSAT is the U.S.  signatory to INMARSAT
Address: International Maritime Satellite Organization, 40 Melton
Street, London NW1 2EQ,
UK; Tel: [44] (171) 397-9089; Telex: 297201 INMSATG; Fax:
[44] (171) 728-1044.

International Market Insights (IMI)
(U.S.) Reports prepared by staff at American embassies and
consulates covering developments in a single country that are of
interest to traders and investors. Topics may include: new laws,

policies and procedures, new trade regulations, and marketplace
changes. Available from the National Trade Data Bank CD-ROM,
online via the Economic Bulletin Board, or as individual reports
from the Department of Commerce. For address information, see
National Trade Data Bank; Economic Bulletin Board; United
States Department of Commerce.

international market research
See Industry Subsector Analysis.

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) An international financial
institution proposed at the 1944 Bretton Woods Conference and
established in 1946 that seeks to stabilize the international
monetary system as a sound basis for the orderly expansion of
international trade. Specifically, among other things, the Fund
monitors exchange rate policies of member countries, lends them
foreign exchange resources to support their adjustment policies
when they experience balance of payments difficulties, and
provides them financial assistance through a special
“compensatory financing facility” when they experience temporary
shortfalls in commodity export earnings. Membership in the fund
is a prerequisite to membership in the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development.
Address: International Monetary Fund, 700 19th Street N.W.
Washington. DC 20431; Tel: [1] (202) 623-7430; Fax: [1] (202)
623-4661.
See Bretton-Woods Agreement, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development; World Bank Group.

International Munitions List (IML)
The IML is one of three lists controlled by the 17 member
Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom). The IML contains 23 categories and is similar in
coverage, but less restrictive than the U.S. Munitions List
(USML). See Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export
Controls, United States Munitions List.

International Olive Oil Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

International Organization for Standardization.
See International Standards Organization.

International POW WOW
(U.S.) An annual trade fair, coordinated by the Travel Industry
Association of America (TIA) to promote foreign tourism to the
United States, which brings together over 1,200 international
buyers (tour operators and wholesalers) from 55 countries. The
buyers are chosen through international selection criteria and
purchase packages which they sell to their respective travel
retailers.
Each non-U.S. country has a chairman and the chairman has a
selection committee. Each country has a quota of buyers they
can send to either the U.S. or the European POW WOW. If a
buyer wants to go and hasn’t already been selected, they can try
contacting the selection committee via the chairman. One way to
find out who this is, would be to contact the Travel Industry
Association of America (see address below.) U.S. sellers do not
need to go through such a process. However, to have a booth at
the European POW WOW they must be TIA members. They do
not have to be TIA members to participate in the U.S. POW
WOW. Organizer: Travel Industry Association of America, 1100
New York Ave. NW, Suite 450, Washington. DC 20005-3934;
Tel: [ 1] (202) 408-8422; Fax: [1] (202) 408-1255. The TIA
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coordinates the POW WOW with the U.S. Travel and Tourism
Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Tel: (202)
482-0137.

International RealEstate Institute (IREI)

The International Real Estate Institute has been dedicated to the
advancement of the real estate profession since 1975. The primary
objective of the International Real Estate Institute is to provide
professional recognition and a method to easily network with
real estate professionals both internationally as well as within
your own nation. IREI is also committed to providing the most
current international real estate information possible through
various publications and conferences.

International Rubber Agreement (IRA)
An international agreement among natural rubber exporting and
importing nations whose purpose is to stabilize the price of rubber
through import quotas, thereby protecting rubber exporting
countries in the developing world from the effects of extreme
price fluctuations. See international commodity agreement

International Standards Organization (ISO)
The ISO, established in 1947, is a worldwide federation of national
bodies, representing approximately 90 member countries. The
scope of the International Standards Organization covers
standardization in all fields except electrical and electronic
engineering standards, which are the responsibility of the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). Together, the
ISO and IEC form the specialized system for worldwide
standardization the world’s largest non-governmental system for
voluntary industrial and technical collaboration at the international
level.
The result of ISO technical work is published in the form of
International Standards. There are, for example, ISO standards
for the quality grading of steel; for testing the strength of woven
textiles; for storage of citrus fruits; for magnetic codes on credit
cards; for automobile safety belts; and for ensuring the quality
and performance of such diverse products as surgical implants,
ski bindings, wire ropes, and photographic lenses.
ISO 9000 is a new series of voluntary international quality
standards. Its formal name is IS0 9000 Series of Standards.
Adoption of ISO standards has become a virtual prerequisite for
doing business internationally. Address: International Standards
Organization. 1 rue de Varembe, PO Box 56, CH-1211 Geneva
20, Switzerland; Tel: [41] (22) 749-0111; Fax: [41](22)733-3430.
In the United States contact: International Organization for
Standards, The American National Standards Institute, 11 West
42nd St., New York, NY 10036; Tel: (212) 642-4900.

International Sugar Agreement
See international commodity agreement.

International Telecommunications Union
A specialized agency of the United Nations with responsibilities
for developing operational procedures and technical standards
for the use of the radio frequency spectrum, the satellite orbit,
and for the international public telephone and telegraph network-
There are over 160 member nations of the ITU. The Radio
Regulations that result from ITU conferences have treaty status
and provide the principal guidelines for world telecommunications.
In the case of the U.S., they are the framework for development
of the U.S. national frequency allocations and regulations. The
ITU has four permanent organs: the General Secretariat, the
International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), the

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), and the
International Telegraph and Telephone and Consultative
Committee (ITTCC). Address: International Telecommunications
Union, Place des Nations, CH- 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland;
Tel: [41](22) 730-5111; Fax: [41] (22) 733-7256.

International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT)
Created in 1964 under a multilateral agreement, INTELSAT is a
nonprofit cooperative of (presently) 116 countries that jointly
own and operate a global communications satellite system serving
the world. The system is used primarily for international
communications, and by many countries for domestic
communications. In 1991, the INTELSAT system comprised a
network of 16 satellites in geosynchronous orbit over the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Ocean regions, with service to about 1,500
international and domestic earth station antennas.

International Tin Agreement
See international commodity, agreement.

International Trade Administration (ITA)
(U.S.) The trade unit of the U.S. Department of Commerce, ITA
was established in 1980 to carry out the U.S. government’s
nonagricultural foreign trade activities and support the policy
negotiations of the U.S. Trade Representative. It encourages and
promotes U.S. exports of manufactured goods, administers U.S.
statutes and agreements dealing with foreign trade, and advises
on U.S. international trade and commercial policy. An important
arm of the ITA is the United States and Foreign Commercial
Service. Address: International Trade Administration, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1]
(202) 4822867. See also United States Department of Commerce;
United States and Foreign Commercial Service; United States
Trade Representative

Interntional Trade Association (ITA)

The International Trade Association (ITA) is a worldwide
organization providing recognition and membership services to
qualified individuals who specialize in World Trade. The
association offers the “CTS - Certified Trade Specialist”
designation. This designation is recognized as the sign of
knowledge, integrity, and excellence in the International Trade
Industry.

International Trade Commission (ITC)
(U.S.) An independent U.S. government fact-finding agency with
six commissioners who review and make recommendations
concerning countervailing duty and antidumping petitions
submitted by U.S. industries seeking relief from imports that
benefit unfair trade practices. Known as the U.S. Tariff
Commission before its mandate was broadened by the Trade Act
of 1974. Address: U.S. Department of Commerce, International
Trade Commission, 500 E. Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20436;
Tel: [1] (202) 2052000. See dumping; countervailing duty.

International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(U.S.) Regulations administered in the United States by the U.S.
State Department to control the export of weapons and munitions.

International Union for the Protection of  Literary and Artistic
Works
See Berne Convention; World Intellectual Property Organization.

International Wheat Agreement
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See international commodity agreement.

interstate carrier
(shipping-U.S.) A common carrier whose business extends beyond
the boundaries of one state. See carrier; common carrier.

interstate commerce
(U.S.) Trade between or among several states of the United States.
A seller that uses a telephone or facsimile across state lines in its
transactions, or transports goods by rail or interstate roads is
using interstate commerce.

Interstate Commerce Act of 1887
(U.S. law) Federal legislation regulating the practices, rates, and
rules of transportation for carriers engaged in handling interstate
shipments or the movement for a fee of people across state lines.

intervention
(banking/foreign exchange) Efforts by central banks and national
governments to influence the exchange rates for its currency.
Intervention is usually done in one of two ways: (1) The purchase
of large amounts of a currency in order to bolster the price, or
(2) The sale of large amounts of a currency to lower the price of
the currency. Central banks can also raise interest rates in order
to attract capital into the country or lower interest rates to
discourage the flow of capital into the country.

intervention currency
(banking/foreign exchange) The foreign currency a country uses
to ensure by means of official exchange transactions that the
permitted exchange rate margins are observed. Intervention
usually takes the form of purchases and sales of foreign currency
by the central bank or exchange equalization fund in domestic
dealings with commercial banks.

in-the-money
(foreign exchange) An option is in-the-money in the following
cases: (1) Call option: market price is greater than the strike price;
and (2) Put option: market price less than the strike price. For
European options, replace the market price by the forward price
of the underlying instrument on the expiry date of the option.
See also call option; put option; strike price; European option;
out-of-the-money.

intrinsic value
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The difference between the
strike price of an option and the forward price of the underlying
security up to maturity, as long as the option is in-the-money.
The premium of an option is made up of the time value and the
intrinsic value.

in trust (goods/documents)
(banking) In documentary collections, when a bank releases
documents to the importer/buyer to allow him to inspect them
prior to payment.

investment climate statements
(U.S.) Reports prepared occasionally by the commercial sections
of U.S. embassies for the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service,
covering 67 individual countries. The ICSs provide statistics and
analysis of policies and issues effecting the climate for direct
investment in the individual country. See United States and Foreign
Commercial Service.

investment  performance requirements

(foreign investment) Special conditions imposed on direct foreign
investment by recipient governments, sometimes requiring
commitments to export a certain percentage of the output, to
purchase given supplies locally, or to ensure the employment of a
specified percentage of local labor and management.

invisible balance
See invisible trade balance.

invisible barriers to trade
Government regulations that do not directly restrict trade, but
indirectly impede free trade by imposing excessive or obscure
requirements on goods sold within a country, especially imported
goods. These regulations are often known to business owners
within the country, because they may be required to comply with
them, but are often not known by foreign businesses seeking to
export their products, and therefore such regulations are
“invisible.” Examples include labelling requirements, sanitary
standards, and size or measurement standards.

invisibles; invisible trade
(economics) Non-merchandise items such as freight, insurance,
and financial services that are included in a country’s balance of
payments accounts (in the “current” account, even though the)
are not recorded as physically visible exports and imports. See
balance of trade.

invisible trade balance
(economics) As contrasted with the import and export of
goods-the trade balance created by the import and export of
services, including consulting and advisory services, transportation
services, income and expenditure on travel services, insurances,
licenses, earnings and interest income from international capital
movements. See balance of trade.

invoice
A document identifying the seller and buyer of goods or services,
identifying numbers such as invoice number, date, shipping date,
mode of transport, delivery and payment terms, and a complete
listing and description of the goods or services being sold including
prices, discounts and quantities. See commercial invoice.

inward foreign manifest (IFM)
(U.S. Customs) A U.S. Customs mandated document requiring
the complete listing, by bill of lading numbers of an arriving ship’s
freight being imported into the United States.

ipso jure
(law) By operation of law. Contract terms that are implied by a
court from the conduct of the parties, for example, are enforceable
ipso jure.

irrevocable letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which cannot be amended or canceled
without prior mutual consent of all parties to the credit. Such a
letter of credit guarantees payment by the bank to the seller/
exporter so long as all the terms and conditions of the credit have
been met.
Documentary letters of credit issued subject to the Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCPDC)
Publication No. 500 are deemed to be irrevocable unless expressly
marked as revocable; See letter of credit.

irritating material
(shipping) Items capable of causing discomfort such as tearing,
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J
Japan Corporate Program
(U.S.) The Japan Corporate Program was initiated by the U.S.
Department of Commerce to help increase U.S. exports to Japan.
The program was initiated in January 1991, following selection
of 20 companies to participate in a five-year pilot project to
improve U.S. knowledge of, and access to, the Japanese market.
As part of the five-year commitment to the program, the
companies arrange four visits a year to Japan, including two by
their chief executives; publish their product literature in Japanese;
participate in at least one trade promotion event in Japan each
year; and modify products to enhance consumer acceptance and
promote sales in Japan. The U.S. Department of Commerce
supports the 20 firms with market data, arranges introductory
meetings with prospective Japanese buyers, and recommends
market development strategies. Address: Japan Corporate
Program, Office of Export Promotion Coordination, Room 200
IA. Department of Commerce, 14th and Constitution Ave. NW,
Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1](202) 482-4792; Fax: [1] (202)
482-1999.

Japan Development Bank (JDB)
(Japan) The Japan Development Bank was founded in 1951 to
aid in developing and diversifying the Japanese economy. The
JDB is a non-profit organization owned entirely by the Japanese
Government U.S. companies may participate in JDB funding
activity under the Bank’s Loan Division in the International
Department. The International Department disburses loans to
foreign companies under two primary loan programs: promotion
of Foreign Direct Investment in Japan and Facilities for Import
Products. The other loan programs of JDB are also available to
foreign-owned companies under the principle of equal treatment
of clients regardless of nationality. Address: Japan Development
Bank, 91, 1-chome, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 1000004,
Japan; Tel: [81] (3) 3244-1770; Fax: [81] (3) 3245-1938; Telex:
24343.

Japan Export Information Center (JEIC)
(U.S.) Provides information on doing business in Japan, market
entry alternatives, market information and research, product
standards and testing requirements, tariffs and non-tariff barriers.
The Center maintains a commercial library and participates in
private- and government-sponsored seminars on doing business
in Japan. JEIC is operated by the International Trade
Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th Street
and Constitution Ave. NW, Washington DC 20230: Tel: [1] (202)
4822425 and [1] (202) 482-4524; Fax: (202) 482-0469.

Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO)
(Japan) Although legally under the aegis of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI), JETRO administers the
export programs of the Japanese Government independently. The
MITI subsidizes about 60 percent of JETRO’s total annual
expenditures and, technically, has final decision-making authority
over JETRO management and programs. Originally established
to help Japanese firms export, JETRO also assists American

companies seeking to export to Japan and promotes Japanese
direct investment in the United States and U.S. direct investment
in Japan. JETRO offices in the U.S. have excellent trade libraries
open to the public. There are seven branches throughout the U.S.
Headquarters are in Tokyo: Japan External Trade Organization,
2-5 Toranomon, 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan; Tel:
[81] (3) 35825522; New York branch Tel: [1] (212) 997-0400:
San Francisco branch, Tel: [1] (415) 392-1333; Fax: (415)
788-6927.

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
Established in August 1974 to administer the bilateral grant portion
of Japan’s Official Development Assistance (ODA). ICA covers
both: (1) grant aid cooperation (offered without the obligation of
repayment) and (2) technical cooperation (offering trainees,
experts, equipment project-type technical cooperation, and
development studies). Address: Japan International Cooperation
Agency, Shinjuku Mitsui Bldg., 1-1, Nishi Shinjuku 2-chome,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 103; Tel: [81] (3) 33465311.

jetsam
(shipping) Articles from a ship or ship’s cargo which are thrown
overboard, usually to lighten the load in times of emergency or
distress and that sinks or is washed ashore. See also flotsam.

jettison
(shipping) To unload or throw overboard at sea a part of a ship’s
paraphernalia or cargo to lighten the ship in time of emergency.

joint  agent
(shipping) A person having authority to transact business for two
or more transportation lines.
joint and several guarantee
See aval.

joint and several liability
(law) Liability for damages imposed on two or more individuals
or legal entities who are responsible together and individually,
allowing the party harmed to seek full remedy against all or any
number of the wrongdoers. The availability of joint and several
liability varies among countries, and some jurisdictions have placed
limitations on the amount of damages for which a single person
can be held liable when multiple parties could be responsible.

Joint Committee for Investment & Trade (JICT)
(U.S./Mexico) The JCIT, was established in October 1990 to
demonstrate U.S. and Mexican commitment to greater economic
cooperation. The Committee identifies trade and investment
opportunities and coordinates trade promotion events. For
marketing  and trade information, contact the 24 hour flash Fax
number: (202) 482-4464; For questions not addressed in the flash
fax menu, contact: Office of Mexico, Department of Commerce,
14th Street and Constitution Ave. NW, Room 3022, Washington
DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-0300.

choking, vomiting and skin irritation. (UN CLASS 6.) Examples
are tear gas and riot control agents. Hazards/precautions are may
cause difficulty in breathing; may burn but do not ignite readily;
exposure in enclosed areas may be harmful; may cause tearing of

the eyes, choking, nausea or skin irritation.

IS0 9000
A new series of voluntary international quality standards. Its
formal name is ISO 9000 Series of Standards. Adoption of ISO
standards has become a virtual prerequisite for doing business
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joint rate
(shipping) A single through-rate on cargo moving via two or more
carriers

joint stock company
(law) An unincorporated business association with ownership
interests represented by shares of stock. These companies have
characteristics of both corporations and partnerships. They are
created under authority of law and are treated differently from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. See corporation; partnership.

joint  venture
(law) (a) A combination of two or more individuals or legal entities
who undertake together a transaction for mutual gain or to engage
in a commercial enterprise together with mutual sharing of profits
and losses. (b) A form of business partnership involving joint
management and the sharing of risks and profits as between
enterprises based in different countries. If joint ownership of capital
is involved, the partnership is known as an equity joint venture.

jurat
(law) A statement signed by a person authorized to take oaths
certifying to the authenticity of a document or affidavit See

authentication; notary public.

juridical person
See person, as defined by law.

juristic act
(law) Action intended to, and capable of having, a legal effect,
such as the creation, termination, or modification of a legal right.
Signing a power of attorney, for example, is a juristic act because
it gives legal authority to an agent.

juristic person
See person, as defined by law.

just in time
(economics/manufacturing) The principle of production and
inventory control that prescribes precise controls for the
movement of raw materials, component parts and work-in-
progress. Goods arrive when needed (just in time) for production
for use rather than becoming expensive inventory that occupies
costly warehouse space.

K
Kabushiki Kaisha (KK)
(Japan) Designation for a joint stock company with limited
personal liability to shareholders.

karbovanet
The currency of Ukraine. The abbreviation is Uak. No
subcurrency is in use.

keelage
(shipping) The charges paid by a ship entering or remaining in
certain ports.

Keidanren
(Japan) Keidanren (the Japanese Federation of Economic
Organizations) was established in 1946 as a private, non-profit
economic organization representing virtually all branches of
economic activity in Japan. Address: Japan Federation of
Economic Organizations (Keidanren), 9-4, Otemachi 1-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan; Tel: [81] (3) 3279-1444; Fax:
[81] (3) 52556250

keiretsu
(Japan) Keiretsu refers to the horizontally and vertically linked
industrial structure of post-war Japan. The horizontally linked
groups include a broad range of industries linked via banks and
general trading firms. There are eight major industrial groups,
sometimes referred to as “Kigyo Shudan”: Mitsubishi, Mitsui,
Sumitomo, Fuyo, DKB, Sanwa, Tokai, and IBJ. The vertically
linked groups (such as Toyota, Matshushita, and Sony) are
centered around parent companies, with subsidiaries frequently
serving as suppliers, distributors, and retail outlets. Common
characteristics among the groups include crossholding of company
shares, intra-group financing, joint investment, mutual
appointment of officers, and other joint business activities. The
keiretsu system emphasizes mutual cooperation and protects
affiliates from mergers and acquisitions. Ties within groups
became looser after the oil shocks of the 1970s as a result of
decreasing dependence on banks for capital.

key currency
(foreign exchange) A major currency in the global economy.  Small
countries, which are highly dependent on exports, orientate their
exchange rate to major currencies in the global economy, the so-
called key currencies. Key currencies include the U.S. dollar, the
British pound sterling, the German mark, the Swiss franc, the
French franc, the Dutch gilder, the Japanese yen and the Canadian
dollar.

kilogram
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measure equal to 2.2046 lbs.
Abbreviated as k, K, KS, kg, KG, kgs, or KGS.

kilo ton (metric ton)
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measure equal to 2204.6
pounds.

kina
The currency of Papua New Guinea. 1K=1 toea.

kind or quality
See drawback-refund of duties.

kip
The currency of Laos. 1K= 100 at

kiwi bond
(banking/finance) Bond issued in New Zealand dollars on the New
Zealand market by non New Zealand borrowers.

knocked down (K.D.)
An article taken apart and folded or telescoped in such a manner
as to reduce its bulk at least 66 2/3 percent from its normal shipping
cubeage when set up or assembled.

knot
(measure) A unit of measurement of speed of a vessel in water or
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an airplane in air equal to one nautical mile (6082.66 feet) per
hour.

known loss
(shipping/insurance) A loss discovered before or at the time of
delivery of a shipment.

Kokusai Denshin Denwa
(Japan) The Kokusai Denshin Denwa Company, KDD, was
established in 1953 but traces its history back to 1871 and the
establishment of its predecessor organizations. For more than a
century, the company was Japan’s sole supplier of international
telecommunications services and today remains Japan’s leading
international carrier KDD is Japan’s signatory to INTELSAT and
INMARSAT.

Kommanditgeselischaft (KG)
(Austria, Germany, Switzerland) Designation for a limited
partnership in which at least one of the partners has general liability
and at least one of the other partners has limited liability.

Kommanditselskab (KIS)
(Denmark) Designation for a limited partnership in which at least
one of the partners has general liability and at least one of the
other partners has limited liability.

koruna
The currency of the Czech and the Slovak Republics. lKcs=100
balers.

krona
The currency of: Iceland, 1IKr=l 00 aurar;
Sweden, 1SKr--100ore.

krone
The currency of: Denmark, 1DKr= 100 ore;
Norway, 1NKr=100 ore;
Greenland (see Denmark).
kroon
The currency of Estonia. lEek=100 senti.

kwacha
The currency of:
Malawi, 1 MK=100 tambala;
Zambia, lK=100 ngwee.

kwariza
The currency of Angola. 1 Kz= 100 lwei

kyat
The currency of Myanmar (Burma). 1K=100 pyas.

L
laissez-faire
(economics) A term used to describe minimal governmental
involvement in an economy, allowing market forces and
individuals to make their own decisions, with little or no
regulation.

landbridge
(shipping) The movement of containers from a foreign country
by vessel, transiting a country  by rail or truck, and then being
loaded aboard another vessel for delivery to a second foreign
country. An example would be a container from Shanghai which
arrives in the U.S. at Tacoma, Washington and is carried by rail
to New Jersey where it is shipped by ocean to London
(water-rail-water operation).

landed price (named location)
See Incoterms.

Lanham Act of 1947
(U.S. law) Federal legislation governing trademarks and other
symbols for identifying goods sold in interstate commerce. As
amended, it allows a manufacturer to protect his brand or
trademark in the United States by having it recorded on a
government register in the U.S. Patent Office. Also provides for
the legal right to register any distinctive mark

lash
See lighter aboard ship.

lat
The currency of Latvia. 1LvL=100 sintim.

Latin American Free Trade Association (LAIA)
See Latin American Integration Association.

Latin American Integration Association (LAIA)
(regional trade alliance) LAIA was created by the 1980
Montevideo Treaty as a replacement to the Latin American Free
Trade Association (LAFTA). LAFTA was rejected because
members felt its rules governing integration trends were too rigid.
LAIA, an association involving Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and
Venezuela, since has declined as a major Latin American
integration effort in favor of regional efforts, such as Mercosur.
See Mercosur.

lay order
(customs) The period during which imported merchandise may
remain at the place of unlading without some action being taken
for its disposition, i.e., beyond the 5-day General Order period.
See general order.

League of Arab States
See Arab League.

least developed countries (LDCs)
(economics) Some 36 of the world’s poorest countries, considered
by the United Nations to be the least developed of the less
developed countries. Most of them are small in terms of area and
population, and some are land-locked or small island countries.
They are generally characterized by low: per capita incomes,
literacy levels, and medical standards; subsistence agriculture;
and a lack of exploitable minerals and competitive industries. Many
suffer from aridity, floods, hurricanes, and excessive animal and
plant pests, and most are situated in the zone 10 to 30 degrees
north latitude. These countries have little prospect of rapid
economic development in the foreseeable future and are likely to
remain heavily dependent upon official development assistance
for many years. Most are in Africa, but a few, such as Bangladesh,
Afghanistan, Laos, and Nepal, are in Asia. Haiti is the only country
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in the Western Hemisphere classified by the United Nations as
“least developed.” See developing countries; less developed
country.

legal entity
(law) Any individual, proprietorship, partnership, corporation,
association, or  other organization that has, in the eyes of the
law, the capacity to make a contract or an agreement, and the
abilities to assume an obligation and to discharge an indebtedness.
A legal entity is a responsible being in the eyes of the law and can
be sued for damages if the performance of a contract or agreement
is not met. See also person.

legal person
See person; legal entity.

legal tender
(banking/currency/law) Any money that is recognized as being
lawful for use by a debtor to pay a creditor, who must accept
same in the discharge of a debt unless the contract between the
parties specifically states that another type of money is to be used.

lek
The currency of Albania. 1L=100 qintars.

lempira
The currency of Honduras. 1L=100 centavos.

lender of last resort
(banking) One of the functions and a major raison d’etre of a
modern central bank; whereby the bank has to provide liquid
assets to the banking system when the existing liquid assets of
the banking system threaten to deplete.

leone
The currency of Sierra Leone. 1Le=100 cents.

less developed country (LDC)
(economics) A country showing: (1) a poverty level of income,
(2) a high rate of population increase, (3) a substantial portion of
its workers employed in agriculture, (4) a low proportion of adult
literacy (5) high unemployment, and (6) a significant reliance on
a few items for export.
Terms such as third world, poor, developing nations, and
underdeveloped have also been used to describe less developed
countries.

lesser developed country (LLDC)
(economics) The classification LLDC was developed by the
United Nations to give some guidance to donor agencies and
countries about an equitable allocation of foreign assistance. The
criteria for designating a country an LLDC, originally adopted
by the UN Committee for Development Planning in 1971, have
been modified several times. Criteria have included low: per capita
income, literacy, and manufacturing share of the country’s total
gross domestic product. There is continuing concern that the
criteria should be more robust and less subject to the possibility
of easy fluctuation of a country between less developed and least
developed status.

less than container load (LCL)
(shipping) A shipment of cargo that does not fill a container and
is merged with cargo for more than one consignee or from more
than one shipper. A container may be packed with LCL cargo at
a container freight station for LCL delivery.

less than truckload (LTL)
(shipping) A shipment weighing less than the weight required for
the application of the truckload rate.

letter of assignment
A document with which the assignor assigns rights to a third
party. See assignment.

letter of credit (L/C)
(banking) Formal term: Documentary credit or documentary letter
of credit.
A letter of credit is a document issued by a bank stating its
commitment to pay someone (supplier/exporter/seller) a stated
amount of money on behalf of a buyer (importer) so long as the
seller meets very specific terms and conditions. Letters of credit
are more formally called documentary letters of credit because
the banks handling the transaction deal in documents as opposed
to goods.
The terms and conditions listed in the credit all involve
presentation of specific documents within a stated period of time,
hence the formal name documentary credits.
The documents the buyer requires in the credit may vary, but at a
minimum include an invoice and a bill of lading. Other documents
the buyer may specify are certificate of origin, consular invoice,
insurance certificate, inspection certificate and others.
Letters of credit are the most common method of making
international payments, because the risks of the transaction are
shared by both the buyer and the supplier.
Documentary letters of credit are subject to the Uniform Customs
and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCPDC), Brochure No.
500, of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris.
See Uniform Customs and Practice.

Basic Letters of Credit
There are two basic forms of a letter of credit: the Revocable
Credit and the Irrevocable Credit. There are also two types of
irrevocable credit: the Irrevocable Credit not Confirmed, and the
Irrevocable Confirmed Credit. Each type of credit has advantages
and disadvantages for the buyer and for the seller. Also note that
the more the banks assume risk by guaranteeing payment, the
more they will charge for providing the service.
(a) Revocable credit-This credit can be changed or canceled by
the buyer without prior notice to the supplier. Because it offers
little security to the seller, revocable credits are generally
unacceptable and are rarely used.
(b) Irr evocable credit-The irrevocable credit is one which the
issuing bank commits itself irrevocably to honor, provided the
beneficiary complies with all stipulated conditions. This credit
cannot be changed or canceled without the consent of both the
buyer and the seller. As a result, this type of credit is the most
widely used in international trade. Irrevocable credits are more
expensive because of the issuing bank’s added liability in
guaranteeing the credit. There are two types of irrevocable credits:
(1) The Irr evocable credit not confirmed (Unconfirmed
credit). This means that the buyer’s bank which issues the credit
is the only party responsible for payment to the supplier, and the
supplier’s bank is obliged to pay the supplier  only after receiving
payment from the buyer’s bank. The supplier’s bank merely acts
on behalf of the issuing bank and therefore incurs no risk.
(2) The Irr evocable, confirmed credit. In a confirmed credit,
the advising bank adds its guarantee to pay the supplier to that of
the issuing bank. If the issuing bank fails to make payment, the
advising bank will pay. If a supplier is unfamiliar with the buyer’s
bank which issues the letter of credit, he may insist on an
irrevocable confirmed credit. These credits may be used when
trade is conducted in a high risk area where there are fears of
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outbreak of war or social, political, or financial instability.
Confirmed credits may also be used by the supplier to enlist the
aid of a local bank to extend financing to enable him to fill the
order. A confirmed credit costs more because the bank has added
liability.

Special Letters of Credit
There are numerous special letters of credit designed to meet
specific needs of buyers, suppliers, and intermediaries. Special
letters of credit usually involve increased participation by banks,
so financing and service charges are higher than those for basic
letters of credit. The following is a brief description of some special
letters of credit.
(a) Standby letter of credit-This credit is primarily a payment
or performance guarantee. It is used primarily in the United States
because U.S. banks are prevented by law from providing certain
guarantees. Standby credits are often called non-performing letters
of credit because they are only used as a backup payment method
if the collection on a primary payment method is past due.
Standby letters of credit can be used, for example, to guarantee
the following types of payment and performance:
• repayment of loans,
• fulfillment by subcontractors,
• securing the payment for goods delivered by third parties.
The beneficiary to a standby letter of credit can draw from it on
demand, so the buyer assumes added risk.
(b) Revolving letter of credit-This credit is a commitment on
the part of the issuing bank to restore the credit to the original
amount after it has been used or drawn down. The number of
times it can be utilized and the period of validity is stated in the
credit. The credit can be cumulative or noncumulative. Cumulative
means that unutilized sums can be added to the next installment,
whereas noncumulative means that partial amounts not utilized
in time expire.
(c) Deferred payment letter of credit-In this credit the buyer
takes delivery of the shipped goods by accepting the documents
and agreeing to pay the bank after a fixed period of time. This
credit gives the buyer a grace period for payment.
(d) Red  clause letter of  credit-This is used to provide the
supplier with some funds prior to shipment to finance production
of the goods. The credit may be advanced in part or in full, and
the buyer’s bank finances the advance payment. The buyer, in
essence, extends financing to the seller and incurs ultimate risk
for all advanced credits
(e) Transferable Letter of Credit-This credit allows the supplier
to transfer all or part of the proceeds of the letter of credit to a
second beneficiary, usually the ultimate supplier of the goods.
This is a common financing tactic for middlemen and is used
extensively in the Far East.
(f) Back-to-Back Letter of Credit-This is a new credit opened
on the basis of an already existing, nontransferable credit. It is
used by traders to make payment to the ultimate supplier. A trader
receives a letter of credit from the buyer and then opens another
letter of credit in favor of the supplier. The first letter of credit is
used as collateral for the second credit. The second credit makes
price adjustments from which come the trader’s profit.

letter of intent
(law) A document, such as a written memorandum, that describes
the preliminary understanding between parties who intend to make
a contract or join together in another action, such as a joint venture
or a corporate merger.

letter of indemnity (LOI)
(shipping) A document which serves to protect the carrier/owner
financially against possible repercussions in connection with the

release of goods without presentation of an original bill of lading.
A letter of indemnity (usually as an indemnity for missing bill of
lading) is used in cases in which the goods arrive at the port of
destination before the original bills of lading. The issuance of the
letter of indemnity allows the purchaser to take immediate delivery
of the goods, thus saving himself time, additional demurrage,
storage expenses, insurance costs; etc.

leu
The currency of Romania. 1L=100 bani.

lev
The currency of Bulgaria. 1Lv=100 sotinki.

leverage
(finance/foreign exchange) In options terminology, this expresses
the disproportionately large change in the premium in terms of
the relative price movement of the underlying instrument

lex loci actus
(law) A legal rule to apply the law of the place where a wrongful
act occurred. A court may apply this law in a legal action if the
parties have not expressly agreed to the law that will govern their
contract and if the laws of more than one jurisdiction could apply.
If a buyer and seller, for example, are located in different countries
and the buyer breaches the contract, under the rule of lex loci
actus the court will apply the law of the buyer’s country in
interpreting the contract. This rule is usually applied when the
wrongful act has a greater effect in the jurisdiction where it
occurred than in any other jurisdiction. See conflict of laws; nexus;
lex loci solutionis.

lex loci solutionis
(law) A legal rule to apply the law of the place where payment is
to be made or a contract is to be performed. A country may
apply this law in a legal action if the parties have not expressly
agreed to the law that will govern their contract and if the laws of
more than one jurisdiction could apply. If a buyer and seller, for
example, are located in different countries and the buyer breaches
the contract, under the law of lex loci solutionis the court will
apply the law of the seller’s country, which is where payment is
to be made. This rule is usually applied when performance of the
contract has a greater effect in the jurisdiction where it is to occur
than in any other jurisdiction. See conflict of laws; nexus; lex loci
actus.

liberal
(economics) When referring to trade policy, “liberal” usually
means relatively free of import controls or restraints and/or a
preference for reducing existing barriers to trade, often contrasted
with the protectionist preference for retaining or raising selected
barriers to imports

LIBID
See London Interbank Bid Rate.

LIBOR
See London Interbank Offered Rate.

licensing agreement
(law) A contract whereby the holder of a trademark, patent, or
copyright transfers a limited right to use a process, sell or
manufacture an article, or furnish specialized services covered
by the trademark, patent or copyright to another firm.
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life-cycle processing
(economics/accounting) An accounting approach in which a
company sets product prices based on recovering costs over the
life cycle of the product.
(U.S.) In antidumping cases. U.S. authorities dispute the validity
of this approach because projections of future yield improvements
cannot be verified at the time of dumping calculations. See
dumping

lift van
(shipping) A wooden or metal container used for packing
household goods and personal effects. A lift van must be at least
100 cubic feet and be suitable for lifting by mechanical device.

lighter
(shipping) An open or covered barge towed by a tugboat and
used mainly in harbors and inland waterways for  the transport of
cargo. Lighters are used in situations where shallow water
prevents the ocean going vessel from coming close to shore.

lighter aboard ship (LASH)
(shipping) A floatable large container (lighter) used in the
combined ocean and inland waterway transport of goods. Lighters
are transported on specialty constructed ships.

lighterage
(shipping) (a) The loading or unloading of a ship by means of a
lighter; (b) Charges assessed for lighter service.

litangeni
The currency of Swaziland.  1L=100 cents. The plural of lilangeni
is emalangeni (E).

LIMEAN
(banking/finance) The calculated average of the London Interbank
Bid Rate (LIBID) and the London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR).
See London Interbank Bid Rate; London Interbank Offered Rate.

Limitada (Ltda.)
(Brazil, Portugal) Designation for a private limited liability
corporation with limited liability to shareholders. See Sociedad
por Quota

limitation period
(law) A maximum period set by statute within which a legal action
can be brought or a right enforced. A statute may prohibit, for
example, any individual or legal entity from bringing an action
for breach of contract more than one year after the breach
occurred.

Limited (Ltd.)
(United Kingdom) Designation for a private limited liability
corporation with limited liability to shareholders.
(South Africa, United States) Designation for a public corporation
with limited liability to shareholders.

limited appointment
(diplomacy) Limited appointees to the U.S. &  Foreign
Commercial Service (or to other foreign services) are persons
from the private sector or from the federal government who are
non-career officers assigned overseas for a limited time.

limited liability
(law) Restricted liability for the obligations of a business. Liability

may be limited, for example, to the amount of a partner’s or
shareholder’s contribution to the capital of partnership or
corporation.
limited partnership
(law) A partnership in which at least one partner has general
liability and at least one of the other partners has limited liability.

Limitee (Ltee.)
(Canada) Designation for a public corporation with financial
liability to shareholders.

liner
(shipping) A vessel  carrying passengers and cargo that operates
on a route with a fixed schedule.

liner terms
(shipping) Conditions under which a shipping company will
transport goods, including the amount payable for carnage of the
goods (freight) and the cost both for loading and discharge of the
vessel.

line haul
(shipping) The direct movement of freight between two major
ports by a single ship.

line haul vessel
(shipping) A vessel which is on a regularly defined schedule.

line release system
(U.S. Customs) A part of the U.S. Customs’ Automated
Commercial System, is designed for the release and tracking of
shipments through the use of personal computers and bar code
technology. To qualify for line release, a commodity must have a
history of invoice accuracy, and be selected by local Customs
districts on the basis of high volume. To release the merchandise,
Customs reads the bar code into a personal computer, verifies
that the bar code matches the invoice data, and enters the quantity.
The cargo release is transmitted to the Automated Commercial
System, which establishes an entry and the requirement for an
entry summary, and provides the Automated Broker Interface
system participants with release information. See Automated
Commercial System.

liquidation
(U.S. Customs) The final review of a U.S. Customs entry, and
determination of the rate of duty and amount of duty by Customs.
Liquidation is accomplished by Customs posting a notice on a
public bulletin board at the customshouse. An importer may
receive an advance notice on Customs Form 4333A “Courtesy
Notice” stating when and in what amount duty will be liquidated.
This form is not the liquidation, and protest rights do not accrue
until the notice is posted. Time limits for protesting do not start
to run until the date of posting, and a protest cannot be filed
before liquidation is posted.
The Customs Service may determine that an entry cannot be
liquidated as entered for one reason or another. For example, the
tariff classification may not be correct or may not be acceptable
because it is not consistent with an established and uniform
classification practice. If the change required by this determination
results in a rate of duty more favorable to an importer, the entry
is liquidated accordingly and a refund of the applicable amount
of the deposited duties is authorized. On the other hand, a change
may be necessary which imposes a higher rate of duty. For
example, a claim for an exemption from duty under a duty-free
provision or under a conditional exemption may be found to be
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insufficient for lack of the required supporting documentation.
In this situation, the importer will be given an advance notice of
the proposed duty rate advancement and an opportunity to validate
the claim for a free rate or more favorable rate of duty.
If the importer does not respond to the notice or if the response
is found to be without merit, duty is liquidated in accordance
with the entry as corrected and the importer is billed for the
additional duty. The port or district may find that the importer’s
response raises issues of such complexity that resolution by a
Customs Headquarters decision through the internal advise
procedure is warranted. Internal advice from Customs
Headquarters may be requested by the local Customs officers on
their own initiative or in response to a request by the importer.
Public Law 95-410 (Customs Procedural Reform and
Simplification Act of 1978) requires that all liquidations be
performed within one year from the date of consumption entry
or final withdrawal on a warehouse entry. Three one-year
extensions are permitted. See protest; entry; classification;
valuation.

liquidated damages
(law) A sum of money that a contracting party agrees to pay to
the other party for breaching an agreement, particularly important
in a contract in which damages for breach may be difficult to
assess. A manufacturer, for example, that agrees to develop,
produce, and sell unique products to a buyer may insist on a
contract clause for liquidated damages in the event that the buyer
rejects the goods without justifiable reason because the market
for resale of the unique goods will be so limited that damages
will be difficult to assess.

liquidation system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, closes the file on each entry and establishes a batch filing
number which is essential for recovering an entry for review or
enforcement purposes. An entry liquidation is a final review of
the entry. Public Law 95-410 (Customs Procedural Reform and
Simplification Act of 1978) requires that all liquidations be
performed within one year from the date of consumption entry
or final withdrawal on a warehouse entry. Three one-year
extensions are permitted. See liquidation; Automated Commercial
System.

liquidity
(economics) (a) A company’s ability to meet its obligations at all
times. (b) The availability of liquid funds in an economy. (c) The
possibility of being able to carry out financial transactions without
influencing the market.

lira
The currency of:
Italy, 1L=100 centesimi:
Malta, 1fM (or 1 LM)=100 cents;
San Marino (uses Italian lira);
Turkey, 1 Tf=100 kurus;
Vatican, 1VLit=100 centesimi.

litas
The currency of Lithuania. 1Lit=100 centai.

Lloyds (of London)
(insurance) An association of English insurance underwriters, the
oldest of its kind in the world. Not in itself an insurance company.
The Corporation of Lloyds also provides a daily newspaper.

Lloyd’s Registry
(shipping) An organization maintained for the surveying and
classifying of ships so that insurance underwriters and other
interested parties may know, the quality and condition of the
vessels offered by insurance or employment.

loading
(shipping) The physical placing of cargo into carrier’s container,
or onto a vessel.

locus
(law) A place. The locus of arbitration, for example, is the place
where arbitration proceedings are held.

logistics
The process of planning, implementing and controlling the flow
of personnel, materials and information from the point of origin
to the point of destination at the required time and in the desired
condition.
(shipping) The process of planning and controlling the flow of
raw materials, work in progress or finished products from the
point of origin to the point of destination (either to a factory for
further processing, to a warehouse for storage or to the
marketplace for sale) at the required time and in the desired
condition.

Lombard rate
(banking/finance-Germany) The interest rate applied to loans
backed by collateral in the form of movable, easily-sold assets
(goods or securities). Particularly used with reference to the
German Bundesbank, which normally maintains its Lombard rate
at about 1/2 percent above its discount rate.

Lome Convention
A 1975 agreement between the European Community (EC) and
62 African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) states (mostly former
colonies of the EC members). The agreement covers some aid
provisions as well as trade and tariff preferences for the ACP
countries when shipping to the EC. The Lome Convention grew
out of the 1958 Treaty of Rome’s 41 “association” with the 18
African colonies/countries that had ties with Belgium and France.
The ACP members are: Angola, Bahamas, Barbados, Benin,
Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde,
Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Cote d’voire,
Djibouti, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Fiji, Gabon,
Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana,
Jamaica, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritius, Mauritania, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria,
Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, Samoa,
Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Solomon Islands, Somalia, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

London Interbank Bid Rate (LIBID)
(banking/finance) The bid in a quotation representing the interest
rate at which U.S. dollar deposits are retraded in London. See
London Interbank Offered Rate;  LIMEAN.

London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
(banking/finance) The interest rate at which banks in London
are prepared to lend funds to first-class banks. It is used to
determine the interest rate payable on most Euro-credits. See
London Interbank Bid Rate; LIMEAN.
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London Metal Exchange
(banking/finance) A commodity exchange whose members,
approximately 110 in number, deal in copper, lead, zinc, and tin.
Address: London Metal Exchange, Plantation House, Fenchurch
St., London EC3M 3AP, UK.

long of exchange
(banking/foreign exchange) When a trader in foreign
currency holds foreign bills in an amount exceeding the bills of
his or her own that have been sold and remain outstanding, the
trader is long of exchange.

longshoreman
(shipping) A laborer who loads and unloads ships at a seaport.
See also stevedore; gang.

long ton
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measurement equal to 2,240
pounds. A short ton is 2,000 pounds.

loss of specie
(insurance) A loss when goods arrive so damaged as to cease to
be a thing of the kind insured. Examples of “loss of specie” are
cement arriving as rock, or textiles as rags. See also total loss.

loti
The currency of Lesotho. 1L=100 lisente. Plural of loti is maloti
(M).

lot labels
(shipping) Labels attached to each piece of multiple lot shipment
for identification purposes.

lower deck containers
(shipping) Carrier owned containers specially designed as an
integral part of the aircraft to fit in the cargo compartments (lower
deck) of a wide body aircraft.

M
Maastricht
The popular name for the European treaty for economic union.
Named for the Dutch city in which it was signed. See European
Community.

Maatschappii (Mij.)
(Netherlands) Designation for a combination of two or more
persons who enter into a joint arrangement to conduct certain
business activities.

macroeconomics
(economics) (a) The study of statistics (e.g.. total consumption,
total employment) of the economy as a whole rather than as single
economic units. (b) Synonymous with aggregate economics. See
also microeconomics.

mail entry
(U.S. Customs) A means of shipping and entering goods into the
Customs Territory of the United States. Mail entry has several
advantages as well as several limitations.
(1) Duties on parcels valued at US $1,200 or less are collected
by the letter carrier delivering the parcel to the addressee.
(2) No formal entry paperwork is required on dutyfree
merchandise not exceeding US$1.200 in value. (3) There is no
need to clear shipments personally if under US$1,200 in value.
Joint Customs and postal regulations provide that all international
parcel post packages must have a Customs declaration securety
attached giving an accurate description and the value of the
contents. This declaration is obtained at post offices. Commercial
shipments must also be accompanied by a commercial invoice
enclosed in the parcel hearing the declaration.
Parcels and packages not labeled or endorsed properly and found
to contain merchandise subject to duty or taxes are subject to
forfeiture.
If the value of a mail importation exceeds US$1,250, the addressee
is notified to prepare and file a formal Customs entry
(consumption  entry) for it at the nearest Customs port.
A mail entry limit of  US$250 has been set for a number of articles
classified in sub-chapters III and IV, chapter 99, of the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the U.S. as an exception to the above US$1,250
limit. Items on this list include billfolds, feathers, flowers,
footwear, fur, gloves, handbags, headwear, leather, luggage,

millinery, pillows, plastics, skins, rubber, textiles, toys, games,
sports equipment and trimmings.
Unaccompanied shipments of made-to-measure suits from Hong
Kong require a formal entry regardless of value.
See entry; consumption entry.

mala fide
(law) In bad faith. A seller’s representation that goods are usable
for a particular purpose when in fact the seller knows that the
goods are not is a representation made mala fide.

manifest
(shipping) A document giving the description of a ship’s cargo or
the contents of a car or truck.

Manufactured Imports Promotion Organization (MIPRO)
(Japan) A non-profit organization, established in 1978 by the joint
efforts of the Japanese Government and the private sector to
promote imports of foreign manufactured products by hosting
exhibitions and providing a wide range of market information.
MIPRO’s activities are broadly classified into three categories:
(1) holding imported product trade exhibitions for buyers and
the general public; (2) disseminating information regarding
imported products and the Japanese market; and (3) promoting
sales of foreign products to Japanese consumers to promote
recognition of the quality of imported goods. Address:
Manufactured Imports Promotion Organization, 1-3, Higashi
Ikebukurc, 3-chome, Toshima-ku. Tokyo 170, Japan; Tel: [81](3)
3988-2791; Fax: [81] (3) 3988-1629.

maquiladora
(Mexico) A program which allows foreign manufacturers to ship
components into Mexico duty-free for assembly and subsequent
re-export. Industry established under the maquiladora program
is Mexico’s second largest source of foreign revenue (following
oil exports).
In December 1989, the Mexican government liberalized the
maquiladora program to make it a more attractive and dynamic
sector of the economy. As a result, maquiladora operations may
import, duty and import license free, products not directly involved
in production, but that support production, including computers
and other administrative materials and transportation equipment.
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The maquiladora program may decline in importance over time
as provisions of the North American Free Trade Agreement take
effect. See North American Free Trade Agreement.

margin
(general) The difference between the cost of sold items and the
total net sales income.
(finance) The difference between the market value of collateral
pledged to secure a loan and the face value of the loan itself.
(investments-U.S.) The amount paid by the customer when he or
she uses a broker credit to buy a security under Federal Reserve
regulations, the initial margin required in past decades has ranged
from 50 to 100 percent of the purchase price.
(finance) The spread between bid and asked rates.
(foreign exchange) The good faith deposit which the writer of an
option or the buyer of a forward or futures contract has to put up
to cover the risk of adverse price movements.

marginal cost
(economics) The increase in the total cost of production that
results from manufacturing one more unit output.

marine cargo insurance
(insurance) Broadly, insurance covering loss of, or damage to,
goods at sea. Marine insurance typically compensates the owner
of merchandise for losses in excess of those which can be legally
recovered from the carrier that are sustained from fire, shipwreck,
piracy, and various other causes. See special marine policy; all
risk.

Marine Extension Clause 1943 & 1952
(insurance) An insurance extension which broadens
warehouse-to-warehouse insurance coverage by eliminating the
requirement that ordinary course of transit be maintained as well
as the 15- or 30-day time limit at destination. Moreover,
continuation of coverage is provided when certain conditions
necessitate discharge of goods from vessel at a port other than
the original destination. The most recent form of Marine Extension
Clause was developed in 1952. It too provides for extensions as
does the 1943 version, and adds that the assured will act with
reasonable dispatch. The Warehouse-to-Warehouse Clause is now
found in practically all open cargo policies. See also warehouse-to-
warehouse.

marine insurance
See marine cargo insurance.

marine protection and indemnity insurance
(insurance) Insurance against legal liability of the insured for loss,
damage, or expense arising out of or incident to the ownership,
operation, chartering,  maintenance, use, repair, or construction
of any vessel, craft, or instrumentality in use in ocean or inland
waterways, including liability of the insured for personal injury
or death, and for loss of or damage to the property of another
person.

maritime
Business pertaining to commerce or navigation transacted upon
the sea or in seaports in such matters as the court of admiralty
have jurisdiction over, concurrently with the courts of common
law.

mark
The currency of Germany. 1DM=100 pfennig.

market  access

(economics) The openness of a national market to foreign
products. Market access reflects a government’s willingness to
permit imports to compete relatively unimpeded with similar
domestically produced goods.

Market Access Program (MAP)
(U.S.) A U.S. government program authorized by the U.S. Food,
Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 and
administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Foreign
Agricultural Service. Under the MPP, surplus stocks or funds
from the Commodity Credit Corporation are used to partially
reimburse agricultural organizations conducting specific foreign
market development projects for eligible products in specified
countries. Proposals for MPP programs are developed by trade
organizations and private firms. Activities financed by the
programs vary from commodity to commodity, and include
activities such as market research, construction of a three-story
wood demonstration building, construction of a model feed mill,
and consumer promotion activities. (MPP is similar to the
Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) program which was repealed
by the 1990 Farm Bill.) Contact: U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Foreign Agriculture Service, Marketing Operations Staff, Stop
1042, Washington DC 20250; Tel: [1] (202) 720-4327; Fax: [1 ]
(202) 720-9361.

market economy
(economics) An economic system where resources are allocated
and production of products determined by market forces rather
than by government decree.

market disruption
(economics) The situation created when a surge of imports in a
given product area causes sales of domestically produced goods
in a particular country to decline to such an extent that the
domestic producers and their employees suffer major economic
hardship.

Market-Oriented Cooperation Plan
(U.S/Japan) A U.S. Japan trade agreement aimed at improving
long-term business relations between Japan’s  automotive
manufacturers and U.S. auto parts suppliers.

Market-Oriented Sector-Selective
(U.S./Japan) Bilateral trade discussions between the U.S. and
Japan begun in January 1985 in an effort to remove many trade
barriers at once in a given sector. MOSS talks have focused on
five sectors: (1) telecommunications, (2) medical equipment and
pharmaceuticals, (3) electronics, (4) forest products, and (5) auto
parts. Overall, the talks focus high-level attention on reducing
certain market obstacles opening communication channels to
resolve follow-up disputes.

market  price
(economics) (a) The price established in the market where buyers
and sellers meet to buy and sell similar products. (b) The price
determined by factors of supply and demand rather than by
decisions made by management.

marking: country of origin
The physical markings on a product that indicate the country of
origin where the article was produced.
(U.S. Customs) U.S. Customs laws require each imported article
produced abroad to be marked in a conspicuous place as legibly,
indelibly, and permanently as the nature of the article permits,
with the English name of the country of origin, to indicate to the
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ultimate purchaser in the United States the name of the country
in which the article was manufactured or produced. Articles which
are otherwise specifically exempted from individual marking are
an exception to this rule. See United States Customs Service.

markka
The currency of Finland. lFmk=100pennia.

marks
(shipping) Information placed on outer surface of shipping
containers or packages such as address labels, identifying numbers,
box specifications, caution, or directional warnings.

markup
See premium.

master’s protest
See captain’s protest.

matador bond
(banking/finance) Bond issued on the Spanish market,
denominated in currencies other than the peseta.

Matchmaker Program
(U.S. ) Matchmaker trade delegations are organized and led by
the U.S. International Trade Administration to help new-to-export
and new-to-market firms meet prescreened prospects who are
interested in their products or services in overseas markets.
Matchmaker delegations usually target two major country markets
in two countries and limit trips to a week or less. This approach
is designed to permit U.S. firms to interview a maximum number
of prospective overseas business partners with a minimum of time
away from their home office. The program includes U.S. embassy
support, briefings on market requirements and business practices,
and interpreters’ services. Matchmaker events, based on specific
product themes and end-users, are scheduled for a limited number
of countries each year. Contact: International Trade
Administration, Department of Commerce, 14th and Constitution
Ave. NW. Room 2012, Washington, DC220230; Tel: [1](202)482-
2000. See new-to-export; new-to-market

material contract terms
(law) Terms that are necessary to the agreement. Clauses that
describe the goods, fix the price, and set the delivery date are
examples of material contract terms.

mate’s receipt
(shipping) A declaration issued by an officer of a vessel in the
name of the shipping company stating that certain goods have
been received on board his vessel. A mate’s receipt is not a title
document. Used as an interim document until the bill of lading is
issued.

measurement cargo
(shipping) A cargo on which the transportation charge is assessed
on the basis of measurement.

measurement  ton
(shipping) Also known as a cargo or freight ton. A space
measurement usually 40 cubic feet or one cubic meter. The cargo
is assessed a certain rate for every 40 cubic feet of space it
occupies.

medium of exchange
(economics) Any commodity (commonly money) which is widely

accepted in payment for goods and services and in settlement of
debts, and is accepted without reference to the standing of the
person who offers it in payment.

memorandum bill of lading
(shipping) The duplicate copy of a bill of lading. See bill of lading.

memorandum of understanding (MOU)
(general) An informal record, document or instrument that serves
as the basis of a future contact.
(U.S.) A very detailed document devised by executive branch
agencies of the government in areas such as aviation and fisheries
that serve as agreements between nations.

memorandum tarif f
(shipping) Publications which contain rule and rate information
extracted from official tariffs. Memorandum tariffs are published
by many carriers and are available from these carriers upon
request. See tariff.

mercantilism
(economics) A prominent economic philosophy in the 16th and
17th  centuries that equated the accumulation and possession of
gold and other international monetary assets, such as foreign
currency reserves, with national wealth. Although this point of
view is generally discredited among 20th century economists and
trade policy experts, some contemporary politicians still favor
policies designed to create trade “surpluses,” such as import
substitution and tariff protection for domestic industries, as
essential to national economic strength.

merchandise trade balance
See balance of payments.

merchant bank
(banking) A term used in Great Britain for an organization that
underwrites securities for corporations, advises such clients on
mergers, and is involved in the ownership of commercial ventures.

merchant’s credit
(banking) A letter of credit issued by the buyer himself. Contains
no commitment whatever on the part of a bank. See letter of
credit.

merchant’s haulage
(shipping) The inland move from or to a port that has all
arrangements made by the cargo interests (seller/exporter).

Mercosur
(regional trade alliance) Mercosur (Spanish; Mercosul in
Portuguese) or Southern Common Market, is comprised of
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Umpay. Mercosur is scheduled
to enter into force in December 1994 for Argentina and Brazil
and to enter into force in December 1995 for Paraguay and
Uruguay. Mercosur, modeled similarly to the European
Community’s Treaty of Rome, will establish a common external
tariff and eliminate barters to trade in services. Chile has not sought
entry to Mercosur, but does have an agreement with Argentina
which will provide for some similar benefits.

merry-go-round
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) The circulation of money
through various sources, ending up where it started. For instance
the German Central Bank recycles excess capital by selling U.S.
dollars to banks under a repurchase agreement and the banks
place the U.S. dollars in the Euromarket. As the financial
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institutions could run up a U.S. dollar debt on the Euromarket,
the Central Bank must buy back the U.S. dollars and sell domestic
currency to avoid an excessive increase in the mark.

meter
(measure) A unit of linear measure equal to 39.37 inches
(approximately).

metical
The currency of Mozambique. 1 Mt=100 centavos.

metric system
(measurement) A decimal system of weights and measures based
on the meter of approximately 39.37 inches and the kilogram of
approximately 2.2046 pounds.

metric ton
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measure equal to 2,204.6
pounds or 1.000 kilograms preferably called kiloton.

microbridge
(shipping) A landbridge movement in which cargo originating/
destined to an inland point is railed or trucked to/from the water
port for a shipment to/ from a foreign country. Carrier is
responsible for cargo and costs from origin to destination.

microeconomics
(economics) The examination of the economic behavior of
individual units in the economy, such as households or
corporations. See also macroeconomics.

Milit ary Critical Technologies List
(U.S.) A document listing technologies that the U.S. Defense
Department considers to have current or future utility in military
systems. The MCTL describes arrays of design and manufacturing
knowhow; keystone manufacturing, inspection, and test
equipment; and goods accompanied by sophisticated operation,
application, and maintenance know-how. Military justification for
each entry is included in a classified version of the list. See United
States Department of Defense.

minibridge
(shipping) Movement of cargo from a port over  water, then over
land to a port on an opposite coast.

minimum bill of lading
(shipping) Ocean bills of lading are known as minimum because
they contain a clause which specifies the least charge that the
carrier will make for the issuance of a lading. The charge may be
a definite sum, or the current charge per ton or for any specified
quantity of cargo. See bill of lading.

minimum charge
(shipping) The lowest rate applicable on each type of cargo service
no matter how small the shipment.

Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT)
Renamed Ministry of Foreign Economic Trade and Economic
Cooperation. See Ministry of Foreign Economic Trade and
Economic Cooperation.

Ministry of Foreign Economic Trade and Economic
Cooperation
(China) The People’s Republic of China (PRC) Ministry of Foreign
Economic Trade and Economic Cooperation implements national

trade policies through administrative actions, drafting laws and
issuing foreign trade regulations. It does not engage in foreign
trade transactions but facilitates the foreign trading corporations
(FTCs) which do. Address: Ministry of Foreign Trade &
Economic Cooperation (N6FTEC), 2 Dongchangan Jie,
Dongacheng Qu, Beijing 10073 1, PRC; Tel: [86] (10) 519-8114;
Fax: [86] (10) 512-9568 (general) or (1) 519-8834 (American
and Oceanic Bureau).

Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW)
(Japan) Under the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law, MHW is Japan’s
agency responsible for regulating medical products. The Ministry
also is charged with determining Japanese health-care
expenditures. Address: Ministry of Health and Welfare, 2-1,
Kasumiptaseki 1-chome; Chiyodaku, Tokyo 100; Tel: [81] (3)
3502-7111 or [81] (3) 3502-1711.

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
(Japan) MITI occupies a central position in Japan’s “economic
bureaucracy” and is regarded as one of the three most powerful
and prestigious ministries of the central government (along with
the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs). In
formulating and implementing Japan’s trade and industrial policies,
MITI is responsible for funding most of Japan’s export promotion
programs (although operation of these programs is left to JETRO).
The Ministry also supervises the export financing programs of
Japan’s Export-Import Bank, operates several types of export
insurance programs, supports research organizations, and
facilitates various types of overseas technical and cooperation
training Programs. Lately, MITI has assumed a role in encouraging
imports of foreign products into Japan. Address: Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, 3- 1, Kasumi,pseki 1 chome.
Chuyodee-ku, Tokyo 100. Japan; Tel: [81]
(3) 3501-1511.

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) (Japan) MPT
is Japan’s telecommunications regulatory agency. The Ministry
is authorized to adjust supply and demand among service providers
to ensure that there is not excessive competition in a given market.
To do so, MPT issues “administrative guidance” to the industry
and recommends “unification” when there appears to be excessive
competition in a given market.

Missile Technology Control Regime
An international agreement to limit the proliferation of missiles
“capable of delivering nuclear weapons:’ to increase regional
stability, and to convey publicly the firm resolve: of the partners
to address this issue.
In April 1987, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and
the U.S. agreed to establish the NITCR. The regime expanded to
include Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, and Spain. The MTCR does
not have permanent organizations, but convenes regular meetings
to exchange information and coordinate member country stands.
Under the MTCR, each member administers missile-related export
controls independently. After the MTCR agrees that certain goods
and technologies should be controlled for missile proliferation
reasons, each member must implement the controls in its own
domestic legislation. There is no international entity that oversees
the implementation and enforcement of MTCR controls.
Items and technology agreed by the MTCR partners to be
controlled are listed in the NITCR Annex. The Annex is divided
into two groups: Category I (consisting of complete rocket and
unmanned air vehicle systems and sub-systems) and Category II
(encompassing components, equipment, technology, materials
used in missile design, development, production or use).
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mitigation  of damages
(law/insurance) A legal doctrine that charges a party who suffers
contract damages with a duty to use reasonable diligence and
ordinary care in attempting to minimize damages or avoid
aggravating the injury. If a seller of oranges, for example, is entitled
to prepayment before shipment and the buyer fails to pay, the
seller should make a reasonable attempt to sell the oranges to
another buyer before they spoil so as to mitigate the seller’s
damages. The seller may then recover from the breaching buyer
the difference between the contract price and the price at which
the oranges were sold to the other buyer.
The concept also applies to insurance where the insured has the
responsibility to minimize damages to an insured cargo shipment.

mixed  credit
(banking) The combining of concessional (liberal) and market-rate
export credit as an export promotion mechanism.

monetary instrument
See financial instrument.

monetary system
(banking) The authority of the state in matters of establishing
monetary policy, including determining the monetary unit, the
monetary authorities, and the ways in which money is issued and
the way the money supply is controlled.

money
(banking) Any denomination of coin or paper currency of legal
tender that passes freely as a medium of exchange; anything that
is accepted in exchange for other things (e.g., precious metals).
Major characteristics of money include easy recognition,
uniformity in quality, easy divisibility, and a  relatively high value
within a small area.

money creation
(banking) The increase in money supply by the central or
commercial banks.

money market
(banking/finance) The market for short-term financial instruments,
such as certificates of deposit, commercial paper, banker’s
acceptances, Treasury bills,  discount notes and others. These
instruments are all liquid and tend to be safe. See capital market,
financial market.

money market operations
(banking) Comprises the acceptance and relending of deposits
(see time deposits) on the money market.

money  supply
(economics/banking) The amount of domestic cash and deposit
money available in an economy.

moor
(shipping) To secure a vessel to an anchor, buoy or pier.

moorage
(shipping) Charges assessed for mooring a vessel to a pier or
wharf.

Most Favored Nation (MFN)
A non-discriminatory trade policy commitment on the part of
one country to extend to another country the lowest tariff rates it
applies to any other country. (GATT) All contracting parties to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) undertake
to apply such treatment to one another under Article I of the
treaty.
Under MFN principles, when a country agrees to cut tariffs on a
particular product imported from one country, the tariff reduction
automatically applies to imports of this product from any other
country eligible for most-favored nation treatment. This principle
of nondiscriminatory treatment of imports appeared in numerous
bilateral trade agreements prior to establishment of the GATT. A
country is under no obligation to extend MFN treatment to
another country unless both are bilateral contracting parties of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or MFN treatment
is specified in a bilateral agreement.
(U.S.) The most favored nation principle was a feature of U.S.
trade policy as early as 1778. Since 1923 the United States has
incorporated an “unconditional” Most Favored Nation clause in
its trade agreements, binding the contracting governments to
confer upon each other all the most favorable trade concessions
that either may grant to any other country subsequent to the
signing of the agreement. The United States now applies this
provision to its trade with all of its trading partners except for
those specifically excluded by law. See also Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States.

motor carrier’s terminal
(shipping) The place where loaded or empty shipping containers
are received or delivered by a motor carrier and where the motor
carrier maintains an equipment pool.

motor vehicle
(shipping) Any vehicle, machine, tractor, trailer or semi-trailer
propelled or drawn by mechanical power and used upon the
highways in the transportation of passengers or property.

multicurrency clause
(banking) a clause in a loan agreement stating that more than
one currency may be used in paying or redeeming the loan.

Multi-Fiber Arrangement, textiles (MRA)
(GATT) An international compact under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that allows an importing signatory
country to apply quantitative restrictions on textiles imports when
it considers them necessary to prevent market disruption.
The MFA provides a framework for regulating international trade
in textiles and apparel with the objectives of achieving “orderly
marketing” of such products, and of avoiding “market disruption”
in importing countries.  It provides a basis on which major
importers, such as the United States and the European
Community, may negotiate bilateral agreements or, if necessary,
impose restraints on imports from low-wage producing countries.
It provides, among other things, standards for determining market
disruption, minimum levels of import restraints, and annual growth
of imports.
The MFA provides that such restrictions should not reduce
imports to levels below those attained during the preceding year.
Bilateral agreements usually allow for import growth tied to
anticipated greater demand.
Since an importing country may impose such quotas unilaterally
to restrict rapidly rising textiles imports, many important
textiles-exporting countries consider it advantageous to enter into
bilateral agreements with the principal textiles-importing,
countries.
The IMFA went into effect on Jan. 1, 1974, was renewed in
December 1977, in December 1981, and again in July 1986. It
succeeded the Long-term Agreement on International Trade in
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N
Naamloze Vennotschap (N.V.)
(Belgium, Netherlands) Designation for a joint stock company
with limited personal liability to shareholders.

NAFTA
See North American Free Trade Agreement.
naira
The currency of Nigeria. 1N= 100 kobo.

named insured
(insurance) Any person or firm or corporation or any of its
members, specially designated by name as insured(s) in a policy,
as distinguished from others who, although unnamed, are
protected under some circumstances.

National Association of Export Companies
A non-profit organization established in 1965 to act as the
information provider, support clearinghouse forum, and advocate
for those involved in exporting and servicing exporters. Provides
networking opportunities, counseling, publications, seminars, etc.
Ad dress: National Association of Export Companies. PO Box
1330, Murray Hill Station, New York, NY 10156; Tel: [1] (212)
725-3311: Fax: [1] (212) 723-3312.

National Association of State Development Agencies (NASDA)
NASDA was formed in 1946 to provide a forum for directors of

state economic development agencies to exchange information,
compare programs, and deal with issues of mutual interest.
NASDA’s organization includes International Trade and Foreign
Investment components. Trade activities include maintenance of
a State Export Program Database. Address: NASDA, 750 First
Street NE, Suite 710, Washington, DC 20002; Tel: [1] (202)
898-1302; Fax: [1] (202) 898-1312.

National Customs Brokers and Freight Forwarders Association
of America
A non-profit organization founded in 1897 which serves as the
trade organization of customs brokers and international freight
forwarders in the U.S. Through ongoing communications with
industry trade publications and the general media, the Association
projects the industry’s interests and objectives. Membership
includes brokers and freight forwarders in 32 affiliated associations
located at major ports throughout the U.S. Address: National
Customs Brokers and Freight Forwarders Association of America,
One World Trade Center, Suite 1153, New York, NY 10048:
Tel: [1] (212) 432-0050.

nationalization
(economics) Takeover by the government, with or without
compensation, of a public or private activity.

national security controls

Cotton Textiles (“The LTA”), which had been in effect since 1962.
Whereas the LTA applied only to cotton textiles, the MFA now
applies to wool, man-made (synthetic) fiber, silk blend and other
vegetable fiber textiles and apparel. Note: The MFA will eventually
be phased out as a result of the Uruguay Round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. See also quotas; bilateral trade
agreement; Uruguay Round; General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.

multilateral agreement
An international compact involving three or more parties. For
example, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
has been, since its establishment in 1947, seeking to promote
trade liberalization through multilateral negotiations. See also
bilateral trade agreement

Multilateral Investment Fund
Under the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, the fund
complements the Inter-American Development Bank. The fund
provides program and project grants to advance specific, market
oriented investment policy initiatives and reforms, and encourages
domestic and foreign investment in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Contact: InterAmerican Development Bank, 1300
New York Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20577; Tel: [1] (202)
6231000; http://www.iadd.org.

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
A part of the World Bank Group. MIGA  encourages
equity investment and other direct investment flows to developing
countries through the mitigation of noncommercial investment
barriers. The agency offers investors guarantees against
noncommercial risks; advises developing member governments
on the design and implementation of policies, programs, and
procedures related to foreign investments; and sponsors a dialogue
between the international business community and host

governments on  investment issues. Address: Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency, World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,
Washington DC 20433; Tel: [1] (202)473-6168.

multilateral trade negotiations
(GATT) A term describing the eight multilateral rounds of
negotiations held under the auspices of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) since 1947. Each Round represented
a discrete and lengthy series of interacting bargaining sessions
among the participating Contracting Parties in search of mutually
beneficial agreements looking toward the reduction of barriers
to world trade. The agreements ultimately reached at the
conclusion of each Round became new GATT commitments and
thus amounted to an important step in the evolution of the world
trading system. See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade;
rounds; Tokyo Round; Uruguay Round.

multimodal  transport
(shipping) Shipping which includes at least two modes of
transport, such as shipping by rail and  by sea.

multinational corporation
(economics) A corporation having subsidiaries in more than one
country.

mutatis mutandis
(law) Meaning changing what needs to be changed; used when
cases are nearly the same except for minor details. A statute that
governs one type of transaction, for example, may also be applied
to another transaction with minor exceptions, in which event the
statute applies mutantis mutandis. A country may apply its
trademark law mutatis mutandis to service marks, in which event
the same law will apply except for changes to account for such
details as the use of the mark to distinguish services instead of
goods.
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(U.S.) National security controls restrict exports of U.S. goods
and technology which would make a significant contribution to
the military potential of another country and thus be detrimental
to national security.

National Security Directive #53
(U.S.) NSD-53 deals with the export licensing process and sets
specified time periods for resolving disputes on both national
security and foreign policy export license applications. Under
NSD-53, exports controlled on both of these grounds are subject
to explicit timetables for interagency dispute resolution at the
Sub-Cabinet level by the Advisory Committee on Export Policy
(ACEP), and at the cabinet level by the Export Administration
Review Board (EARB). The Directive requires escalation to the
ACEP not later than 100 days from the filing date of the applicant’s
application, and if the disagreement cannot be resolved by the
ACEP, for review and resolution by the EARB within 35 days of
the date of the ACEP meeting. Cases not resolved by the EARB
must be escalated to the President for resolution. The new
procedures also permit an agency to refer a case at any stage of
the dispute resolution process to the NCS for a 30 day policy
review. See National Security Directives.

National Security Directives (NSD)
(U.S.) NSDs provide policy or procedural guidance and are signed
by the President. In 1989, the President reorganized the national
security council committee process (separate from the Export
Administration Review Board (EARB)). As reorganized, under
the National Security Council (NSC), there are committees for
Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls
(CoCom), terrorism, nonproliferation, etc. NSDs were known
as National Security Decision Directives. NSDDs, before
President Bush’s reorganization- NSD-1 reorganized the process;
NSD-10 established the committees; NSD-53 deals with export
licensing.
The scope of coverage and the players are about the same under
the NSD and NSDD processes.

National Security Override (NSO)
(U.S.) In some cases of U.S. export law, despite a finding of
foreign availability of a controlled commodity, control is
maintained over exporting the commodity because it is deemed a
national security sensitive item. The term national security override
is used to describe this circumstance.
The term has also been used in other contexts. For example, under
a November 16, 1990 directive, the President instructed the
interagency control groups to move as many dual use items from
the U.S. State Department’s International Munitions List to the
Commerce Department’s Commerce Control List. In some
circumstances, a national security override is applied to prevent
transfer of a particular item.
See also International Munitions List; Commerce Control List.

National Tourism Policy Act
(U.S. law) Legislation passed in 1981 that created the U.S. Travel
and Tourism Administration and required the establishment of
the Tourism Policy Council and the Travel and Tourism Advisory
Board.

National Trade Data Bank (NTDB)
(CD-ROM publication) The NTDB is an electronic data base
available on CD-ROM which contains international economic and
export promotion information supplied by 15 U.S. governmental
agencies. Data are updated monthly and are presented in one of
three standard formats: text, time series, or matrix. The NTDB

contains data from the Departments of Agriculture (Foreign
Agricultural Service), Commerce (Bureau of the Census, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Office of Administration, and National
Institute for Standards and Technology), Energy, Labor (Bureau
of Labor Statistics), the Central Intelligence Agency, Eximbank,
Federal Reserve System, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Overseas Private Investment Corporation, Small Business
Administration, the U.S. Trade Representative, and the University
of Massachusetts (MISER data on state origins of exports).
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business
Analysis, HCHB Room 4885, Washington DC 202130; Tel: [1]
(202) 482-1986.

National Trade Estimates Report
(U.S.) An annual report by the United States Trade Representative
(USTR) that identifies significant foreign barriers to and
distortions of trade. Contact: Office of the United States Trade
Representative, Executive Office of the President, 600 17th Street
NW, Washington DC 20508; Tel: [1] (202) 395-3350.

national treatment
National treatment affords individuals and firms of foreign
countries the same competitive opportunities, including market
access, as are available to domestic parties.

natural advantage
(economics) Economic theory that states that a country has a
competitive advantage in the production of certain products as a
result of access to natural resources, transportation or climatic
conditions.

Natural Resource Based Products
(GATT) A General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Negotiating Group which was formed as a direct result of pressure
from resource-rich Less Developed Countries to have an
additional forum to deal with their special concerns, including
the removal of barriers to trade in natural resource-based products.
There are different interpretations among participants as to
whether this group includes only three traditional product areas
examined during the early 1980s GATT Work Program on NRBPs
non-ferrous metals and minerals; fish and fish products; and wood
and wood products,-or whether the Group may also discuss
barriers in non-traditional product areas such as energy-based
products.

near-bank
(banking-Canada) A financial institution, excluding standard
commercial bank, such as savings bank, credit union, etc.

negligence
(law) Failure to do that which an ordinary, reasonable, prudent
person would do, or the doing of some act that an ordinary,
prudent person would not do. Reference is made of the situation,
circumstances, and awareness of the parties involved.

negotiable
(general) Anything that can be sold or transferred to another for
money or as payments of a debt. In international trade, usually
refers to the transferability of a title document-such as a negotiable
bill of lading.
(investments) Refers to a security, title to which is transferable
by delivery.
See negotiable instrument.

negotiable bill of lading
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(shipping) Bill of lading transferred by endorsement. There are
three possibilities: (1) to XY & Co. or their order; (2) to the
order of XY & Co.; and (3)to order, without the name of the
party. In the latter case the bill remains to the order of the shipper
until he endorses it.
These types of bills of lading are usually endorsed on the reverse.
The opposite of a negotiable bill of lading is the straight bill of
lading. See bill of lading; endorsement.

negotiable instrument
(law/banking/shipping) A written document (instrument) that can
be transferred merely by endorsement (signing) or delivery.
Checks, bills of exchange, bills of lading and warehouse receipts
(if marked negotiable), and promissory notes are examples of
negotiable instruments.
(U.S.) The Uniform Negotiable Instruments Act states: “An
instrument, to be negotiable, must conform to the following
requirements: (1) it must be in writing and signed by the maker or
drawer; (2) it must contain an unconditional promise or order to
pay a certain sum in money; (3) it must be payable on demand, or
at a fixed or determinable future time; (4) it must be payable to
order or to bearer; and (5) where the instrument is addressed to a
drawee, he must be named or otherwise indicated therein with
reasonable certainty:’

negotiable warehouse receipt
(shipping) A certificate issued by an approved warehouse that
guarantees the existence and the grade of a commodity held in
store. See negotiable instrument.

negotiating bank
(banking) In a letter of credit transaction, the bank that (1) receives
and examines the seller’s documents for adherence to the terms
and conditions of the letter of credit, (2) gives value to the seller,
so long as the terms of the credit have been met, and (3) forwards
them to the issuing bank (the buyer’s or importer’s bank).
Depending upon the type of credit the negotiating bank will either
credit or  pay the seller/exporter immediately under the terms of
the letter of credit, or credit or pay the exporter once it has received
payment from the issuing bank. See advising bank; issuing bank.

negotiation
(banking) (a) The action by which a negotiable instrument is
circulated (bought and sold) from one holder to another. (b) In
letter of credit transactions, (1) the examination of the seller’s
documentation by the negotiating bank to determine if they comply
with the terms and conditions of the letter of credit and (2) the
giving of value for draft(s) and/or document(s) by the bank
authorized to negotiate. Mere examination of the documents
without giving value does not constitute a negotiation. See letter
of credit.

negotiation credit
(banking) A documentary letter of credit available by negotiation.
See letter of credit.

NES
See not elsewhere specified.
nested
(shipping) Packed one within another.

net cash
Payment for goods sold usually within a short period of time with
no deduction allowed from the invoice price.

net export of goods and services
(economics) The excess of exports of goods and services
(domestic output sold abroad, and the production abroad credit
to U.S.-owned resources) over imports (U.S. purchases of foreign
output, domestic production credit to foreign-owned resources,
and net private cash remittances to creditors abroad).

net foreign investment
(economics/foreign investment) The net change in a nation’s
foreign assets and liabilities, including the monetary gold stocks,
arising out of current trade, income on foreign investment, and
cash gifts and contributions. It measures the excess of (1) exports
over imports, (2) income on U.S. public and private investment
abroad over payments on foreign investment in the U.S., and (3)
cash gifts and contributions of the U.S. (public and private) to
foreigners over cash gifts and contributions received from abroad.
Net foreign investment may also be viewed as the acquisition of
foreign assets by that country’s residents, less the acquisition of
that country’s assets by foreign residents.

net  income
(economics) The remains from earnings after all costs, expenses
and allowances for depreciation and probable loss have been
deducted.

net loss
(economics) The excess of expenses and losses during a specified
period over revenues and gains in the same time frame.

net national product
(economics) Gross national product minus capital consumption
(depreciation). The market value of the net output of goods and
services produced by the nation’s economy.

net  price
Price after all discounts, rebates, etc., have been allowed.
net ton (N.T.)
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measurement equal to 2.000
pounds. Also called short ton (S.T.).

net  tonnage
(shipping) A vessel’s gross tonnage minus deductions for space
occupied by accommodations for crew, machinery for navigation,
the engine room, and fuel. A vessel’s net tonnage represents the
space available for the accommodation of passengers and the
stowage of cargo.

net  weight
(general) The weight of goods without packaging.
(shipping) The weight of merchandise without the shipper
container. Also the weight of the contents of a freight car.

neutral air waybill
(shipping) A standard air waybill without identification of issuing
carrier. See air waybill; bill of lading.

neutral body
(shipping) A regulatory entity operating within the framework of
a shipping conference, established by the member carriers to act
as a self-policing force to ferret out malpractices and other tariff
violations. The neutral body has authority to scrutinize all
documents kept by the carriers and the carriers personnel with
right of entry to all areas of the carrier’s facilities including desks,
briefcases, etc. Violations found are reported to the membership
with significant penalties being assessed. Repeated offenses are
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subject to escalating penalty amounts. Revenue from penalties
are used to support the cost of the neutral body activity. See
carrier; conference.

newly industrializing countries (NICs)
(economics) Relatively advanced developing countries whose
industrial production and exports have grown rapidly in recent
years. Examples include Brazil, Hong Kong, Korea, Mexico,
Singapore, and Taiwan. The term was originated by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD).

new-to-export (NTE)
(U.S.) As defined by the United States Department of Commerce,
a new-to-export action is one that results from documented
assistance to a company that assists the client’s first verifiable
export sale.
Either the company has not exported to any destination during
the past 24 months or prior exports have resulted from unsolicited
orders or were received through a U.S.based intermediary. See
United States Department of Commerce.

new-to-market (NTM)
(U.S.) As defined by the U.S. Department of Commerce, a
reportable new-to-market export action is one that results from
documented assistance to an exporter that facilitates a verifiable
sale in a new foreign market. Either the company has not exported
to that market during the past 24 months or previous exports to
that market have resulted from unsolicited orders or were received
through a U.S. based intermediary. See United States Department
of Commerce.

nexus
(law) A party’s connection with, or presence in, a place that is
sufficient enough that it would be fair to subject the party to the
jurisdiction of the court or  government located there.

ngultrum
The currency of Bhutan. 1Nu=l 00 chetrum.

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT)
(Japan) NTT is Japan’s largest telecommunications enterprise and
was converted from a public corporation to a private enterprise
in April 1985. Although competition has been allowed, the
Japanese Government still owns the majority of NTT stock and
postponement of a decision in NTT divestiture is an issue of
considerable importance to market access by foreign companies.
NTT was established in 1952. Address: Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corporation. 16, Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome,
Chjyada-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan: Tel: [81] (3) 3509-5111.

non-market economy
(economics) A national economy or a country in which the
government seeks to determine economic activity largely through
a mechanism of central planning, as formerly in the Soviet Union,
in contrast to a market economy that depends heavily upon market
forces to allocate productive resources. In a “non-market”
economy, production targets, prices, costs, investment allocations,
raw materials, labor, international trade, and most other economic
aggregates are manipulated within a national economic plan drawn
up by a central planing authority, and hence the public sector
makes the major decisions affecting demand and supply within
the national economy.

non-negotiable

(law) Not transferable from one person to another. Usually refers
to the transferability of a title document (e.g., nonnegotiable bill
of lading). Possession of a non-negotiable title document alone
does not entitle the holder to receive the goods named therein
(e.,g., non-negotiable sea waybill, air waybill, forwarder’s receipt,
etc.). See also negotiable; negotiable instrument.

nonperforming assets
(banking) Assets which have no financial return.

nonperforming debt
(banking) A debt which has no financial return (i.e. no interest is
paid on it).

nonperforming loan; nonaccruing loan
(banking) Loan where payment of interest has been delayed for
more than 90 days.

nonstructural container
(shipping) A unit load device composed of a bottomless rigid
shell used in combination with a pallet and net assembly. Note:
The expression “nonstructural container’ is also used to refer to
the shell part of a device.

non-tarif f  barriers or measures
(economics) Any number of import quotas or other quantitative
restrictions, non-automatic import licensing, customs surcharges
or other fees and charges, customs procedures, export subsidies,
unreasonable standards or standards-setting procedures,
government procurement restrictions, inadequate intellectual
property protection and investment restrictions which deny or
make market access excessively difficult for goods or services of
foreign origin.
(GATT) Participants in the Tokyo Round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade attempted to address these
barriers through the negotiations of a number of GATT codes,
open for signature to all GATT members. Seven codes were
negotiated during the Tokyo Round, covering customs valuations,
import licensing, subsidies and countervailing duties, antidumping
duties, standards, government procurement and trade in civil
aircraft.
Although the Tokyo Round codes had alleviated some of the
problems caused by non-tariff measures, overall use of NTMs
has increased since conclusion of the Tokyo Round.
See also import restrictions; non-tariff barriers; Tokyo Round;
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

non-vessel operating common carrier
(shipping) A carrier issuing bills of lading for carriage of goods
on vessels which he neither operates nor owns.
(U.S.) A “carrier” defined by maritime law offering an international
cargo transport service through the use of underlying carriers
and under their own rate structure in accordance with tariffs filed
with the Federal Maritime Commission in Washington, DC. The
rates filed are required only to port-to-port portion. Specific
authority for the NVOCC is given in the code of Federal
Regulations, Title 46, Chapter IV, Federal Maritime Commission
SubPart B, entitled “Regulations Affecting Maritime Carriers and
Related Activities;” General Order 4, Amendment i, Section 510.2
(d) states:
“The term ‘non-vessel operating common carrier by water’ means
a person who holds himself out by the establishment and
maintenance of tariffs, by advertisement, solicitation, or otherwise,
to provide transportation for hire by water in interstate commerce
as defined in the Act, and in commerce from the United States as
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defined in paragraph (b) of the section; assumes responsibility or
has liability imposed by law for safe transportation of shipments;
and arranges in his own name with underlying water carriers for
the performance of such transportation whether or not owning
or controlling the means by which such transportation is affected.”

Nordic Council
(regional alliance) The Nordic Council, established in 1952,
supports cooperation among Nordic countries in communications,
cultural, economic, environmental, fiscal, legal and social areas.
Members include: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden. Address: Nordic Council. Tyrgatan 7, PO Box 19506,
10432 Stockholm, Sweden; Tel: (8) 453-47-00; Fax: (8)
411-75-36.

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
A free trade agreement that comprises Canada, the U.S. and
Mexico. The objectives of the Agreement are to eliminate barriers
to trade, promote conditions of fair competition, increase
investment opportunities, provide protection for intellectual
property rights and establish procedures for the resolution of
disputes.
NAFTA eliminates all tariffs on goods originating in Canada,
Mexico  and the United States over a transition period. Rules of
origin are necessary to define which goods are eligible for
preferential tariff treatment.
NAFTA contains special provisions for market access, customs
administration, automotive goods, textiles and apparel, energy
and petrochemicals, agriculture, sanitary and phytosanitary
measures, technical standards, emergency action, antidumping
and countervailing duty matters, government procurement, trade
in services, land transportation, telecommunications, investment,
financial services, intellectual property, temporary entry for
business persons, dispute settlement, administration of law and
the environment.
NAFTA will produce a market exceeding 360 million consumers
and a combined output of more than $6 trillion-20 percent larger
than the European Community. The agreement took effect January
1. 1994.
There are a large number of resources available for more
information on NAFTA. The Mexico and Canada country desks
of the U.S. Department of Commerce offer an automated
information system called Flash Fax with a wide range of
information on NAFTA available 24 hours a day. Documents are
Sent free of charge to caller’s fax machine within 30 minutes.
For Mexico, call (202) 482-4464, and for Canada, call (202) 482-
3101. A booklet called “Questions/Answers about U.S.-Mexico
and North American Free Trade,” and a bibliography of recent
information on NAFTA is available from: U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Mexico, 14th St. and Constitution Ave.
NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-0621. The entire
text of NAFTA is available from the U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402-9325; Tel: [1] (202) 512-1800.
Ask for stock number 041-001-00407-6: or on the National Trade
Data Bank on CD-ROM. Tel: (202) 482-1986.

North-South trade
(economics) Trade between developed countries (North) and
developing countries (South). See developed countries;
developing countries.

no show
(shipping) Freight that has been booked to a ship, but has not
physically arrived in time to be loaded to that ship.

nostro account
(banking) “Our” account. An account maintained by a bank with
a bank in a foreign country. Nostro accounts are kept in foreign
currencies of the country which the monies are held, with the
equivalent dollar value listed in another column for accounting
purposes.

notary public
(law-U.S.) A person commissioned by a state for a stipulated
period (with the privilege of renewal) to administer certain oaths
and to attest and certify documents, thus authorizing him or her
to take affidavits and depositions. A notary is also authorized to
“protect” negotiable instruments for nonpayment or
nonacceptance.
The role of a notary public varies from country to country. In
some countries they take on many of the responsibilities which in
the U.S. an attorney would assume, while in other countries they
do not exist at all.

not elsewhere specified (N.E.S.)
(shipping) The abbreviation N.E.S. often appears in air freight
tariffs. For example: “advertising matter, N.E.S.; printed matter.
N.E.S.,” indicating that the rate stated in the tariff applies to all
commodities within the commodity group except those appearing
under their own rate. The abbreviation N.E.S., as used in air
freight tariffs, is comparable to the abbreviation N.O.I.B.N. (not
otherwise indexed by number) and N.O.S. (not otherwise
specified) which appear in tariffs published by the surface modes.

notify address
(shipping) Address mentioned in the transport document (bill of
lading or an air waybill), to which the carrier is to give notice
when goods are due to arrive.

notify party
(shipping) Name and address of a party in the transport document
(bill of lading or air waybill), usually the buyer or his agent, to be
notified by the shipping company of the arrival of a shipment.

Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
Promotes the safe and effective use of nuclear energy through
the exchange of information among technical experts, the sharing
of analytical studies, and undertaking joint research and
development projects by member countries. Headquarters are in
Paris, France. Address: Nuclear Energy Agency, Le Seine-Saint
Germain, 12 blvd. des Iles, 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France;
Tel: (1) 45-24-82-00; Fax: (1) 45-241110.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act
(U.S. law) Among other actions, this Act made the U.S. Energy
Department responsible for approving arrangements for nuclear
exports and transfers. Each arrangement requires U.S. State
Department concurrence, as well as consultations with the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and the Departments of Defense and Commerce.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
The NPT became effective in 1970 and was intended to limit the
number of states with nuclear weapons to five: the U.S., the Soviet
Union, Britain, France, and China. In doing so, the NPT attempts
to: (1) prevent nuclear weapons sales by not assisting other nations
with nuclear weapons development; (2) halt the nuclear weapons
development programs of nonnuclear weapons states; and (3)
promote nuclear disarmament and the peaceful use of nuclear
technologies and materials. Over 140 states have pledged not to
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acquire nuclear weapons and to accept the safeguards of the
International Atomic Energy Agency over all their nuclear
materials. The treaty, however, is not of indefinite duration. One
of the provisions of the treaty was to convene a conference 25
years after entry to decide whether the treaty would continue
indefinitely or be extended for a specified time.

Nuclear Referral List
See Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
(U.S.) The NRC regulates the transfer of nuclear facilities,
materials and parts with uniquely nuclear applications (such as
items associated with nuclear reactors). The U.S. Department of
Energy regulates the transfer of information relating to nuclear
technology. The U.S. State Department controls defense articles
and services, such as nuclear weapons design and test equipment.
The U.S. Department of Commerce controls a range of dual-use
items with potential nuclear application. Validated licensing
controls are in effect for commodities and technical data identified
to be useful in the design, development, production or use of
nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive purposes. These
commodities compose the “Nuclear Referral List” (NRL). Any
item under national security-based licensing requirements and
intended for a nuclear-related end-use/end-user is also subject to
review. In addition, any commodity that will be used in a sensitive
nuclear activity is also subject to validated licensing controls.

License applications for U.S. export of NRL items as well as
applications that may involve possible nuclear uses are reviewed
by the U.S. Department of Commerce in consultation with the
Department of Energy. When either Department believes that the
application requires further review, the application is referred to
the Subgroup on Nuclear Export Coordination (SNEC). The
SNEC is comprised of representatives from State, Defense,
ACDA, and the NRC. See Nuclear Suppliers Group; Zangger
Committee.

Nuclear Suppliers Group
An organization of nuclear supplier nations which coordinates
exports of nuclear materials and equipment with the International
Atomic Enemy Agency (IAEA) inspectorate regime. The reason
for creating the NSG was to allow member states some flexibility
(which they do not enjoy in the Zangger Committee) in controlling
items to nonnuclear weapons states.
The NSG’s independence from the Nuclear NonProliferation
Treaty (NPT) enables NSG to enlist the cooperation of supplier
states that are not signatories to the NPT and thus not involved
in the nuclear export control activities of the Zangger Committee.
The NSG’s control list is more comprehensive than the Zangger
Committee’s “trigger list”; it requires the imposition of safeguards
on exports of nuclear technology in addition to nuclear materials
and equipment.
See Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty; Zangger Committee
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

O
ocean bill of lading (BIL)
(shipping) A receipt for the cargo and a contract for transportation
between a shipper and the ocean carrier. It may also be used as
an instrument of ownership (negotiable bill of lading) which can
be bought, sold, or traded while the goods are in transit. To be
used in this manner, it must be a negotiable “Order” Bill-of-Lading.
(a) A clean bill of lading is issued when the shipment is received
in good order. If damaged or a shortage is noted, a clean bill of
lading will not be issued.
(b) An on board bill of lading certifies that the cargo has been
placed aboard the named vessel and is signed by the master of
the vessel or his representative. In letter of credit transactions, an
on board bill of lading is usually necessary for the shipper to
obtain payment from the bank. When all bills of lading are
processed, a ship’s manifest is prepared by the steamship line.
This summarizes all cargo aboard the vessel by port of loading
and discharge.
(c) An inland hill of lading (a waybill on rail or the “pro forma”
bill of lading in trucking) is used to document the transportation
of the goods between the port and the point of origin or
destination. It should contain information such as marks, numbers,
steamship line, and similar information to match with a dock
receipt.
See also bill of lading.

Offene Handelsgeselischaft (OHG)
(Austria) Designation for a general partnership, in which all
partners have joint and several liability.

offer
(law) A proposal that is made to a certain individual or legal
entity to enter into a contract, that is definite in its terms, and that
indicates the offeror’s intent to be bound by an acceptance. For
example, an order delivered to a seller to buy a product on certain

terms is an offer, but an advertisement sent to many potential
buyers is not. See acceptance; counter offer.

Office of Export Licensing (OEL)
(U.S.) Under the Bureau of Export Administration, the OEL
administers export licenses. Address: Office of Export Licensing,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th and Pennsylvania NW,
Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-0436. See Bureau of
Export Administration; Export Licensing Voice Information
System.

Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
(U.S.) An executive office of the President which evaluates,
formulates and coordinates management procedures and program
objectives within and among federal departments and agencies. It
also controls the administration of the federal budget. Address:
Office of Management and Budget, New Executive Office
Building, 726 Jackson Place NW, Washington, DC 20503; Tel:
[1] (202) 395-3080.

Office of Munitions Control
See Defense Trade Controls.

official development assistance
(U.S.) Financial flows to developing countries and multilateral
institutions provided by official agencies of national, state, or local
governments. Each transaction must be:
(1) administered with the promotion of the economic development
and welfare of developing countries as its main objective; and
(2) concessional in character and contain a grant element of at
least 25 percent.

offset(s)
(general) In non-defense trade, governments sometimes impose
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offset requirements on foreign exporters, as a condition for
approval of major sales agreements in an effort to either reduce
the adverse trade impact of a major sale or to gain specified
industrial benefits for the importing country. In these
circumstances, offset requirements generally take one of two
forms. In one formulation, an exporter may be required to
purchase a specified amount of locally-produced goods or services
from the importing country. For example, a commercial aircraft
manufacturer seeking sales to an airline in another country might
be required to purchase products as different from airplanes as
canned hams. In other instances, an exporter might be required
to establish manufacturing facilities in the importing country or
to secure a specified percentage of the component, used in
manufacturing his product from established local manufacturers.
See countertrade.
(defense related-U.S.) In trade of defense items, “offsets” are
industrial compensation practices mandated by many foreign
governments when purchasing U.S. defense systems. Types of
offsets include mandatory coproduction, subcontractor
production, technology transfer, countertrade, and foreign
investment. Countries require offsets for a variety of reasons: to
ease (or ‘“offset”) the burden of large defense purchases on their
economies, to increase domestic employment, to obtain desired
technology, or to promote targeted industrial sectors. See
countertrade.

offshore
(banking) Refers to financial operations transacted outside the
country in question.

offshore bank
(banking) Bank located outside the country in question.

offshore banking center
(banking) Financial center where many of the financial institutions
have little connection with that country’s financial system. Usually
established for purposes of tax avoidance. Examples are the
Cayman Islands, where many of the corporations are engaged in
business in the U.S. and Europe, and London, where many of the
financial institutions are engaged in Eurodollar trading.

offshore banking unit (OBU)
(banking) Department within a bank that in certain countries (e.g.,
Bahrain), is permitted to engage in specific transactions (usually
Euromarket business) that ordinary domestic banks are not
allowed to do.

old-to-market (OTM)
(U.S.) A committed to export, experienced, larger-scale firm. A
significant portion of manufacturing capability may be foreign
sourced. Export sales volume is often in excess of 15 percent of
total sales.

on board
(shipping) Notation on a bill of lading indicating that the goods
have been loaded on board or shipped on a named ship. In the
case of received for shipment bills of lading, the following four
parties are authorized to add this “on board” notation: (1) the
carrier, (2) the carrier’s agent, (3) the master of the ship, and
(14) the master’s agent. See ocean bill of lading; bill of lading;
negotiable bill of lading.

on deck
(shipping) Notation on a bill of lading which indicates that the
goods have been loaded on the deck of the ship. In letter of credit

transactions documents with an “on deck” notation will only be
accepted if expressly authorized in the credit. See ocean bill of
lading.

on deck bill of lading
(shipping) Bill of lading containing the notation that goods have
been placed on deck.
See ocean bill of lading; bill of lading.

on their face
(banking) In letter of credit and other documentary operations
banks must examine documents with reasonable care to ascertain
whether or not they appear, on their face, to be in compliance
with the terms or conditions of the documentary letter of credit.
See letter of credit; documentary collection.

open account
Credit extended that is not supported by a note, mortgage, or
other formal written evidence of indebtedness (e.g., merchandise
for which a buyer is billed later). Because this method poses an
obvious risk to the supplier, it is essential that the buyer’s integrity
be unquestionable.

open  conference
(shipping) A shipping conference in which there are no restrictions
upon membership other than ability and willingness to serve the
trade. U.S. law requires all conferences serving the U.S. to be
open. See conference; closed conference.

open economy
(economics) An economy free of trade restrictions.

open-end contract
(law) An  agreement by which the buyer may purchase goods
from a seller for a certain time without changes in the price or the
contract terms.

open policy
(insurance) An insurance contract (policy) which remains in force
until cancelled and under which individual successive shipments
are reported or declared and automatically covered on or after
the inception date. The open policy saves time and expense for
all concerned, whether underwriter, agent or assured.
The shipper gains many advantages from the use of an open policy.
(1) He or she has automatic protection (up to the maximum limits
stated in the policy) from the time shipments leave the warehouse
at the place named in the policy for the commencement of transit.
The policy holder warrants that shipments will be declared as
soon as practicable, but unintentional failure to report will not
void the insurance, since the goods are “held covered,” subject
to policy conditions. In effect, this is errors and omissions
coverage, and it forestalls the possibility that, because of the press
of business, goods may commence transit without being insured.
(2) The open policy provides a convenient way to report
shipments. It also relieves the shipper from the necessity of
arranging individual placings of insurance for each shipment.
(3) Under an open policy the shipper has prior knowledge of the
rate of premium that will be charged and thus can be certain of
the cost. This in turn facilitates his quoting a landed sales price.
(4) The use of the open policy creates a business relationship that
may exist over a long period of time. This permits the insurer to
learn the special requirements of its assureds and so to provide
them with individualized protection, tailor-made to fit the specific
situation. This may be an important factor in the case of loss
adjustments at out-of-the-way ports around the world, or in
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overcoming problems peculiar to a given commodity.
Some letter of credit transactions require evidence of an individual
“policy” covering the specified shipment. In such cases it has
become the practice to use a special marine policy.
See bordereau; declaration; special marine policy.

operating committees
(U.S.) There are four operating committees (OCs), which are
the first step in resolving interagency disputes over the disposition
of export license applications. The operating committees are: (1)
the State Department’s Subgroup on Nuclear Export
Coordination (SNEC), (2) the State Department’s working group
on Missile Technology, (3) the State Department’s working group
on Chemical and Biological Warfare, and (4) the Department of
Commerce’s operating committee on all other dual-use items.
Operating committees must make recommendations within 90
days of the date of the filing of an export license application.
Operating committees generally meet a couple of times per month.
See United States Department of Commerce; United States
Department of State.

Operation Exodus
(U.S.) A U.S. Customs Service export enforcement program that
was developed in 1981 to help stem the flow of the illegal export
of U.S.sourced arms and technology to the Soviet bloc and other
prohibited destinations. See United States Customs Service.

operator
(U.S. foreign trade zones) A corporation, partnership or person
that operates a foreign trade zone under the terms of an agreement
with a foreign trade zone grantee. If there is no operator agreement
and the grantee operates his own zone, the grantee is considered
the operator for Customs Regulations purposes. See foreign trade
zone; Foreign Trade Zone Board; Foreign Trade Zone Act;
grantee; zone user; subzones.

option
(general) (a) A right to take up an offer. (b) The right to choose
from several different possibilities. (c) A privilege to buy or sell,
receive, or deliver property, given in accordance with the terms
stated, with a consideration for price. This privilege may or may
not be exercised at the option holder’s discretion. Failure to
exercise the option leads to forfeiture of the option.
(securities) A contract giving the holder the right to buy or sell a
stated number of shares of a particular security at a fixed price
within a predetermined period.
(foreign exchange) The contractually agreed upon right to buy
(call option) or sell (put option) a  specific amount of an underlying
instrument at a predetermined price on a specific date (European
option) or up to a future date (American option).
See call option; put option; American option; European option.

order
(law/banking/shipping) A request to deliver, sell, receive, or
purchase goods or services.

order bill
(law) A bill of lading that states that goods are consigned to the
order of the person named in the bill. See bill of lading: ocean bill
of lading.

orderly marketing agreements
International agreements negotiated between two or more
governments, in which the trading partners agree to restrain the
growth of trade (limit exports) in specified “sensitive” products,

usually through the imposition of import quotas. Orderly
Marketing Agreements are intended to ensure that future trade
increases will not disrupt, threaten or impair competitive industries
or their workers in importing countries.

order notify
(shipping) A bill of lading term to provide for surrender of the
original bill of lading before freight is surrendered; usually handled
through a bank. See letter of credit; bill of lading; ocean bill of
lading; documentary collection.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)
The OECD is the primary forum for the discussion of common
economic and social issues confronting the U.S., Canada, Western
Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. It was founded in
1960 as the successor to the Organization for European Economic
Cooperation which oversaw European participation in the
Marshall Plan. The OECD’s fundamental objective is “to achieve
the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a
rising standard of living in member countries while maintaining
financial stability and thus contribute to the world economy.”
Members currently include: Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. Address:
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2 rue
Andre Pascal, F-75775 Paris Cedex 16, France; Tel- [33] (1)
45-24-82-00; Fax: [33] (1) 45-24-8500; http://www.oecd.org.

Organization of African Unity (OAU)
The OAU was founded in May 1963 with 32 African countries
as original members; it had 51 members in 1990. The Organization
aims to further African unity and solidarity, to coordinate political,
economic, cultural, scientific, and defense policies: and to
eliminate colonialism in Africa. Members include: Algeria, Angola,
Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde,
Central Africa Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo’ Cote d’lvoire,
Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco,
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and
Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan,
Swaziland. Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia,
Zimbabwe. Address: Organization of African Unity, PO Box 3243.
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Tel: [251] (1) 517700; Telex: OAU 21046;
Fax: [251] (1) 513036.

Organization of American States (OAS)
The OAS is a regional organization established in April 1948
which promotes Latin American  economic and social
development. Members include the United States, Mexico, and
most Central American, South American, and Caribbean nations.
Members include: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, the Bahamas,
Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba (participation suspended), Dominica, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana,
Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, St. Christopher-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, the United States,
Uruguay, and Venezuela. Address: Organization of American
States, l7th Street and  Constitution Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20006; Tel: [1] (202) 458-6046.
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Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC)
OAPEC was established in 1968 to safeguard the interests of its
members and to provide a forum for cooperation in the petroleum
industry. Approximately 25% of the annual world petroleum
production is from the member states of OAPEC. OAPEC
members include: Algeria, Bahrain,  Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the United Arab Emirates.
Address: Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries,
PO Box 108, Magglis Al Shaab, Cairo 11516, Egypt; Tel: [20]
(2) 3542660; Fax: [20] (2) 354-2601. Note: OAPEC moved to
Cairo from Kuwait in 1990 as a result of the Gulf War.

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
An association of the world’s oil-producing countries, formed in
1960. The chief purpose of OPEC is to coordinate oil production
and pricing policies of its members: Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela. Address: Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries, Obere Donaustrasse 93,
A-1020 Vienna, Austria; Tel: [43] (1) 21-1120; Fax: [43] (1)
264320.

Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC)
The OIC, established in May 1971, promotes cooperation in
cultural, economic,  scientific and social areas among Islamic
nations. Headquarters are located in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
Members include: Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain, Bangladesh,
Benin, Brunei, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Comoros, Cyprus,
Djibouti, Egypt, Gabon, the Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia,
Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, the United Arab Emirates,
and Yemen. Address: Organization of the Islamic Conference,
Kilo 6, Mecca Rd., PO Box 178. Jeddah 21411, Saudi Arabix
Tel: [966] (2) 680-0800; Fax: [966] (2) 687-3568.

original documents
(banking/letters of credit) Unless otherwise stated in the letter of
credit, the requirement for an original document may also be
satisfied by the presentation of documents produced or appearing
to have been produced:
(1) reprographically,
(2) by automated or computerized systems; or
(3) as carbon copies,
and marked as “originals” and where necessary appearing to be
signed. See letter of credit.

ORM (other regulated material)
See hazardous materials; restricted articles; ORM: ORM-A, B,
C, D, E.

ORM-A
(shipping) Material with an anesthetic, irritating, noxious, toxic
or other properties that can cause discomfort to persons in the
event of leakage. Examples are trichloroethylene,
1,1,1trichloroethane, dry ice, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride.

ORM-B
(shipping) Material specifically named or capable of causing
significant corrosion damage from leakage. Examples are lead
chloride, quicklime, metallic mercury, barium oxide.

ORM-C
(shipping) Material specifically named and with characteristics
which make it unsuitable for shipment unless properly packaged.

Examples are bleaching powder, lithium batteries (for disposal),
magnetized materials, sawdust, asbestos.

ORM-D
(shipping) Material such as consumer commodities which present
a limited hazard due to form, quantity and packaging. They must
be materials for which exceptions are provided. Examples are
chemical consumer commodities (e.g., hair spray and shaving
lotion) and small arm ammunition (reclassified because of
packaging).

ORM-E
(shipping) Material that is not included in any other hazard class,
but is regulated as ORM. Examples are hazardous waste and
hazardous substances.

other regulated materials
See ORM.

ouguiya
The currency of Mauritania. 1UM=5 khoums.

out-of-the-money
(foreign exchange) An option is out-of-the-money in the following
cases:
(1) Call option: market price less than the strike price.
(2) Put option: market price greater than the strike price.
For European options, replace the market price by the forward
price of the underlying instrument on the expiry date of the option.
See also call option; put option; option; in-the-money.

output contract
(law) An agreement by which one party agrees to sell his or her
entire production to the other, who agrees to purchase it.

outright
(foreign exchange) A forward purchase or sale of foreign
exchange which is not offset by a corresponding spot transaction,
i.e. which has not been contracted through swaps. See foreign
exchange.

outward swap
(foreign exchange) Spot purchase of foreign exchange and
forward resale of the same currency against domestic currency.
See foreign exchange.

overland common point (OCP)
(shipping) A special rate concession made by shipping lines, rail
carriers, and truckers serving the U.S. West Coast for export
and import traffic intended to benefit Midwest shippers and
importers by equalizing rates to and from other coastal areas,
and offering these Midwest companies a comparable alternative.
The steamship companies lower their rates and their inland carriers
pick up the terminal charges, which consist of handling charges,
wharfage charges, and carloading or unloading charges. OCP
rates apply to cargo shipped from or consigned to the states of
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico
and all states east thereof. OCP rates in Canada apply to the
provinces of Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec.

overnight
(foreign exchange) Swap from settlement date until the following
business day, i.e., one day or three days over the weekend. See
foreign exchange.
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Overseas Business Reports (OBR)
A series of publications by the U.S. Department of Commerce
providing basic background data on the major trading countries
of the world. Each report is a marketing study which provides
updated export and economic outlooks, industrial trends, trade
regulations, distribution and sales channels, transportation, and
credit situation in individual countries. Source: Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402; Tel: [1] (202) 512-1800.

Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(U.S.) OPIC is a self-sustaining U.S. agency, under the
International Development Cooperation Agency, whose purpose
is to promote economic growth in developing countries by
encouraging U.S. private investment in those nations. The
Corporation assists American investors in three principal ways:
(1) financing investment projects through direct loans and/or
guaranties; (2) insuring investment projects against a broad range
of political risks; and (3) providing a variety of investor services
including, investor counseling, country and regional information
kits, computer-assisted project and investor matching, and
investment missions. OPIC does not support projects that will
result in the loss of domestic jobs or have a negative impact on

the host country’s environment or worker’s rights. Address:
Overseas Private Investment Corporation, 1100 New York Ave.
NW, Washington, DC 20527; Tel: [1] (202) 336-8799. See
International Development Cooperation Agency.

over the counter (OTC)
(finance) Securities trading which takes place outside the normal
exchanges. In contrast to normal exchanges, it is not tied to a
central set-up in any one place but is conducted mainly by
telephone and telex between traders, brokers and customers.

over the counter small package service
See small package service.

oxidizing  material
(shipping) These items are chemically reactive and will provide
both heat and oxygen to support a fire. (UN CLASS 5.) Examples
are calcium permanganate, calcium hypochlorite, barium
perchlorate hydrogen peroxide and ammonium nitrate. Hazard/
precautions are: may ignite combustibles (wood, paper. etc.);
reaction with fuels may be violent; fires may produce poisonous
fumes; vapors and dusts may be irritating; contact may burn skin
and eyes; and peroxides may explode from heat or contamination.

P
pa’anga
The currency of Tonga. 1 T$= 100 seniti.

Pacific Rim
Refers to countries and economies bordering the Pacific ocean.
Pacific Rim is an informal, flexible term which generally has been
regarded as a reference to East Asia, Canada, and the United
States. At a minimum, the Pacific Rim includes Canada, Japan,
the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan, and the United States.
It may also include Australia, Brunei, Cambodia, Hong Kong/
Macau, Indonesia, Laos, North Korea, South Korea, Malaysia,
New Zealand, the Pacific Islands, the Philippines, Russia (or the
Commonwealth of Independent States), Singapore, Thailand, and
Vietnam. As an evolutionary term, usage sometimes includes
Mexico, the countries of Central America, and the Pacific coast
countries of South America.

packing credit
(banking) A monetary advance granted by a bank in connection
with shipments of storable goods guaranteed by the assignment
of the payment expected later on under a documentary letter of
credit.

packing list
(shipping) A document prepared by the shipper listing the kinds
and quantities of merchandise in a particular shipment. A copy is
usually sent to the consignee to assist in checking the shipment
when received. Also referred to as a bill of parcels.

pallet
(shipping, general) A platform with or without sides, on which a
number of packages or pieces may be loaded to facilitate handling.
Most carriers offer container discounts for palletized loads.
(air freight) A platform with a flat metal framed undersurface on
which goods are assembled and secured by nets and straps. See
also aircraft pallet.
Palletization results in more efficient use of space and better cargo
handling, particularly when used as part of mechanized loading

systems.

palletizing
(shipping) The loading and securing of a number of sacks, bags,
boxes or drums on a pallet base.

pallet loader
(shipping) A device employing one or more vertical lift platforms
for the mechanical loading or unloading of palletized freight at
planeside.

pallet transporter
(shipping) A vehicle for the movement of loaded pallets between
the aircraft and the freight terminal or truck dock.

par value
(foreign exchange) The official fixed exchange rate between two
currencies or between a currency and a specific weight of gold or
a basket of currencies. See foreign exchange.

parcel post air freight
(shipping) An airline service through which a shipper can
consolidate a number of parcel post packages (with destination
postage affixed by the shipper) for shipment as air freight to the
postmaster at another city for subsequent delivery within local
postal zones or beyond.

parent bank
(banking) A bank in a major industrial country that sets up a
subsidiary in a developing country.

par exchange rate
(foreign exchange) The free market price of one country’s money
in terms of the currency of another.

pari passu
(law) On an equal basis without preference. Creditors who receive
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payment pari passu, for example, are paid in proportion to their
interests without regard to whether any of the claims would have
taken priority over others.

Paris Club
Under the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) General
Agreements to Borrow (GAB), established in 1962, 10 of the
wealthiest industrial members of the IMF agreed to lend funds to
the IMF, up to specified amounts  “when supplementary resources
are needed.” The finance ministers of these countries comprise
the Paris Club (also called the Group of 10).
The Paris Club has become a popular designation for meetings
between representatives of a developing country that wishes to
renegotiate its “official” debt (normally excluding debts owed by
and to the private sector without official guarantees) and
representatives of the relevant creditor governments and
international institutions. These meetings usually occur at the
request of a debtor country that wishes to consolidate all or part
of its debt service payments falling due over a specified period.
Meetings are traditionally chaired by a senior official of the French
Treasury Department. Comparable meetings occasionally take
place in London and in New York for countries that wish to
renegotiate repayment terms for their debts to private banks. These
meetings are sometimes called “creditor clubs.” See International
Monetary Fund; Group of Ten.

Paris Convention
The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property,
first adopted in 1883, is the major international agreement
providing basic rights for protecting industrial property. It covers
patents, industrial designs, service marks, trade names, indications
of source, and unfair competition. The U.S. ratified this treaty in
1903. The treaty provides two fundamental rights:
(1)The principle of national tr eatment provides that nationals
of any signatory nation shall enjoy in all other countries of the
union the advantages that each nation’s laws grant to its own
nationals.
(2) The right of priority enables any resident or national of a
member country to, first, file a patent application in any member
country and, thereafter, to file a patent application for the same
invention in any of the other member countries within 12 months
of the original filing and receive benefit of the original filing date.
See patent; trademark; copyright; World Intellectual Property
Organization; Patent Cooperation Treaty.

Paris Union
See World Intellectual Property Organization.

parity
(general) Equality in amount or value. For example, if the price
for goods sold in two different markets is the same, the price is in
parity.
(foreign exchange) Exchange relationship of a currency to a legally
binding reference, i.e., to a specific amount of gold, to Special
Drawing Rights (SDRs) or to other currencies. See also special
drawing right(s).
(foreign exchange/official parity) Predetermined exchange rate
relationship between two currencies.

par of exchange
(foreign exchange) The market price of money in one national
currency that is exchanged at the official rate for a specific amount
in another national currency, or another commodity of value (gold,
silver, etc.).

parol
(law) Oral expression. A parol contract, for example, is one that
is verbal only and that has not be put into writing by the parties.

particular average
(insurance) An insurance loss that affects specific interests only.
There are two kinds of particular average losses: the total loss of
a part of the goods, and the arrival of goods at destination in a
damaged condition.
In the first situation, it is necessary to determine how much of
the total amount insured is applicable to the missing item. In
homogeneous or fungible cargo-that is, cargo which is capable
of mutual substitution, like oil or coal-it is frequently a matter of
simple arithmetic. The value of the unit of measurement of the
cargo is found by dividing the amount of insurance by the total
number of units in the shipment. This value multiplied by the
number of missing units gives the value of the loss.
Where a normal or trade loss is to be expected, as in cargo subject
to leakage, slackage or loss of moisture during the voyage, the
method of calculation is slightly different. The value of the
insurance is divided by the number of units in the “expected out-
turn,” that is, the expected arrived quantity rather than the shipped
quantity. This can be determined either by the normal percentage
of trade loss for similar shipments or by examinations of sound
arrived cargo forming part of the shipment in question. While
this method will produce a somewhat higher insured value per
unit, it naturally requires the normal or trade loss to be deducted
in calculating the actual shortage sustained.
See also average; general average; with average; free of particular
average; deductible average; trade loss.

parties to the credit
(banking) At least the following three parties are involved in a
documentary letter of credit transaction: (1) Applicant (buyer/
importer),
(2) Issuing bank (buyers bank), and
(3) Beneficiary (seller/exporter).
As a rule, however, the issuing bank will entrust a correspondent
bank with the task of advising and authenticating the credit and,
if applicable, with payment, acceptance or negotiation. The issuing
bank may also request the advising bank to add its confirmation.
See letter of credit; confirmation; issuing bank: advising bank.

partnership
(law) An unincorporated business owned and operated by two
or more persons (partners), who may have general or limited
liability in accordance with the partnership agreement. Note: The
definition of status of partnership varies from country to country,
and is not recognized as a business entity in some countries. See
general partnership; limited partnership.

pataca
The currency of Macao. 1P=100 avos.

patent
(law) A grant by law to an inventor of a device of the right to
exclude other persons from making, using, or selling the device.
The patent holder has the right to license to another person the
right to make, use, or sell the device. A patent is available only
for devices that embody a new idea or principle and that involve
a discovery. Patent protection varies from country to country,
and may not be available in some jurisdictions. A country that is
a member the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property may recognize patents held in other jurisdictions. See
copyright; service mark; trademark; Paris Convention; World
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Intellectual Property Organization.

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
The PCT, is a worldwide convention, open to any Paris
Convention country. The PCT entered into force in 1978. Unlike
the Paris Convention, which addresses substantive intellectual
property rights, the PCT addresses procedural requirements,
aiming to simplify the filing, searching, and publication of
international patent applications. See Paris Convention.

payable in exchange
(foreign exchange) The requirement that a negotiable instrument
be paid in the funds of the place from which it was originally
issued.

payee
(banking) The person or organization to whom a check or draft
or note is made payable. The payee’s name follows the expression
“pay to the order of.” See also payer; negotiable; negotiable
instrument.

payer
(banking) The party primarily responsible for the payment of the
amount owed as evidenced by a given negotiable instrument. See
also payee; negotiable; negotiable instrument.

payments surplus
(economics) The excess of the value of a nation’s exports over
its imports. See also balance of trade.

penalties
(customs) The charges assessed or action taken by customs in
response to a violation of a customs enforced regulation or law.

perfect competition
(economics) A description for an industry or market unit
consisting of a large number of purchasers and sellers all involved
in the buying and selling of a homogeneous good, with awareness
of prices and volume, no discrimination in buying and selling,
and a mobility of resources.

performance
(law) The proper fulfillment of a contract or obligation.

performance bond
(insurance) A bond which guarantees proper fulfillment of the
terms of a contract. In practice, the beneficiary of the bond (usually
the buyer of services and/or goods), will claim financial restitution
under the bond if the principal (supplier of the services and/or
goods) fails to comply with the terms and conditions of the
contract. See bond; surety.

peril  point
(economics) A hypothetical limit beyond which a reduction in
tariff protection would cause serious injury to a domestic industry.
(U.S.) U.S. legislation in 1949 that extended the Trade
Agreements Act of 1934 required the Tariff Commission to
establish such “peril points” for U.S. industries, and for the
President to submit specific reasons to Congress if and when any
U.S. tariff was reduced below those levels. This requirement,
which was an important constraint on U.S. negotiating positions
in early General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) tariff
cutting Rounds, was eliminated by the Trade Expansion Act of
1962.

perils of the sea

(insurance) Marine insurance coverage that includes unusual
action of wind and waves (often described as “stress of weather’
or “heavy weather”), stranding, lightning, collision and damage
by sea water when caused by insured perils such as opening of
the seams of the vessel by stranding or collision. See also special
marine policy; all risk.

perishable freight
(shipping) Freight subject to decay or deterioration.

person
(law) An individual or legal entity recognized under law as having
legal rights and obligations. In the United States, for example,
corporations and partnerships are examples of legal entities that
are recognized as persons under the law. In countries that allow
the formation of limited and unlimited liability companies, those
companies are recognized as persons under the law.

personal income
(economics) National income less various kinds of income not
actually received by individuals, nonprofit institutions, and so on
(e.g.. undistributed corporate profits, corporate taxes, employer
contributions for social insurance), plus certain receipts that do
not arise from production (i.e., transfer payments and government
interest).

peseta
The currency of:
Andorra (uses Spanish peseta);
Spain, 1PLs=100 centimos.

peso
The currency of:
Argentina, 1$a=l 00 centavos;
Chile, 1 Ch$= 100 centavos;
Columbia, 1 Col$=100 centavos;
Cuba, 1$= 100 centavos;
Dominican Republic, 1 RD$= 100 centavos:
Guinea-Bissau, 1 PG=100 centavos;
Mexico, 1 Mex$=100 centavos;
Philippines, 1P=100 centavos;
Uruguay, 1URS=100 centesimos

petrodollars
(foreign investment/banking) Huge sums of money from
oil-producing nations other than the United States or Great
Britain. These funds are initially converted into Eurocurrency
and deposited with international banks to be used for future
investment and for paying debts. These banks traditionally set
limits on the sum they will accept from any one country.

phytosanitary inspection certificate
(U.S.) A certificate, issued by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
to satisfy import regulations of foreign countries, indicating that
a U.S. export shipment has been  inspected and is free from
harmful pests and plant diseases.

pickup and delivery service
(shipping) An optional service for the surface transport of
shipments from shipper’s door to originating carrier’s terminal
and from the terminal of destination to receiver’s door. Pickup
service, at an additional charge, is provided upon shipper’s request.
In air cargo shipments delivery service is provided automatically
by the air carrier at an additional charge unless the shipper requests
otherwise. PU&D service is provided between all airports and all
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local points of such airports. For service beyond the terminal
area. See truck/air service.

pickup order
(shipping) An order from a broker (working as the agent of a
consignee) to a carrier to pick up freight at a location.

pier-to-pier
(shipping) Shipment of cargo by carrier from origin pier to
discharge pier. Applies to container yard (CY) cargo. Drayage
to/from pier is borne by customer.

piggyback
(shipping) The transportation of truck trailers and containers on
specially equipped railroad flatcars.

pilferage
(shipping/insurance) The loss of goods due to steady theft in small
amounts.

pilot
(shipping) A person whose office or occupation is to steer ships,
particularly along a coast, or into and out of a harbor.

pips
(foreign exchange) In foreign exchange dealing, the last decimal
places of a price quotation are called pips for purposes of simplicity
(1/100th of 1 percent or 0.0001 of a unit). In futures trading the
smallest possible price fluctuation upwards or downwards (1 pip)
is called a tick.

plimsoll mark
(shipping) The depth to which a vessel may safely load is identified
by a horizontal line painted on the outside of the ship. This
“plimsoll mark” must remain above the surface of the water. See
also draft or draught.

point of origin
(shipping) The location at which a shipment is received by a
transportation line from the shipper.

point-to-point; door-to-door
(shipping) Designates service and rates for shipments in
door-to-door service. Originating carrier spots (places) empty
container at shipper’s facility at carriers expense for loading by
and at expense of shipper, the delivering carrier spots the loaded
container at consignee’s facility at carrier’s expense for unloading
by and at expense of consignee. See also demurrage; detention.

poisonous material
(shipping) Items that are extremely toxic to man and animals.
(UN CLASS 6.) Examples are cyanogen gas, lead cyanide and
parathion. Hazards/precautions are: may cause death quickly if
breathed, swallowed or touched: may be flammable, explosive,
corrosive or irritating; may be EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS.
Look for the “Skull and Crossbones” on the label; degree of hazard
key words: poison, danger, warning, highly toxic, moderately
toxic, least toxic; and read the label carefully for storage and
safety information.

political risk
(economics) Extraordinary measures of foreign countries and
political events abroad which make it impossible for a debtor to
comply with a contract or which lead to the loss, confiscation of
or damage to goods belonging to the exporter. e.g., war,

revolution, annexation, civil war, which can have detrimental effect
upon the exporter. An exporter may be able to cover this risk by
utilizing a confirmed letter of credit or by applying for cover
from export credit agencies.

port
(shipping) (a) A harbor or haven where ships may anchor and
discharge or receive cargo. (b) The left side of a ship when one is
facing the bow.

port charge
(shipping) A charge made for services performed at ports.

portfolio investment
(foreign investment) In general, any foreign investment that is
not direct investment is considered portfolio investment. Foreign
portfolio investment includes the purchase of voting securities
(stocks) at less than a 10 percent level, bonds, trade finance, and
government lending or borrowing, excluding transactions in
official reserves.

port of discharge
(shipping) The port at which a shipment is off-loaded by a
transportation line, not to be confused with destination which
may be a point further inland.

port of embarkation
See port of export.

port of entry
(shipping/customs) A port at which foreign goods are admitted
into the receiving country. Ports of entry are officially designated
by the importing country’s government.
(U.S. Customs) Any place designated by act of U.S. Congress,
executive order of the President of the United States, or order of
the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, at which a U.S. Customs
officer is assigned with authority to accept entries of merchandise,
to collect duties, and to enforce the various provisions of the
U.S. Customs laws.

port of export
(shipping) The port, airport or customs point from which an export
shipment leaves a country for a voyage to a foreign country.

port-of-origin air cargo clearance
(shipping) For the convenience of exporters moving goods by air
from inland U.S. cities, certain U.S. Customs formalities can now
be handled at the originating airport city. This avoids delaying
such procedures until the export reaches a gateway point
sometimes hundreds of miles from the exporter’s business.

postdated check
(banking) A check bearing a date that has not yet arrived. Such a
check cannot be paid by a bank before the date shown and must
be returned to the maker or to the person attempting to use it. If
presented on or after the date shown, the same check will be
honored if the account contains sufficient funds.

post-shipment verifications (PSV)
(U.S.) An inspection to determine that an exported strategic
commodity is being used for the purposes for which its export
was licensed. Firms or individuals representing the end user,
intermediate consignees, or the purchaser may be subject to
inquiries pertaining to the postshipment verification. As part of
the PSV process, the Bureau of Export Administration (BXA)
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forwards a cable to the U.S. embassy or consulate in the respective
geographical location to conduct an on-site inspection to ensure
that the commodity is physically present and used as stated in the
application. Post-shipment verifications are usually conducted
six-to-eight months subsequent to export of the commodity. See
Bureau of Export Administration.

pound
The currency for:
Cyprus, 1LC=100 cents;
Egypt, 1LE (or 1EL)=100 piasters=1,000 milliemes;
Falkland Islands, 1LF=100 pence;
Ireland, (pound or punt), 1 RE=100 pence;
Lebanon, 1LL (or 1LE) =100 piasters;
St. Helena (uses U.K. pound);
Syria 1 SL=100 piasters;
United Kingdom, 1L=100 pence.

power of attorney
(law) A written legal document by which one person (principal)
authorizes another person (agent) to perform stated acts on the
principal’s behalf. For example: to enter into contracts, to sign
documents, to sign checks, and spend money, etc.
A principal may execute a special power of attorney authorizing
an agent to sign a specific contract or a general power of attorney
authorizing the agent to sign all contracts for the principal.
(U.S. Customs) Importers often give a limited power of attorney
to their customs broker to conduct business with U.S. Customs
on their behalf.
Tip: When you set up a power of attorney, make sure that it is
broad enough in its language to cover the types of situations
likely to arise, but not so broad that it gives more power to that
individual than you intend. Power of attorney falls under “agency”
law, which varies from country to country. Before giving someone
power of attorney in a foreign country, be sure you understand
what the local legal ramifications are. See agent; agency.

POW WOW
See International POW WOW.

Pow Wow Selection Committee
See International POW WOW.

pre-advice
(banking/letters of credit) At the request of an applicant to a
letter of credit, the issuing bank may give a pre-advice of issuance
and/or amendment of the letter of credit. A pre-advice is usually
marked with a reference such as “Full details to follow.” Unless
otherwise stated, the pre-advice irrevocably commits the issuing
bank to issue/amend the credit in a manner consistent with said
pre-advice. See letter of credit; advice; advising bank; issuing
bank, amendment.

preferences
(law) A creditor’s right to be paid before other creditors of the
same debtor. A creditor who holds a secured note, for example,
generally has preference over one who holds an unsecured note.

Preferential Trade Agreement for Eastern and Southern Africa
PTA was founded in 1981 in order to improve commercial and
economic cooperation in Eastern and
Southern Africa: transform the structure of national economies
in the region; promote regional trade; support inter-country
cooperation, cooperation in agricultural development, and
improvement of transport links. Accomplishments include: tariff

reductions, multilateral trade, common travellers checks, a
federation of chambers of commerce, a federation of commercial
banks, and a commercial Arbitration board. The PTA Trade and
Development Bank is in Burundi. Current goals include monetary
harmonization and the establishment of a commodity futures
market and stock exchange.
The PTAs members are: Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Somalia, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Address: Preferential
Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa. PO Box 30051,
Lotti House, Cairo Rd., Lusaka. Zambia; Tel: [260] (1) 229725;
Telex: 40127; Fax: [260] (1) 225107.

pre-license checks (PLC)
(U.S.) Pre-license checks are conducted to determine that a
request for a license to export a controlled commodity represents
a legitimate order. Firms or individuals representing the licensee
(the applicant), a consignee, the purchaser, an intermediate
consignee, or the end user may be subject to inquiries pertaining
to the pre-license check. As part of the process, the Bureau of
Export Administration (BXA) forwards a cable to the U.S.
embassy or consulate in the respective geographical location to
conduct an inspection or meet with company representatives to
conduct inquiries on BXA’s behalf. See Bureau of Export
Administration.

preliminary determination
(U.S.) The determination announcing the results of a dumping
investigation conducted within 160 days (or, in extraordinarily
complicated cases, 210 days) after a petition is filed or an
investigation is self-initiated by the International Trade
Administration (ITA). If it is determined that there is a reasonable
basis to believe or suspect that the merchandise under
consideration is being sold or is likely to be sold at less than fair
value, liquidation of all affected entries is suspended, and the
matter is referred to the International Trade Commission.
“Preliminary determination” also refers to the decision by the
ITC where there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is
materially retarded by reason of the imports of the merchandise
which is the subject or the petition. The ITC must make its decision
within 45 days after the date on which the petition is filed or an
investigation is self-initiated by the International Trade
Administration. If this determination is negative, the investigation
is terminated. See dumping: International Trade Administration;
fair value.

 premium
(general) The amount above a regular price, paid as an incentive
to do something. For example, a buyer might pay a premium for
quick delivery. Opposite of discount.
(insurance) The amount paid to an insurance company for
coverage under an insurance policy.
(foreign exchange) (a) Premium, markup (forward premium) or
contango of a forward rate against the spot rate. (b) The price at
which an option sells.

prepaid
(shipping) (a) A notation on a shipping document indicating that
shipping charges have already been paid by the shipper or his
agent to the carrier. (b) Also, that shipping charges are to be paid
by the consignee or his agent prior to release of the shipment.

prepaid charges
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(shipping) The transportation trade practice under which the
shipper pays transportation charges.

prescription period
See limitation period.

President’s Export Council (PEC)
(U.S.) Advises the President on government policies and programs
that affect U.S. trade performance; promotes export expansion:
and provides a forum for discussing and resolving trade-related
problems among the business, industrial, agricultural, labor, and
government sectors.
The Council was established by Executive Order of the President
in 1973 and was originally composed only of business executives.
The Council was reconstituted in 1979 to include leaders of the
labor and agricultural communities, Congress, and the Executive
branch.
Twenty-eight private sector members serve “at the pleasure of
the President” with no set term of office. Other members include
five U.S. Senators and five Members of the House, the Secretaries
of Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, State. and Treasury, the
Chairman of the Export-Import Bank, and the U.S. Trade
Representative. The Council reports to the President through the
Secretary of Commerce.

price support
(economics) Subsidy or financial aid offered to specific growers,
producers, or distributors, in accordance with governmental
regulations to keep market prices from dropping below a certain
minimum level.

pricing (of a loan)
(banking, finance) Fixing the cost of a loan, i.e., the interest rate
and any other charges, such as front end fees.

prima facie
(law) A presumption of fact as true unless contradicted by other
evidence. For example, unless an agreement assigning contract
rights clearly states that outstanding interest payments are retained
by the assignor, the right to collect such payments is deemed
transferred prima facie to the assignee.

principal
(law) An individual or legal entity who authorizes another party
(agent) to act on the principal’s behalf. See agency; agent; power
of attorney.

priority air freight
(shipping) Reserved air freight or air express service wherein
shipments have a priority after mail and the small package services.
Any size or weight allowed within air freight service limits is
acceptable. Advanced reservations are permitted for movement
on a given flight and in some cases a partial refund is paid the
shipper if the shipment is not moved on the flight specified.

priority foreign countries
See Special 301.

priority logistics management
(shipping) The application of the just in time transportation theory.
See just in time.

priority watchlist
See Special 301.

private corporation
(law) (a) A business corporation with shares that are not traded
among the general public. (b) A corporation that is established
by individuals to conduct business or other activities and that
does not perform government functions. See corporation; close
corporation; public corporation.

Private Export Funding Corporation
(U.S.) PEFCO works with the Export-Import Bank in using
private capital to finance U.S. exports. PEFCO acts as a
supplemental lender to traditional commercial banking sources
by making loans to public and private borrowers located outside
of the United States who require medium and/or longer term
financing of their purchases of U.S. goods and services. See
Export-Import Bank of the United States.

Private Limited (Pte. Ltd.)
(India, Rhodesia, Singapore) Designation for a private limited
liability corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

private limited liability corporation
See closely held corporation.

procurement and lead time
The time required by the buyer to select a supplier and to place
and obtain a commitment for specific quantities of material at
specified times.

product groups
(U.S.) Commodity groupings used for export control purposes.
See export control classification number.

productivity
(economics) A measurement of the efficiency of production. A
ratio of output to input (e.a., 10 units per man-hour).

profit, gross
(economics/accounting) (gross profit/gross margin) Net sales less
cost of goods sold (before consideration of selling and
administrative expenses). Gross profit is expressed in dollar
figures; gross margin is expressed as a percentage of net sales.
(U.S. Customs) For the purposes of constructed value in an
antidumping duty investigation or review, the profit used is the
profit normally earned by a producer, from the country of export,
of the same or similar product as that under investigation. By
statute, the amount of profit shall not be less than 8 percent of
the sum of general expenses and cost.
See dumping; countervailing duty.

pro forma
When coupled with the title of another document (pro forma
invoice, pro forma manifest), it means an informal document
presented in advance of the arrival or preparation of the required
document in order to satisfy a requirement, usually a customs
requirement.

pro forma invoice
An invoice provided by a supplier prior to a sale or shipment of
merchandise, informing the buyer of the kinds and quantifies of
goods to be sent, their value, and important specifications (weight,
size, and similar characteristics). A pro forma invoice is used: (1)
as a preliminary invoice together with a quotation; (2) for customs;
purposes in connection with shipments of samples, advertising
material, etc.
(U.S. Customs) An invoice provided by the importer in lieu of a
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commercial invoice when a commercial invoice is not available,
at the time of merchandise entry. In such cases the, importer must
present a bond to Customs guaranteeing production of the
required commercial invoice not later than 120 days from the
date of entry. If the invoice is needed by Customs for statistical
purposes, it must generally be produced within 50 days from the
date the entry summary is required to be filed.
If the required commercial invoice is not presented to Customs
before the expiration of the 120-day period, the importer incurs
a liability under his bond for failure to file.
See also invoice; commercial invoice; entry; bond.

project license
(U.S.) A license which authorizes large-scale exports of a wide
variety of commodities and technical data for specified activities.
Those activities can include capital expansion, maintenance, repair
or operating supplies, or the supply of materials to be used in the
production of other commodities for sale. See Bureau of Export
Administration.

promissory note
(banking) (a) Any written promise to pay. (b) A negotiable
instrument that is evidence of a debt contracted by a borrower
from a creditor, known as a lender of funds. If the instrument
does not have all the qualities of a negotiable instrument, it cannot
legally be transferred. See negotiable instrument.

promoter of corporation
(law) Individual or entity that organizes a corporation.

promotional rate
(shipping) A rate applying to traffic under special conditions and
usually confined to movement between a limited number of cities.
Early rates on fresh farm produce which helped develop increased
air freight volumes from the West Coast to eastern cities are
examples of promotional rates. See special rates.

proof of delivery
(shipping) Information provided to payer containing name of
person who signed for the package with the date and time of
delivery.

Proprietary Limited (Pty. Ltd.)
(Australia, South Africa) Designation for a private limited liability
corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

proprietor
(law) A person who has an exclusive right or interest in property
or in a business.

proprietorship
(law) A business owned by one person. The individual owner has
all the rights to profits from the business as well as all the liabilities
and losses. Synonymous with “individual proprietorship.”

protectionism
(economics) The deliberate use or encouragement of restrictions
on imports to enable relatively inefficient domestic producers to
compete successfully with foreign producers.

protective order
(U.S. Customs) With regard to antidumping cases, a term for the
order under which most business proprietary information is made
available to an attorney or other representative of a party to the
proceeding. See dumping.

protective service
(shipping) Many airlines offer a protective service where shippers
can arrange to have their shipments under carrier surveillance at
each stage of transit from origin to destination. This service can
be extended to pickup and delivery. Shippers can also arrange
for armed guard protection. There is usually an extra charge for
various levels of protective service. See signature service.

protective tarif f
(customs/economics) A duty or tax imposed on imported products
for the purpose of making them more expensive in comparison
to domestic products, thereby giving the domestic products a
price advantage. See tariff.

protest
(U.S. Customs) The means by which an importer, consignee, or
other designated party may challenge decisions, (usually regarding
the duitable status of imported goods) made by a District Director
of Customs. The importer files a protest and an application for
further review on Customs Form 19 within 90 days after
liquidation. If the Customs Service denies a protest, an importer
has the right to litigate the matter by filing a summons with the
U.S. Court of International Trade within 180 days after denial of
the protest. The rules of the court and other applicable statutes
and precedents determine the course of Customs litigation.
While the Customs ascertainment of duitable status is final for
most purposes at the time of liquidation, a liquidation is not final
until any protest which has been filed against it has been decided.
Similarly, the administrative decision issued on a protest is not
final until any litigation filed against it has become final.
Entries must be liquidated within one year of the date of entry
unless the liquidation needs to be extended for another one-year
period not to exceed a total of four years from the date of entry.
The Customs Service will suspend liquidation of an entry when
required by statute or court order. A suspension will remain in
effect until the issue is resolved. Notifications of extensions and
suspensions are given to importers, surety companies, and customs
brokers who are parties to the transaction.
See entry; liquidation.
(banking) Legal procedure noting the refusal of the drawee to
accept a bill of exchange (protest for non-acceptance) or to pay
it (protest for nonpayment). Essential in order to preserve the
right of recourse on the endorser.

protest system
(U.S. Customs) A part of U.S. Customs’ Automated Commercial
System, tracks protests from the date they are received through
final action. See Automated Commercial System.

protocol
(diplomacy) (a) A preliminary document or memorandum signed
by diplomatic or commercial negotiators which is used as a basis
for final negotiations, agreements conventions or treaties. (b) The
etiquette and ranking of diplomatic personnel.
(U.S.) U.S. diplomatic ranking is as follows: (1)
Ambassadors-at-large have a higher rank than a regular
Ambassador and are higher ranked on protocol than, say, the
head of the C.I.A.; (2) The Deputy Chief of Mission, almost
always a career officer, has the personal rank of Minister which
is one rank down from Ambassador; (3) The rank of
Minister-Counselor is just a little step below Minister; (4) The
Charge d’Affaires may either be acting, or indefinite, and is
regarded as the acting Ambassador when the Ambassador is out
of the country or when, for political reasons, an Ambassador is
not appointed to a country; (5) An Attache may be either fairly
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high or fairly low; in terms of rank an Attache can be anything; a
Military Attache is of at least medium rank, but the military hold
no diplomatic rank; (6) A consulate is not a diplomatic mission,
nor is it autonomous; it is established by an international
organization (such as U.S. Mission to the European Communities
(USEC or NATO) or is used for reasons of diplomatic snobbery
or pique.

Protocol of Provisional Application
(GATT) A legal device that enabled the original contracting parties
to accept General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
obligations and benefits, despite the fact that some of their existing
domestic legislation at that time discriminated against imports in
a manner that was inconsistent with certain GATT provisions.
Although meant to be “temporary:’ the Protocol has remained in
effect; and countries that signed the PPA in 1947 continue to
invoke it to defend certain practices that are otherwise inconsistent
with their GATT obligations. Countries that acceded to the GATT
after 1947 have also done so under the terms of the Protocol.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

publication
(law) (a) Offering or distributing information or materials to the
public generally. (b) Communicating defamatory information to
a third person.

public corporation
(law) (a) A business corporation with shares traded among the
general public, such as through a stock exchange. (b) A
corporation created by a government to administer its operations.
See corporation; close corporation private corporation Public
Limited Company (PLC) (United Kingdom) Designation for a
public corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

published rate
(shipping) The charges for a particular class of cargo as published
in a carrier’s tariff.

Pula
The currency of Botswana. 1P=100 thebe.

purchase order
A purchaser’s written offer to a supplier formally stating all terms
and conditions of a proposed transaction.

purchase price
(U.S. Customs) A statutory term used in dumping investigations
to refer to the United States sales price of merchandise which is
sold or likely to be sold prior to the date of importation, by the
producer or reseller of the merchandise for exportation to the
United States. Certain statutory adjustments (e.g., import duties,
commissions, freight) are made, if appropriate, to permit a
meaningful comparison with the foreign market value of such or
similar merchandise. See dumping.

purchaser
(U.S.) Within the context of export controls, the purchaser is
that person abroad who has entered into the export transaction
with the applicant to purchase the commodities or technical data
for delivery to the ultimate consignee

purchasing agent
(law) An agent who purchases goods in his/her own country on
behalf of foreign buyers such as government agencies and private
businesses. See agent; agency.

pure market economy
(economics) A competitive economic system of numerous buyers
and sellers, where prices are determined by the free interaction
of supply and demand

put
(banking/finance) A right to redeem a debt instrument before
maturity at par under specific circumstances outlined in the original
agreement. See option; put option; call; call option.

put option
(banking/finance) A contract which entitles one party, at his
option, to sell a specified amount of a commodity, security or
foreign exchange to another party, at the price fixed in the contract,
during the life of the contract. See option; call option; American
Option; European Option.

Q
quadrilateral meetings
Meetings involving trade ministers from the U.S., the European
Community, Canada, and Japan to discuss trade policy matters.

quantitative restrictions (QRs)
(customs) Explicit limits, or quotas, on the physical amounts of
particular commodities that can be imported or exported during
a specified time period, usually measured by volume but
sometimes by value. The quota may be applied on a “selective”
basis, with varying limits set according to the country of origin,
or on a quantitative global basis that only specifies the total limit
and thus tends to benefit more efficient suppliers. Quotas are
frequently ministered through a system of licensing.
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Article XI generally prohibits the use of quantitative restrictions,
except under conditions specified by other GATT articles;  Article
XIX permits quotas to safeguard certain industries from damage
by rapidly rising imports: Articles XII and XVIII provide that
quotas inky be imposed for balance of payments reasons under

circumstances laid out in Article XV; Article XX permits special
measures to apply to public health, gold stocks, items of
archeological or historic interest, and several other categories of
goods; and Article XXI recognizes the overriding importance of
national security. Article XII provides that quantitative
restrictions, whenever applied, should be nondiscriminatory. See
quotas; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

quarantine
(shipping) (a) The term during which an arriving ship or airplane,
including its passengers, crew and cargo, suspected of carrying a
contagious disease, is held in isolation to prevent the possible
spread of the disease. (b) The place where a ship, airplane,
individual or cargo is detained during quarantine.

quay
(shipping) A structure built for the purpose of mooring a vessel.
Also called a pier.
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quetzal
The currency of Guatemala. 1Q=100 centavos.

queue
(a) A line or group of people waiting for service, such as a line of
people waiting in a teller line at a bank. (b) Paperwork in a stack
waiting for processing. (c) Items on a waiting list waiting for
processing or repair.

quid  pro quo
(law/business) “Something for something” (Latin). A mutual
consideration; securing an advantage or receiving a concession
in return for a similar favor.

quota(s)
(customs) A limitation on the quantity of goods that may be
imported into a country from all countries or from specific
countries during a set period of time.
(a) Absolute quotas permit a limited number of units of specified
merchandise to be entered or withdrawn for consumption in a
country during specified periods.
(b) Tarif f-rate quotas permit a specified quantity of merchandise
to be entered or withdrawn in a country at a reduced rate during

a specified period. (U.S. Customs) In the United States, quotas
are established by Presidential Proclamations, Executive Orders,
or other legislation. See also quantitative restrictions; quota
system; vi sa.

quota system
(U.S. Customs) A part of the U.S. Customs’ Service Automated
Commercial System, controls quota levels (quantities authorized)
and quantities entered against those levels. Visas control exports
from the country of origin. Visa authorizations are received from
other countries and quantities entered against those visas are
transmitted back to them. Control of visas and quotas simplify
reconciliation of other countries’ exports and U.S. imports.
See Automated Commercial System; visa.

quotation
(foreign exchange) The price quotation of a currency can be made
either directly or indirectly. (a) The direct quotation gives the
equivalent of a certain amount of foreign currency (normally in
units of 100 or 1) in domestic currency; (b) In an indir ect  price
quotation (less common) the domestic currency is valued in units
of foreign currency.

R
radioactive materials
(shipping) Degree of hazard will vary depending on type and
quantity of material. (UN CLASS 7.) Examples are thorium 232,
carbon 14 and radium 226. Hazards/precautions are: avoid
touching broken or damaged radioactive items; persons handling
damaged items must wear rubber or plastic gloves; damaged
items will be monitored and safely packaged under the
surveillance of the radiological monitor; and persons having come
in direct contact with damaged or broken radioactive items must
move away from the spill site (but stay in the area) to be
monitored and decontaminated.

rail waybill
(shipping) Freight document that indicates goods have been
received for shipment by rail. A duplicate is given to the shipper
as a receipt for acceptance of the goods (also called duplicate
waybill). See bill of lading.

rand
The currency of:
Namibia, 1R=100 cents
South Africa. 1 R= 100 cents.

rate of exchange
(banking/foreign exchange) The amount of funds of one nation
that can be bought, at a specific date, for a sum of currency of
another country. Rates fluctuate often because of economic,
political and other forces. See foreign exchange.

realignment
(foreign exchange) Simultaneous and mutually coordinated re-
and devaluation of the currencies of several countries. The
concept was first used in 1971 for the exchange rate corrections
made in a number of countries within the framework of the
Smithsonian Agreement. Since then, it has mainly been used to
describe the exchange rate corrections within the European
Monetary System.

real  rights
(law) Rights in real estate or in items attached to real estate.

reasonable person standard
(law) A legal test that is used to determine whether a person is
liable for damages. It is based on a comparison of the person’s
conduct with the actions or conduct expected of a reasonable
person of the same characteristics in similar circumstances.

receipt
(law) Any written acknowledgment of value received.

received for shipment bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading which confirms the receipt of goods by
the carrier, but not their actual loading on board. See bill of lading.
(banking/letters of credit) A received for shipment bill of lading
can be accepted under letters of credit only if this is expressly
permitted in the letter of credit, or if the credit stipulates a
document covering multimodal transport. Otherwise, “received
for shipment”  bills of lading must show an additional “on board”
notation in order to be accepted as an ocean bill of lading. See bill
of lading; ocean bill of lading.

receiving papers
(shipping) Paperwork that accompanies a shipment when it is
brought to the dock. Usual information listed is name and address
of shipper, number of pieces, commodity, weight, consignee,
booking number and any special requirements, such as label cargo
or temperature control.

reciprocal defense procurement
memoranda of understanding
(NATO/USA) Reciprocal memoranda of understanding (MOU)
are broad bilateral umbrella MOUs that seek to reduce trade
barriers on defense procurement. They usually call for the waiver
of  “buy national” restrictions, customs and duties to allow the
contractors of the signatories to participate, on a competitive basis,
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in the defense procurement of the other country. These agreements
were designed in the law 1970’s to promote rationalization,
standardization, and interoperability, of defense equipment within
NATO. At that time, the MOUs were also intended to reduce the
large defense trade advantage the United States possessed over
the European allies. The first agreements were signed in 1978.
See memorandum of understanding.

reciprocal trade agreement
(trade) An international agreement between two or more countries
to establish mutual trade concessions that are expected to be of
equal value.

reciprocity
(general) The “mutuality of benefits,” “quid pro quo,” and
“equivalence of advantages.”
(international trade) The practice by which governments extend
similar concessions to each other, as when one government lowers
its tariffs or other barriers (nontariff barriers) impeding its imports
in exchange for equivalent concessions from a trading partner on
barriers affecting its exports (a “balance of concessions”).
Reciprocity has traditionally been a principal objective of
negotiators in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
“Rounds.” In practice, this principle applies only in negotiations
between developed countries. Because of the frequently wide
disparity in their economic capacities and potential, the relationship
between developed and developing countries is generally not one
of equivalence.
GATT Part IV (especially  GATT Article XXXVI) and the
“Enabling Clause” of the Tokyo Round “Framework Agreement”
exempt developing countries from the rigorous application of
reciprocity in their negotiations with developed countries.
The concept of “relative reciprocity” has emerged to characterize
the practice by developed countries to seek less than full reciprocity
from developing countries in trade negotiations.

reconsignment
(shipping) A change in the name of the consignor or consignee; a
change in the place of delivery; a change in the destination point;
or relinquishment of shipment at point of origin.

recourse
(banking) Right of claim against the joint and several guarantors
(e.g., endorsers, drawers) of a bill of exchange or cheque. See
protest; bill of exchange.

red clause (letter of credit)
(banking) A special clause included in a documentary letter of
credit which allows the seller to obtain an advance on an unsecured
basis from the correspondent bank to finance the manufacture or
purchase of goods to be delivered under the documentary letter
of credit. Liability is assumed by the issuing bank rather than the
corresponding bank. It is called red clause because red ink used
to be used to draw attention to the clause. See letter of credit.

redeliver
(U.S. Customs) A demand by the U.S. Custom  Service to return
previously released merchandise to Customs custody for
reexamination, reexport or destruction.

reefer container
(shipping) A controlled temperature shipping container (usually
refrigerated).

reexport
(general) The export of imported goods without added value.

(U.S.) For U.S. export control purposes: the shipment of U.S.
origin products from one foreign destination to another.
For U.S. statistical reporting purposes: exports of foreign-origin
merchandise which have previously entered the United States for
consumption or into Customs bonded warehouses for U.S.
Foreign Trade Zones.

refund
(shipping) An amount returned to the consignor or consignee as
a result of the carrier having collected charges in excess of the
originally agreed upon, or legally applicable, charges.
(customs) Refund of import duties. See drawback.

reimbursing bank.
(banking) The bank named in a documentary credit (letter of
credit) from which the paying, accepting or negotiating bank may
request cover after receipt of the documents in compliance with
the documentary credit. The reimbursing bank is often, but not
always, the issuing bank. If the reimbursing bank is not the issuing
bank, it does not have a commitment to pay unless it has confirmed
the reimbursement instruction. The issuing bank is not released
from its commitment to pay through the nomination of a
reimbursing bank. If cover from the reimbursing bank should not
arrive in time, the issuing bank is obliged to pay (also any accrued
interest on arrears).
rejected merchandise drawback
See drawback.

relative reciprocity
See reciprocity.

relay
(shipping) A shipment that is transferred to its ultimate destination
port after having been shipped to an intermediate point.

relief from liability
(U.S. Customs) In cases where articles imported under temporary
importation under bond (TIB), relief from liability under bond
may be obtained in any case in which the articles are destroyed
under Customs supervision, in lieu of exportation, within the
original bond period. However, in the case of articles imported
solely for testing or experimentation, destruction need not be
under Customs supervision where articles are destroyed during
the course of experiments or tests during the bond period or any
lawful extension, but satisfactory proof of destruction shall be
furnished to the district or port director with whom the customs
entry was filed. See temporary importation under bond; drawback;
in bond.

remittance
(banking) Funds forwarded from one person to another as
payment for bought items or services.

remittance following collection
(shipping) In instances when the shipper has performed services
incident to the transportation of goods a carrier will collect
payment for these services from the receiver and remit such
payment to the shipper. Carriers charge nominal fees for this
service.

remitter
(banking) In a documentary collection, an alternate name given
to the seller who forwards documents to the buyer through banks.
See documentary collection.
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remitting
(banking) Paying, as in remitting a payment; also canceling, as in
remitting a debt.

remitting  bank
(banking) In a documentary collection, a bank which acts as an
intermediary, forwarding the remitter’s documents to, and
payments from the collecting bank. See documentary collection.

renminbi (RMB)
(People’s Republic of China) Literally “people’s currency. “ The
official currency of China, issued by
the Central Bank of China. As of January 1, 1994, China’s dual
currency system of RMB and FEC (Foreign Exchange Certificate)
was united in a step toward making the RMB more freely
convertible and bringing its exchange rate closer to market value.

replevin
(law) A legal action for recovering property brought by the owner
or party entitled to repossess the property against a party who
has wrongfully kept it. A seller that furnishes products to a sales
representative on consignment, for example, may sue for replevin
if the sales representative wrongfully retains products not sold at
the end of the term of the consignment agreement.

request for quotation (RFQ)
A negotiating approach whereby the buyer asks for a price
quotation from a potential seller/suppler for specific quantities of
goods (or services) to specifications the buyer establishes in the
request for quotation letter.

requirement contract
(law) An agreement by which a seller promises to supply all of
the specified goods or services that a hover needs over a certain
time and at a fixed price, and the buyer agrees to purchase such
goods or services exclusively from the seller during that time.

rescind
(law) To cancel a contract. A contract may, for example, give
one party a right to rescind if the other party fails to perform
within a reasonable time.

rescission
See rescind.

reserved freight space
(shipping) A service by some airlines enabling shippers to reserve
freight space on designated flights. See priority air freight.

residual restrictions
(GATT) Quantitative restrictions that have been maintained by
governments before they became contracting parties to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and, hence,
permissible under the GATT “grandfather clause.” Most of the
residual restrictions still in effect are maintained by developed
countries against the imports of agricultural products. See
grandfather clause; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

restitution
(law) A legal remedy for a breach of contract by which the parties
are restored to their original positions before the contract was
made or the breach occurred. Damages are distinguished from
restitution in that damages compensate for a party who has
suffered a loss. If a buyer, for example, partially pays for
merchandise in advance and the seller delivers merchandise that

fails to meet the buyer’s specifications,  the buyer may file a legal
action seeking restitution, that is, a return of the advance payment
to the buyer and of the goods to the seller. Alternatively, the
buyer may accept the goods and may sue for damages in the
amount by which the worth of the goods is less than the original
contract price.

restricted articles
(shipping) An airline term meaning a hazardous material as defined
by Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations (U.S.) and Air Transport
Restricted Articles Circular 6-D. Restricted articles may be
transported domestically and be classified dangerous goods when
transported internationally by air. See dangerous goods; hazardous
material.

restricted letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit, the negotiation of which is restricted
to a bank specially mentioned. See letter of credit.

restrictive business practices
(economics) Actions in the private sector, such as collusion among
the largest suppliers, designed to restrict competition so as to
keep prices relatively high.

restrictive endorsement
See endorsement.

retaliation
Action taken by a country to restrain its imports from a country
that has increased a tariff or imposed other measures that adversely
affect its exports.
(GATT) The GATT, in certain circumstances, permits such
reprisal, although this has very rarely been practiced. The value
of trade affected by such retaliatory measures should in theory,
approximately equal the value affected by the initial import
restriction.

retaliatory duty
See retaliation.

returned without action
(U.S.) For export control purposes, the return of an export license
application without action because the application is incomplete,
additional information is required, or the product is eligible for a
general license. See Bureau of Export Administration; general
license.

revaluation
(economics) The increase of the value (restoration) of a nation’s
currency (that had once been devalued) in terms of the currency
of another nation.

reverse preferences
Tariff advantages once offered by developing countries to imports
from certain developed countries
that granted them preferences. Reverse preferences  characterized
trading arrangements between the  European Community and
some developing countries prior to the advent of the Generalized
System of  Preferences (GSP) and the signing of the Lome
Convention.

reverse swap
(banking/trade) A swap which offsets the interest rate or currency
exposure on an existing swap. It can be written with the original
counterparty or with a new counterparty. In either case, it is
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typically executed to realize capital gains.

Revised American Foreign Trade Definitions
A set of foreign trade terms which are considered obsolete, but
still sometimes used in domestic U.S. trade. The most widely
accepted international trade terms are Incoterms 1990. See
Incoterms 1990.

revocable letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which can be cancelled or altered by
the drawee (buyer) after it has been issued by the drawee’s bank.
Due to the low level of security of this type of credit, they are
extremely rare in practice. See letter of credit

revocation of antidumping duty order & termination of
suspended investigation
(U.S. Customs) An antidumping duty order may be revoked or a
suspended investigation may be terminated upon application from
a party to the proceeding. Ordinarily the application is considered
only if there have been no sales at less than fair value for at least
the two most recent years. However, the Department of
Commerce may on its own initiative revoke an antidumping duty
order or terminate a suspended investigation if there have not
been sales at less than fair value for a period of 3 years. See
dumping.

revolving letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which is automatically restored to its
full amount after the completion of each documentary exchange.
The number of utilizations and the period of time within which
these must take place are specified in the documentary letter of
credit. The revolving letter of credit is used when a purchaser
wishes to have certain partial quantities of the ordered goods
delivered at specified intervals (multiple delivery contract) and
when multiple documents are presented for this purpose. Such
credit may be cumulative or non-cumulative. See letter of credit.

rial
The currency of: I
ran, 1RI=100 dinars;
Oman, 1RO=1,000 baiza;
Yemen, 1 YR= 100 fils.

riel
The currency of Kampuchea. 1CR=100 sen.

RIM-Registed International Member

A designation offered by the International Real Estate Institute
to those individuals involved with finance, development, and
investment of real estate.

ringgit
The currency of Malaysia. 1 M$= 100 sen.

risk position
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) An asset or liability which is
exposed to fluctuations in value through changes in exchange
rates or interest rates.

riyal
The currency of:
Qatar, 1QR=100 dirhams;
Saudi Arabia, 1 SR= 100 halala

road waybill
(shipping) Transport document that indicates goods have been
received for shipment by road haulage carrier. See bill of lading.

rollback
(GATT) Refers to an agreement among Uruguay Round
participants to dismantle all trade-restrictive or distorting measures
that are inconsistent with the provisions of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Measures subject to rollback would
be phased out or brought into conformity within an agreed
timeframe, no later than by the formal completion of the
negotiations. The rollback agreement is accompanied by a
commitment to “standstill” on existing trade-restrictive measures.
Rollback is also used as a reference to the imposition of
quantitative restrictions at levels less than those occurring in the
present.
See standstill; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; rounds;
Tokyo Round; Uruguay Round.

roll-on, roll-off (RoRo)
(shipping) A broad category of ships designed to load and
discharge cargo which rolls on wheels. Broadly interpreted, this
may include train ships, trailer ships, auto, truck and trailer ferries,
and ships designed to carry military vehicles.

rollover
(finance/foreign exchange) (a) Extension of a maturing financial
instrument, such as a loan or certificate of deposit. (b) Extension
of a maturing foreign exchange operation through the conclusion
of a swap agreement (e.g., tom/next swap). (c) Variability of an
interest rate according to the appropriate, currently prevailing
rates on the Euromarket (normally LIBOR) for a medium term
loan.

rollover credit
(banking) Any line of credit that can be borrowed against up to a
stated credit limit and into which repayments go for crediting.
See letter of credit.

rounds (of trade negotiations)
(GATT) Cycles of multilateral trade negotiations under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), culminating in
simultaneous agreements among participating countries to reduce
tariff and non-tariff trade barriers.
1st Round: 1947, Geneva (creation of the GATT);
2nd Round: 1949, Annecy, France (tariff reduction);
3rd Round: 1951, Torquay, England (accession & tariff
reduction);
4th Round: 1956, Geneva (accession and tariff reduction);
5th Round: 1960-62, Geneva (“Dillon” Round; revision of
GATT; addition of more countries);
6th Round: 1964-67, Geneva (“Kennedy” Round);
7th Round: 1973-79, Geneva (‘Tokyo” Round);
8th Round: 1996-93, Geneva (“Uruguay”  Round).
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade: Tokyo Round;
Uruguay Round.
route
(shipping) (a) The course or direction that a shipment moves. (b)
To designate the course or direction a shipment shall move.

royalty
(law) Compensation for the use of a person’s property based on
an agreed percentage of the income arising from its use (e.g., to
an author on sale of his book to a manufacturer for use of his
machinery in the factory of another person, to a composer or
performer, etc.). A royalty is a payment, lease or similar right,
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while a residual payment is often made on properties that have
not been patented or are not patentable.

rouble
The currency of Russia and throughout the Commonwealth of
Independent States. 1R=100 kopecks.
rufiyaa
The currency of Maldives. 1Rf=100 larees.

RPM-Registered Property Manager

This designation of the International Real Estate Institute is of-
fered to property management professional throughout the world
or complete the Property Management Course through Allied
Business School.

rulings on imports
(U.S. Customs) An exporter, importer, or other interested party
may get advance information on any matter affecting the dutiable
status of merchandise by writing the District Director of Customs
where the merchandise will be entered, or to the Regional
Commissioner of Customs, New York Region, New York, NY

10048, or to the U.S. Customs Service, Office of Regulations
and Rulings, Washington, DC 20229. Detailed information on
the procedures applicable to decisions on prospective importations
is given in 19 Code of Federal Regulations part 177.
Tip: Do not depend on a small “trial” or “test” import shipments
since there is no guarantee that the next shipment will receive the
same tariff treatment. Small importations may slip by, particularly
if they are processed under informal procedures which apply to
small shipments or in circumstances warranting application of a
flat rate.

rupee
The currency of:
India, 1Rc=100 paise;
Mauritius, 1MauRe=100 cents;
 Nepal, 1NRe=100paise;
Pakistan, 1 PRe= 100 paisas;
Seychelles, 1Re= 100 cents;
Sri Lanka, 1R= 100 cents.

rupiah
The currency of Indonesia. 1Rp=100 sen.

S
safeguards
(GATT) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
permits two forms of multilateral safeguards: (1) a country’s fight
to impose temporary import controls or other trade restrictions
to prevent commercial injury to domestic industry, and (2) the
corresponding right of exporters not to be deprived arbitrarily of
access to markets.
Article XIX of the GATT permits a country whose domestic
industries or workers are adversely affected by increased imports
to withdraw or modify concessions the country had earlier granted,
to impose, for a limited period, new import restrictions if the
country can  establish that a product is “being imported in such
increased quantities as to cause or threaten serious injury to
domestic producers,” and to keep such restrictions in effect for
such time as may be necessary to prevent or remedy such injury.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

said to contain (s.t.c.), said to weigh (s.t.w); shipper’s load and
count
(shipping) Clauses in transport documents which exclude liability
of the carrier for the consistency of the description of the goods
or the weight of the goods actually loaded, e.g., goods in
containers. This provides protection to the carrier against claims
by the consignee.

sales agreement
(law) A written document by which a seller agrees to convey
property to a buyer for a stipulated price under specified
conditions. See also contract.

sales representative
An agent who distributes, represents, services, or sells goods on
behalf of sellers. See also agent; agency.

sales tax
A tax placed by a state or municipality on items at the time of
their purchase. It may be 7% tax on the sale of an item every time
it changes hands (value added tax, VAT), or only upon its transfer
of ownership at one specific time.

In the case of a VAT, the sales of manufacturers are taxed when
the items are considered to be completed goods; the sales of
wholesalers are taxed when their goods are sold to retailers; and
retail sales are taxed when the goods are purchased by consumers.
See value added tax.
salvage
(insurance) (a) Compensation paid for the rescue of a ship, its
cargo or passengers from a loss at sea. (b) The act of saving a
ship or its cargo from possible loss. (c) Property saved from a
wreck or fire.

salvage loss
(insurance) A method of insurance adjustment where the
underwriter pays the difference between the amount of insurance
and the net proceeds of the sale of damaged goods. It is sometimes
incorrectly assumed that when damaged goods are sold to
determine the extent of loss, the underwriter is obligated to pay
the difference between the amount of insurance and the net
proceeds of the sale. The salvage loss method is regularly used
only if goods are justifiably sold short of destination.

samurai bond
(banking/finance) Bond issued on the Japanese market in yen
outside Japan.

sanction
(economics) An embargo imposed against an individual country
by the United Nations-or a group of nations-in an effort to
influence its conduct or its policies. See also embargo.

sanitary certificate
A document attesting to the absence of disease or pests in a
shipment of animal or plant products, especially foodstuffs. See
phytosanitary inspection certificate.

Saudi Arabian Standards Organization
(Saudi Arabia) SASO was established in April 1972 as the sole
Saudi Arabian government organization to promulgate standards
and measurements in the kingdom. Primarily, SASO promulgates
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standards for electrical equipment and some food products. Some
of these standards have been adopted by the Gulf Cooperation
Council. See also International Standards Organization.

schilling
The currency of: Austria, 1S= 100 groschen.

SDR
See special drawing rights.

seal
(law) A mark or sign that is used to witness and authenticate the
signing of an instrument, contract, or other document. A
corporation, for example, uses a seal to authenticate its contracts
and records of its corporate acts.
(shipping) A small metal strip and lead fastener used for fastening
or locking the doors of a container, which is usually numbered
and which provides proof that a container has not been opened
since the seal was applied.

sea waybill
(banking) A transport document which is not a document of title/
negotiable document. The sea waybill indicates the “on board”
loading of the goods and can be used in cases where no ocean bill
of lading, i.e. no document of title is required. For receipt of the
goods, presentation of the sea waybill by the consignee named
therein is not required, which can speed up processing at the port
of destination. See bill of  lading; ocean bill of lading.

seaworthiness
(shipping) The fitness or safety of a vessel for its intended use.

Section 201
(U.S.) Section 201, the “escape clause” provision of the Trade
Act of 1974, permits temporary import relief, not to exceed a
maximum of eight years, to a domestic industry which is seriously
injured, or threatened with serious injury, due to increased imports.
Import relief, granted at the President’s discretion, generally takes
the form of increased tariffs or quantitative restrictions. To be
eligible for section 201 relief, the International Trade Commission
(ITC) must determine that: (1) the industry has been seriously
injured or threatened to be injured and (2) imports have been a
substantial cause (not less than any other cause) of that injury.
Industries need not prove that an unfair trade practice exists, as
is necessary under the antidumping and countervailing duty laws.
However, under section 201, a greater degree of injury- “serious”
injury- must be found to exist, and imports must be a “substantial”
cause (defined as not less than any other cause) of that injury.
If the ITC finding is affirmative, the President’s remedy may be a
tariff increase, quantitative restrictions, or orderly marketing
agreements. At the conclusion of any relief action, the Commission
must report on the effectiveness of the relief action in facilitating
the positive adjustment of the domestic industry to import
competition. If the decision is made not to grant relief, the
President must provide an explanation to the Congress. See escape
clause; unfair trade advantage; orderly marketing agreements;
adjustment assistance; International Trade Administration. See
also quantitative restrictions; International Trade Commission.

Section 232
(U.S.) Under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
as amended, the U.S. Department of Commerce determines
whether articles are being imported into the U.S. in quantities or
circumstances that threaten national security. Based on the
investigation report, the President can adjust imports of the
article(s) in question.

The U.S. Department of Commerce must report on the effects
these imports have on national security and make
recommendations for action or inaction within 270 days after
starting an investigation. Within 90 days of the report, the
President decides whether to take action to adjust imports on the
basis of national security. The President must notify Congress of
his decision within 30 days.

Section 301
(U.S.) Under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, firms can
complain about a foreign country’s trade policies or practices
that are harmful to U.S. commerce. The section empowers the
United States Trade Representative (USTR) to investigate the
allegations and to negotiate the removal of any trade barriers.
The section requires that the General Agrement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) dispute resolution process be invoked where
applicable and, if negotiations fail, to retaliate within 180 days
from the date that discovery of a trade agreement violation took
place.
This provision enables the President to withdraw concessions or
restrict imports from countries that discriminate against U.S.
exports, subsidize their own exports to the United States, or
engage in other unjustifiable or unreasonable practices that burden
or discriminate against U.S. trade. See Super 301; Special 301.

Section 337
(U.S.) Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires investigations
of unfair practices in import trade. Under this authority, the
International Trade Commission (ITA) applies U.S.  statutory
and common law of unfair competition to the importation of
products into the United States and their sale. Section 337
prohibits unfair competition and unfair importing practices and
sales of products in the U.S., when these threaten to: (1) destroy
or substantially injure a domestic industry, (2) prevent the
establishment of such an industry, or (3) restrain or monopolize
U.S. trade and commerce. Section 337 also prohibits infringement
of U.S. patents, copyrights or registered trademarks.

secured
(law/banking) Guaranteed as to payment by the pledge of
something valuable.

security
(general) Property pledged as collateral.
(investments) Stocks and bonds placed by a debtor with a creditor,
with authority to sell for the creditor’s account if the debt is not
paid.
(law) (a) Any evidence of debt or right to a property. (b) An
individual who agrees to make good the failure of another to pay.

seizure
(law) The act of taking possession of property.

self-insurance
(insurance) A system whereby a firm or individual, by setting
aside an amount of monies, provides for the occurrence of any
losses that could ordinarily be covered under an insurance
program. The monies that would normally be used for premium
payments are added to this special fund for payment of losses
incurred.

seller’s market
Exists when goods cannot easily be secured and when the
economic forces of business tend to cause goods to be priced at
the vendor’s estimate of value.
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selling, general and administrative (expenses)
(U.S. Customs) In establishing valuation of an import shipment,
the sum of:
(1) General and administrative expenses (such as: salaries of
non-sales personnel, rent, heat, and light);
(2) Direct selling expenses (that is, expenses that can be directly
tied to the sale of a specific unit, such as: credit, warranty, and
advertising expenses); and
(3) Indirect selling expenses (that is, expenses which cannot be
directly tied to the sale of a specific unit but which are
proportionally  allocated to all units sold during a certain period,
such as: telephone, interest, and postal charges).
See valuation.

selling rate
(banking/foreign exchange) Rate at which a bank is willing to
sell foreign exchange or to lend money.

Semiconductor Trade Arrangement
The U.S.-Japan Semiconductor Trade Arrangement is a bilateral
agreement which came into effect on August 1, 1991, replacing
the prior 1986 Semiconductor Trade Arrangement. The new
Arrangement contains provisions to: (1) increase foreign access
to the Japanese semiconductor market; and (2) deter  dumping
of semiconductors by Japanese suppliers into the U.S. market, as
well as in third country markets. In evaluating market access
improvement, both governments agreed to pay particular attention
to market share. The expectation, of a 20 percent foreign market
share by the end of 1992 is included in the Arrangement. The
Arrangement explicitly states, however, that the 20 percent figure
is not a guarantee, a ceiling, or a floor on the foreign market
share.

senior commercial officer (SCO)
(U.S. diplomacy) The SCO is the senior U.S. and Foreign
Commercial Officer  at an embassy and reports in-country to the
Ambassador. At major posts, this position carries the title of
Commercial Counselor; in key posts, Minister Counselor. Usually
reporting to the SCO are a Commercial Attache and Commercial
Officers. The latter are sometimes assigned to subordinate posts
throughout the country.

Senior Certified Valuer (SCV)

This Designation of the International Real Estate Institute is of-
fered to real estate professionals practicing the valuation of real
estate.

sequestration
See attachment.

service a loan
(banking) To pay interest due on a loan.

service commitments
(shipping) Pickup and/or delivery commitments agreed to by
carrier and shipper.

service mark
(law) A mark used in sales or advertising to identify a service
offered by an individual or legal entity and to distinguish that
service from services offered by others. A service mark is
distinguished from a trademark in that the former identifies
services, while the later identifies goods.  Protection for service
marks varies from country to country, and may not be available
in some jurisdictions. Service marks are often, but not necessarily,

regulated by the same laws that govern trademarks. A country
that is a member the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property may recognize service marks held in other
jurisdictions. See trademark; patent; Paris Convention; World
Intellectual Property Organization.

services
(economics) Economic activities-such as transportation, banking,
insurance, tourism, space launching telecommunications,
advertising, entertainment, data processing, consulting and the
licensing of intellectual property--that are usually of an intangible
character and often consumed as they are produced. Service
industries have become increasingly important since the 1920s.
Services now account for more than two-thirds of the economic
activity of the United States and about 25 percent of world trade.
Traditional GATT rules have not applied to trade in services.

servitude
(law) A charge against or burden on property that benefits a person
with an interest in another property. An owner of property may
grant another person, for example, a right to travel over that
property to reach adjoining land, in which case the owner has
created a servitude against the property. See easement.

settlement date
(banking) The date on which payment for a transaction must be
made.

severability clause
(law) A contract term that provides that each portion of the
agreement is independent of the others, allowing a court to
invalidate a clause of the contract without voiding the entire
agreement.

shared foreign sales corporation
(U.S.) A foreign sales corporation consisting of more than one
and less than 25 unrelated exporters. See foreign sales corporation.

shekel
The currency of Israel. 1 IS=100 agorot.

shilling
The currency of: Kenya, 1KSh= 100 cents;
Somalia, 1 SoSh=100 cents;
Tanzania. 1 TSh=100 cents;
Uganda, 1USh=100 cents.

shipment
(shipping) Except as otherwise provided, cargo tended by one
shipper, on one bill of lading, from one point of departure, for
one consignee, to one destination, at one time, via a single port
of discharge.

shipment record
(shipping) A repository of information for each shipment that
reflects all activity throughout each step of the shipment life cycle.

shipped on deck
(shipping) Annotation in a bill of lading stating that the goods
have been shipped on the deck of a ship. See bill of lading.

shipper
(shipping) The company or person who ships cargo to the
consignee.
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shipper’s export declaration
(shipping) Form required for all U.S. export shipments by mail
valued at more than $500 and for non-mail shipments with
declared value greater than $2,500. Also required for shipments
requiring a U.S. Department of Commerce validated export
license or U.S. Department of State license regardless of value
of goods. Prepared by a shipper indicating the value, weight,
destination, and other basic information about the shipment. The
shippers export declaration is used to control exports and compile
trade statistics.

shipper’s letter of instruction
(shipping) A form used by a shipper to authorize a carrier to
issue a bill of lading or an air waybill on the shipper’s behalf. The
form contains all details of shipment and authorizes the carrier to
sign the bill of lading in the name of the shipper. See bill of lading.

shipper’s load and count
(shipping) A clause in, or notation on, a transport document noting
that the contents of a container were loaded and counted by the
shipper and not checked or verified by the carrier. Such a notation
provides protection to the carrier against claims by the consignee.

shipping instructions
(shipping) Information supplied by the shipper/exporter providing
detailed instructions pertaining to the shipment (e.g., shipper,
consignee, bill-to party, commodity, pieces, weight, cube, etc.).

shipping order
(shipping) Instructions of shipper to carrier for forwarding of
goods, usually the triplicate copy of the bill of lading.

shipping weight
(shipping) The total weight usually expressed in kilograms of
shipments, including the weight of moisture content, wrappings,
crates, boxes, and containers (other than cargo vans and similar
substantial outer containers).

ship’s manifest
(shipping) A list, signed by the captain of a ship, of the individual
shipments constituting the ship’s cargo. See manifest.

ship’s papers
(shipping) The documents a ship must carry to meet the safety,
health, immigration, commercial and customs requirements of a
port of call or of international law.

ship’s stores
(shipping) The food, medical supplies, spare parts and other
provisions carried for the day-to-day running of a vessel.

shogun bond
(finance) Non-resident bond issues denominated in foreign
currencies on the Tokyo market. Started June 1985.

shortage
(shipping) A deficiency in quantity shipped.

short form bill of lading
(shipping) A bill of lading on which the detailed conditions of
transportation are not listed in full. A deviation from a regular
bill of lading (long form) since it only refers to the contract terms
but fails to include them. See bill of lading.

short of exchange
(banking/foreign exchange) The position of a foreign exchange

trader who has sold more foreign bills than the quantity of bills
he or she has in possession to cover sales.

short supply
(U.S.) Commodities in short supply may be subject to export
controls to protect the domestic economy from the excessive
drain of scarce materials and to reduce the serious inflationary
impact of satisfying foreign demand. Two commodities which
the U.S. controls for short supply purposes are crude oil and
unprocessed western red cedar.

short ton
(measure) A unit of mass or weight measurement equal to 2,000
pounds. A long ton is 2,240 pounds.
short weight
(shipping) Notation of a  shipment’s weight as less than that noted
on the original bill of lading, indicating loss during shipment.

sight draft
(banking) A financial instrument payable upon presentation or
demand. A bill of exchange may be made payable, for example,
at sight or after sight, which means it is payable upon presentation
or demand, or within a particular period after demand is made.
See bill of exchange.

signature service
(shipping) A service designed to provide continuous responsibility
for the custody of shipments in transit, so named because a
signature is required from each person handling the shipment at
each stage of its transit from origin to destination.

silent confirmation
(banking/letters of credit) In addition to the commitment of the
issuing bank of a letter of credit, the advising bank can, by silent
confirmation, enter into its own, independent commitment to pay
or accept. In contrast to the confirmed letter of credit, in this
case there is no confirmation instruction given by the issuing bank.
Silent confirmations are thus purely agreements between the
beneficiary and the “silently confirming” bank. In order to enforce
its claim, the “silently confirming” bank requires the assignment
of all the rights of the beneficiary under the letter of credit. See
letter of credit.

similar merchandise
(U.S. Customs) For purposes of establishing the customs value
of imported merchandise, similar merchandise is merchandise that
is:
(1) Produced in the same country and by the same person as the
merchandise being appraised,
(2) Like merchandise being appraised in characteristics and
component materials,
(3) Commercially interchangeable with the merchandise being
appraised.
If merchandise meeting all these criteria cannot be found, then
similar merchandise is merchandise having the same country of
production, like characteristics and component materials, and
commercially interchangeability, but produced by a different
person.
In determining whether goods are similar, some of the factors to
be considered are the quality of the goods, their reputation, and
existence of a trademark.
Exclusion: Similar merchandise does not include merchandise that
incorporates or reflects engineering, development, artwork, design
work, and plans and sketches provided free or at reduced cost by
the buyer and undertaken in the United States.
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See valuation; transaction value; computed value; identical
merchandise.

Single European Act
The SEA, which entered into force in July 1987, provides the
legal and procedural Support for achievement of the single
European Market by 1991. The SEA revised the European
Economic Community (EEC) Treaty and, where not already
provided for in the Treaty, majority decisions were introduced
for numerous votes facing the Council of Ministers, particularly
those affecting  establishment of the single European Market and
the European financial common market. The role of the European
Parliament was strengthened; decisions on fiscal matters remained
subject to unanimity.
Single Internal Market Information Service
 SIMIS, run by the European Community Affairs Office under
the United States International Trade Administration (ITA), is a
clearinghouse for information on European Community activities.
Contact: European Community Affairs Office, United States
Department of Commerce, 14th and Constitution Ave. N.W,
Room 3036, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-5276.

SITC
See standard international trade classification.

sling
(shipping) A contrivance into which freight is placed to be hoisted
into or out of a ship.

slip
(shipping) A vessel’s berth between two piers.

Small Business Administration (SBA)
(U.S. government) An independent government organizations
which acts as an advocate to small business, providing aid,
counseling, assistance and protection. The SBA’s Office of
International Trade plans, develops and implements programs to
encourage small business participation in international trade. The
Office also coordinates the Administrations International Trade
Program with the Departments of Commerce and Agriculture,
the Export-Import Bank of the United States, the Agency for
International Development, and with other Federal and State
agencies with private organizations concerned with international
trade. Address: Small Business Administration, 409 Third St. SW,
Suite 8000, Washington, DC 20416; Tel: (202) 606-4000;
http://www.sba.gov.

small package service

shipping) A specialized service to guarantee the delivery of small
parcels within specified express time limits, e.g., same day or
next day. This traffic is subject to size and weight limitations. Air
carriers that also transport passengers often accept these packages
at airport ticket counters with delivery at destination baggage
claim area. Many carriers provide door-to-door service on a
24-hour basis.

Smoot Hawley Tariff Act of 1930
(U.S.) The Tariff Act of 1930, also commonly known as the Smoot
Hawley Tariff, was protectionist legislation that raised tariff rates
on most articles imported by the United States, triggering
comparable tariff increases by U.S. trading partners.

smuggling
(customs) Conveying goods or persons, without permission,
across the borders of a country or other political entities (e.g.,

cigarette smuggling across state lines).

snake system
(banking/foreign exchange) An international agreement between
Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, and West Germany, linking the currencies of these
countries together in an exchange system. The signatories have
agreed to limit fluctuations in exchange rates among their
currencies to 2.25 percent above or below set median rates. The
snake was designed to be the first stage in forming a uniform
Common Market currency. Members maintain fairly even
exchange rates among themselves by buying or selling their
currencies when the rates threaten to drop or rise beyond the
2.25 percent limits specified.
Sociedad Anenima (SA.)
(Latin  America, Mexico, Spain) Designation for a joint stock
company with limited personal liability to shareholders.

Sociedad a Responsabilidad Limitada (S.R.L.)
(Latin America, Mexico, Spain) Designation for a private limited
liability corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

Socledad par Quota (S.O.)
(Portugal) Designation for a private limited liability corporation
with limited liability to shareholders. See Limitada.

Societa a Garanzia Limitata, (S.G.L.)
(Switzerland) Designation for a private limited liability corporation
with limited liability to shareholders.

Societa Cooperativa a Responsabiliti (SCaRL)
(Italy, Switzerland) Designation for an incorporated association
with limited liability for its members, unless its articles provide
otherwise.

Societa in Accomandita Semplice (S.A.S.)
(Italy) Designation for a limited partnership in which at least one
of the partners has general liability and at least one of the other
partners has limited liability.

Societa per Azioni (S.p.A.)
(Italy) Designation for a joint stock company with limited personal
liability to shareholders.

Societe (Ste.)
(France, Luxembourg, Switzerland) General designation for a
corporation, partnership, or association.

Societe Anonyme (S.A.)
(Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Switzerland) Designation for a
joint stock company with limited personal liability to shareholders.

Societe Responsabilite Limitee (S.R.L)
(France, Luxembourg, Switzerland) Designation for a private
limited liability corporation with limited liability to shareholders.

Societe en Commadite par Actions (S.C.)
(France, Luxembourg) Designation for a limited partnership in
which the partners have limited liability.

Societe  en Commandite  Simple (S.C.S.)
(France, Luxembourg) Designation for a limited partnership in
which at least one of the partners has general personal liability
and at least one of the other partners has limited liability.

Societe Cooperative (Ste. Cve.)
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(Belgium, Switzerland) Designation for an incorporated
association with limited liability for its members, unless its articles
provide otherwise.

Societe de Personnes a Responsabilite Limitee (S.P.R.L.)
(Belgium) Designation for a private limited liability company with
limited liability to shareholders.

Societe  en Nom Collectif (S.N.C.)
(France, Luxembourg) Designation for a general partnership, in
which all partners have joint and several liability.

soft clause
(banking) Clauses in a documentary letter of credit which make
it impossible for the beneficiary (seller) to meet the conditions of
the documentary letter of credit on his own and independently of
the purchaser.
Example: “The goods must be accepted prior to shipment by a
representative of the purchaser.” The name of the representative
is made known via an amendment in the documentary letter of
credit at a later stage when it is either too late or very inconvenient
to follow through on the requirement. It is not recommended for
exporters to agree to this type of request.

soft currency
(banking/foreign exchange) The funds of a country that are
controlled by exchange procedures, thereby having limited
convertibility into gold and other currencies.

soft  loan
(general) A loan made with easy or generous terms such as low
or no interest and long payback.
(banking) This term refers to the no-interest loans granted to
developing countries by the International Development
Association. Such a “soft loan” carries no interest (although there
is a small annual service charge), is payable in 50 years, and has
an amortization rate of 1% repayable annually for the 10 years
following an initial 10-year grace period, followed by 3%
repayable annually for the remaining, 30 years.

sogo  bank
(banking/finance) Regional finance institutions in Japan, dealing
chiefly with smaller enterprises.

Sol
The currency of Peru. 1S= 100 centavos.

Southern Africa Development Community (SADC)
A regional economic pact comprising Angola, Botswana,
Lesotho,  Malawi, Mozambique,  Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Note: The Southern Africa Development
Coordinating Conference (SADCC) became the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) in August, 1992, when the
10 member countries signed a treaty to establish it and replace
the SADCC. The SADC placed binding obligations on member
countries with the aim of promoting economic integration towards
a fully developed common market. Address. Southern Africa
Development Community, Private Bag 0095, Gaborone,
Botswana; Tel: (31) 351863; Fax: (31) 372848.

Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference
Note- The Southern Africa Development Coordinating
Conference (SADCC) became the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) in August 1992, when the 10 member
countries signed a treaty to establish it and replace the SADCC.
See Southern Africa Development Community.

Southern African Customs Union
SACU, established in 1910, includes Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland. SACU provides for the
free exchange of goods within the area, a common external tariff,
and a sharing of custom revenues. External tariffs, excise duties,
and several rebate and refund provisions are the same for all SACU
members. SACU’s revenues are apportioned among its members
according to a set formula. These funds constitute a significant
contribution to each member’s government revenues.

Southern Common Market
See Mercosur.

southern  cone
The southern cone consists of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay,
and Uruguay. With the exception of Chile, these countries also
comprise the Southern Common Market.

sovereign credit
(finance) A borrowing guaranteed by the government of a
sovereign state.

sovereign risk
(finance) The risk to a lender that the government of a sovereign
state may default on its financial obligations.

sovereignty
The rights of a nation to self determination over all that transpires
within its boundaries, especially concerning the rights of its people,
immigration policy, business dealings, and jurisdiction over
airspace, land and maritime matters.

space arbitrage
See arbitrage, space.

Special 301
(U.S.) The Special 301 statute requires the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) to review annually the condition of
intellectual property protection among U.S. trading partners.
Submissions are accepted from industry after which the USTR,
weighing all relevant information, makes a determination as to
whether a country presents excessive barriers to trade with the
United States by virtue of its inadequate protection of intellectual
property. If the USTR makes a positive determination, a country
may be named to the list of, (1) Priority Foreign Countries (the
most egregious), (2) the Priority Watch List, or (3) the Watch
List. See Section 301; Super 301.

special agency
See agency.

Special American Business Internship Training Program
(U.S. government agency) SABIT, formerly the Soviet-American
Business Internship Training Program, is a program in which
American companies give managers from the Confederation of
Independent States (CIS) an opportunity to work in a U.S.
corporate setting for up to six months. CIS business managers
are referred by the U.S. Department of Commerce to sponsoring
U.S. companies, which make the final selection of their  interns.
The SABIT program matches U.S. corporate sponsors with CIS
business executives from the same industries. The CIS provides
transportation; the companies provide living expenses and training
in management techniques (production, distribution, marketing,
accounting, wholesaling, and publishing). SABIT is funded by
the U.S. Agency for International Development. Contact: U.S.
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Department of Commerce, SABIT, Room 3413, 14th and
Constitution NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: (202) 482-0073;
Fax: (202) 482-2443.

special and differential treatment
(GATT) The principle, enunciated in the Tokyo Declaration, that
the Tokyo Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) negotiations should seek to accord particular benefits to
the exports of developing countries, consistent with their trade,
financial, and development needs. Among proposals for special
or differential treatment are reduction or elimination of tariffs
applied to exports of developing countries under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP), expansion of product and country
coverage of the GSP, accelerated implementation of tariff cuts
agreed to in the Tokyo Round for developing country exports,
substantial reduction or elimination of tariff escalation, special
provisions for developing country exports in any new codes of
conduct covering nontariff measures, assurance that any new
multilateral safeguard system will contain special provisions for
developing country exports, and the principle that developed
countries will expect less than full reciprocity for trade concessions
they grant developing Countries.
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; Generalized System
of Preferences.

special drawing right(s) (SDR)
(banking) Reserve assets of the member states of the International
Monetary Fund, (IMF) (Bretton Woods system), for which they
can draw an amount of SDRs proportional to their predetermined
quota in the IME The value of an SDR is based on a currency
basket (the last realignment was in January 1991: $=40%,
DM=21%, Yen= 17%, GBE = 11%, FF= 11 %.) Some countries
define the parity of their currencies in SDRs.
(banking/foreign exchange) The amount by which each member
state of the IMF is permitted to have its international checking
account with the International Monetary Fund go negative before
the nation must ask for additional loans.
SDRs were established at the Rio de Janeiro conference of 1967.
SDRs are available to governments through the Fund and may be
used in transactions between the Fund and member governments.
IMF member countries have agreed to regard SDRs as
complementary to gold and reserve currencies in setting their
international accounts. The unit value of an SDR reflects the
foreign exchange value of a “basket” of currencies of several
major trading countries (the U.S. dollar, the German mark, the
French franc, the Japanese yen, and the British pound). The SDR
has become the unit of account used by the IMF and several
national currencies are pegged to it. Some commercial banks
accept deposits denominated in SDR’s (although they are
unofficial and not the same units transacted among governments
and the fund). See International Monetary Fund.

special marine policy
(insurance) An insurance policy which is issued to cover a single
shipment. The special marine policy form calls for the name of
the vessel and sailing date, points of shipment and destination,
nature of commodity, description of units comprising the shipment,
and the amount of insurance desired. In addition, it calls for the
marks and numbers of the shipment, the name of the party to
whom loss shall be payable (usually the assured “or orders” thus
making the instrument negotiable upon endorsement by the
assured), and the applicable policy provisions. Some of these
provisions are standard clauses and are incorporated by reference
only, while others are specific and apply to the individual shipment
in question.
A special marine policy is usually utilized on export shipments

when the sale is financed through a bank by letter of credit and
evidence of insurance is a part of the required documentation.
The special marine policy is generally prepared in four or more
copies. The original (and duplicate if necessary) is negotiable and
is forwarded with the shipping documents to the consignee. The
remaining documents serve as office copies for the assured and
for the insurance company.
The terms “special marine policy” and “certificate” are often used
interchangeably. The practical effect of the two is the same, but a
word  as to their difference will be of interest.
In former years the use of  “certificate” was customary. This, as
the name implies, certifies that a shipment has been insured under
a given open policy, and that the certificate represents and takes
the place of such open policy, the provisions of which are
controlling.
Because of the objections that an instrument of this kind did not
constitute a “policy” within the requirements of letters of credit,
it has become the practice to use a special marine policy. This
makes no reference to an open policy and stands on its own feet
as an obligation of the underwriting company.
In some cases, exporters insure through freight forwarders when
arranging for forwarding, warehousing, documentation, ocean
freight space and the other requirements of overseas trade. While
this method may have the merit of simplicity, it should be
emphasized that there are definite advantages in having one’s
own policy and that this need not entail burdensome clerical detail.
See open policy; declaration; bordereau.

special rates
(shipping) Rates that apply to cargo traffic under special conditions
and usually at a limited number of cities. Examples of such rates
are container rates, exception rating, surface-air rates, and import
rates.

specific commodity rate
(shipping) Rate applicable to certain classes of commodities,
usually commodities moving in volume shipments. Hence, specific
commodity rates are usually lower than the general commodity
rate between the same pair of cities.

specific rate of duty
(customs) A specified amount of duty per unit of weight or other
quantity. For example 5.9 cents per pound, or 8 cents per dozen.
See also ad valorem; compound rate of duty.

spot
See spot operations.

spotcash
(banking) Immediate cash payment in a transaction, as opposed
to payment at some future time

spot exchange
(foreign exchange) The purchase and sale of foreign exchange
for delivery and payment at the time of the transaction.

spot exchange rate
(foreign exchange) The price of one currency expressed in terms
of another currency at a given moment in time.

spot  market
(foreign exchange) The market (or exchange) for a commodity
or foreign exchange available for immediate delivery (usually one
or two days after the transaction date).
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spot/next
(foreign exchange) Swap transaction, the spot side of which has
the normal spot value date while the forward side becomes due
one business day later.

spot operations
(foreign exchange) Foreign exchange dealing in which settlement
of the mutual delivery commitments is made at the latest two
days (normally on the second business day) after the transaction
was carried out.

spot price
A price quotation for immediate sale and delivery of a commodity
or currency.

spot rate
The rate for purchase or sale of a commodity for immediate
delivery.

spotting
(shipping) The placing of a container where required to be loaded
or unloaded.

spot trading
See spot market; spot operations.

squaring (positions)
(finance/foreign exchange) Covering an open position (securities,
foreign exchange or commodities) by means of corresponding
contra business.

standard industrial classification (SIC)
(U.S.) The classification standard underlying all
establishment-based U.S. economic statistics classified by industry.

standard international trade classification (SITC)
One of a number of numerical commodity codes developed by
the United Nations and used solely by international organizations
for reporting international trade. The SITC has been revised
several times; the current version is Revision 3. See also
Harmonized System.

standard of living
(economics) The level of material affluence of a nation as measured
by per capita output.

standards
As defined by the Multilateral Trade Negotiations “Agreement
on Technical Barriers to Trade” (Standards Code), a standard is
a technical specification contained in a document that lays down
characteristics of a product such as levels of quality, performances,
safety, or dimensions. Standards may include, or deal exclusively
with,  terminology, symbols, testing and test methods, packaging,
marking, or labeling requirements as they apply to a product.
See International Standards Organization; American National
Standards Institute.

standby commitment
(banking) A bank commitment to loan money up to a specified
amount for a specific period, to be used only in a certain
contingency.

standby letter of credit
(banking) The standby letter of credit is very similar in nature to
a guarantee. The beneficiary can claim payment in the event that
the principal does not comply with its obligations to the

beneficiary. Payment can usually be realized against presentation
of a sight draft and written statement that the principal has failed
to fulfill his obligations.
With this instrument the following payments and performances,
among others, can be supported:
(1) repay funds borrowed or advanced,
(2) fulfill subcontracts, and
(3) undertake payment of invoices made on open account. See
letter of credit.

standing to sue
(law) A party’s interest in a controversy that is sufficient to allow
the party to request a judicial resolution. A buyer who suffers
damages because of the seller’s breach of contract, for example,
has standing to sue, but a friend of the buyer who was not a party
to the contract and who has not suffered damages from the breach
has no standing to sue.

standstill
(GATT) Standstill refers to a commitment of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) contracting parties not
to impose new trade restrictive measures during the Uruguay
Round negotiations.  See rollback; General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade; Uruguay Round.

starboard
(shipping) The right side of a ship when one is facing the bow.

stare decisis
(law) A legal doctrine under which courts, in resolving current
disputes, follow cases decided previously. This doctrine is
followed in countries that adhere to common law principles. See
common law.

State Export Program Database
(U.S.)The SEPD is a trade lead system maintained by the National
Association of State Development Agencies (NASDA). The
SEPD includes information on state operated trade lead systems.
See National Association of State Development Agencies.

state/industry-organized, government approved (SAOGA)
Note: the name of this program has recently been changed to
Certified Trade Missions Program. See Certified Trade Missions
Program.

state trading enterprises
Entities  established by governments to import, export and/or
produce certain products. Examples include: government-
operated import/export monopolies and marketing boards, or
private companies that receive special or exclusive privileges from
their governments to engage in trading activities.

state trading nations
(economics) Countries such as the former Soviet Union, the
People’s Republic of China, and nations of Eastern Europe that
rely heavily on government entities, instead of the private sector,
to conduct trade with other countries. Some of these countries,
(e.g.,  Cuba) have long been Contracting Parties to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), whereas others (e.g.,
Poland, Hungary, and Romania), became Contracting Parties later
under special Protocols of Accession. The different terms and
conditions under which these countries acceded to GATT were
designed in each case to ensure steady expansion of the country’s
trade with other GATT countries taking into account the relative
insignificance of tariffs on imports into state trading nations.
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statute of frauds
(U.S. law) A law that requires designated documents to be written
in order to be enforced by a court. Contracting parties, for
example, may orally agree to transfer ownership of land, but a
court may not enforce that contract, and may not award damages
for breach, unless the contract is written.

steamship indemnity
(shipping) An indemnity received by an ocean carrier issued by a
bank indemnifying him for any loss incurred for release of goods
to the buyer without presentation of the original bill of lading.
sterling
(a)The money of Great Britain. (b) An article made from sterling
silver. Sterling silver is an alloy of silver that is 925/1000 pure.
An article of sterling silver is generally marked “925”.

stern
(shipping) The rear part of a ship, boat or airplane.

stevedore
(shipping) A person having charge of the loading and unloading
of ships in port. See also longshoreman; gang.

stop loss order
(foreign exchange) An order to buy (on a short position) or to
sell (on a long position) foreign exchange if the rate rises above
or falls below a specific limit. As soon as the rate reaches the
prescribed limit, the order will be carried out at the next rate.
Depending on the market situation, this rate can differ considerably
from the limit rate.

storage
(shipping) The keeping of goods in a warehouse.

storage demurrage
(shipping) A charge made on property remaining on the dock
past the prescribed “free-time period.” See demurrage.

storage in transit
(shipping) The stopping of freight traffic at a point located between
the point of origin and destination to be stored and reforwarded
at a later date.

store-door delivery
(shipping) The movement of goods to the consignee’s place of
business, customarily applied to movement by truck.

stores
See ship’s stores.

stowage
(shipping) The arranging and packing of cargo in a vessel for
shipment.

stowage instructions
(shipping) Specific instructions given by the shipper or his agent
concerning the way in which cargo is to be stowed. For example,
a shipper may require that his shipment be placed below deck if it
may be damaged by exposure to the elements above deck, or
midships if it may be damaged by the greater movement of the
vessel in fore and aft sections.

stowplan or stowage plan
(shipping) A diagram showing how cargo or containers have been
placed on a vessel.

straight bill of lading
(shipping) A nonnegotiable bill of lading that designates a
consignee who is to receive the goods and that obligates the carrier
to deliver the goods to that consignee only. A straight bill of
lading cannot be transferred by endorsement. See bill of lading;
negotiable instrument; ocean bill of lading.

strategic level of controls
(U.S.) Commodity groupings used for export control purposes.
See export control classification number.

strike clause
(insurance) An insurance clause included in policies to cover
against losses as a result of strikes

strike price
(finance/foreign exchange) Price at which the option buyer obtains
the right to purchase (call option) or sell (put option) the
underlying security or currency.

strikes, riots and civil commotion
(insurance) An insurance policy endorsement, usually referred to
as S.R.&C.C. (strikes, riots and civil commotion) coverage, which
extends the insurance policy to cover damage, theft, pilferage,
breakage or destruction of the insured property directly caused
by strikers, locked-out workmen or persons taking part in labor
disturbances, riots or civil commotions.
Destruction of and damage to property caused by vandalism,
sabotage and malicious acts of person(s) regardless of (political/
ideological/terroristic) intent be it accidental or otherwise is also
held covered under S.R.&C.C. unless so excluded in the FC.&S.
(free of capture and seizure) warranty in the policy.
The S.R.&C.C. endorsement excludes coverage for any damage
or deterioration as a result of delay or loss of market, change in
temperature/humidity, loss resulting from hostilities or warlike
operations, absence/shortage/withholding power, fuel, labor
during a strike (riot or civil commotion) or weapons of war that
employ atomic or nuclear fusion/ fission.
In order to eliminate the war cover from the marine policy it
became customary to add a “free of capture and seizure” clause,
stating that the policy did not cover warlike operations or its
consequences, whether before or after the actual declaration of
war. Currently, most open policies omit war perils from its insuring
conditions and in all cases will include a F.C.&S. clause. War
coverage is customarily furnished in conjunction with an open
cargo policy and is written under a separate, distinct policy. The
War Risk Only Policy.
See war risk; war risk insurance; open policy.

striking price; exercise price
See strike price.

stripping
(shipping) The unloading of cargo from a container. Also called
devanning.

Structural Impediments Initiative (SII)
(U.S./Japan) The SII was started in July 1989 to identify and
solve structural problems that restrict bringing two-way trade
between the U.S. and Japan into better balance.
Both the U.S. and Japanese governments chose issues of concern
in the other’s economy as impediments to trade and current
account imbalances. The areas which the U.S. government chose
included: (1) Japanese savings and investment patterns, (2) land
use, (3) distribution, (4) keiretsu, (5) exclusionary business
practices, and (6) pricing. Areas which the Japanese Government
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chose included: (1) U.S. savings and investment patterns, (2)
corporate investment patterns and supply capacity, (3) corporate
behavior, (4) government regulation, (5) research and
development, (6) export promotion, and (g) workforce education
and training.
In a June 1990 report, the U.S. and Japan agreed to seven meetings
in the following three years to review progress, discuss problems,
and produce annual joint reports.

stuffing
(shipping) The loading of cargo into a container.
subrogation
(insurance) The right of the insurer, upon payment of a loss, to
the benefit of any rights against third parties that may be held by
the assured himself. This usually involves recoveries from carriers
that handled the shipment.

subsidiary
(law) Any organization more than 50 percent of whose voting
stock is owned by another firm.
subsidy
(economics) A bounty, grant or economic advantage paid by a
government to producers of goods for the manufacture,
production, or  export of an article,  often to strengthen their
competitive position. Export subsidies are contingent on exports;
domestic subsidies are conferred on production without reference
to exports.
The subsidy may be direct (a cash grant), or indirect, low interest
export credits guaranteed by government agency, for example),
or take a less direct form (R&D support, tax breaks, loans on
preferential terms, and provision of raw materials at below-market
prices).
(GATT) The payment of subsidies by a national government to
export producers in a major trade issue. See General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade.

subzone
(U.S. foreign trade zones) A special purpose foreign trade zone
established as part of a foreign trade zone project for a limited
purpose that cannot be accommodated within an existing zone.
Subzones are often established to serve the needs of a specific
company and may be located within an existing facility of the
company. See foreign trade zone; Foreign Trade Zone Board;
Foreign Trade Zone Act; operator, grantee; zone user.

sucre
The currency of Ecuador. 1S/=100 centavos.

sue and labor
(insurance) The responsibility of the assured to act to keep his
insured loss at a minimum. The sue and labor clause of the open
cargo policy reads essentially as follows:
“In case of any loss or misfortune it shall be lawful and necessary
to and for the assured, his or their factors, servants and assigns
to sue, labor, and travel, for, in and about the defense, safeguard
and recovery of the goods and merchandise or any part thereof...
to the charges whereof this company will contribute according
to the rate and quantity of the sum herein insured.”
Reasonable charges incurred for this purpose are generally
collectible under the insurance policy. For example, when a
shipment of canned goods arrives with some leaking cans in each
of several cartons, the leaking cans must be taken out if rusting
and label damage are to be minimized. The expense insured in
this operation may be recovered under the insurance policy.

summary investigation

(U.S.) A 20-day investigation conducted immediately following
filing of an antidumping petition to ascertain if the petition contains
sufficient information with respect to sales at “less than fair value”
and the injury or threat of material injury to a domestic industry
caused by the alleged sales at “less than fair value,” to warrant
the initiation of an antidumping investigation. See dumping.

summit conference
(diplomacy) An international meeting at which heads of
government are the chief negotiators, major world powers are
represented, and the meeting serves substantive rather than
ceremonial purposes. The term first came into use in reference to
the Geneva Big Four Conference of 1955.

Super 301
(U.S.) This provision was enacted due to U.S. Congressional
concern that the regular Section 301 procedures narrowly limit
U.S. attention to the market
access problems of individual sectors or companies. Super 301
sets procedures to identify and address within three years certain
“priority,”  systemic trade restriction policies of other nations.
Super 301 authority expired May 30, 1990. See Section 301;
Special 301.

superdeductive
See deductive value.

superficies
(law) A right to build on the surface of real property. A landowner
may transfer a superficies right, for example, to a developer who
agrees to build on the property in exchange for an annual rent to
the landowner.

Superintendent of Documents
(U.S.) Official supplier of U.S. government documents,
publications, books, etc. Government Periodicals and Subscription
Services is a catalog of products and prices. Address:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402; Tel: (202) 512-1800.

supply access
(economics/customs) Assurances that importing countries will,
in the future, have fair and equitable access at reasonable prices
to supplies of raw materials and other essential imports. Such
assurances should include explicit constraints against the use of
the export embargo as an instrument of foreign policy.

Support for East European Democracy
(U.S. law) The SEED Act, signed into law in November 1989,
contained 25 distinct actions to support structural adjustment,
private sector development, trade and investment, and
educational, cultural, and scientific activities in Poland and
Hungary. Funding for most of the actions was provided by the
Agency for International Development. The SEED Act expired
at the end of fiscal year 1990. Since then support has been
provided under the Foreign Assistance Act of 199 1. See Foreign
Assistance Act of 1991.

surcharge
(shipping) A charge above the usual or customary charge.

surety
(insurance) A bond, guaranty, or other security that protects a
person, corporation, or other legal entity in cases of another’s
default in the payment of a given obligation, improper performance
of a given contract, malfeasance of office, and others.
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(law) A surety is usually a party to the contract with the principal
debtor and the third person, making the surety equally liable with
the debtor. In contrast, a guarantor is usually not a party to the
contract between the debtor and the third person.
(U.S. Customs) Surety Bond-U.S. Customs entries must be
accompanied by evidence that a bond is posted with Customs to
cover any potential duties, taxes, and penalties which may accrue.
Bonds may be secured through a resident U.S. surety company,
but may be posted in the form of United States money or certain
United States government obligations. In the event that a customs
broker is employed for the purpose of making entry, the broker
may permit the use of his bond to provide the required coverage.
See bond; guaranty.

survey
(shipping) To examine the condition of a vessel for purposes of
establishing seaworthiness and/or value. (insurance) To inspect
goods as to their condition, weight and/or value in order to
establish the extent of an insured loss.

sushi bond
(banking/finance) Eurodollar bonds issued by Japanese
corporations on the Japanese market for Japanese investors.

suspension of investigation
(U.S.) A decision to suspend an antidumping investigation if the
exporters who account for substantially all of the imported
merchandise agree to stop exports to the U.S. or agree to revise
their prices promptly to eliminate any dumping margin. An
investigation may be suspended at any time before a final
determination is made. No agreement to suspend an investigation
may be made unless effective monitoring of the agreement is
practicable and is determined to be in the public interest See
dumping.

suspension of liquidation
(U.S. Customs) When a preliminary determination of dumping
or subsidization, or final determination after a negative preliminary
determination is affirmative, there is a provision for suspension

of liquidation of all entries of merchandise subject to the
determination which are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption, on or after the date of the publication of the
notice in the Federal Register. Customs is directed to require a
cash deposit, or the posting of a bond or other security, for each
entry affected equal to the estimated amount of the subsidy or
the amount by which the fair value exceeds the U.S. price. When
an administrative review is completed, Customs is directed to
collect the final subsidy rate or amount by which the foreign
market value exceeds the U.S. price, and to require for each
entry thereafter , a cash deposit equal to the newly determined
subsidy rate or margin of dumping. See liquidation; dumping.

swap (transaction)
(banking/finance/foreign exchange) A spot purchase of foreign
exchange (currency swaps), fixed or floating rate funds (interest
rate swaps) or assets (asset swaps) with simultaneous forward
sale or vice versa.
Pase financiero is an Argentinian system, related to the swap
system, whereby persons or institutions making capital
investments are given an “exchange guarantee,” which guarantees
that the funds can be reexchanged at a predetermined exchange
rate on a specific date. The French government is recommending
the term credit croisi but it is fighting a losing battle.
(foreign exchange) Sale of one currency against another currency
at a specific maturity and the simultaneous repurchase from the
same counterparty at a different maturity. Normally, one of the
maturity dates will be that of spot operations.
See also countertrade.

System for Tracking Export License Applications (STELA)
(U.S.) STELA is a U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Export Administration (BXA) computer generated voice unit that
interfaces with the BXA database: ECASS (Export Control
Automated Support System). STELA enables a caller to check
on an export license by making a telephone call to (202) 482-2752.
See Bureau of Export Administration.

T
table of denial orders
(U.S.) A list of individuals and firms which have been disbarred
from shipping or receiving U.S. goods or technology. Firms and
individuals on the list may be disbarred with respect to either
controlled commodities or general destination (across-the-board)
exports.

taka
The currency of Bangladesh. 1Tk=100 paise.

tala
The currency of Western Samoa. 1WS$=100 sene.
tare or tare weight
(shipping) The weight of a container and/or packing materials,
but without the goods being shipped. The gross weight of a
shipment less the net weight of the goods being shipped.

tarif f
(general) A comprehensive list or “schedule” of merchandise with
applicable rates to be paid or charged for each listed article.
(shipping) A schedule of shipping rates charged, together with
governing rules and regulations. A tariff sets forth a contract of

carriage for the shipper, the consignee, and the carrier. Individual
carriers also publish their own tariffs covering special services.
International tariffs containing freight rates of the U.S.
international carriers are published by the U.S. flag carriers.
(customs) A schedule of duties or taxes assessed by a government
on goods as they enter (or leave) a county. Tariffs may be imposed
to protect domestic industries from imported goods and/or to
generate revenue. Types include ad valorem, specific, variable,
or compound. In the United States, the imposition of tariffs is
made on imported goods only.
Tariffs raise the prices of imported goods, thus making them less
competitive within the market of the importing country.
After seven “Rounds” of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) trade negotiations that focused heavily on tariff
reductions, tariffs are less important measures of protection than
they used to be.
See ad valorem; specific rate of duty; variable rate of duty:
compound rate of duty.

tarif f anomaly
(customs) A tariff anomaly exists when the tariff on raw materials
or semi-manufactured goods is higher than the tariff on the finished
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product.

tarif f escalation
(customs) A situation in which tariffs on manufactured goods
are relatively high, tariffs on semi-processed goods are moderate,
and tariffs on raw materials are nonexistent or very low.

tarif f quotas
(customs) Application of a higher tariff rate to imported goods
after a specified quantity of the item has entered the country at a
lower prevailing rate. See quota.

tarif f schedule
(customs) A comprehensive list of the goods which a country
may import and the import duties applicable to each product. See
Harmonized System; Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States.

Tariff Schedule of the United States
See Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

tarif f trade barriers
See trade barriers.

tarif f war
When one nation increases the tariffs on goods imported from,
or exported to another country, and that country then follows by
raising tariffs itself in a retaliatory manner.

tau
(foreign exchange) The price change of a foreign exchange option
for a 1 percent change in the implied volatility.

tax haven
(trade) A nation offering low tax rates and other incentives for
individuals and businesses of other countries.

Tax Information Exchange Agreement
An agreement concluded between the U.S. and a beneficiary
country designated pursuant to the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act of 1983. This agreement generally involves an
expanded version of the standard exchange of information article
usually included in a bilateral income tax treaty. The U.S. has
similar agreements with most major trading partners. Like the
standard tax treaty exchange of information article, a TIEA
imposes on the agreeing countries a mutual and reciprocal
obligation to exchange information relating to the enforcement
of their respective tax laws.

Technical Advisory Committee(s)
(U.S.) Voluntary groups of industry and government
representatives who provide guidance and expertise to the U.S.
Department of Commerce on technical and export control matters,
including evaluation of technical issues: worldwide availability,
use and production of technology, and licensing procedures related
to specific industries. TACs have been set up for: (1) materials,
(2) biotechnology, (3) computer systems, (4) electronics (formerly
“semiconductors”), (5) sensors (formerly “electronic
instrumentation”), (6) materials processing equipment (formerly
“automated manufacturing equipment”), (7) military critical
technologies, (8) telecommunications equipment, and (9)
transportation and related equipment. See United States
Department of Commerce.

technical analysis
(economics/foreign exchange) The analysis of past price and

volume trends-often with the help of chart analysis-in a market,
in order to be able to make forecasts about the future price
developments of the commodity being traded. Technical exchange
rate analysis is often used in professional dealing for short-term
foreign exchange rate forecasts.

technical barrier to trade
A specification which sets forth stringent standards a product
must meet (such as levels of quality, performance, safety, or
dimensions) in order to be imported. A technical barrier to trade
has the effect of adding to the cost of an imported article, thereby
making it less competitive in the marketplace when compared to
domestically produced articles.

technical data
Information of any kind that can be used, or adapted for use, in
the design, production, manufacture, utilization, or reconstruction
of articles or materials. All software is technical data. Technical
data can be either “tangible” or “intangible.” Models, prototypes,
blueprints or operating manuals (even if stored on recording
media) are examples of tangible technical data. Intangible technical
data consists of technical services, such as training, oral advice,
information, guidance and consulting.

technology transfer
The transfer of knowledge generated and developed in one place
to another, where is it is used to achieve some practical end.
Technology may be transferred in many ways: by giving it away
(technical journals, conferences, emigration of technical experts,
technical assistance programs); by industrial espionage; or by sale
(patents, blueprints, industrial processes, and the activities of
multinational corporations).

temperature controlled ground handling
(air freight) Many of the commodities moving in air freight must
be protected against sudden changes in temperatures. The
temperature of a jet freighter’s cabin is ideal to maintain
perishables in peak condition; but the increase in the shipment of
perishables by air required new strides in ground handling to
protect cargoes from spoilage induced by marked differences in
temperatures often encountered on the around at points of origin
and destination. To meet these needs the airlines have, at some
cities, special equipment and facilities ranging from heated vans
to temperature controlled holding rooms in which 100,000 pounds
of perishables can be held at one time.

temporary importation under bond (TIB)
(U.S. Customs) Temporary  admission into the United States
under a conditional bond for articles not imported for sale or for
sale on approval. Certain classes of goods may be admitted into
the United States without the payment of duty, under bond, for
their exportation within one year from the date of importation
when they are not imported for sale, or for sale on approval.
Generally, the amount of the bond is double the estimated duties.
The one year period for exportation may, upon application to the
district or port director of Customs, be extended for one or more
further periods which, when added to the initial one year, shall
not exceed a total of three years. There is an exception in the
case of automobiles or any parts thereof which are subject to a
total period of six months which may not be extended.
Merchandise entered under TIB must be exported before
expiration of the bond period, or any extension, to avoid
assessment of liquidated damages in the amount of the bond.
Classes of goods which may be entered under a TIB include a
wide range of merchandise. Some examples are: (1) merchandise
to be repaired or altered; (2) wearing apparel for use as samples;
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(3) articles imported by illustrators or photographers for use solely
as models; (4) samples for use in taking orders; (5) articles solely
for examination with a view to reproduction; (6) articles intended
solely for testing; (7) automobiles and other motor vehicles, boats,
balloons, racing shells etc., and the usual equipment of the
forgoing, imported by nonresidents for the purposes of taking
part in races; (8) locomotives and railway equipment for use in
clearing obstructions; (9) containers for holding merchandise; (10)
articles of special design for temporary use in connection with
the manufacture of articles for export; (11) animals brought into
the United States for the purposes of breeding; (12) theatrical
scenery, properties and costumes; (13) works of fine art brought
in by lecturers; (14) automobiles, other motor vehicles, and parts
thereof brought in for show purposes.
Relief  from Liability . Relief from liability under bond may be
obtained in any case in which the articles are destroyed under
Customs supervision, in lieu of exportation, within the original
bond period. However, in the case of articles imported solely for
testing or experimentation, destruction need not be under Customs
supervision where articles are destroyed during the course of
experiments or tests during the bond period or any lawful
extension, but satisfactory proof of destruction shall be furnished
to the district or port director with whom the customs entry was
filed. See ATA Carnet; bond; in bond.

tender
(shipping) A small vessel which serves a larger vessel in a port
for the purpose of supplying provisions and carrying passengers
from ship to shore.
(law) (a) An offer or proposal to purchase a specified quantity of
a commodity for a specified price. (b) An offer of money in
satisfaction of a debt or obligation.

tenor
(law/banking) The period between the formation of a debt and
the date of expected payment.

terminal
(shipping) An area at the end of a rail, ship, air or truck line
which serves as a loading, unloading and transfer point for cargo
or passengers, and often includes storage facilities, management
offices and repair facilities.

terminal charge
(shipping) A charge made for services performed at terminals
(e.g., storage, drayage).

terms of trade

economics) The volume of exports that can be traded for a given
volume of imports. Changes in the terms of trade are primarily
measured by comparing changes in the ratio of export prices to
import prices. The terms of trade are considered to have improved
when a given volume of exports can be exchanged for a larger
volume of imports.

theta
(statistics/foreign exchange) A ratio expressing the price change
of an option (i.e. the change in the premium) over a period of
time (per time unit). Mathematically, this corresponds to the 1st
derivative of the option premium according to the time factor.

thing  in action
(law) A right to bring a legal action to recover personal property,
money, damages, or a debt. A seller, for example, who has a right

to recover payment for goods and who is not in possession of
the buyer’s payment has a thing in action, that is, a right to
procure, payment by lawsuit.

Third Country Meat Directive
A regulation by which the European Community (EC) controls
meat imports based on sanitary requirements. The TCMD requires
individual inspection and certification by EC veterinarians of meat
plants wishing to export to the EC. See European Community.

third-party beneficiary
(law) An individual or legal entity that benefits from, but is not a
contracting party of, a contract between two or more other
individuals or legal entities. A bank, for example, that loans a
business owner funds to purchase specific property is a third-party
beneficiary to the sales contract between the business owner and
seller.

third party documents
(banking) In letter of credit operations, documents which indicate
a party other than the beneficiary of the credit as the consignor
of the goods. Banks accept third party transport documents. See
transport documents; letter of credit.

third world countries
(economics) Developing countries, especially in Asia, Africa and
Latin America, but excluding communist countries and industrial
noncommunist countries.

through bill of lading
(shipping) A single bill of lading covering receipt of the cargo at
the point of origin for delivery to the ultimate consignee, using
two or more modes of transportation. See bill of lading; ocean
bill of lading.

through rate
(shipping) A shipping rate applicable from point of origin to
destination. A through rate may be either a joint rate or a
combination of two or more rates.

tick
See pips.

tied aid credit
The practice of providing grants and/or concessional loans, either
alone or combined with export credits, linked to procurement
from the donor country.

tied loan
(banking) A loan made by a government agency that requires a
foreign borrower to spend the proceeds in the tender’s country.

time arbitrage
See arbitrage, time.

time definite delivery
(shipping) The range of service performance standards offered
by air freight carriers which permit the customer to select a specific
time frame for delivery based on requirements for service and
economy. These service standards provide door-to-door (pickup
and delivery) schedule patterns based on same day, next day,
second or third day delivery needs.

time deposits
(banking) Funds invested in a bank for a predetermined time and
at a specific interest rate. For large amounts, conditions can be
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freely negotiable (maturity, interest rate).
time draft
(banking) A financial instrument that is payable at a future fixed
or determinable date. See bill of exchange.

time value
(finance) The value of an option if the intrinsic value is zero. It
merely reflects possible price fluctuations of the underlying
instrument, so that at a later point in time the option could achieve
an intrinsic value.

Tokyo Round
(GATT) The seventh round of multilateral negotiations concerning
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Begun in
1973, it concluded November 1979, with agreements covering
the following: (1) an improved legal framework for the conduct
of world trade (which includes preferential tariff and non-tariff
treatment in favor of, and among developing countries as a
permanent legal feature of the world trading system); (2) non-tariff
measures (subsidies and countervailing measures; technical
barriers to trade; government procurement; customs valuation;
import licensing procedures; a revision of the 1967 GATT
anti-dumping code); (3) bovine meat; (4) dairy products; (5)
tropical products; and (6) an agreement on free trade in civil
aircraft.
Participating countries (99) also agreed to reduce tariffs on
thousands of industrial and agricultural products. These cuts were
gradually implemented over a period of eight years ending January
1, 1987. The total value of trade affected by Tokyo Round
most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff reductions, and by bindings of
prevailing tariff rates, amounted to more than US$300 billion,
measured on MFN imports in 1981. As a result of these cuts, the
weighted average (the average tariff measured against actual trade
flows) on manufactured products in the world’s nine major
industrial markets declined 7.0 to 4.7 percent, representing a 34
percent reduction of customs collection. This can be contrasted
with the average tariff of around 40 percent at the time of GATT’s
establishment in the late 1940’s. Since the tariff-cutting formula
adopted by most industrialized countries resulted in the largest
reductions generally being made in the highest duties, the customs
duties of different countries were brought closer together or
“harmonized.”
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; rounds;
Uruguay Round.

tolar
The currency of Slovenia. 1SiT=100 stotinev.

tom/next
(foreign exchange) Swap transaction where the spot side becomes
due on the business day following the day on which the contract
was concluded and where the forward side becomes due on the
day after, i.e. on the normal spot value date.

ton
(measure) A unit of mass or weight equal to 1.1016 metric tons,
2,240 pounds, or 1,016.06 kilograms.

ton mile
(shipping) The transport of one ton of cargo for one mile. Used
most often in air cargo services.

to order
(law/banking/shipping) A term on a financial instrument or title
document indicating that it is negotiable and transferable. For

example, on a bill of lading “to order” means that it is negotiable
and transferable by the person or entity whose name appears on
the document.

total cost of distribution
(shipping) The sum total of all the costs incurred in the distribution
of goods. The total cost of distribution includes such items as:
(1) Transportation charges, (2) Inventory carrying costs, (3)
Warehousing expenses, (4) Packaging, (5) Insurance, (6) Product
obsolescence while en route or in storage, and (7) Pilferage.

total loss
(insurance) An actual total loss occurs when the goods are
destroyed, when the assured is irretrievably deprived of their
possession or when they arrive so damaged as to cease to be a
thing of the kind insured. Examples of this last, which is spoken
of as a “loss of specie,” are cement arriving as rock or textiles as
rags. Disasters likely to give rise to total loss include fire, sinking
or stranding of the vessel, collision and loss overboard in the
course of loading or discharge

tracer
(shipping) (a) A request upon a transportation line to trace a
shipment for the purpose of expediting its movement or
establishing delivery; (b) A request for an answer to a
communication, or for advice concerning the status of a subject.

tracking; tracing
(shipping) A carrier’s system of recording movement intervals of
shipments from origin to destination.

tractor
(shipping) A vehicle designed and used primarily for drawing
other vehicles and not so constructed as to carry a load other
than part of the weight of the vehicle and load so drawn.

Trade Act of 1974
(U.S. law) Legislation enacted late in 1974 and signed into law
in January 1975, granting the President broad authority to enter
into international agreements to reduce import barriers Major
purposes were to: (1) stimulate U.S. economic growth and to
maintain and enlarge foreign markets for the products of U.S.
agriculture, industry, mining and commerce; (2) strengthen
economic relations with other countries through open and
non-discriminatory trading practices; (3) protect American
industry and workers against unfair or injurious import
competition; and (4) provide “adjustment assistance” to industries,
workers and communities injured or threatened by increased
imports. The Act allowed the President to extend tariff preferences
to certain imports from developing countries and set conditions
under which Most-Favored-Nation Treatment could be extended
to non-market economy countries and provided negotiating
authority for the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations.
See trade adjustment assistance; most favored nation; Tokyo
Round.

trade adjustment assistance (TAA)
(U.S.) TAA for firms and workers is authorized by the 1974 Trade
Act. TAA for firms is administered by the U.S. Department of
Commerce; TAA for workers is administered by the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Eligible firms must show that increased imports of articles like or
directly competitive with those produced by the firm contributed
importantly to declines in its sales and/or production and to the
separation or threat of separation of a significant portion of the
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firm’ s workers. These firms receive help through Trade
Adjustment Assistance Centers (TAACs), primarily in
implementing adjustment strategies in production, marketing, and
management.
Eligible workers must be associated with a firm whose sales or
production have decreased absolutely due to increases in like or
directly competitive imported products resulting in total or partial
separation of the employee and the decline in the firms sales or
production. Assistance includes training, job search and relocation
allowances, plus reemployment services for workers adversely
affected by the increased imports.
See United States Department of Commerce; United States
Department of Labor.

Trade Adjustment Assistance Centers
(U.S.) TAACs are nonprofit, nongovernment organizations
established to help firms qualify for and receive assistance in
adjusting to import competition. TAACs are funded by the U.S.
Department of Commerce as a primary source of technical
assistance to certified firms. See trade adjustment assistance;
United States Department of Commerce.

Trade Agreements Act of 1979
(U.S.) Legislation authorizing the U.S. to implement trade
agreements dealing with nontariff barriers negotiated during the
Tokyo Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), including agreements that required changes in existing
U.S. laws, and certain concessions that had not been explicitly
authorized by the Trade Act of 1974. The Act incorporated into
U.S. law the Tokyo Round (GATT) agreements on dumping,
customs valuation, import licensing procedures, government
procurement practices, product standards, civil aircraft, meat and
dairy products, and liquor duties. The Act also extended the
President’s authority to negotiate trade agreements with foreign
countries to reduce or eliminate non-tariff barriers to trade. See
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; Tokyo Round.

Trade and Development Program (TDP)

U.S.) The TDP started within the Agency for International
Development but was spun off as an independent agency in 1981.
TDP offers tied aid and resembles Japans tied aid funding. The
program provides project planning funding only for projects that
are priorities of the host country and present a good  opportunity
for sales of U.S. goods and services. See International
Development Cooperation Agency.

trade balance
See current balance; balance of payments.

trade barriers
Any one or  group of tariff or non-tariff barriers to trade often
classified into eight general categories: (1) import policies (tariffs
and other import charges, quantitative restrictions, import
licensing, and customs barriers); (2) standards, testing, labeling,
and certification: (3) government procurement; (4) export
subsidies; (5) lack of intellectual property protection; (6) service
barriers; (7) investment barriers; and (8) other barriers (e.g.,
barriers encompassing more than one category or barriers affecting
a single sector). See technical barrier to trade; tariff; quota.

trade concordance
Trade concordance refers to the matching of Harmonized System
(HS) codes to larger statistical definitions, such as the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code and the Standard International

Trade Classification (SITC) system. The U.S. Bureau of the
Census, the United Nations, as well as individual U.S. Federal
and private organizations, maintain trade concordances for the
purpose of relating trade and production data. See Harmonized
System.

trade deficit
(economics) A nation’s excess of imports over exports over a
period of time.

trade event
A promotional activity that may include a demonstration of
products or services and brings together in one viewing area the
principals in the purchase and sale of the products or services. As
a generic term, trade events may include trade fairs, trade missions,
trade shows, catalog shows, matchmaker events, foreign buyer
missions, and similar functions.

Trade Expansion Act of 1962
(U.S. law) The Act provided authority for U.S. participation in
the Kennedy Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). The legislation granted the President general
authority to negotiate, on a reciprocal basis, reductions of up to
50 percent  in U.S. tariffs. The Act explicitly eliminated the “Peril
Point” provision that had limited U.S. negotiating positions in
earlier GATT Rounds, and instead called on the Tariff
Commission, the U.S. International Trade Commission, and other
federal agencies to provide information regarding the probable
economic effects of specific tariff concessions. This Act
superseded the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, as amended. See
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; peril point.

trade fair
A stage-setting event in which firms of several nationalities present
their products or services to prospective customers in a pre-
formatted setting (usually a booth of a certain size which is located
adjacent to other  potential  suppliers). A distinguishing factor
between trade fairs and trade shows is size. A trade fair is generally
viewed as having a larger number of participants than other trade
events, or as an event bringing together related industries.

Trade Fair Certification Program
(U.S.) The U.S. Department of Commerce Trade Fair
Certification program was started in 1983 to promote selected
privately organized trade shows. The program helps private sector
organizations in mounting certified international fairs. The
Department of Commerce assistance includes promoting the fair
among foreign customers and helping exhibitors to make
commercial contacts. See United States Department of
Commerce.

Trade Information Center
(U.S.) A U.S. government one-stop source for information on
Federal programs to assist U.S. exporters; Tel: (800)
USA-TRADE ((800) 872-8723). Address: Trade Information
Center, U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th St. and Constitution
Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20230.

trade loss
(insurance) The ordinary and unavoidable loss of weight caused
by evaporation as in ore shipments. May also include shortages
due to other causes which are considered normal and unavoidable.
These losses are generally uninsurable.

trademark
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(law) A distinctive identification of a manufactured product or of
a service taking the form of a name, logo, motto, and so  on;  a
trademarked brand has legal protection and only the owner can
use the mark. A trademark is distinguished from a servicemark in
that the former identifies products while the later identifies
services.
Trademark protection varies from country to  country, and may
not be available in some jurisdictions. If trademark protection is
available under the laws of a particular country, a trademark may
usually be registered only if it is distinguishable from other
registered trademarks and if it contains a name, brand, label,
signature, word, letter, numeral, device, or any combination of
these items. A country that is a member the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property may recognize trademarks
held in other jurisdictions.
(U.S.) Organizations that file an  application at the U.S. Patent
Office and use the brand for five years may be granted a trademark.
A firm may lose a trademark that has become generic. Generic
names are those which consumers use to identify the product,
rather than to specify a particular brand (e.g., escalator, aspirin
and nylon).
See copyright; service mark; patent; World Intellectual Property
Organization; Patent Cooperation Treaty.

trade mission
Generically, a trade mission is composed of individuals who are
taken as a group to meet with prospective customers overseas.
Missions visit specific individuals or places with no specific stage
setting other than appointments. Appointments are made with
government and/or commercial customers, or with individuals
who may be a stepping stone to customers.
(U.S.) International Trade Administration (ITA) trade missions
are scheduled in selected countries to help participants find local
agents, representatives, and distributors, to make direct sales, or
to conduct market assessments. Some missions include technical
seminars to support sales of sophisticated products and technology
in specific markets. ITA missions include planning and publicity,
appointments with qualified contacts and with government
officials, market briefings and background information on
contacts, as well as logistical support and interpreter service. Trade
missions also are frequently organized by other Federal, State, or
local agencies.

trade name
(law) The name under which an organization conducts business,
or by which the business or its goods and services are identified.
It may or may not be registered as a trademark.

Trade Negotiations Committee
(GATT) The steering group which managed the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Uruguay  Round
negotiations. The TNC is comprised of all countries participating
in the Uruguay Round negotiations (that is, it is not limited simply
to members of the GATT). The TNC functions at the
non-ministerial level. See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade;
rounds; Uruguay Round.

tradeoffs
(shipping) Interaction between related activities such as the
offsetting of higher costs in one area with reduced costs or other;
benefits in another. In air freight, for example, the classic “tradeoff”
is one of time (quick delivery) versus money (greater expense).

Trade Opportunities Program
(U.S.) An International Trade Administration service which

provides sales leads from overseas firms seeking to buy or
represent U.S. products and services. Through overseas channels,
U.S. foreign commercial officers gather leads and details, including
specifications, quantities, end use, and delivery deadlines. TOP
leads are telexed to Washington and listed on the Commerce
Department’s Economic Bulletin Board and redistributed by the
private sector. Contact Economic Bulletin Board office at Tel:
(202) 482-1986; Fax: (900) 786-2329 (at a cost of $0.65 per
minute).

Trade Policy Committee (TPC)
(U.S.) A cabinet-level, interagency trade committee established
by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (chaired by the U.S. Trade
Representative) to provide broad guidance on trade issues.
Members include the Secretaries of Commerce, State, Treasury,
Agriculture, and Labor. The Committee was renewed by an
Executive Order at the end of the Carter Administration. Toward
the end of the first Reagan Administration, with much dissension
over Japan policy between the TPC, the Senior Interagency Group
(chaired by Treasury), and the other groups; the White House
created the Economic Policy Council (EPC) in 1985 as a single
forum to reduce tensions. See Economic Policy Council.

Trade Policy Review Mechanism
The TPRM was created at the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) Uruguay Round midterm ministerial meeting in
Montreal. Under the TPRM, the trade policies of any GATT
contracting party are subject to regularly scheduled review by
the GATT Council. Reviews may lead to recommendations on
ways to improve a contracting party’s trade policies. See General
Agreements on Tariffs and Trade; Uruguay Round.

Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee
(U.S.) The President established the TPCC in May 1990 to unify
and streamline the government’s decentralized approach to export
promotion. TPCC members include Departments of Commerce
(as chair), State, Treasury, Agriculture, Defense, Energy, and
Transportation, the Office of Management and Budget, the U.S.
Trade Representative, the Council of Economic Advisers,
Eximbank, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, the U.S.
Information Agency, the Agency for International Development,
the Trade and Development Program, and the Small Business
Administration. The TPCC chair office is at the U.S. Department
of Commerce, 19 agencies are on the committee. The Trade
Information Center ((800) USATRADE) was created as one of
the main missions of the TPCC.  The TPCC is not a body which
would be contacted by the general public. If you have questions
about what they do, or how it works, call (800) USA-TRADE.

trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS)
(U.S.) TRIPs refers to U.S.  intellectual property rights objectives
in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Uruguay
Round. These objectives include achieving a comprehensive
GATT agreement that would include: (1) substantive standards
of protection for all areas of intellectual property (patents,
trademarks, copyrights, etc.); (2) effective enforcement measures
(both at the border and internally); and (3) effective dispute
settlement provisions. See Uruguay Round.

trade show
A trade show is a stage-setting event in which firms present their
products or services to prospective customers in a pre-formatted
setting (usually a booth of a certain size which is located adjacent
to other potential suppliers). The firms are generally in the same
industry but not necessarily of the same nationality. A
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distinguishing factor between trade fairs and trade shows is size.
A trade show is generally viewed as a smaller assembly of
participants.

trade surplus
(economics) A nation’s excess of exports over  imports over a
period of time.

Trade Tariff Act of 1930
(U.S. law) U.S. statutes originally enacted in 1930 and amended
periodically that impose duties payable for the importation of
articles into the United States and that contain schedules of the
duties for specific merchandise. The Act is found at 19 United
States Code, sections 1202, et seq.

trade terms
(a) The terms of a sale. The setting of responsibilities of the buyer
and seller in a sale, including: sale price, responsibility for shipping,
insurance and customs duties. (b) One of the several recognized
sets of definitions of trade terms. The most widely used trade
terms are Incoterms 1990, which are published by the International
Chamber of Commerce, which have replaced the now obsolete
Revised American Foreign Trade Definitions. See Incoterms;
International Chamber of Commerce.

trade-weighted revaluation rate
(foreign exchange) The change in value of a currency is ascertained
in terms of an index against a basket of currencies. The make-up
of the currencies in the basket and their weighting are determined
according to the percentage of exports of the country whose
currency is to be valued with its trading partners.

trailer
(shipping) A vehicle without motor power designed to be drawn
by another vehicle and so constructed that no part of its weight
rests upon the towing vehicle.

tramp line
(shipping) A transportation line operating tramp steamers.

tramp steamer
(shipping) A steamship which does not operate under any regular
schedule from one port to another, but calls at any port where
cargo may be obtained.

transaction value
(general) The price actually paid or payable for merchandise.
(U.S. Customs) U.S. Customs officers are required by law to
determine the value of imported merchandise. Valuation is
necessary for statistical purposes as well as to determine the
amount of import duty which must be paid if the duty rate is
stated as a percentage of value (ad valorem duty).
The transaction value of imported merchandise is the price actually
paid or payable for the merchandise when sold for exportation to
the United States, plus amounts for the following items if not
included in the price
(1) The packing costs incurred by the buyer.
(2) Any selling commission incurred by the buyer,
(3) The value of any assist,
(4) Any royalty or license fee that the buyer is required to pay as
a condition of the sale, and
(5) The proceeds, accruing to the seller, of any subsequent resale,
disposal, or use of the imported merchandise.
The amounts for the above items are added only to the extent
that each is not included in the price actually paid or payable and

information is available to establish the accuracy of the amount.
If sufficient information is not available, then the transaction value
cannot be determined and the next basis of value, in order of
precedence, must be considered for appraisement.
If the transaction value cannot be used, then certain secondary
bases are considered. The secondary bases of value, listed in
order of precedence for use, are:
(1) Transaction value of identical merchandise,
(2) Transaction value of similar merchandise,
(3) Deductive value, and
(4) Computed value.
The order of precedence of the last two values can be reversed if
the importer so requests.
See valuation; identical merchandise; similar merchandise;
computed value; deductive value; assist.

transferable letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit where the beneficiary specified in the
credit has the option of instructing his bank to transfer the credit
fully or in part to another beneficiary.
A letter of credit can only be transferred if it is expressly
designated as “transferable” by the issuing bank. This type of
letter of credit enables intermediaries (first beneficiaries) to offer
security in the form of a letter of credit to their suppliers (second
beneficiaries). See letter of credit.

transfer of technology
The movement of modern or scientific methods of production or
distribution from one enterprise, institution or country to another,
as through foreign investment, international trade licensing of
patent rights, technical assistance or training.

transfer pricing
(law/customs) The overpricing of imports and/or underpricing
of exports between affiliated companies in different countries
for the purpose of transferring, profits, revenues or monies out
of a country in order to evade taxes.

transfer risk
(banking) Currency measures of foreign governments which make
it impossible for the debtor to allocate and transfer foreign
exchange abroad. Transfer risks can be covered through use of
bank guarantees, confirmed letters of credits, export credit
agencies, etc.

transfers (mail, wire, cable)
(banking) Transfers are the remittance of money by a bank to be
paid to a party in another town or city. If the instruction to pay
such funds is, transmitted by regular mail, the term “mail transfer”
is used. Wire transfer is used to designate a transfer of funds
from one point to another by wire or telegraph. Cable transfer is
used to designate a transfer of funds to a city or town located
outside the United States by cable. Commissions or fees are
charged for all typed of transfers. When transfers are made by
wire or cable, the cost of transmitting the instructions to pay by
wire or cable is charged to the remitter in addition to the
commission.

Transit Air Cargo Manifest
(shipping-U.S.) Procedures under which air cargo imports move
through a gateway city to the city of final U.S. Customs
destination for the collection of duty and other import processing,
thereby expediting shipment movements, reducing gateway
congestion, and saying expense for importers, the U.S. Customs
Service, and the airlines.
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transit zone
(shipping) A port of entry in a coastal country that is established
as a storage and distribution center for the convenience of a
neighboring country lacking adequate port facilities or access to
the sea. A zone is administered so that goods in transit to and
from the neighboring country are not subject to the customs duties,
import controls or many of the entry and exit formalities of the
host country. A transit zone is a more limited facility then a free
trade zone or a free port.

transmittal letter
(shipping) A list of the particulars of a shipment and a record of
the documents being transmitted together with instructions for
disposition of documents. Any special instructions are also
included.

transparency
The extent to which laws, regulations, agreements, and practices
affecting international trade are open, clear, measurable, and
verifiable.
(GATT) Some of the codes of conduct negotiated during the
Tokyo Round (of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade)
sought to increase the transparency of non-tariff barriers that
impede trade. See General Agreement on Tariff and Trade.

transportation and exportation entry
(U.S. Customs) Customs entry used when merchandise arrives
in the U.S. and is destined for a foreign country. Under a
transportation and exportation entry, merchandise may be
transported in bond through U.S. territory. For example, a
transportation and exportation entry would be used for
merchandise destined for Canada, arriving in Seattle, from Japan.
See entry; in bond.

transport documents
(shipping) All types of documents evidencing acceptance, receipt
and shipment of goods. Examples: bill of lading; ocean bill of
lading; air waybill; rail waybill; dock receipt; etc.

trans-ship
(shipping) To transfer goods from one transportation line to
another, or from one ship to another of different ownership.

Travel Advisories
(U.S.) Reports by the U.S. Department of State to inform traveling
U.S. citizens of conditions abroad which may affect them
adversely. Travel advisories are generally about physical dangers,
unexpected arrests or detention, serious health hazards, and other
conditions abroad with serious consequences for traveling U.S.
citizens. Travel advisories are available at any of the U.S. passport
agencies, field offices of the U.S. Department of Commerce and
U.S. Embassies and consulates abroad. They are also available at
the Bureau of Consular Af fairs, Room 4811, N.S., U.S.
Department of State, Washington, DC 20520; Tel: (202) 647-
5225.

Travel industry Association of America (TIA)
Organizer of the International POW WOW. Address: Travel
Industry Association of America, 2 Lafayette Center, 1133 21st
Street N.W.,  Washington, DC 20036; Tel: [1] (202) 293-1433;
Fax: [1] (202) 293-3155. See International POW WOW.

traveler
(U.S.) A traveler is a person who stays for a period of less than 1

year in a country of which he or she is not a resident. Military and
other government personnel and their dependents stationed
outside their country of residence are not considered travelers,
regardless of the length of their stay abroad; they are considered
to have remained within the economy of their home country. The
definition of travelers also excludes owners or employees of
business enterprises who temporarily work abroad in order to
further the enterprise’s business, but intend to return to their
country of residence within a reasonable period of time.

traveler’s checks
(banking) A form of check especially designed for travelers,
including persons on vacation and business trips. These checks
are usually preprinted in denominations of $10, $20, $50, and
$100, and can be cashed and used to purchase goods and services
in places of business that accept them.

traveler’s letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit issued by a bank to a customer
preparing for an extended trip. The customer pays for the letter
of credit, which is issued for a specified period of time in the
amount purchased. The bank furnishes a list of correspondent
banks or its own foreign branches at which drafts drawn against
the letter of credit will be honored. See letter of credit.

travel mission
See trade mission.

Treaty of Fusion
See European Community.

Treaty of Rome
The 1957 Treaty of Rome was intended to create a single market
for the European Community, with free movement of goods,
persons, services, and capital. Article 30 of the Treaty prohibited
not only quantitative restrictions on imports but also all measures
having an equivalent effect. See European Community.

triangular trade
(trade) Trade between three countries, in which an attempt is
made to create a favorable balance for each.

trigger price mechanism
(U.S.) System for monitoring imported goods (particularly steel)
to identify imports that are possibly being “dumped” in the United
States or subsidized by the governments of exporting countries.
The minimum price under this system is based on the estimated
landed cost at a U.S. port of entry of the product produced by
the world’s most efficient producers.
Imported products entering the United States below that price
may “trigger” formal antidumping investigations by the
Department of Commerce and the U.S. International Trade
Commission. The TPM was first used to protect the U.S. steel
industry and was in effect between early 1978 and March 1980.
It was reinstated in October 1980 and suspended for all products
except for stainless steel wire in January 1982. See dumping.

tri-temp
(shipping) A container that can maintain three exact temperature
zones in difference compartments simultaneously.

tropical products
Traditionally, agricultural goods of export interest to developing
countries in the tropical zones of Africa, Latin America, and East
Asia (coffee, tea, spices, bananas, and tropical hardwoods).
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truck/air service
(shipping) The surface movement of air freight to and from
airports and origin and destination points beyond the terminal
area of pickup and delivery service. A directory listing cities served
is available through your local airline office

trust bank (shintaku ginko)
(banking-Japan) Japanese bank involved in both lending and
money management.

trust receipt
(banking) A declaration by a client to a bank that ownership in
goods released by the bank are retained by the bank, and that the
client has received the goods in trust only.
Release of merchandise by a bank to a buyer in which the bank
retains title to the merchandise. The buyer, who obtains the goods
for manufacturing or sales purposes, is obligated to maintain the
goods (or the proceeds from their sale) distinct from the remainder
of his/her assets and to hold them ready for repossession by the
bank.
Trust receipts are used under letters of credit or collections so
that the buyer may receive the goods before paying the issuing
bank or collecting bank. See documentary collection; letter of
credit.

tugrik
The currency of Mongolia. 1Tug=100 mongos.

turn key
A method of construction whereby the contractor assumes total
responsibility from design through completion of the project.

turnkey contract
An agreement under which a builder agrees to complete a facility
so that it is ready for use when delivered to the other contracting
party. A contractor may agree, for example, to build a fully
equipped and operational factory, under a turnkey contract. The
responsibility of the contractor ends when he hands the completed
installation over to the client.

two-tier market
(foreign exchange) An exchange rate regime which normally
insulates a country from the balance of payments effects of capital
flows while it maintains a stable exchange rate for current account
transactions. Capital transactions are normally required to pass
through a “financial” market while current transactions go through
an “official” market, though other arrangements are possible.
Examples are found in Belgium and the United Kingdom, though
France and Italy have experimented with such systems.

tying arrangement
(law) A condition that a seller imposes on a buyer, requiring that
if the buyer desires to purchase one product (tying product), the
buyer must also agree to purchase another product (tied product),
which the buyer may or may not want. The laws of some countries
prohibit certain tying arrangements.

U
ultimate beneficial owner (UBO)
(U.S.) The UBO of a U.S. affiliate is that person, proceeding up
the affiliate’s ownership chain beginning with and including the
foreign parent, that is not owned more than 50 percent by another
person. The UBO consists of only the ultimate owner, other
affiliated persons are excluded. If the foreign parent is not owned
more than 50 percent by another person, the foreign parent and
the UBO are the same. A UBO, unlike a foreign parent, may be
a U.S. person.

ultimate consignee
(shipping) The person who is the true party in interest, receiving
goods for the designated end-use.

ultimo day
(finance/foreign exchange) The last business day or last stock
trading day of a month.

ultra vires
(law) An act performed without authority to do so. If a contract
provision, for example, requires both parties to approve an
assignment of the contract but one party agrees to an assignment
without obtaining the other’s consent, the assignment is ultra
vires.

unclean bill of lading
See claused bill of lading; bill of lading; ocean bill of lading.

unconfirmed
(banking) A documentary letter of credit where the advising bank
makes no commitment to pay, accept or negotiate. See letter of
credit; silent confirmation.

unconscionable
(law) Unfair or oppressive. A contract with unconscionable terms,
for example, favors one party over the other to such an extent
that it is unjust, and if the oppressed party made the contract
under duress or without meaningful negotiation as to the terms, a
court may refuse to enforce it against that party.

underdeveloped country
(economics) A nation in which per capita real income is
proportionately low when contrasted with the per capita real
income of nations where industry flourishes. See also less
developed countries; least developed country; lesser developed
country.

unfair trade practice
(general) Unusual government support to firms such as export
subsidies to certain anti-competitive practices by firms
themselves-such as dumping, boycotts or discriminatory shipping
arrangements- that result in competitive advantages for the
benefiting firms in international trade.
(U.S.) Any act, policy, or practice of a foreign government that:
(1) violates, is inconsistent with, or otherwise denies benefits to
the U.S. under any trade agreement to which the United States is
a party; (2) is unjustifiable, unreasonable, or discriminatory and
burdens or restricts United States commerce; or (3) is otherwise
inconsistent with a favorable Section 301 determination by the
U.S. Trade Representative. See Section 301; dumping.

Uniform Commercial Code
(U.S. law) A set of statutes purporting to provide some
consistency among states commercial laws. It includes uniform
laws dealing with bills of lading, negotiable instruments, sales,
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stock transfers, trust receipts, and warehouse receipts.

Uniform Customs and Practice (UCP)
(banking) Full name: Uniform Customs and Practice for
Documentary Credits (UCPDC). The internationally recognized
codification of rules unifying banking practice regarding
documentary credits (letters of credit).
The UCPDC was developed by a working group attached to the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris, France. It is
revised and updated from time to time and the current valid version
as of January 1, 1994 is ICC Publication 500 which is the 1993
edition.
It is highly recommended that all documentary credits (letters of
credit) specify that they are subject to the UCPDC. See letter of
credit; International Chamber of Commerce; and the Appendix
for a listing of ICC publications that relate to the UCPDC.

Uniform Rules for Collections (URC)
(banking) The internationally recognized codification of rules
unifying banking practice regarding collection operations for
drafts, their payment or non-payment, protest and for
documentary collections, (documents against payment, DIR and
documents against acceptance, D/A).
The URC was developed by a working group attached to the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris, France. It is
revised and updated from time to time and the current valid version
as of January 1, 1994 is ICC Publication 322. See documentary
collection; International Chamber of Commerce; and the Appendix
for a listing of ICC publications that relate to the URC.

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD)
UNCTAD was set up in December 1964 as a permanent organ of
the UN General Assembly. UNCTAD promotes international trade
and seeks to increase trade between developing countries and
countries with different social and economic systems. UNCTAD
also examines problems of economic development within the
context of principles and policies of international trade and seeks
to harmonize trade, development, and regional economic policies.
The Conference was first convened (UNCTAD-1) in Geneva in
1964.

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
Established in 1967, under the UN Secretariat, UNIDO serves as
a specialized agency to foster industrial development in lesser
developed countries through offering technical assistance in the
form of expert services,  supplying equipment and/or training.
Address: United Nations Industrial Development Organization.
PO Box 300; 1400 Vienna, Austria; Tel: [43] (1) 21-1310; Telex:
135612; Fax: [43] (1) 23-21-56.

United States Affiliate
(U.S. foreign investment) A U.S. business enterprise in which
there is foreign direct investment that is, in which a single foreign
person owns or controls, directly or indirectly, 10 percent or more
of its voting securities if the enterprise is incorporated or an
equivalent interest if the enterprise is unincorporated. The affiliate
is called a U.S. affiliate to denote that the affiliate is located in
the U.S. (although it is owned by a foreign person). See foreign
person; affiliate.

United States and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS)
(U.S.) An agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce that helps
U.S. firms compete more effectively in the global marketplace.
The US&FCS has a network of trade specialists in 68 U.S. cities

and 66 countries worldwide, US&FCS offices provide
information on foreign markets, agent/distributor location
services, trade leads, and counseling on business opportunities,
trade barriers and prospects abroad. Address: United States and
Foreign Commercial Service. International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce, Room 3802, Washington, DC 20230;
Tel: [1](202) 482-5777; Fax: (202)482-5013.

United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
The provisions of the US/Canada Free Trade Agreement were
adopted by the US with the enactment of the FTA Implementation
Act of 1988. The FFA not only reduced tariffs on imported
merchandise between Canada and the U.S, but opened up new
areas of trade in investment services, agriculture, and business
travel. In order to be eligible for FTA treatment, goods must not
enter the commerce of a third country, or, if shipped through a
third country, must remain under customs control.
Several publications about the United States/Canada Free Trade
Agreement are available from: the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161;
Tel: [1] (703) 487-4650: Revenue Canada, 875 Heron Rd.,
Ottawa- ON K1A 0L8, Canada; Tel: [ 1 ] (613) 993-0534.
Other sources of information about the agreement can be obtained
from the Office of Canada, U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
St. and Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1]
(202) 482-3101 and from the Office of North American Affairs,
Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR). Room
501, 600 l7th St. NW, Washington, DC 20506; Tel: [ 1] (202)
395-3412.

United States Code (USC)
(U.S. law) A set of volumes containing the official compilation
of U.S. law. A new edition of the USC is printed every six years
with supplemental volumes issued every year. The USC is found
in larger public libraries and is available for purchase from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402: Tel: (202) 512-1800. There are also
local offices of the U.S. Government Printing Office in major
U.S. cities.

United States Customs House Guide
(publication) A 2,200 page reference for importing to the United
States. Profiles of U.S. and Canadian ports, tariff schedules,
Customs regulations plus service directories. Publisher: Global
Trade Publishing  Group, 401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19108; In the U.S. Tel: [1] (800) 777-8074.

United States Customs Service
(U.S. Customs) U.S. governmental agency, whose major
responsibility is to administer the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.
Primary duties include the assessment and collection of all duties,
taxes and fees on imported merchandise, and the enforcement of
customs and related laws and treaties. As a major enforcement
organization, the Customs Service combats smuggling and fraud
on the revenue and enforces the regulations of numerous other
federal agencies at ports of entry and along the land and sea
borders of the U.S.
The customs territory of the United States consists of the 50
states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The Customs
Service, an agency under the Department of Treasury, has its
headquarters in Washington, DC and is headed by a Commissioner
of Customs. The field organization consists of seven geographical
regions further divided into districts with ports of entry within
each district. These organizational elements are headed
respectively by regional commissioners, district directors (or area
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directors in the case of the New York Region), and port directors.
The Customs Service is also responsible for administering the
customs laws of the Virgin Islands of the United States.
Address: U.S. Customs Service Headquarters, 1301 Constitution
Avenue NW. Washington, DC 20229; Tel: [1] (202) 927-1000.
U.S. Customs regional and district offices are in Boston,
Massachusetts; New York, NY; Miami, Florida;  New Orleans,
Louisiana; Houston, Texas; Los Angeles, California; and Chicago,
Illinois.
The U.S. Customs Service also has offices in Austria, Belgium,
Canada, France, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, The
Netherlands, Panama, Singapore, Thailand, The United Kingdom,
Uruay, and Germany. These offices are a part of the U.S. Embassy
complex in each country.

United States Department of Agriculture (DOA)
(U.S. government) An executive department which serves as the
principal adviser to the president on agricultural policy. The
Department Works to improve and maintain farm income,
implement nutrition programs and develop and expand markets
abroad for U.S. agricultural products. It is also charged with
inspecting and grading food products for safe consumption.
Organizations within the Department of Agriculture include:
Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, Animal and Plant Inspection Service, the
Commodity Credit Corporation, the Extension Service, the
Farmers Home Administration, Federal Grain Inspection Service,
the Food and Inspection Service, the Food Safety and Inspection
Service, the Foreign Agricultural Service, Forest Service, Rural
Electrification Administration, Soil Conservation Service.
Address: United States Department of Agriculture, 14th St. and
Independence Ave. SW, Washington, DC 20250;  Tel: [1]
(202)720-2791. Foreign Agricultural Service;Tel: [1] (202)
720-7115.

United States Department of Commerce (DOC)
(U.S. government) An executive department which encourages
and promotes the United States economic growth, international
trade, and technological advancement. The Department provides
a wide variety of programs to increase American competitiveness
in the world economy and to assist business. The DOC also: works
to prevent unfair foreign trade competition, provides social and
economic statistics and analyses, supports the increased use of
scientific engineering and technological development, grants
patents and registers trademarks, and provides assistance to
promote domestic economic development. Organizations within
the DOC include the Bureau of Export Administration, Tel: [1]
(202) 482-2000; the Census Bureau, Tel: [1](301) 763-7662; the
Economic Development Administration, Tel: [1] (202)482-2000;
the International Trade Administration, Tel: [1] (202) 482-2000;
the Minority Business Development Agency, Tel: [1] (202) 482-
2000; the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Tel:
[1] (301) 975-2000; the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Tel: [1] (301) 443-8910; the Patent and
Trademark Office, Tel: [1] (703) 305-8341 (Public Affairs) or
(1)(800) 786-9199; the Technology Administration, Tel: [1] (202)
482-2100; and the U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration, Tel:
[1] (202) 482-0137. Address: United States Department of
Commerce, 14th Street & Constitution Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202) 482-2000. See also Bureau of Export
Administration; International Trade Administration.

United States Department of Defense
(U.S. government) A civilian executive department providing the
military forces needed to deter war and protect the security of

the U.S. There are three departments within the Department of
Defense: the Air Force, Army, and Navy. Address: United States
Department of Defense, The Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301;
Tel: [1] (703) 697-5737.

United States Department of Energy (DOE)
(U.S. government) An executive department created in 1977 to
consolidate all major Federal energy functions into one
department. The principal programmatic missions are energy
programs, weapons and waste clean-up programs, and science
and technology programs. Organizations under the department
include the Economic Regulatory Administration, the Energy
Information Administration, and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. Address: United States Department of Energy. 1000
Independence Ave. S.W. Washington. DC 20585; Tel: [1] (202)
586-5806.

United States Department of Labor (DOL)
(U.S. government) An executive department which promotes and
develops the welfare of U.S. wage earners, improves working
conditions, and advances opportunities for profitable employment.
The DOL keeps track of changes in employment, prices, and
other national economic measures. Organizations under the
Department include the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
Employment and Training Administration, the Employment
Standards Administration, Labor Management Standards, the
Mine Safety and Health Administration, Occupational Safety and
Health, and the Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration.
Address: United States Department of Labor, 200 Constitution
Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20210; Tel: [1] (202) 219-6666.

United States Department of State
(U.S. government) An executive department which directs U.S.
foreign relations and negotiates treaties and agreements with
foreign nations. Activities of the State Department are
coordinated with foreign activities of other U.S. departments and
agencies. Organizations within the Department include the Bureau
of Consular Affairs, the Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs,
the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, the Bureau of
International Organization Affairs, and the Bureau of Oceans.
Address: United States Department of State, 2201 C St. NW,
Washington, DC 20520; Tel: [1] (202) 647-4000.

United States Department of the Interior (DOI)
(U.S. government) An executive department that has
responsibility for most U.S. federal government owned public
lands and natural resources: the principal U.S. conservation
agency. The office of Territorial and International Affairs oversees
activities pertaining to U.S. territorial lands and the Freely
Associated States and coordinates the international affairs of the
Department. Organizations under the DOI include: the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Land Management, the Bureau
of Mines, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Minerals Management
Service, the National Park Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the U.S. Geological Survey. Address: United States
Department of the Interior, 1849 C St. NW, Washington, DC
20240; Tel: [1] (202) 208-3171.

United States Department of the Treasury
(U.S. government) An executive department which performs four
basic functions: formulating and recommending economic,
financial, tax and fiscal policies; serving as financial agent for the
U.S government; enforcing the law; and manufacturing coins and
currency. The International Af fairs unit is responsible for
Department activities in international monetary affairs, trade and
investment policy, international debt strategy, and U.S.
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participation in international financial institutions. The Under
Secretary of the International Affairs unit acts as the U.S. Group
of Seven (G-7) Deputy. Organizations within the Department
include the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing; the Comptroller of the Currency; the
Internal Revenue Service; the Office of Thrift Supervision; the
U.S. Customs Service; the U.S Mint; the U.S. Secret Service.
Address: United States Department of the Treasury, 15th St. &
Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20220; Tel: [1] (202)
622-2000. See also Group of Seven (G-7); United States Customs
Service; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.

United States Department of Transportation (DOT)
(U.S. government) An executive department of the U.S.
government established by the Department of Transportation Act
of 1966 (80 Stat 931) for the purpose of developing national
transportation policies. Organizations within the Department of
Transportation include the Federal Aviation Administration, the
Federal Highway Administration, the Federal Railroad
Administration, the Federal Transit Administration, the Maritime
Administration, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, the Research and Special Programs
Administration, the St. Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, and the U.S. Coast Guard. Address: United States
Department of Transportation, 400 7th Street SW, Washington,
DC 20590. Tel: [1] (202) 366-4000.

United States Foreign Trade Definitions
An obsolete standard of trade terms, although they are sometimes
specified in U.S. domestic contracts. The international standard
of trade terms is Incoterms 1990. See Incoterms 1990.

United States Information Agency (USIA)
(U.S. government) Responsible for the U.S. government overseas
information and cultural programs, including Voice of America.
Conducts a wide variety of communication activities, academic
and cultural exchanges to press, radio, television and library
programs abroad, in order to strengthen foreign understanding
of American society, obtain greater support of U.S. policies, and
increase understanding between the U.S. and other countries.
Overseas, the USIA is known as the U.S. Information Service
(USIS). Address: United States Information Agency, 301 Fourth
Street SW, Washington, DC 20547; Tel: [1] (202) 619-4700.
United States International Trade Commission
(U.S. government) Formerly the U.S. Tariff Commission, which
was created in 1916 by an Act of Congress. Its mandate was
broadened and its name changed by the Trade Act of 1974. It is
an independent fact-finding agency of the U.S. government that
studies the effects of tariffs and other restraints to trade on the
U.S. economy. It conducts public hearings to assist in determine
whether particular U.S. industries are injured or threatened with
injury by dumping, export subsidies in other countries, or rapidly
rising imports. It also studies the probable economic impact on
specific U.S. industries of proposed reductions in U.S. tariffs and
non-tariff barriers to imports. Its six members are appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the U.S. Senate for
nine-year terms (six-year terms prior to 1974). Address:
International Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW, Washington,
DC 20436, Tel- [1] (202) 205-2511.

United States-Japan Semiconductor Trade Arrangement
See Semiconductor Trade Arrangement.

United States Munitions List
(U.S.) The USML identifies those items or categories of items

considered to be defense articles and defense services subject to
export control. The USML is similar in coverage to the
International Munitions List (IML), but is more restrictive in two
ways. First, the USML currently contains some dual-use items
that are controlled for national security and foreign policy reasons
(such as space-related or encryption-related equipment). Second,
the USML contains some nuclear-related items. Under
Presidential directive, most dual-use items are to be transferred
from the USML to the Commerce Department’s dual-use list.
The Department of State, with the concurrence of Defense,
designates which articles will be controlled under the USNIL.
Items on the Munitions List face a stricter control regime and
lack the safeguards to protect commercial competitiveness that
apply to dual-use items. See International Munitions List; United
States Department of State.

United States price
(U.S.) In the context of dumping investigations, this term refers
to the price at which goods are sold in the U.S. compared to
their foreign market value. The comparisons are used in the
process of determining whether imported merchandise is sold at
less than fair value. See dumping.

United States Trade and Development Agency
(U.S. government) An independent agency within the executive
branch. Its mandate is to promote economic development in, and
simultaneously export U.S. goods and services to, developing
and middle-income countries. The Agency conducts feasibility
studies and orientation visits, and provides trade-related training
to assist U.S. firms in becoming involved in developing projects
with substantial U.S. export potential. It also coordinates
government-to-government technical assistance. Address: United
States Trade and Development Agency Room 309, State Annex
16, Washington, DC 20531-602; Tel: [1] (703) 875-4357.

United States Trade Representative
(U.S. government) A cabinet-level official with the rank of
Ambassador who is the principal adviser to the President on
international trade policy, and has responsibility for setting and
administering overall trade policy. The U.S. Trade Representative
is concerned with the expansion of U.S. exports; U.S.
participation in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), commodity issues; East-West and North-South trade;
and direct investment related to trade. As Chairman of the U.S.
Trade Policy Committee he is also the primary official responsible
for U.S. participation in all international trade negotiations. Prior
to the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, which created the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative, the comparable official was
known as the President’s Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations (STR), a position first established by the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. Address: United States Trade
Representative, 600 17th St. NW, Room 522, Washington, DC
20508; Tel: [1] (202) 395-3204.

United States Travel and Tourism Administration (USTTA)
(U.S. government) An organization within the Department of
Commerce which: stimulates demand internationally for travel
to the United States, coordinates marketing projects and programs
with U.S. and international travel interests, encourages and
facilitates promotion in international travel markets by U.S. travel
industry principals, works to increase the number of
new-to-market travel businesses participating in the export
market, generates cooperative marketing opportunities for private
industry and regional, state and local governments, researches
and provides timely and pertinent data, carries on training
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programs in international marketing for U.S. professionals, and
works to remove government imposed travel barriers. Address:
United States Travel and Tourism Administration, 14th St. and
Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel: [1] (202)
482-0137.

unitization
(shipping) The practice or  technique of consolidating many small
pieces of freight into a single unit for easier handling.

unit  load
(shipping) The strapping or banding together of a number of
individual cartons, packages, sacks, drums or other cargo, often
on a pallet, in order to create a single unit.

unit load device
(shipping) Term commonly used when referring to containers and
pallets.

universal agency
See agency.

Universal Copyright Convention
An international agreement that was concluded to afford copyright
protection to literary and artistic works in all countries that
voluntarily agree to be bound by the Convention terms. See
copyright; trademark; service mark.

unloading
(shipping) The physical removal of cargo from carrier’s container.

unrestricted letter of credit
(banking) A letter of credit which may be negotiated through
any bank of the beneficiary’s choice. See letter of credit.

Uruguay Round
(GATT) The eighth round of multilateral trade negotiations
concerning the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
The Uruguay Round (so named because meetings began in Punta
del Este, Uruguay in 1987) concluded in December, 1993 after
seven years of talks with 117 member nations. The major goals
of the Uruguay Round were to reduce barriers to trade in goods;
to strengthen the role of GATT and improve the multilateral
trading system; to increase the responsiveness of GATT to the
evolving international economic environment; to encourage
cooperation in strengthening the interrelationship between trade
and other economic policies affecting growth and development;
and the establishment of a multilateral framework of principles
and rules for trade in services, including the elaboration of possible
disciplines for individual service sectors.
As a result of the Uruguay Round, global tariffs are expected to
be reduced by 30 percent. Economists have predicted that, as a
result, GATT will expand the world’s economy by US$200 to
300 billion. Key provisions of the Uruguay Round agreements
are: a reduction of import tariffs, with an overall cut of more than
33 percent of global tariffs; a gradual reduction of 36 percent of
government subsidies for farmers; a phasing-out of import
protection for textile producers in industrialized countries allowing
more open markets for entry of cheaper products from Third
World countries; stricter anti-dumping rules: greater global
protection of intellectual property rights, including patents and
copyrighted goods such as films and music. Although agriculture
and other industries were brought under GATT for the first time,
certain industries (such as the entertainment industry) were, in
the end, excluded from the Round negotiations in order for

negotiators to reach a final agreement. Particularly disappointing
to many was the lack of progress in opening access to the trade
of financial services, such as banking, accounting, and insurance.
Agreements reached at the Uruguay Round cover:

(1) Market Access for Goods-Tariffs will be reduced by an
average of one-third, with the U.S. and other major industrial
nations eliminating tariffs altogether on some products, by
one-half on others, while cutting tariffs much less in the rest of
the world.
(2) Agricultur e-Strengthens long-term rules for agricultural trade
and assures reduction of specific policies that distort agricultural
tirade. Addresses export subsidies, domestic subsidies, market
access. Agricultural export subsidies and some farm subsidies
are subject to multilateral disciplines, and must be bound and
reduced. Many non-tariff measures, including quotas will be
converted to low tariffs over time.
(3) Textiles and Clothing-The Multi-Fiber Arrangement (MFA),
a system of quotas that limits imports of textiles and apparel to
the U.S. and other developed countries, will be phased out over
a 10 year period. The quotas will eventually be replaced by tariffs.
(4) Safeguards-Provides incentives for countries to use GATT
safeguard rules when import-related, serious injury problems
occur.
(5) Antidumping -Revises the 1979 Antidumping Code, by
improving provisions to define, deter, and discourage the use of
dumping practices. Disputes between GATT members will be
settled by binding dispute settlement.
(6) Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. Establishes clearer
rules and stronger disciplines in the subsidies area while also
making certain subsidies non-actionable.
(7) Trade-related Investment Measures (TRIMs)-Limits the
ability of countries to favor domestically owned factories at the
expense of foreign-owned ones. Prohibits local content and trade
balancing requirements. A 5 to 7-year transition period for
developing and least developed countries is provided.
(8) Impor t Licensing Procedures-More precisely defines
automatic and non-automatic licensing. Signatories that adopt
new procedures must notify the Import Licensing Committee
within 60 days and provide information about it.
(9) Customs Valuation-Amendments to the Customs Valuation
Code will help stem fraud, retain established minimum values,
and encourage developing countries to study areas of concern in
customs valuation.
(10) Preshipment Inspection-Regulates activities of
Preshipment Inspection companies and reduces impediments to
international trade resulting from the use of such companies,
particularly in developing countries where they may supplement
or replace national customs services.
(11) Rules of Origin-A program will  be implemented to
harmonize rules for determination of the origin of goods.
Establishes a GATT Committee on Rules of Origin and a Customs
Cooperation Council Technical Committee on Rules of Origin.
(12) Technical Barriers to Trade-The agreement updates and
improves rules respecting standards, technical regulations and
conformity assessment procedures.
(13) Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures-Establishes rules
for the development of measures which are taken to protect
human, animal or plant life or health in food safety or agriculture.
Includes quarantine procedures, food processing measures, meat
inspection rules, procedures for  approval of  food additives or
use of pesticides.
(14) Services-The General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) is the first multilateral, legally enforceable agreement
covering trade investment in the service sectors. Principal
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elements include most-favored-nation treatment, national
treatment, market access, transparency, and the free flow of
payments and transfers.
(15) Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPs)-Establishes improved standards for the protection of a
full range of property rights and the enforcement of those
standards both internally and at the border. Covers: copyrights,
patents, trademarks, industrial designs, trade secrets, integrated
circuits, and geographical indications. Provides a 20-year term
of protection for most of these rights.
(16) Dispute Settlement-The Dispute Settlement Understanding
(DSU) creates new procedures for settlement of disputes arising
under any of the Uruguay Round agreements.
(17) World Trade Organization (WTO)-A new organization
available only to countries that are contracting parties to the GATT
and that agree and adhere to all of the Uruguay Round agreements.
Encompasses and extends the current GATT structure. The
intention is for the new WTO to have a stature similar to that of
the Bretton Woods financial institutions, the World Bank, and
the International Monetary Fund.
(18) GATT Ar tides-Updates articles relating to
balance-of-payment reform, state trading enterprises, regional
trading arrangements, and waivers of obligation.
(19) Trade Policy Review Mechanism-Provides for regular
examination of national trade policies and other economic policies
hearing on international trading.
(20) Ministerial  Decisions and Declaration-States the views
and objectives of the Uruguay Round participants on a number
of issues relating to the operation of the global trading system.
(21) Government Procurement-A  new Agreement on
Government Procurement replaces the existing agreement. Now
includes procurement of services and construction and some
coverage of subcentral governments and government-owned
utilities.
For more information, call the 24-hour Uruguay Round  Hotline
at (800) USA-TRADE. You must have a touchtone telephone
and a fax machine.

See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; rounds; Tokyo
Round.

U.S...
See United States ....

users fees
(U.S. Customs) Assessments collected by the U.S. Customs
Service as part of the entry process to help defray various costs
involved in the importation of goods to the United States.
(a) The harbor maintenance fee is an ad valorem fee assessed
on cargo imports and admissions into foreign trade zones. The
fee is 0. 125 percent of the value of the cargo and is paid quarterly,
except for imports which are paid at the time of entry. Customs
deposits the harbor maintenance fee collections into the Harbor
Maintenance Trust Fund. The funds are made available, subject
to appropriation, to the Army Corps of Engineers for the
improvement and maintenance of U.S. ports and harbors.
(b) The merchandise processing fee sets a fee schedule for formal
entries (generally, those valued over US$1,250) at a minimum of
US$21 per entry and a maximum of US$400 per entry, with an
ad valorem rate of 0.17 percent. The fee for informal entries (those
valued at under US$1,250) is US$2 for automated entries. US$5
for manual entries not prepared by Customs, and US$8 for manual
entries prepared by Customs.

usuance
(banking) The time allowed for payment of an international
obligation. A usuance credit is a credit available against time drafts.
See letter of credit; usance letter of credit.

usance letter of credit
(banking) A documentary letter of credit which is not available
by sight payment and which is therefore available against:
(1) acceptance of a term bill of exchange,
(2) or in certain usages by deferred payment. See letter of credit.

V
validated export license
(U.S.) A document issued by the U.S. government authorizing
the export of commodities for which written export authorization
is required by law. For more information on export licensing in
general, call Exporter Assistance at: (202)482-4811. Address:
Bureau of Export Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
14th St. and Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20230; Tel:
[1] (202) 482-2721; Fax: (202) 482-2387.

validity
(banking) The time period for which a letter of credit is valid.
After receiving notice of a letter of credit opened in his behalf,
the seller/exporter/beneficiary must meet all the requirements of
the letter of credit within the period of validity. See letter of credit.

valuation
The fixing of value to anything. Synonymous with “appraising. “
(customs) The appraisal of the worth of imported goods by
customs officials for the purpose of determining the amount of
duty payable in the importing country. The GATT Customs
Valuation Code obligates governments that sign it to use the
“transaction value” of imported goods- the price actually paid or
payable for them- as the principal basis for valuing the goods for
customs purposes.

(U.S. Customs) U.S. Customs officers are required by law to
determine the value of imported merchandise. Valuation is
necessary for statistical purposes as well as to determine the
amount of import duty which must be paid if the duty rate is
stated as a percentage of value (ad valorem duty).
Generally, the Customs value of all merchandise exported to the
United States is the transaction value for the goods. The
transaction value of imported merchandise is the price actually
paid or payable for the merchandise when sold for exportation to
the United States, plus amounts for the following items if not
included in the price:
(1) The packing costs incurred by the buyer.
(2) Any selling commission incurred by the buyer,
(3) The value of any assist,
(4) Any royalty or license fee that the buyer is required to pay as
a condition of the sale, and
(5) The proceeds, accruing to the seller, of any subsequent resale,
disposal, or use of the imported merchandise.
The amounts for the above items are added only to the extent
that each is not included in the price actually paid or payable and
information is available to establish the accuracy of the amount.
If sufficient information is not available, then the transaction value
cannot be determined and the next basis of value, in order of
precedence, must be considered for appraisement.
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The secondary bases of value, listed in order of precedence for
use, are:
(1) Transaction value of identical merchandise,
(2) Transaction value of similar merchandise,
(3) Deductive value, and
(4) Computed value.
The order of precedence of the last two values can be reversed if
the importer so requests.
See transaction value; deductive value; computed value.

valuation charges
(shipping) Transportation charges assessed shippers who declare
a value of goods higher than the value of carriers’ limits of liability.
See declared value for carriage.

valuation clause
(insurance) A clause in an insurance policy stating the value of
the policy. A valuation clause commonly in use reads:
“valued premium included at amount of invoice, including all
charges in the invoice and including prepaid and/or advanced and/
or guaranteed freight, if any, plus ____%.” (This is usually 10%
on exports.)

value added
(economics) That part of the value of produced goods developed
in a company. It is determined by subtracting from sales the costs
of materials and supplies, energy costs, contract work, and so
on, and it includes labor expenses, administrative and sales costs,
and other operating profits. See also value-added tax.

value added counseling
Valued added (export) counseling is defined as assessing a
company’s current international business operations and assisting
a client in one or more of the following: (1) identifying and
selecting the most viable markets; (2) developing an export market
strategy;  (3) implementing the export market strategy; and (4)
increasing market presence.

value-added tax (VAT)
(taxation) An indirect tax on consumption that is assessed on the
increased value of goods at each discrete point in the chain of
production and distribution, from the raw material stage to final
consumption. The tax on processors or merchants is levied on
the amount by which they increase the value of items they purchase
and resell.

value date
(banking) Fixing of a value date for accounting purposes on
banking operations, i.e. the date on which the interest accrual for
the respective accounting entry begins or ends.

variable levy
See variable rate of duty.

variable rate of duty
(customs) A tariff subject to alterations as world market prices
change, the alterations are designed to assure that the import
price after payment of the duty will equal a predetermined “gate”
price.

vatu
The currency of Vanuatu. 1 VT=l 00 centimes.

vega
(statistics/foreign exchange) The price change of a foreign

exchange option for a 1 percent change in the implied volatility.

vendor
A company or individual that supplies goods or services.

Vennootschap onder firma
(Netherlands) Designation for a general partnership’ in which all
partners have joint and several liability.

vertical export trading company
An export trading company that integrates a range of functions
taking products from suppliers to consumers.

vessel ton
(shipping/measurement) A unit of measurement in the shipping
industry assuming that 100 cubic feet of cargo equals one ton.

visa
(general) A certificate or stamp placed in a passport by a foreign
government’s embassy, consular office or other representative.
It permits the holder to either visit (tourist visa) conduct business
in (business visa), work (work permit or  visa) in, or immigrate
(residency or immigration visa) to the issuing country for a
specified time.
(customs) A license issued by the government of an exporting
country for the export to a specific importing country of a certain
quantity of a quota controlled commodity (such as textiles) subject
to a voluntary export restriction or a voluntary restraint agreement.

visa waiver
A program of selected countries to eliminate their visa requirement
on a test basis.

vis major
(law) A major force or disturbance, usually a natural cause, that
a person cannot prevent despite exercise of due care. Floods and
labor strikes are examples of vis major events.

void ab initio
(law) Invalid from the time of initiation. A contract, for example,
that violates law or public policy is void ab initio, that is, it is
invalid when it is made.

voidable contract
(law) An agreement that is valid but that one party may declare
invalid because of a defect or  illegality
in making it. A contract that is entered into in reliance on a
fraudulent misrepresentation, for example, will be enforced against
the party that committed the fraud, but the party harmed by the
misrepresentation may elect to void the  contract.

void contract
(law) An agreement that has no legal effect and that cannot be
ratified or otherwise made effective. A contract that requires the
performance of an illegal act, for example, is void and cannot
become effective.

volatility
(foreign exchange) The measure of the relative deviation of a
price from the mean.

volume rate
(shipping) A rate applicable in connection with a specified volume
of freight.

voluntary export restriction
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An understanding between trading partners in which the exporting
nation, in order to reduce trade friction, agrees to limit its exports
of a particular good. Also called voluntary restraint agreement.
See voluntary restraint agreements.

voluntary restraint agreements (VRA’s)
Informal bilateral or multilateral arrangements through which
exporters voluntarily restrain certain exports, usually through

W
war clause
(insurance) An insurance clause included in policies to cover
against losses as a result of war. See war risk.

warehouse receipt
(shipping) An instrument (document) listing the goods or
commodities deposited in a warehouse. It is a receipt for the
commodities listed, and for which the warehouse is the bailee.
Warehouse receipts may be either nonnegotiable or negotiable.

warehouse-to-warehouse
(insurance) Insurance coverage of risks to a shipment of goods
from the time the goods leave the warehouse for commencement
of transit and continue during ordinary course of transit until
delivered to final warehouse at destination, or until the expiration
of 15 days (30 if destination is outside the limits of the port),
whichever shall first occur.  In the case of delay in excess of the
time limit specified, if it arises from circumstances beyond his
control, the assured is “held covered” if he gives prompt notice
and pays additional premium. See Marine Extension Clause 1943
& 1952; currency (term) of insurance.

warehouse, U.S. Customs bonded
(U.S. Customs) A federal warehouse where goods remain until
duty has been collected from the importer. Goods under bond
are also kept here.
 See surety; bond; in bond.

warranty
(law) A promise by a contracting party that the other party can
rely on certain facts or representations as being true. A seller, for
example, may warrant that certain products will meet a list of
specifications furnished by the buyer.

war risk
(insurance) The risk to a vessel. its cargo and passengers by
aggressive actions of a hostile nation or group. See war risk
insurance.

war risk insurance
(insurance) Insurance coverage against war risks as outlined in
detail in some dozen rather specific paragraphs of an insurance
policy. The policy conditions must be read for complete
understanding. In general, they cover risks of capture and seizure,
destruction or damage by warlike operations in prosecution of
hostilities, civil wars and insurrections or in the application of
sanctions under international agreements. Delay or loss of market
is excluded. Loss or expense arising from detainments,
nationalization of the government to or from which the goods
are insured or seizure under quarantine or customs regulations is
also excluded.
War risk insurance generally attaches as goods are first loaded

on board a vessel at the port of shipment, and it ceases to attach
as goods are landed at the intended port of discharge or on expiry
of 15 days from arrival of the overseas vessel whichever first
occurs. It includes transshipment and intermediate overland transit
to an on-carrying overseas vessel, if any, but in no case for more
than 15 days counting from midnight of the day of arrival of the
overseas vessel at the intended port of discharge. If in
transshipment, the 15-day period is exceeded, the insurance
re-attaches as the interest is loaded on the oncarrying vessel. In
case the voyage is terminated and the goods are discharged at a
port or place other than the original port of discharge, such port
or place shall be deemed the intended port of discharge.
The war risk policy is subject to 48 hours cancellation by either
party. However, it cannot be cancelled on shipments upon which
insurance has already attached. Since the cancellation provision
is used at times for changing the conditions of insurance the
current coverage should be studied for exact understanding of
the war risk policy.
War risk insurance is routinely obtained for protection against
mines and other implements of war from former wars.

Warsaw Convention
(shipping) Formal name: The Convention for the Unification of
Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air, signed in
Warsaw in 1929. Art international multilateral treaty which
regulates, in a
uniform manner, the conditions of international transportation
by air. Among other things it establishes the international liability
of air carriers and establishes the monetary limits for loss, damage,
and delay.

Watch List
See Special 301.

waybill
(shipping) A document prepared by a transportation line at the
point of a shipment, showing the point or origin, destination,
route, consignor, consignee, description of shipment and amount
charged for the transportation service, and forwarded with the
shipment, or direct by mail, to the agent at the transfer point or
waybill destination. See bill  of lading; air waybill; ocean bill of
lading.

Webb-Pomerene Act of 1918
(U.S. law) Federal legislation exempting expoters’ associations
from the anti-trust regulations.

Webb-Pomerene Association
(U.S.) Associations engaged in exporting that combine the
products of similar producers for overseas sales. These
associations have partial exemption from U.S. anti-trust laws but
may not engage in import, domestic or third country trade, or

export quotas to avoid economic dislocation in an importing
country and to avert the possible imposition of mandatory import
restrictions.
These arrangements do not involve an obligation on the part of
the importing country to provide “compensation” to the exporting
country, as would be the case if the importing country, unilaterally
imposed equivalent restraints on imports. See voluntary export
restriction; quota; visa.
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combine to export services.

weight break
(shipping) Levels at which the freight rate per 100 pounds
decreases because of substantial increases in the weight of the
shipment. Examples of levels at which weight breaks occur (in
pounds) are 100, 500, 1,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 10,000.

weights and measures
See Weights and Measures in the Appendix for a complete listing.

weight ton
(measurement) (a) Short ton = 2,000 pounds, (b) Long ton =
2,240 pounds, (c) Metric ton = 2,204.68 pounds.

West Africa Economic Community
A regional alliance CEAO (French for Commitnaute Economique
de l’Aftique), created in 1974, includes: Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cote d’lvoire, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal. (Togo has
observer status). The CEAO operates as a free trade area for
agricultural products and raw materials and as a preferential
trading area for approved industrial products, with a regional
cooperation tax (TCR) replacing import duties and encouraging
trade among member states. In order to ensure that benefits of
the regional grouping flow to all members, especially the least
developed ones (Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Burkina Faso), the
CEAO has established a fund to provide financial services and
guarantees to development lenders in both public and private
sectors for projects in member states. In addition, CEAO has the
long-term objective of creating a customs union with extensive
harmonization of fiscal policies between member states, though
no concrete achievements in this direction have been recorded.
Address: Communaute economique de l’Afirique de l’ouest
(CEAO), rue Agostino Neto, 01 RP 643, Ouagadoupu 01,
Burkina Faso; Tel: 30-61-87; Telex: 5212.

West African Monetary Union
A regional alliance, WAMU (French: Union Monetaire Ouest
Africaine, UMOA) was created by treaty signed in May 1962.
WAMU comprises seven French-speaking African countries:
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’lvoire, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and
Toso. Within WAMU, these countries share a common currency
(CFA Franc) freely convertible into the French Franc at a fixed
parity, and a common Central Bank (BCEAO) responsible for
the conduct of the Union’s monetary and credit policies. Central
bank address: Banuqe centrale des etats de l’Afrique de Fouest
(BCEAO), ave. Abdoulaye Fadiga, BP 3108, Dakar, Senegal;
Tel: 3216-15; Fax: 23-9335. There is also a common regional
development bank, the Banque ouest-africaine de developpement
(BOAD). Address: Banque ouestafricaine de developpement, BP
1172, Lome, Togo; Tel; [228]21-42-44: Fax: [228]21-52-67.

wharfage
(shipping) (a) A charge assessed by a pier or dock owner for
handling incoming or outgoing cargo, (b) The charge made for
docking vessels at a wharf.

with average (WA)
(insurance) Insurance coverage which gives the assured protection
for partial damage by sea perils, if the partial damage amounts to
3% (or other percentage as specified) or more of the value of the
whole shipment or of a shipping package. If the vessel has
stranded, sunk, been on fire or in collision, the percentage
requirement is waived and losses from sea perils are recoverable
in full.

Additional named perils may be added to the WA Clause. Theft,
pilferage, nondelivery, fresh water damage, sweat damage,
breakage and leakage are often covered. The combination of perils
needed by a particular assured will naturally depend upon the
commodity being shipped and the trade involved.
In its standard form a typical with average clause may read:
Subject to particular average if amounting to 3%, unless general
or the vessel and/or craft is stranded, sunk, burn, on fire and/or in
collision, each package separately insured or on the whole.”
The “all risk” clause is a logical extension of the broader forms of
“With Average” coverage. This clause reads:
To cover against all risks of physical loss or damage from any
external cause irrespective of percentage, but excluding,
nevertheless, the risk of war, strikes, riots, seizure, detention and
other risks excluded by the F.C.&S. (Free of Capture and Seizure)
Warranty and the S.R.&C.C. (Strikes, Riots and Civil
Commotion). Warranty in this policy, excepting to the extent that
such risks are specifically covered by endorsement.”
Some types of loss are commonly excluded and others not
recoverable, even under the “all risk” clauses.
See also average; particular average; general average; free of
particular average; deductible average; all risk: special marine
policy.

without reserve
(shipping) A term indicating that a shipper’s agent or
representative is empowered to make definitive decisions and
adjustments abroad without approval of the group or individual
represented.

with particular average
(insurance) Insurance covering also the loss of single cases or
partial quantities (as opposed to free from particular average,
fpa). See also average; particular average; deductible average;
all risk.

won
The curency of:
North Korea, 1W=100 jun;
South Korea. 1W=100 jeon

World Administrative Radio Conference
WARE refers to the conference convened regularly by the United
Nations’ International Telegraphic Union (ITU) to allocate and
regulate radio frequencies for the purposes of television and radio
broadcasting, telephone data communications, navigation,
maritime and aeronautical communication, and satellite
broadcasting. See International Telecommunications Union.

World Bank
(banking) The International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD), commonly referred to as the World Bank,
is an intergovernmental financial institution located in Washington,
DC. Its objectives are to help raise productivity and incomes and
reduce poverty in developing countries. It was established in
December 1945 on the basis of a plan developed at the Bretton
Woods Conference of 1944. The Bank loans financial resources
to credit worthy developing countries. It raises most of its funds
by selling bonds in the world’s major capital markets. Its bonds
have, over the years, earned a quality rating enjoyed only by sound
governments and leading corporations. Projects supported by the
World Bank normally receive high priority within recipient
governments and are usually well planned and supervised. The
World Bank eams a profit, which is plowed back into its capital.
Address: World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
20433; Tel: (202) 477-1234; Telex: 248423; Fax: (202) 477-6391.
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See International Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
World Bank Group.

World Bank Group
(banking) An integrated group of international institutions that
provides financial and technical assistance to developing countries.
The group includes the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, the International Development Association,
and the International Finance Corporation. Address: World Bank
Group, 1818 H Street NW, Washington DC 20433; Tel: (202)
477-1234: Fax: (202) 477-6391.

World Intellectual Property Organization
A specialized  agency of the United Nations system of
organizations that seeks to promote international cooperation in
the protection of intellectual property around the world through
cooperation among states, and administers various “Unions,” each
founded on a multilateral treaty and dealing with the legal and
administrative aspects of intellectual property.
WlPO administers the International Union for the Protection of
Industrial Property (the “Paris Union”), which was founded in
1883 to reduce discrimination in national patent practices, the
International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
Works (the “Bern Union”), which was founded in 1886 to provide
analogous functions with respect to copyrights, and other treaties,
conventions and agreements concerned with intellectual property.
Address: World Intellectual Property Organization, 34, chemin
des Colombettes, CH1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland; Tel: [41] (22)
7309111; Telex: 412912 OMPI CH; Fax: [41] (22) 733-5428.
See also patent: copyright; service mark; trademark; Patent
Cooperation Treaty.

World Meteorological Organization
The WMO facilitates worldwide cooperation in establishing a
network for meteorological, hydrological, and geophysical
observations, for exchanging meteorological and related
information, and for promoting standardization in meteorological
measurements. Address: World Meteorological Organization,
Case Postale 2300, CH-1211 Geneva 2. Switzerland; Tel: [41]
(22) 730-8111: Telex: [41]4199 OMMCH; Fax: [41] (22)
734-2326.

World Tourism Organization
An integovernmental technical body dealing with all aspects of
tourism. The WTO promotes and develops tourism as a means
of contributing to economic development, international

understanding, peace, and prosperity. Headquarters address:
World Tourism Organization, Calle Capitan Haya 42, E28020
Madrid, Spain; Tel: (1) 571-0628; Telex: 42188 OMT E; Fax:
(1) 571-3733.

world trade clubs
Local or regional based organizations in the United States and
around the world of importers, exporters, customs brokers, freight
forwarders, attorneys, bankers, manufacturers and shippers.
Each world trade club provides different services and activities,
but many provide: information services including data bases and
libraries, educational services including seminars and regularly
scheduled classes, meeting space, club atmosphere, dining, exhibit
facilities, and trade missions. Most major cities in the world have
world trade clubs. For a list of world trade clubs internationally
contact: World Trade Center Association, One World Trade
Center, Suite 7701, New York, NY 10048; Tel: (212) 4322626;
Fax: (212) 488-0064.

World Traders Data Reports
(U.S.) A fee-based service which provides a background report
on a specific foreign firm, prepared by U.S. commercial officers
overseas. WTDRs provide information about the type of
organization, year established, relative size, number of employees,
general reputation, territory covered, language preferred, product
lines handled, principal owners, financial references, and trade
references. WTDRs include narrative information about the
reliability of the foreign firm. Cost is $100 per report. Issued by
the ITA. To obtain a World Traders Data Report, contact the
nearest Department of Commerce district office, or call (800)
USA-TRADE.

writ
(law) A judicial order to a person, often a sheriff, judge, or another
officer of the law, to perform a specified act or to have the act
performed. Writs of attachment, execution, and replevin are
examples of writs that courts issue to require officials to carry
out court judgments. See attachment; execution; replevin.

writer
(foreign exchange) The party which writes an option (also known
as the option seller). The writer undertakes the obligation to carry
out the conditions of the options contract according to the choice
of the option buyer during the whole life to maturity of the option.
For this he receives a premium which is paid to him by the buyer
of the option.

X-Y-Z
yen
The currency of Japan. 1Y=100 sen.

yuan
The currency of China. 1Y=100 fen.

zaire
The currency of Zaire. 1Z=100 makuta.

Zangger Committee
Examines controls enacted pursuant to the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty by refining the list of items requiring
nuclear safeguards. The Zangger Committee consists of 23
Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) nuclear supplier nations

and includes all nuclear weapons states except France and China.
Through a series of consultations in the early 1970’s, the countries
of the Zangger Committee compiled a “trigger list” of nuclear
materials and equipment. The shipment of any item on the list to
a non-nuclear weapons state “triggers” the requirement of
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. Since
the Zangger Committee is associated with the NPT, its members
are obligated to treat all nonnuclear weapons parties to the treaty
alike. For fear of discrediting the NPT, the Zangger countries
cannot target strict nuclear controls toward certain nations with
questionable proliferation credentials; the NPT binds them to assist
non-nuclear weapons states with peaceful atomic energy projects.
See International Atomic Energy Agency; Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty
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zip code
(shipping) A numerical code, established by the U.S. Postal
Service, used for the purpose of routing and to identify delivery
zones. Some U.S. carriers apply this code for freight in the same
mariner.

zloty
The currency of Poland. 1Zl=l00 groszy.

zone
(shipping) Any one of a number of sections or districts of the
United States or of the world used for the purpose of establishing
proper rates for parcels, mail, and pickup and delivery.

zone status
(U.S. foreign trade zones) The legal status of merchandise which
has been admitted to a U.S. foreign trade zone, thereby becoming
subject to the provisions of the Foreign Trade Act (FTZA). See

foreign trade zone; Foreign Trade Zone Board; Foreign Trade
Zone Act; grantee; operator; zone user; subzones.

zone user
(U.S. foreign trade zones) A corporation, partnership or party
that uses a U.S. foreign trade zone for storage, handling,
processing, or manufacturing merchandise in zone status, whether
foreign or domestic. Usually, the zone user is the party which
requests a Customs permit to admit, process or remove zone
status merchandise. In subzones, the operator and zone user are
usually the same party. Users pay the grantee or operator for
services such as rent on facilities, storage, handling, promotion
and similar services. See foreign trade zone; Foreign Trade Zone
Board; Foreign Trade Zone Act; operator, zone user; subzones;
zone status.
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